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Structure of this thesis

This thesis summarizes original research results regarding the dynamics of a single spin paramet-
rically coupled to the motion of a nanomechanical resonator. The underlying work was performed
between September 2011 and October 2014 in the group Hybrid Quantum Nano Optomechanics under
the supervision of Dr. Olivier Ariczet at the Néel Institute in Grenoble, France. Our studies are rooted
in the context of hybrid spin mechanical systems - a new class of devices in which single quantum
systems are coupled to a macroscopic object. Such a system, built from the electron spin of a single
nitrogen vacancy defect magnetically coupled to a silicon carbide nanowire, had already been set up
in the host laboratory prior to this work and held promising opportunities for the exploration of novel
effects arising from the mutual coupling of the two constituents. Harnessing its potential, however,
required gaining detailed insights into the dynamics of the single spin as its energy is periodically
modulated by the motion of the nanoresonator. To do so has been the goal of the PhD thesis that is
presented here. The manuscript is structured as follows:
In Chapter 1 we provide a general introduction to the field of hybrid mechanical systems. In the
first part, we motivate their relevance for modern day physics research and highlight especially their
applicability for the generation of arbitrary quantum states of motion of macroscopic objects. Hoping
to develop in the reader an appreciation of the versatility and technological challenge of working with
hybrid mechanical devices, we furthermore review state-of-the-art experiments from around the world.
In the second part, we present the hybrid spin-mechanical system that is at the center of this thesis.
We introduce its constituent components, electron spin of a nitrogen vacancy defect and SiC nanowire,
and outline earlier experiments that have successfully demonstrated functioning of the hybrid device.
We dedicate Chapter 2 to the establishment of a theoretical framework necessary to describe the
hybrid interaction. We start by formalizing the (quantum) mechanical oscillator, its interaction with
the environment, its response to externally applied forces and we discuss the optical readout of the
nanowire displacement. Subsequently, we provide the formal description of the electron spin of the
nitrogen vacancy defect, explain how it is affected by dissipation and decoherence effects and how its
spin state can be prepared and detected optically. Eventually, we present the hybrid interaction in
terms of a coupling Hamiltonian and develop a set of Bloch equations describing the evolution of the
spin under the influence of the nanomechanical motion. Finally, we reduce our considerations to the
parametric interaction, where the spin energy becomes a function of the oscillator position.
We have decided to first study the dynamics of a single spin during the parametric interaction on a test
system, where the mechanical motion is emulated by radio frequency (RF) magnetic fields delivered
to the electron spin by a waveguide system. On the one hand, the system’s high spatial stability
has allowed to accumulate data during long acquisition times. On the other hand, working with
RF magnetic fields has enabled the tuning of the parametric interaction through a large parameter
range. In Chapter 3 we describe the experimental setup and discuss two techniques to probe the spin’s
population. Using optically detected magnetic resonance spectroscopy, we probe the steady state spin
population in the adiabatic and resolved sideband regime, corresponding to slow and fast mechanical
motion with respect to the spin lifetime. The latter regime presents an important benchmark for
hybrid systems, as it enables advanced manipulation protocols for the hybrid device. It is studied in
further detail by measuring Rabi oscillations. We have come to observe a spin locking effect, where the
dynamics of the spin become synchronized to the oscillator motion when the spin evolution frequency
approaches the frequency of mechanical modulation. This effect, analogous to the Mollow triplet in
quantum electrodynamics and bearing great importance in the realization of a mechanical measurement
of spin forces, is analyzed in detail throughout the rest of this chapter and remains in the focus of the
remainder of this work.
In Chapter 4 we present an advanced hybrid setup, especially developed to provide high spatial sta-
bility required when using large magnetic field gradients. An important novelty of this system arises
from the two dimensional motion exhibited by the nanowire, resulting in a vectorial character of the
spin-oscillator interaction. This additional richness is conquered by using experimental techniques to
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directly measure the two dimensional energy landscape of the electron spin in the strong magnetic
field gradient. We show that the spin locking mechanism is also observed in the true hybrid device
and demonstrate that the phononic Mollow triplet gains a vectorial character.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we explore the role of noise created by the random thermal motion of the
mechanical oscillator in the hybrid spin-mechanical system. We do so by returning to the test system
and injecting in the waveguide an incoherent RF signal emulating the oscillator’s random Brownian
motion. First, we show that the Mollow triplet can also be created by the thermally driven oscillator.
Second, we study how the thermal noise perturbs the Mollow triplet created by a coherent energy
modulation of the spin. Finally, we conclude our study with a last experiment demonstrating that the
phononic Mollow triplet can be used to perform a spectroscopic measurement of the spin environment
by detecting the Brownian motion of a mechanical mode near the mechanical drive frequency.
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Chapter 1

Hybrid systems of nanomechanical
oscillators and two level systems

In the first chapter of this thesis we are going to provide an introduction to hybrid spin mechanical
systems for the general audience. We will start by reviewing the experimental effort that has been
invested into the observation and generation of one of quantum physics most bizarre manifestations of
the uncertainty principle: the perpetual twitch at zero energy of a microscopic yet visible object. This
so called ground state of motion of a mechanical oscillator being the conceptual starting point of an
entirely new domain of physics, we will continue by elucidating how the frontier between classical and
quantum physics can be pushed further towards the macroscopic. To do so, it has been suggested to
couple mechanical oscillators to one of quantum mechanics’ hallmark ingredients – the quantum two
level system. After a brief illustration of possible consequences of such a coupling, we will present recent
experiments that have already successfully demonstrated the interaction between the two components.

In the second part of this introduction, we are going to describe the hybrid spin mechanical
system that is in the focus of this thesis. Advantages of choosing a silicon carbide nanowire as a
mechanical oscillator and a single nitrogen vacancy defect as a two level system will be highlighted.
Earlier experiments preceding this thesis work have already demonstrated the parametric coupling
between NV spin and oscillator motion on this device. Motivated by this success, we will outline how
a measurement of the mechanical oscillator’s dynamics can be used to detect the state of the two level
system. Such an experiment requires profound knowledge of the behavior of the quantum two level
system, which has been the stimulating drive of this work.

1.1 Non-classical states of motion

1.1.1 The motional ground state

Quantum mechanical oscillators

In [1], Landau and Lifshitz open their work with a remark pinpointing the profoundness of harmonic
potentials. Assuming that a given one dimensional potential function U(x) is continuous, it can be
expanded around a minimum x0 as

U(x− x0) = U0 + U1(x− x0) + U2(x− x0)2 +O((x− x0)3).

The first term U0 can always be absorbed as the zero of energy, while U1 = 0 by definition. Hence,
any physical object displaced by δx = x− x0 around its rest position can be approximately described
by a potential function that is quadratic in the displacement. The study of such potentials comprises
a wide field of applications and the resulting dynamics, described by harmonic oscillations, can be
found almost everywhere in nature. Examples range from the center of mass motion of galaxies over

1
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currents in RLC circuits to the motion of single atoms in molecules. The latter systems, however, are
so small that they cannot be explained sufficiently in terms of classical physics, but rather a quantum
treatment becomes necessary.
Heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty can be viewed as a cornerstone postulate of quantum mechanics.
It states that a simultaneous measurement of two conjugate variables describing an object can only
be performed within the limit of a well defined imprecision. For a measurement of position x and
momentum p of an object, their respective uncertainties, ∆x and ∆p, are limited by ∆x∆p ≥ ~

2 ,
where ~ is Planck’s constant h divided by 2π and equals ~ = 1.054 × 10−34 Js. As a consequence,
the object is always moving even at zero energy, giving rise to what is termed zero-point fluctuations.
Entering this regime with a macroscopic object is an important benchmark for quantum mechanical
experiments and offers a way to probe the frontiers between the classical and quantum world. There
are, however, three important reasons why this is in general a difficult task. First, because the zero-
point fluctuations are very small, as can be seen by inspecting the size of Planck’s constant h. Second,
at room temperature the object has a large thermal energy leading to additional motion much larger
than quantum fluctuation. At last, an arbitrary macroscopic object consists of many atoms. Their
collective motion is described by a single massive object, whose zero-point fluctuations consequently
decrease with the number of involved particles.

Cooling single ions into their motional ground state

Despite their small size, single ions have provided physicists with an excellent playground to explore
the weirdness of quantum mechanics early on. Indeed, advancement in this field of physics was awarded
with several Nobel prizes 1. Working with single ions is advantageous mainly due to two characteristics.
First, their charge enables their confinement and isolation in an oscillating electromagnetic potential,
which lead to the development of ion traps by physicists like Wolfgang Paul in the 1950s [2]. Second, the
advent of laser light sources in the 1960s largely increased the spectroscopy toolbox, which provided the
experimenters with great control over the ions. It was realized in the 1970s that a single ion’s oscillating
motion in a trap potential can be cooled down using laser light [3, 4]. The principal idea is that a
laser beam impinging onto a single ion provides the particle with a momentum kick. Since photons
are scattered arbitrarily in all directions, the net result is momentum transfer from the photons onto
the ion in the direction opposite to its motion. Exploiting the Doppler effect, the radiation pressure
force can slow down the atoms and hence decreases their temperature. The phenomenon was first
observed in 1978 by Wineland, Drullinger, and Walls [5], who cooled a cloud of magnesium ions to
less than 40 K using a technique called Doppler cooling. This being a great success in itself, the
technique prevented cooling below a temperature limit set by the ions spectroscopic linewidth. In
1982 it was suggested that these limitations could be circumvented by setting up an electromagnetic
trap whose oscillation frequency was much larger than the absorption linewidth of the ions [6]. In
this configuration, called the Resolved Sideband (RSB) regime [7], an excited ion undergoes many
oscillations in the trap potential before de-excitation. Wineland and his group in Boulder, Colorado,
USA, overcame the experimental challenges for a first time in 1989 [8] and demonstrated cooling of
a single mercury ion to its ground state of motion. Soon after, the cooling of collective modes of
oscillation shared between several ions (called ion crystals) was demonstrated, revealing the quantum
behavior of a group of particles [9, 10]. These advancements brought along the question whether
quantum behavior could be demonstrated on larger objects as well. Like ion crystals in a trap, atoms
in a solid also oscillate in discrete mechanical modes, called phonons. This is indeed a very desirable
situation when aiming at generating macroscopic quantum behavior, since it avoids the problem of
having to control each participating particle individually. Mechanical oscillators are the manifestation
of such a collective behavior in a solid state system and they have therefore been identified as suitable

1 for example to Hans Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul in 1989 who were working with single ions and Steven Chu, Claude
Cohen-Tannoudji and William Phillips in 1997, who worked on single atom experiments
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candidates for the generation of macroscopic quantum states of motion.

(b)(a)

Figure 1.1: Trapped ion experiments. (a) An array of several laser cooled 40Ca+ ions is aligned in
a Paul trap and imaged with a CCD camera by means of a fluorescence readout. Image source: [11].
(b) King and Wineland confined two 9Be+ ions in an elliptical Paul trap and cooled modes of their
collective motion to the ground state [10].

Cooling mechanical oscillators into their motional ground state

The challenge of observing a device in its motional ground state mainly consists in extracting all
its thermal energy kBΘ, where Θ is its temperature and kB = 1.38 × 10−23J/K is the Boltzmann
constant. In Chapter 2 we will see that the necessary temperature that needs to be achieved is
Θgs = ~Ωm/kB. For a mechanical oscillator of resonance frequency Ωm/2π = 1 MHz, the ground state
temperature is Θgs ≈ 48µK, much colder than the microwave background of the universe and any
realistic temperature achievable in a cryostat. The first physicists to ever reveal the quantum nature
of a macroscopic object visible by the human eye were O’Connell and Cleland in 2010 [12]. In their
groundbreaking experiment a unique system, consisting of a membrane with extremely high frequencies
in the gigahertz range and a ground state temperature of about 100 mK, was cooled by using purely
cryogenic techniques. However, more conventional oscillators have lower mechanical frequencies and
cryogenic cooling techniques can hardly be expected to go below 10 mK in presence of probe fields.
This is due to the reduction of heat capacity and cooling power in standard dilution refrigerators at
low temperatures. The whole system thus becomes more susceptible to thermalization induced by the
probe fields, limiting the lowest achievable temperature. These problems altogether motivate the use
of active cooling techniques similar to those used for single ions, which were explored in the context
of cavity optomechanics. Actively cooling mechanical oscillators only decreases the temperature of
a single mode, leaving the environment unchanged. A. Heidmann and coworkers first demonstrated
that the thermal motion of a cavity mirror can be cooled using an active feedback scheme [13]. The
random Brownian motion of the mirror is detected and differentiated and serves to modulate the
intensity of an additional laser beam with an acousto-optic modulator. This second laser is directed
onto the cavity mirror and its radiation pressure provides a viscous force that is damping its thermal
motion. Because this technique reduces temperature and leads to increased mechanical dissipation, it
is termed cold damping. This active cooling technique has been demonstrated to achieve impressive
cooling factors of more than 40 by Heidmann and later by more than a factor of 1000 by D. Rugar
and D. Bouwmeester [14,15]. However, the installation of an active feedback system is experimentally
challenging, especially because this technique necessitates an extreme readout sensitivity and therefore
large probe powers, which are hardly compatible with ultracryogenic experiments. For this reason,
alternative strategies have been suggested, which make use of the optomechanical interaction [16–19].
Radiation pressure cooling of a movable mirror relies on the principle that the intracavity field exerts
a force that has components oscillating in and out of phase with the mirror’s motion. This phase
delay is a consequence of the build-up time of the intracavity field and therefore depends on the
detuning of the light field from cavity resonance. The force component out of phase with the oscillator
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motion appears like an additional damping, leading to a reduction of the effective temperature of
the phonon mode of interest. This technique is the optomechanical analog of laser cooling of atoms,
exploiting the parametric coupling between the cavity resonance and mechanical motion. The first
experiments were implemented by the groups of A. Heidmann [17] and A. Aspelmeyer [18] and were
quickly followed by those of other research groups [15, 20–22]. Since then, it has been demonstrated
to work over a large variety of mass scales, ranging from nanomembranes of a few picograms in the
group of Harris [23] to gram [24] and kilogram objects [25]. Such large experimental interest was
accompanied by much theoretical support [26–29]. It was realized that, in analogy with trapped
atom experiments, in case where the mechanical oscillation frequency is below the linewidth of the
cavity transmission, the lowest temperature achievable is limited to the equivalent of a Doppler limit
temperature [30]. Again, the situation can be remedied by going to the resolved sideband regime of
the optomechanical interaction. First demonstrations of resolved sideband cooling were realized by the
group of T. Kippenberg in 2009 [31, 32]. In their experiment a cryogenically precooled micro-toroid
was used in which so called whispering gallery modes of the cavity were coupled to breathing modes
of the toroid. A tapered optical fibre was brought into close proximity to the toroid’s rim, such that
the micro-toroid’s evanescent field could couple to the fibre guided mode. The radiation pressure
cooling in the resolved sideband regime brought the thermal occupation of the mechanical mode down
to ∼ 60 phonons. Soon after, in 2011, two groups of experimenters achieved sideband cooling to the
ground state. Painter and Chan also used a tapered optical fibre to couple light into a suspended
silicon beam serving as both, optical cavity and mechanical resonator, eventually obtaining phonon
occupation of less than one [33]. Teufel and Lehnert from Boulder showed that the same principles
apply in a microwave cavity using an electromechanical coupling scheme [34]. Because of the large
coupling strength achieved, resolved sideband cooling was sufficient to freeze a mechanical oscillator
down to its ground state, whose remaining thermal occupation of the mode was determined to be of
only 0.34 phonons. Figure 1.2 gives a visual overview of experiments that have successfully cooled
macroscopic mechanical oscillators into or close to their ground state of motion.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.2: Mechanical oscillators observed in or close to their ground state of motion. (a) The GHz
film bulk resonator of [12] can be cooled to its ground state using purely cryogenic techniques. (b) [33]
used laser cooling to bring the occupation number of this silicon nanobeam down to 0.85 thermal
phonons. (c) Resolved sideband cooling with MW photons was used to cool the aluminum membrane
of [34] into its motional ground state. (d) The group of T. Kippenberg used resolved sideband cooling
by coupling an evanescent field to a whispering gallery mode of a silica micro-toroid, which was cooled
to a thermal occupation of first 60 [31], later 10 [32] and 1.7 phonons [35].
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1.1.2 Non-classical states of motion of macroscopic objects

Preparation of an object in its ground state |m = 0〉 builds the basis for the generation of non-classical
states of motion. Trapped ion experiments have provided exquisite demonstrations of such, where the
generation of number states [36] or squeezed states [37] is now a task routinely accomplished in the
laboratory.

Moreover, due to coupling of an internal state with two level character to a motional degree,
arbitrary quantum states can be created. In the resolved sideband regime, where ion lifetimes exceed the
duration of the motional period in the trap potential (Ωm > Γion), transitions from |g,m〉 → |e,m+ k〉
can be resolved spectrally. By irradiating the ion with a so called π pulse (coming for example from a
laser source or a microwave antenna), it is then possible to entangle internal and motional degrees of
freedom: for an uncoupled two level system (TLS), a π pulse can transfer population from the ground
state |g〉 to the excited state |e〉 (or back from the excited state to the ground state) if its frequency
matches the energy gap (δ = 0).

|g〉 π(δ=0)−−−−→ |e〉

For an ion bound in a trap potential, population can be transferred using a π-pulse that is detuned
from resonance by the trap frequency Ωm/2π (δ = ±Ωm). The energy difference will be compensated
for by excitation or de-excitation of the ion’s motion [36].

|g,m〉 π(δ=±Ωm)−−−−−−−→ |e,m± 1〉

The situation is depicted in Figure 1.3. If instead a π/2-pulse is used, that creates a superposition of
the internal ground and excited states, internal and motional degrees become entangled:

|g, n〉 π/2(δ=Ωm)−−−−−−−→ 1√
2

(|g, n〉+ |e, n+ 1〉)

In combination with a controlled NOT (cNOT) operation2, arbitrary entangled states can be created
[11,38]. The technique has not only been used to entangle single ions with their motional state [39] or
internal states of other ions [40] but also to entangle motional degrees of two spatially separated ion
pairs [41].

e

g

π x = π
e, m±k

g, m

Figure 1.3: Entanglement generation with trapped ions. The energy of an ion’s internal state is
modified by the trap potential. In the resolved sideband regime, the internal state serves as an
interface to excite or de-excite the ion’s motional modes.

In a theoretical discussion given by Cirac and Zoller in 1995 [42] it is suggested that such entan-
glement protocols can be employed to create a quantum computer. Since the computational power
of such a device largely depends on the size of the qubit network [43, 44], researchers have made an
effort to demonstrate entangled states between larger ensembles of atoms. Wavefunctions describing
a superposition of two maximally different states containing six particles have been engineered [45].
Such entangled states are called cat states, a homage to Schrödinger’s famous thought experiment. So
far their observation has been restricted to experiments containing only a small number of particles.

2 A cNOT operation changes the state |t〉 of a target system, conditioned on the state |c〉 of a control system. For example,
if both systems are qubits each with states |0〉 and |1〉, the cNOT operation changes |c, t〉 to |c, c⊕ t〉, where ⊕ denotes
addition modulo 2. It has been shown by [38], that all quantum computing operations can be decomposed into cNOT
gates combined with full qubit state rotations.
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1.1.3 Mechanical hybrid systems

The experiments outlined above demonstrate that an interface is needed in order to control the
coherence properties of quantum mechanical motion. Tian and Zoller [46] suggested that the coupling
between internal and motional degrees of freedom can be extended to create non-classical motion of
large scale objects. They propose a configuration in which a single ion is tightly confined in a trap
potential. In a scenario where its motion is strongly coupled to the mechanical resonators that make
up the trap, a quantum state of the ion can be mapped onto the motion of the resonators and vice
versa. The interface is thus provided by the coupling to a quantum system in the mechanical hybrid
device, see Figure 1.4. A natural, but not exclusive, choice for the quantum object is a quantum
TLS, which can be used to create non-classical motion, following the above described strategy. In
recent years a large toolbox to control the coherence properties of a wide range of qubits has been
established. Hybrid systems can thus profit from a large variety of potential components to map
their quantum state onto the mechanics, which can in principle be done in two different ways. In
case where mechanical displacement leads to a change in energy of the qubit, the same protocols
as for trapped ions can be used in hybrid mechanical systems. As an example, for operation in
the resolved sideband regime, where the mechanical oscillation frequency surpasses the characteristic
linewidth of the quantum system, it will be possible to perform sideband cooling of the mechanical
resonator [47, 48]. In case where both components, oscillator and quantum system, can resonantly
exchange single excitations, the Law-Eberly protocol [49] provides an algorithm to create any arbitrary
motional quantum state. Such a state can in principle be composed out of an infinite superposition of
states each with different amplitude and phase. Creation of a quantum state of a mechanical oscillator
with a classical field, which is likewise described by a superposition of an infinite number of states, is
problematic: On the one hand the interaction of the many levels that are involved is intractable, while
on the other hand, the experimenter only has two control parameters, namely amplitude and phase
of the classical field, at his disposal. The problem is resolved by invoking the nonlinear excitation
behavior of a quantum TLS, whose evolution is restricted between two states, as an interface between
classical and quantum object. Manipulation of the qubit’s amplitude and phase with the amplitude
and phase of the classical field is well described by the Jaynes - Cummings model, enabling arbitrary
quantum state generation of the TLS. This quantum state can subsequently be mapped onto the
mechanical oscillator by carefully timing the interaction length. An arbitrary quantum state of motion
can thus be created bit by bit, as visualized in Figure 1.4. Such couplings have already been used
between a phase qubit and a superconducting resonator [50] to create arbitrary quantum states of the
MW field.

E, B, strain...α, α*

Classical

α n
n

-|α|²/2 α= e Σ
n √n!

TLS

g

e

Ψ  = ecosθ 
iφ+ sinθ eg

x, p

Mechanical Oscillator

mΣamm
Ω  =

Coherent field

Quantum

Figure 1.4: Mechanical hybrid systems. The two level system serves as an interface between an external
classical field and the state of a quantum mechanical oscillator.

A historically important experiment was presented in 2004 by an IBM resarch team lead by Dan
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Rugar, see Figure 1.5. They demonstrated the detection of a single electron spin with a macroscopic
cantilever for the first time [51]. In this first hybrid spin-mechanical system an electromagnetic pulse
sequence was applied to force the spin of a single electron trapped in a solid to oscillate at the
mechanical resonance frequency. The spin magnetic moment then exerted a force on the cantilever
tip holding a magnetic gradient structure. Despite such a force being naturally small, it induced
a measurable shift in the mechanical resonance frequency. Detecting possible quantum states was
however out of reach for the researchers, as the small coupling strength between the two components
required long averaging times. Nonetheless, demonstrating single spin detection opened doors for
new technological development aiming at improvement of the experimental apparatus. Increasing
mechanical sensitivity as well as coherence times of the quantum systems has been a major focus since
and several schemes have been proposed [52,53].
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Figure 1.5: Detection of a single electron spin with a mechanical oscillator. (a) Setup of the hybrid
system. A magnetic gradient structure is attached to the tip of a mechanical oscillator, whose motion
is read out with an optical interferometer. A MW coil drives transitions of all spins contained in a
resonant slice, which is set by an external magnetic field and the cantilever tip. (b). The variance of
the spin induced frequency shift as a function of the probe position with respect to the sample for two
different external fields. Image source: [51]

O’Connell and Cleland [12] were the first to expose the coherence properties of a macroscopic
oscillator in the quantum regime in 2010. In their experiment the aforementioned membrane was not
only cooled to its motional ground state, but furthermore coupled to by a superconducting qubit in
order to resonantly exchange individual excitations. A necessary requirement for such an interaction is
that the coupling between the hybrid’s components, parameterized by a frequency gx/2π, takes place
on a time scale much smaller than the decay time of the quantum states of oscillator and qubit. The
rate Γth at which a motional quantum state decoheres largely depends on the mechanical dissipation
rate Γm and the environmental temperature Θ: Γth = ΓmkBΘ/~Ωm. Similarly for the quantum system,
the so called decoherence rate Γ2, usually varies between the different qubit types and also strongly
depends on its environment. Creating non-classical states of motion thus requires a hybrid mechanical
system with coupling mechanism such that

gx > Γth,Γ2. (1.1)

These requirements pose important hurdles in the development of mechanical hybrid systems and
have also been a limiting factor in the experiment of O’Connell. Different architectures might profit
from increased coherence times, while often the decrease in decoherence rates goes hand in hand with
decreased coupling strength. At the present moment there exist many different proposals to combine
mechanical oscillators and quantum systems. Potential applications are various. Transfer of a quantum
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state onto a macroscopic object would provide physicists with a new playground. It would allow them
to generate and observe non-classical states of motion as well as to test fundamental quantum theory
with macroscopic objects. At the same time, quantum systems intrinsically are extremely sensitive
probes of their surroundings and can serve to transduce tiny forces onto the mechanical oscillator
and vice versa [35, 54]. Sensing these forces thus allows detection in the quantum regime. Potential
quantum computers might profit from the implementation of such hybrid systems, since their qubits –
quantum systems like electronic or nuclear spins – can store quantum information while mechanical
modes provide means of long range interactions between them [42, 55]. Promising advances towards
these goals have been made in recent years. In the next section we are going to review some recently
proposed hybrid mechanical systems.

1.1.4 Existing hybrid mechanical systems around the world

In this section we are going to review some of the hybrid mechanical systems that presently exist. We
will see the large variety of mechanical oscillators, quantum systems and coupling mechanisms that
have been employed in recent years.

Quantum ground state cooling and single-phonon control In this experiment performed
in 2010 by O’Connell and Cleland in Santa Barbara [12] a suspended film bulk piezo resonator is cooled
to its quantum ground state at about 100 mK with a dilution refrigerator. Due to the oscillator’s
large resonance frequency of around 6 GHz, no additional cooling techniques are required in order to
extract all thermal phonons. The oscillator is made out of a piezo electric material, which means that
its motion creates an electrical signal and vice versa. A superconducting phase qubit is coupled to
the oscillator via an electrical circuit and serves as control and monitor for the mechanical motion.
This man made two level system, built up of a Josephson junction shunted by a capacitor and an
inductance, exhibits an energy splitting that can be tuned via a bias current between 5 and 10 GHz.
O’Connell and Cleland show that the initially off-resonant qubit can be brought into its excited state
and subsequently tuned into resonance. When the energy splitting of the qubit matches the energy
splitting of the mechanical resonator, the two systems can resonantly exchange single excitations at
the vacuum Rabi frequency gx/2π = 124 MHz. Such a rather large frequency is necessary due to qubit
lifetimes of only around 17 ns. Nonetheless, this experiment presents the world’s first demonstration of
a macroscopic object exhibiting non-classical motion. Because the interaction duration and strength
are well controlled, the mechanical oscillator’s phonon occupation can be set arbitrarily between zero
and one. This success was made possible by an extremely cumbersome micro-fabrication process,
which has since been adapted in similar systems [56].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: Quantum ground state cooling and single-phonon control. (a) Setup of the hybrid system
consisting of a film bulk membrane and a tunable superconducting qubit coupled by a superconducting
MW circuit. (b) The mechanical oscillator was controlled and read out using the quantum two level
system. The coherent coupling was put into evidence by measuring Rabi oscillations of the excited
state population (left: simulations, right: experiment). Image source: [12].

Optical coupling between an atom cloud and an oscillating membrane This hybrid
optomechanical system presented by Camerer and Treutlein demonstrates the bidirectional interaction
between a mechanical oscillator and an ensemble of cold atoms [57]. In the experiment atoms are
cooled and confined by a magneto optical trap (MOT). At the same time a one dimensional optical
lattice consisting of interfering laser beams is set up. This is made possible by creating standing waves
of light due to reflection of one laser beam with a SiN oscillating membrane. In this configuration,
displacement of the membrane shifts the optical lattice and leads to a restoring force onto the atoms.
Simultaneously, the atoms’ displacement through the optical lattice leads to a change of the radiation
pressure that is exerted from the optical field onto the membrane, which presents itself as a restoring
dipole force on the mechanical resonator. Due to this bidirectional effect, the optical lattice mediates
interaction between the atoms and the reflecting membrane despite a large disparity in the masses
of the two components (the oscillator being 108 times heavier than the atom cloud). This interplay
becomes interesting when the trap frequency approaches the frequency of the membrane mechanical
oscillations at around 270 kHz, despite a small coupling strength in the sub-Hz region. Camerer and
Treutlein show that the effect of the atoms onto the membrane is an induced additional mechanical
damping, while the motion of the atoms along the optical axis is heated by the membrane displacement.
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Figure 1.7: Optical coupling between an atom cloud and an oscillating membrane. The mechanical
hybrid system of Camerer and Treutlein [57] couples a cloud of cooled atoms to the displacement of
an oscillating membrane by means of an optical lattice. While a shift of the atom position modifies
the radiation pressure force acting on the membrane, the membrane displacement results in a shift of
the optical lattice.

Resonant coupling between a mechanical oscillator and a Bose-Einstein condensate
This experiment by Hunger and Treutlein [58] uses two exotic ingredients: The motion of a microme-
chanical oscillator is coupled via a surface force to a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of Rubidium
atoms. In short, the BEC is held by a magnetic trap and placed about 1 µm above the cantilever.
The cantilever motion with a resonance frequency of around 10 kHz can be driven and couples to
the BEC by changing the trap potential due to surface affects. The perturbation becomes stronger
with increasing oscillation amplitude. This leads to an excitation of atomic motion, as a consequence
of which atoms can leave the trap potential. The authors show indeed that the number of atoms
remaining in the trap is strongly correlated with mechanical drive frequency and amplitude. This
result suggests that the small size of the BEC can be exploited to map the local amplitude of oscillation
with large spatial resolution. However, due to the large difference in mass, only a small collective
coupling constant of gx/2π < 1 Hz was achieved and no backaction could be detected from the BEC
onto the mechanical oscillator.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.8: Resonant coupling between a mechanical oscillator and a Bose-Einstein condensate [58].
(a) A BEC couples via a surface force to the position of a cantilever, which modifies the trap potential.
(b) The number of atoms remaining in the BEC after it is brought into interaction with the cantilever
encodes drive frequency and strength of the cantilever motion.

Nanomechanical measurements of a superconducting qubit In this technologically ex-
tremely demanding experiment [59], the group of Roukes demonstrated a spectroscopy measurement
of a Cooper Pair Box (CPB) with a nano electromechanical system (NEMS). A CPB is a quantum
system made from two Josephson junctions connected by a superconducting loop which presents a
non-harmonic charge potential. Due to the varying energy splitting between neighboring states, the
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ground and first excited states of the CPB form an effective two level system at cryogenic temper-
atures. The mechanical resonator is a flexural mode of a silicon nitride nano-resonator oscillating
around Ωm/2π = 58 MHz, whose displacement capacitivly couples to the qubit and changes its energy.
The total Hamiltonian of the system in the charge eigenbasis is

H = ~Ωma
†a︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hosc

+Eelσz + EJσx︸ ︷︷ ︸
HCPB

+ ~gz(a† + a)σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hint

.

In the dispersive coupling regime where qubit and oscillator frequency are very different, the
parametric interaction generates a force −∇Hint onto the mechanical oscillator, which leads to a qubit
state dependent shift of the resonator’s eigenfrequency. The coupling between the qubit and resonator
can be engineered to be quite large with gz/2π ≈ 0.3 − 2.3 MHz resulting in a change of Ωm/2π by
up to ∆Ωm/2π = 1.6 kHz. However, coherence times in superconducting qubits are usually small
and have been on the order of ns in this experiment. It has therefore not been possible to probe the
coherent dynamics of the TLS in this experiment, but readout of ∆Ωm has been used to detect the
steady state population 〈σz〉, which constitutes a mechanically mediated spectroscopic measurement
of the CPB.
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Figure 1.9: NEMS based qubit spectroscopy. (a) The mechanical oscillator here is the fundamental
in-plane flexural mode of a Silicon-Nitride nanooscillator which couples capacitively to a CPB. (b)
The qubit can be manipulated externally to change its occupation. Simultaneously, the qubit exerts
a state dependent force, which shifts the effective resonance frequency of the mechanical oscillator.
Image source: [59]

Charge induced mechanical damping by strong electro-mechanical coupling Shortly
after Roukes, Bennet and Grütter of McGill university in Montreal [60] presented a mechanical hybrid
system between an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever and an Indium-Arsenide quantum dot.
In their device, motion of the cantilever at about 166 kHz periodically varies a capacitance between the
cantilever tip and quantum dot and thus changes the energy of the electrons on the dot. This leads to
oscillator position dependent tunneling rates for charges to hop on or off the dot, whose balance defines
the steady state charge number. Conversely, capacitance and thus the charge dependent voltage in the
circuit vary with the tip position. This gradient gives rise to a charge dependent force, which is felt
by the oscillator and detectable either as frequency shift or additional damping. In astonishingly good
agreement with theory, the experimenters show that indeed amplitude and gate voltage dependent
damping is induced on the mechanical motion. The tunable coupling strength is on the order of 10
meV per electron on the dot translating to displacement of the resonator on the nm scale.
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Figure 1.10: Charge induced mechanical damping. (a) Motion of the cantilever tip above a quantum dot
changes the capacitance between the dot and the AFM cantilever tip, periodically varying the quantum
dot energy. (b) Circuit diagram of the hybrid system. (c) Mechanical damping as a function of gating
voltage induced by charges on the quantum dot. The charge number on the quantum dot is position
and therefore amplitude dependent, resulting in an amplitude dependent charge induced mechanical
damping. For large enough oscillation amplitudes the interaction enters a strong electromechanical
coupling regime, where a difference of probabilities between electrons either hopping onto or off the
quantum dot is evidenced by a damping behavior that is asymmetric with respect to the applied bias
voltage. Image source: [60]

A quantum dot in a photon trumpet While the experiment by O’Connell and Cleland
demonstrated a resonator and qubit in resonant interaction, the experiment by Yeo [61] demonstrates
how a GaAs trumpet shaped nanowire, acting as a photonic waveguide and mechanical oscillator at
the same time, could change the energy splitting of a two level system. The TLS in the experiment is
a quantum dot which upon de-excitation emits photons in the optical range. The associated energy
splitting is a function of local strain effects in the GaAs nanowire, which is periodically modified due to
the oscillator’s motion, again expressed by the parametric interaction Hamiltonian Hint = ~gz(a†+a)σz.
Since the wavelength of the emitted photons directly corresponds to the energy splitting of the quantum
dot, a spectroscopic analysis of the measured fluorescence revealed the coupling between quantum dot
and nanowire. The experimental parameters were such that the oscillation period of the mechanical
resonator, around ∼ 2µs, was much longer than the lifetime associated with excited quantum dot
around ∼ 500 ps. The experiment therefore is deep in the so called adiabatic regime, which leads
to slow modulation of the quantum dot energy splitting. As a consequence, the wavelength of the
emitted photons was related to the phase of mechanical oscillation, see Figure 1.11. Yeo furthermore
showed that the coupling strength between quantum dot and oscillator (gz/2π ≈ 450 kHz) was very
close to the frequency of mechanical modulation, Ωm/2π = 530 kHz. Their system thus presents a very
promising candidate for the ultra strong interaction regime, where gz > Ωm. A consequence of such a
large coupling is that the separation of the rest positions corresponding to opposing quantum states
becomes larger than the zero-point fluctuations of the mechanical oscillator, a phenomenon at which
we will take a closer look in Chapter 2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.11: A quantum dot in a photon trumpet [61]. (a) The photon trumpet consists of a conically
shaped photonic GaAs nanowire hosting an optically active InAs quantum dot. (b) Deflection of the
trumpet creates strain in its matrix, which couples to the energy splitting of the quantum dot. In the
adiabatic regime of slow mechanical oscillation, this shift was observed to encode the oscillation phase
of the mechanical oscillator by means of emission spectroscopy.

Hybrid circuit quantum electrodynamics In a very recent experiment [56], Silanpää and
colleagues of Finnish Aalto University couple a superconducting transmon qubit to a microwave cavity.
The energy of the qubit is modulated with coupling strength gz/2π = 4.5 MHz by a capacitively
coupled Aluminum membrane oscillating at 72 MHz. At these modulation frequencies, much faster
than the energy decay rates, the researchers work in the resolved sideband regime, where the imprint
of the mechanical modulation is the appearance of motional sidebands in the energy spectra of this
artificial two level system. Demonstrating time resolved control on the qubit state and sufficiently
long lifetimes of the qubit, Silanpää and his group could access the spin dynamics and showed how
these are modified in presence of driven mechanical motion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.12: Hybrid circuit quantum electrodynamics [56]. (a) A 72 MHz mechanical resonator
fabricated out of aluminum on a sapphire substrate capacitively couples to a ∼ 3 GHz transmon qubit.
(b) Motion of the oscillator modulates the transmon energy splitting. The authors showed that Rabi
oscillations could be driven on the motional sidebands of the qubit (top: temporal trace, bottom:
Fourier trace).
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1.2 A SiC nanowire - NV electronic spin hybrid mechanical system

In this part of the introduction we are going to present the device used in this work: a single solid
state hybrid spin mechanical system with the potential to bidirectionally probe the spin state and
mechanical motion at room temperature operation using magnetic field coupling. We are going to
take a closer look at its components first. The electron spin of negatively charged NV defects in
nanodiamonds and ultra light Silicon Carbide nanowires. Finally, we will present the first signatures
of hybridization in this system, in which the TLS has been used to probe the oscillator dynamics.

1.2.1 Nitrogen vacancy defects in diamond

In our experiment, we are working with a solid state qubit provided by the electron spin of a so
called Nitrogen Vacancy defect (NV) hosted in diamond. Diamond itself is a remarkable material,
consisting of covalently bound carbon atoms forming two interpenetrating face centered cubic lattices
with interatomic distances of 0.2 nm. This structure renders diamond not only chemically inert, but
also one of the hardest materials in the world, expressed by the highest Debye temperature of all
materials [62].

In addition to being one of the best thermal conductors, diamond is also a wide-gap semiconductor
with its conduction band 5.43 eV above the valence band [63]. All these properties have ignited a
large research interest in diamond, with applications as heat sinks, optical windows, cutting tools,
large power electronics and so on. Because of the wide band gap, diamond is host to many optically
active color defects of which more than 500 have been identified and many of these can be excited
without excessive heating of the material. These defects arise due to naturally occurring impurities,
like Boron or Nitrogen atoms. A so called Nitrogen vacancy color center (for short NV) is a defect
that emerges when a single nitrogen atom replacing a carbon atom is situated next to a vacancy in
the regular diamond lattice.

The NV defect has a well defined symmetry, denoted C3v, which corresponds to a symmetry group
formed by rotations by an angle 2nπ/3 around the NV axis and three mirror symmetries with respect
to the planes defined by the rotation axis and one of the Carbon atoms of the tetrahedron. Yet, the
regular structure at which electrons distribute is broken around the defect. While three of the five
valence electrons of the nitrogen atom build bonds with the surrounding carbon atoms, two remain in a
lone pair [64]. There are three electrons associated with the vacancy coming from its three neighboring
carbon atoms. At a given time, any two of them form a quasi covalent bond, while the last electron
remains unpaired, due to which the charge neutral NV0 defect posses a S = 1

2 net electron spin. An
additional electron can be trapped in the vacancy, forming a negatively charged NV− defect with
S = 1.
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Figure 1.13: The Nitrogen Vacancy defect in diamond. (a) The NV defect consists of a Nitrogen
impurity next to a vacancy in the diamond matrix. Its structure with broken tetrahedral symmetry
gives rise to a C3ν symmetry. (b) The orbital excited state of the NV defect can be stimulated by
off-resonant excitation at 532 nm while fluorescence is emitted in the red. (c) Emission spectrum of
a negatively charged NV defect with zero phonon line at 637 nm, corresponding to an energy gap of
1.945 eV. Image source: [65, 66].

The ability to detect individual NV defects with a confocal microscope [67] has established their
nature as stable single photon source at room temperature operation [68,69]. While the zero phonon
emission line is slightly offset between the charge states, coupling with optical phonons leads to a
broad emission spectrum at room temperature in both configurations. This broadening can however
be suppressed in a low temperature environment and NV defects have been integrated in quantum
cryptography [70, 71] and surface plasmon [72] experiments due to their reliable properties as single
photon emitters. The charge state has important consequences on the optical and spin properties.
While the S = 1

2 system is energetically degenerate at zero magnetic field, the NV− has a well
defined spin ground state and shows spin dependent photon emission [73, 74]. The fact that its spin
state can be very efficiently read out and prepared using optical techniques has dramatically boosted
research around the negatively charged defect. In this configuration, spin ground and excited states
are separated by a large frequency gap of 2.87 GHz [75]. Microwave enabled manipulation and optical
readout of a spin naturally trapped in a solid state system with coherence times in the ms range at
room temperature [76] make the NV− a close to ideal quantum register. The negatively charged NV
defect3 [77–80] has thus found a wide variety of applications. Its sensitivity to magnetic fields due
to the Zeeman effect turns the electron spin into a sensitive and nanozied magnetometer. A shift of
the resonance frequency of 28 MHz/mT permits the detection of small magnetic fields within short
acquisition times. NV defects occurring in small sized and bio-compatible nano-diamonds thus enable
the construction of nanoscale magnetometers [81–84], but their employment in devices for electric
field [85] sensing and temperature measurement in living cells [86] has also been demonstrated, see
Figure 1.14.

3 Indeed, almost all spin based experiments were performed with the negatively charged configuration. Throughout this
thesis we are going to restrict our discussion to the NV− and use the term NV defect synonymously, unless stated
otherwise.
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(b)(a) (c)

Figure 1.14: Applications of NV defects combine technological mastery over the host material diamond
as well as the sensitivity of a single isolated quantum system. NV defects have recently been employed
as probes for magnetic (a) and electric fields (b) as well as thermometers in living cells (c). Image
sources: [81, 85,86].

Because of excellent spin and optical properties, NV defects have become extremely relevant in
modern day solid state physics research. Advanced fabrication techniques combine with long term
stability and precise control over the NV defect’s quantum state to generate a workstation to push
the frontiers of modern day technology. In order to illustrate these points we are going to outline
here two experiments demonstrating the use of the NV defect as a probe for magnetic fields and
as an entanglement generating qubit. This will allow us to introduce the experimental toolbox for
manipulating NV defects, many elements of which we will see again later in this thesis.

Magnetometry with NV defects

In this paragraph we summarize the experimental techniques for the measurement of magnetic fields
developed during the PhD thesis of Löıc Rondin [87] in the group of Vincent Jacques and Jean-François
Roch of ENS Cachan. Magnetic field detection with NV defects is based on the Zeeman effect. For
weak fields, the energy of the single spin changes with the magnitude of the projection of an externally
applied magnetic field onto the spin axis. By performing a spectroscopy measurement, the resonance
frequency of the spin can be related to the external magnetic field. In order to construct a magnetometer
with high spatial resolution it is important to work with a probe of small spatial extension. To this
end, the experimenters chose to use single NV defects hosted in small nanodiamonds with diameters of
around 50 nm (a typical setup is shown in Figure 1.15 (a)). The experiment further profits from using
an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever tip, whose position can be well controlled by means of
a piezo stage. Nanodiamonds can be prepared on a substrate and those hosting a single NV defect
can be identified with a confocal microscope. The AFM cantilever is subsequently functionalized
by dipping its tip into a polymer which serves as a glue. Following this procedure, it can then be
swept across the substrate to pick up the optically selected nanodiamond. By carefully detecting
the evolution of the resonance frequency in a well controlled three dimensional magnetic field, the
orientation of the NV defect with respect to the cantilever alignment can be inferred. This probe can
then be swept across a sample and by detection of the position dependent resonance frequency the
magnetic field can be measured with nanometric spatial resolution. Rondin and Jacques exploit the
spin dependence of the emitted NV fluorescence in two different measurement strategies. In a first
technique, the spin resonance can be measured directly at various positions and the magnetic field
component along the NV axis can be mapped. In a second technique, the NV defect is continuously
excited with off-resonant laser light at 532 nm, while the fluorescence emitted above 637 nm is detected.
Simultaneously, a frequency modulated MW field rapidly alternating between two frequencies ω1/2π
and ω2/2π is applied by a MW antenna. The MW signal is resonant with the spin only at certain
positions above a measurement sample. Namely at those, where the magnetic field emerging from
the sample shifts the spin frequency ω0(Bext)/2π to match either one of the MW frequencies. In that
case the MW drive manages to reduce the ground state population of the spin, as a result of which
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the difference of emitted fluorescence corresponding to the two MW frequencies increases. Then, by
tracking this signal as the probe is swept across the sample, isomagnetic field lines can be detected.

(a) (b)

± 1.3 mT

± 0.9 mT

BNV

Figure 1.15: Magnetometry with NV defects. (a) Magnetometry setup showing the AFM cantilever tip
holding a nanodiamond hosting a single NV spin and the confocal microscope used to detect the spin
state dependent fluorescence of the NV defect. A RF antenna provides MW fields of two frequencies
ω1/2π and ω2/2π. Each frequency is resonant for a given projected magnetic field strengths, that
depends on the relative position between NV and magnetic structure. When spin flips are induced
the fluorescence collected from the NV reduces. (b) Dual-iso-magnetic field lines resulting from the
difference of the fluorescence signal gated to the sample irradiation with the two MW frequencies.
Image source: [88].

The measurement of magnetic fields with high spatial resolution is advantageous when investigating
structures with large magnetic field gradients, such that the magnetic field amplitude rapidly changes
over a small length scale. This is the case with vortex structures, where the magnetic field orientation
changes from in-plane to out-of-plane over a strip of ∼15 nm in the central region. In that case the
method to detect iso-magnetic fields has provided quantitative determination of the stray fields of a
ferromagnetic microdisk at the vortex core, as shown in Figure 1.15 (b). Importantly, high quality
sensing is achieved because the NV probe does not perturb the magnetic sample, which is in contrast
to MFM techniques.

Entanglement between solid state qubits

An experiment of Pfaff, Robledo and Hanson emphasizes the NV defect’s exploitability as a quantum
state transducer [89,90]. At low temperatures (here ∼8 K) the spin dependent transitions (labeled Ex
for |ms = 0〉 and A1 for |ms = ±1〉, denoting the orbital symmetry) to the optical excited state can
be resolved spectrally, see Figure 1.16 (a). Because there spin mixing can occur, continuous resonant
excitation of Ex (A1) leads to polarization of the spin in |ms = ±1〉 (|ms = 0〉) with fidelities above
90%, shown in Figure 1.16 (b). Resonant optical excitation can also be used for spin readout. Since
under excitation of the Ex transition photons can only be absorbed for the |ms = 0〉 state, the detection
of NV fluorescence (or its absence) strongly correlates with the NV’s spin state, see Figure 1.16 (c, d).

Moreover, the NV spin strongly interacts with its surroundings, which mostly consists of Carbon
and Nitrogen atoms. Nearby nuclear spins of these atoms create a magnetic field that couples to
the electron spin via dipole-dipole interactions. The coupling is especially prominent with the I = 1
nuclear spin of the 14N atom that makes up the NV defect and with a nearest or next nearest 13C
nuclear spin. Notice that the coupling to a Nitrogen nuclear spin is unavoidable, since both isotopes
(14 and 15) have a net nuclear spin, while the probability to couple to a nearby Carbon nuclear spin
is a function of the random distribution of the 13C isotope (with 1.1% natural abundance). Their
effect is to shift the resonance frequency of the electron spin as is depicted in Figure 1.16 (e). The
spectrum shows that the energy of the NV defect is split into three resonances by roughly 0,±2.2 MHz
due to the Nitrogen nuclear spin and by ±6.4 MHz due to a nearest neighbor Carbon nuclear spin.
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The authors chose to work with the nuclear spins as quantum registers because of their intrinsically
weak coupling to the environment leading to naturally long coherence times, which is on the order of
a few milliseconds compared to ∼ 1µs for the NV spin. Because all three spin registers have different
energy gaps, they can be addressed and manipulated separately using resonantly tuned radio frequency
fields emitted by an antenna attached to the bulk diamond sample. By properly timing these fields,
they can be used to drive Rabi oscillations of the nuclear spin states, as shown in Figure 1.16 (f),
enabling the following entanglement generation procedure: the nuclear spins are initialized in the state
|IC

z = 1
2 , I

N
z = 0〉 ≡ |00〉 (conversely, |IC

z = −1
2 , I

N
z = 1〉 ≡ |11〉), see Figure 1.16 (g). This is achieved by

first polarizing the electron spin in |ms = ±1〉 using optical pumping of the Ex transition. Subsequently,
a MW pulse is applied to the spin that is resonant only for one combination of the nuclear spin’s
projection along the NV axis, namely the |00〉 configuration. Next, the nuclear spins are projected
by measurement into the |CN〉 = |00〉 configuration: Again the Ex transition is probed optically. If
fluorescence is indeed emitted, the NV spin has been in the ground state and, consequently, the nuclear
spins are in the |CN〉 = |00〉 configuration (otherwise, the process is repeated until fluorescence can
be detected). By applying a RF pulse to each nuclear spin, they can be brought into a superposition,
see Figure 1.16 (h). The NV defect comes again into play when it is used to entangle the nuclear
spins. With the NV spin initially occupying its excited state, two MW pulses are applied, which rotate
the spin to the ground state if |CN〉 = |00〉 or |CN〉 = |11〉. If now the state of the NV defect is
measured, its quantum superposition state is projected into an eigenstate. If it is found to be rotated,
the nuclear spins are evenly projected, but into a maximally entangled state, see Figure 1.16 (i). The
authors go on by measuring the correlations between the nuclear spins and demonstrate that the Bell
inequalities are indeed violated, proving the non-existence of hidden variables. In conclusion, the
experiment illustrates how the NV defect can be used as a so called ancilla qubit, an auxiliary qubit
to create quantum correlations in a different system. Their use as a quantum bit transducer is thus
general and not limited to mechanical hybrid systems.
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Figure 1.16: Entanglement between solid state qubits. (a) Spin dependent optical transitions become
spectrally resolvable at low temperatures. Ex corresponds to the |0〉- and A1 to the |±1〉-state. (b)
Fluorescence measurement of the NV defect under continuous excitation of the Ex transition (the inset
shows the A1 transition). The exponential decay indicates that the spin state is mixed in the orbital
excited state, which can be used to optically pump the spin state. (c) Single-shot readout of the spin
state. If no photons are detected in a sampling window following excitation of the Ex transition, the
spin has been in one of the two excited states (purple curve). If, on the contrary, the spin is in the
ground state, a considerable amount of photons are detected (blue curve). (d) Diagram of the probed
transitions, showing optical polarization channels (wavy arrows) and the MW induced spin transitions.
(e) Spectroscopy of the NV spin showing splitting of the energy levels due to coupling with a 14N
nuclear spin (top and bottom triplet) and a 13C nuclear spin (doublet structure). The ket vectors
indicate the experimental subspace. (f) Rabi oscillations of the Nitrogen nuclear spin driven by a RF
source, as a function of the electronic spin state. (g) Real part of the density matrix for the nuclear
spins showing initialization in the |00〉 state by projective measurement of the NV spin. (h) Using
different RF pulses for the nitrogen and carbon nuclear spin, a superposition state can be prepared.
(i) The NV spin is then rotated into the ground state by application of two MW pulses tuned to the
|00〉 or |11〉 transition. If the NV spin is afterward found to be in the ground state, the nuclear spins
are projected into the Bell state of even parity. Image source: [89, 90].

NV defects in hybrid mechanical systems

Hybrid mechanical systems potentially profit from integrating NV defects because of their two level
character with optical preparation and readout as well as long coherence times all at room temperature.
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This, combined with their high sensitivity to magnetic fields, makes the strong coupling regime seem
within reach [53]. Current developments promise to further push the boundaries of experimentally
feasible realizations. Engineering of integrated devices is now possible, providing researchers with
lighter and yet more sensitive devices. Nanomechanical oscillators can be directly produced from
a single-crystal diamond sample. The high stiffness of diamond permits to access large oscillation
frequencies. Consequently, as suggested in [47], a strain coupled hybrid system formed by a NV spin
and a diamond mechanical oscillator was recently demonstrated to operate in the resolved sideband
regime [91]. At the same time these oscillators have been shown to reach extremely high mechanical
quality factors of Q = 106 [92]. Moreover, the ability to control the environment reduces coupling of
the spin to surrounding impurities resulting in largely increased life- and coherence times of quantum
states. Indeed, the observation of room temperature coherence times in the millisecond regime [76]
translates to the feasibility of performing more than 1000 gate operations at MHz frequencies. These
systems might further profit from implantation techniques that offer great spatial control over the
position of artificially created NV defects or the ability to mill solid immersion lenses into the diamond
matrix directly above single NV defects in order to increase the fluorescence collection efficiency. These
developments are summarized in Figure 1.17.
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Figure 1.17: NV defects in integrated systems. (a) Implantation techniques with spatial control have
been developed in the context of quantum network registers [93]. (b) Solid immersion lenses can be
milled directly above a single NV defect and therefore increase the collection angle for fluorescence
readout [94]. (c) High quality mechanical oscillators can be fabricated from monolithic diamond [92].
(d) These cantilevers can be prepared from diamond already hosting NV defects, as was done in [91].
(e) NV defects in these cantilevers are coupled to the oscillator motion due to time varying strain
in the diamond matrix. Because of the material’s large stiffness high oscillation frequencies can be
achieved, facilitating operation in the resolved sideband regime [91].

1.2.2 SiC nanowires as mechancial oscillators

We propose working with monocrystalline Silicon Carbide nanowires, batch produced from a bottom-
up fabrication process [95, 96]. These nanowires can be glued to a tungsten support tip and thus be
navigated and nano-positioned through free space, which is of crucial importance when exploring large
magnetic field gradients necessary to couple their motion to a single NV defect. Observed dimensions
of length and thickness of the cylindrical nanowires range between 10 - 100 µm and 50 - 300 nm,
respectively. A typical nanowire is shown in Figure 1.18 (a). Importantly, the oscillator motion can
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be excited using electrostatic forces or a piezo drive connected to the support tip. Because of the
material’s wide band gap, the nanowires are resilient to damage induced by optical irradiation, which
enables optical readout of their motion, as indicated in Figure 1.18 (b).

5 μm

(a) (b)

Figure 1.18: SiC nanowires. (a) A typical SiC nanowire clamped to a Tungsten support tip. (b) The
nanowire displacement can be detected optically with sensitivities reaching ≈ fm/Hz0.5 [97].

Extremely low masses on the order of tens of fg and low mechanical dissipation rates on the order
of a few tens of Hz turn SiC nanowires into extremely sensitive probes with a force sensitivity of several
aN/Hz0.5 at 300 K. In order to exploit SiC nanowires as ultrasensitive force sensors, a cavity free optical
detection setup was developed in our laboratory during the PhD project of Arnaud Gloppe [97]. Indeed,
the shot noise limited displacement detection (near the standard quantum limit) of the nanowire’s
thermal motion was realized with an extremely large signal-to-noise ratio of 72 dB. Figure 1.19 shows
a typical mechanical spectrum obtained for a nanowire of length l = 52µm and diameter d = 150 nm.
Visible are the first three thermally driven oscillation modes with frequencies 113, 473 and 1160 kHz.
Due to oscillation frequencies in the 100 kHz range and the low mass of the mechanical resonator,
the root mean square thermal oscillation amplitudes and zero-point fluctuations are on the nm and
pm scale, respectively. The latter figure is an important benchmark for the strong coupling regime of
hybrid interaction. For the coupling strength gz/2π to reach 100 kHz with zero-point fluctuations of
≈ 10 pm, magnetic field gradients on the order of 106 T/m will be required, which is experimentally
feasible [98].
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Figure 1.19: Mechanical vibration spectrum of a SiC nanowire. (a) The first three longitudinal modes
of oscillation are visible. (b) Zoom onto the first resonance revealing two peaks corresponding to two
orthogonal displacement modes due to asymmetries in the nanowire shapes and clamping conditions.
(c) Geometric profile of the first three oscillation modes. Image source: [97]

The singly clamped SiC nanowires can be functionalized by attaching nanodiamonds hosting single
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NV defects or magnetic structures to the free moving end. The nanowire motion can then be coupled
to the spin by displacement through a magnetic field gradient. In the next section we will show how
such a setup has been successfully used to read out the mechanical motion of the nanowire by means
of a spectroscopic measurement of the NV spin.

1.2.3 Coupling of a single NV defect to a SiC nanowire

A first experiment in 2011 demonstrated a hybrid system made from a single NV defect attached
to the free moving tip of a SiC nanowire operating at room temperature and ambient pressure [99].
Figure 1.20 (a) shows a fluorescence map in which the supporting tungsten tip, the SiC nanowire
and the single NV can be seen. The essential parts of the measurement setup are shown in Figure
1.20 (b). The mechanical drive was induced by either an electrostatic force or a piezo drive actuating
mechanical motion with tunable amplitude and drive frequency. The nanowire position was coupled to
the NV spin by means of a large magnetic field gradient. A confocal microscope was used to read out
red fluorescence emitted by the NV defect during 532 nm excitation. Simultaneously, a MW magnetic
field provided by a nearby antenna could be used to drive transitions of the NV spin and realize steady
state ESR spectroscopy.

W tip

SiC
Nanowire

NV
defect

MW
antenna

Confocal
microscope

Pump laser

Fluorescence
analysis

PC

(a) (b)

Magnetic
gradient source

Figure 1.20: A SiC nanowire - NV spin hybrid system. (a) Fluorescence scan of the hybrid system
showing the SiC nanowire and the emission of a NV defect attached to the bottom end of the wire.
(b) Essential components of the measurement setup.

The first characterization of the coupling of the NV defect to the nano-mechanical motion was
obtained when measuring the autocorrelation function of the NV fluorescence, which yields the statis-
tical probability of measuring a single photon with delay τ after the detection of a first photon. At
rest, such a measurement demonstrated single emitter character of the NV defect: a dip at zero delay
reaching below half the value obtained at large delay times signifies that only one photon is emitted at
a time. This signature is altered when performing the same measurement while driving the mechanical
motion. Since the nanowire periodically moves the NV defect across the detection area in front of
the confocal microscope, the autocorrelation function is modulated at the half period. The modified
autocorrelation function can be analyzed in terms of motional amplitude and mechanical oscillations
can thus be calibrated in terms of drive strength.
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Figure 1.21: Autocorrelation function of the emitted NV fluorescence. The red curve corresponds to
the SiC nanowire at rest, while the grey curve represents the case of driven mechanical motion. Clearly
visible is the modulation at half the mechanical period. The panel on the left hand side represents a
zoom onto short delay times.

The single spin character of the NV defect can likewise be utilized to detect mechanical motion. Due
to the presence of a magnetic field gradient, a spatially dependent Zeeman effect changes the energy
of the spin as a function of position. Applying a resonant electrostatic force drives the mechanical
oscillator into motion, so that the NV defect experiences varying magnetic field strength across its
trajectory. The MW antenna is used to perform a spectroscopy measurement: a continuous MW
current creates a magnetic field that can drive the spin when its frequency matches the Zeeman shifted
energy gap. A sweep of the MW frequency allows to identify the resonance frequency by means of
a steady state spin ground state population measurement (called ESR for electron spin resonance
measurement) with the confocal microscope. Such a measurement of the resonance also allows to
determine two important experimental parameters: first, from the shift of spin resonance frequency
as a function of displacement the magnetic gradient can be determined. It was found to be on the
order of 104 T/m, which parametrically shifts the spin resonance frequency by 2.8 MHz for a 10 nm
displacement. Second, it was possible to resolve the linewidth of the spin, which was broadened by the
mechanical oscillations. The fundamental mode of the mechanical oscillator was found to be around
625 kHz, which puts the hybrid interaction in the adiabatic regime, where the mechanical period
is much larger then the spin lifetime. Broadening of the ESR linewidth as a result of driving the
resonator into motion, can be explained by averaging the spin energy over the trajectory of mechanical
oscillations, see Figure 1.22 (a, b). Finally, measurement of the spin linewidth also permits to deduce
the mechanical oscillator’s response to the drive frequency, which is shown in Figure 1.22 (c).
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Figure 1.22: Spin readout of the mechanical motion. (a) ESR spectra taken for different resonant drive
strength of the mechanical motion. (b) Broadening of the spin linewidth as the oscillation amplitude
of the resonantly driven oscillator increases with magnetic field gradients 0.1 (blue), 6700 (yellow) and
45000 T/m (grey). (c) The spin linewidth changes as the mechanical drive frequency is swept across
resonance of the first oscillation mode.

Modification of the autocorrelation function and spin linewidth prove that in this hybrid system
the NV spin can indeed be used to read out the mechanical motion. Several effects beyond these
first signatures can be envisioned. For example working at larger magnetic field gradients can enable
the strong coupling regime of the hybrid interaction. Furthermore, a more careful detection of the
spin linewidth in absence of a mechanical drive might allow probing the oscillator’s root mean square
displacement due to its thermal excitation. Next to such thermometry measurements, it seems realistic
to enter the resolved sideband regime, which becomes possible when using mechanical resonators with
larger oscillation frequency and spins with increased lifetimes. This would open doors to advanced
spin manipulation protocols, leading up to effects like sideband cooling of the mechanical motion.
One strong advantage of this hybrid system is the ability to independently monitor and control both
constituents, which allows to perform bidirectional measurements. Conversely to using the spin as
a mechanical probe, it is also thinkable to do the inverse and perform mechanical measurements to
read out the spin state and its dynamics. Anticipated signatures are spin state dependent shifts of the
oscillator’s rest position as well as spin induced drive of the mechanical motion.

1.3 Conclusion

1.3.1 Goals of this thesis

At my arrival in the host group, the experiments described in the second part of this chapter had
been successfully demonstrated on the SiC nanowire -NV defect hybrid device. However, after having
shown how the steady state spin populations are altered due to the mechanical motion in the adiabatic
regime, control of dynamical spin evolution remained an important ingredient to add to the hybrid
system toolbox. The goal of this PhD thesis has therefore been the development of the experimental
tools and the theoretical comprehension necessary to drive transitions of a single spin as its energy is
modulated by mechanical motion. Moreover, at this stage, further exploration of novel signatures of
the hybrid interaction demanded going to the spin-mechanical resolved sideband regime, which had
so far not been explored. Because here the spin energy is not fixed, dynamics of the spin can be
anticipated to be much more complex.
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On the one hand, this fact in itself motivates its experimental study. From a technical point of
view, the resolved sideband regime puts sharp conditions on the experimental apparatus. Hence, it
was decided that an initial study of this regime was more easily facilitated by using a test system, in
which the parametric interaction with the spin is emulated by RF magnetic fields. Such a test system
was developed from a quartz plate on which a waveguiding structure could be lithographed. Single NV
defects can first be spin coated on the substrate and selected afterward. In order to investigate the
time evolution of single driven NV spins, a setup had to be developed and implemented that allowed
precise control and sequencing of well timed MW and optical pulses. In combination with high long
term stability of this system (thermal drifts are almost absent and due to its long lifetime, the same
NV defect – essentially consisting out of one Nitrogen and three Carbon atoms fixed in space – has
been studied for over 18 months) single spin dynamics in the resolved sideband regime could be studied
with great accuracy.

On the other hand, the novelty of our results and the increasing attention paid to this field of
research demands that the observed phenomena are explained and interpreted in terms of very physical
arguments. In fact, at the onset of this PhD thesis, there existed no single dispersively coupled hybrid
setup that could demonstrate coherent control over driven spin dynamics, a situation that has changed
throughout the last three years [56,91, 100,101]. Thus, to ensure versatile applicability of our results,
we have developed a proper formalization of the hybrid interaction. Therefore, while our findings
are obtained (and will be presented here) in the context of the SiC nanowire - NV spin setup, they
remain valid for a wide range of hybrid systems. A further advantage of such formalization is that
all of the ideas developed throughout this thesis can be supported by numerical simulations of the
spin dynamics. This has often allowed us to anticipate numerically relevant signatures before their
experimental confirmation.

During our study, we have also observed a mechansim that synchronizes the spin dynamics to the
mechanical energy modulation. Given the great relevance of such a phenomenon with respect to the
measurement of spin dependent forces (the effect of a force exerted at the resonance frequency of a
mechanical oscillator may potentially surpass a static force by many orders of magnitude), we have
since dedicated much effort to the effect that we have (somewhat loosely) coined spin locking. On the
theory side, a picture was developed which allows to interpret the driven spin dynamics subjected to
the hybrid interaction in terms of a double dressing of the NV spin. The model is in great agreement
with experimental results obtained with the waveguide-based test system. This has motivated the
construction of a hybrid setup that is able to operate in the spin dynamical resolved sideband regime
(which differs from the ESR resolved sideband regime, because of the absence of optical broadening).
The demands on the mechanical stability necessitated much innovation which mainly originated from
the expertise of Benjamin Pigeau. However, a considerable part of the experimental concept had
already been established and accelerated the construction and implementation phase. This is only
partly so because of the previous development of spin manipulation protocols. Of great importance
to the success of the hybrid setup is the work of Arnaud Gloppe and Laure Mercier de Lépinay, who
developed, in parallel to the work presented here, an ultra sensitive optical readout of the nanowire
motion and a software interface during their PhD projects [102], respectively.

Unavoidably, any realistic hybrid system is subject to thermal noise, whose role becomes more and
more important as the external driving force of mechanical motion becomes smaller. Ultimately we are
interested in probing mechanical motion driven by a single spin. In such a regime the random thermal
motion of the resonator will have important consequences on the spin coherence and might therefore
compromise the efficiency of the spin locking mechanism. To anticipate the role of thermal motion,
we have extended the RF waveguide-based test system to a platform that permits us to study the
influence of noise on the spin dynamics. This has allowed us to experimentally explore a spin coherence
protection mechanism that is mediated by the spin locking effect and which can be understood in
terms of the previously developed picture of double dressing.
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1.3.2 Summary

Ground breaking trapped ion and atom experiments have revealed the quantum physical aspects in
the behavior of small objects. Ground state cooling, generation of arbitrary quantum states and the
creation of quantum correlations between clusters of several particles have become well established
experimental techniques. These developments motivate looking for similar signatures in larger, and
eventually, macroscopic objects. Hybrid systems between mechanical oscillators and a single quantum
system have been suggested as, and already proven to be, potential devices that offer the necessary
properties required to achieve such an ambitious goal. We have seen a wide variety of existing and
operational devices. By magnetically coupling the motion of a SiC nanowire to a single NV defect
electron spin, we here propose to realize a hybrid system that can potentially operate in the resolved
sideband regime. SiC nanowires can be engineered to have large aspect ratios. Due to their low
masses and the material’s very high Young modulus, large oscillation frequencies and amplitudes can
be observed. This facilitates the observation of zero-point fluctuations on the one hand. On the other
hand, these oscillators become very susceptible force sensors, rendering them useful to detect the small
forces exerted by a quantum system. NV defects have gained much popularity throughout a wide
range of scientific communities due to their exceptional properties as single photon sources and solid
state qubits. Here we profit from optical preparation and readout and MW control of the spin state
together with exceptional coherence times at room temperature. Coupling of the spin energy to the
mechanical motion of the SiC nanowire has so far been witnessed in spectroscopy measurements.

The goal of this thesis is to gain insights in the alteration of the spin dynamics as its energy is
modulated by mechanical motion and to thus advance the experimental protocols to control the hybrid
device. In order to establish a knowledge base for the concepts developed in this thesis, we will present
the necessary theoretical formalism in the next chapter.



Chapter 2

Formalization of the hybrid coupling
mechanism

In this chapter we introduce the formalism required to describe the coupling of a single NV defect to the
position of a mechanical oscillator. We introduce the quantum description of the mechanical oscillator
coupled to a reservoir, its energy quantization, the zero-point motion and the Brownian motion at finite
temperatures. Subsequently, we present the properties of the electronic spin of the negatively charged
nitrogen vacancy center and its coupling to external magnetic fields. The mechanisms of dissipation and
decoherence of the qubit are then introduced prior to discussing its photophysical properties enabling
spin polarization and optical readout of the spin state. We continue by describing the magnetic
coupling between both components of the hybrid spin-mechanical system and introduce the resonant
and parametric regimes. This permits introducing spin dependent forces, the key element enabling
the creation of non-classical states of motion through the hybrid coupling. We then investigate the
spin evolution when coupled to a classical mechanical oscillator. It is described by a master equation
enabling the derivation of Bloch equations for the coupled spin-oscillator dynamics.

2.1 Harmonic oscillators

2.1.1 Mechanical states of motion

In this part we are going to present the theoretical description of the quantized and classical mechanical
oscillator and its coupling to a thermal bath and an external force.

Energy quantization of a harmonic oscillator

We start this section by presenting the energy quantization and deriving zero-point fluctuations, which
is an important benchmark for the estimation of the hybrid spin-mechanical coupling in the quantum
regime. Suppose a point-like classical particle of mass M and total energy Etot is confined to a
harmonic potential of U(x) = k

2x
2, where k is called the spring constant. The dynamics of such a

particle, that is the relation between its position x and momentum p, are then governed by a periodic

conversion of potential energy U(x) into kinetic energy Ekin = p2

2M and vice versa. Its total energy is
thus

Etot =
p2

2M
+
k

2
x2. (2.1)

The transition from the classical to the quantum scenario is made via the correspondence principle.
This entails transforming the classical variables into their quantum operator counter parts, x → X̂
and p→ P̂ , all by ensuring that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle holds true. Using the following

27
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commutation relation between position and momentum operator

[X̂, P̂ ] = i~, (2.2)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant. The expression for the total energy of the system (2.1) thus
becomes Hamiltonian Ĥ [103]:

Ĥ =
P̂ 2

2M
+
k

2
X̂2. (2.3)

We now introduce the creation (â†) and annihilation (â) operators of the phonon field related to the

mode of oscillation at a frequency Ωm ≡
√

k
M :

â =

√
MΩm

2~

(
X̂ + i

P̂

MΩm

)
, â† =

√
MΩm

2~

(
X̂ − i P̂

MΩm

)
. (2.4)

The position and momentum operators then become

X̂ =

√
~

2MΩm
(â+ â†), P̂ =

√
2M~Ωm

2i
(â− â†). (2.5)

The operators â and â† have commutation relations of their own, coined the canonic commutation
relationship for the Boson ladder operators,

[â, â†] = 1. (2.6)

Using those, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian in (2.3):

Ĥ = ~Ωm

(
â†â+

1

2

)
. (2.7)

In the classical case the term ~Ωma
†a is equivalent to the total energy of the system. Due to energy

quantization, however, an additional term ~Ωm/2 appears and corresponds to the ground state energy
of the quantum mechanical oscillator. This energy is intrinsic to the oscillator corresponding to its
so called zero-point energy. Here, â†â = m̂ is the phonon number operator at frequency Ωm, whose
eigenstates are the Fock states |m〉 of phonon number m, such that

m̂|m〉 = m|m〉. (2.8)

From the above expressions, we see that the same Fock states are eigenstates of H and that thus the
associated energy is

Ĥ|m〉 = Em|m〉 = ~Ωm(m+
1

2
)|m〉. (2.9)

The result shows that the mechanical oscillator has a quantized energy ladder of ground state energy
~Ωm/2 and harmonic rung spacing of ~Ωm, see Fig. (2.1). The non-zero ground state energy is
reminiscent of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (∆X̂∆P̂ ≥ ~

2). Considering that the energy is
evenly distributed in the vacuum state, the position of the oscillator is Gaussian distributed around
X = 0 with a spatial spreading

δxq =

√
~

2MΩm
. (2.10)
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Figure 2.1: A potential energy function can be approximated as a quadratic potential U(x) around its
minimum at x0. The quantized oscillator potential exhibits energy levels at ~Ωm(m+ 1

2).

Notice: A completely analogous procedure can be performed for electromagnetic fields. The
electric and magnetic field vectors (E and B, respectively) can be expressed in terms of operators b̂
and b̂†, such that E ∝ (b̂ + b̂†) and B ∝ (b̂ − b̂†). This transformation leads to a quantized energy
ladder associated with the photon number operator n̂ = b̂†b̂. We will later use this result to describe
radiofrequency and microwave electromagnetic fields.

Coupling to the environment

We now look at the coupling of the oscillator to the environment in order to understand its thermaliza-
tion at low temperatures. A dissipative mechanical oscillator will always be coupled to an environment
with finite temperature Θ. Such interaction will lead to thermalization of the mechanical oscillator
and, at thermal equilibrium, the phonon number occupation will follow a Bose-Einstein distribution.
The oscillator is then described by the density matrix

ρ =
1

Z
e
− Ĥ
kBΘ , (2.11)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Z is the partition function normalizing the density matrix,
defined as

Z =

∞∑
m=0

e
−(m+ 1

2
) ~Ωm
kBΘ =

e
− ~Ωm

2kBΘ

1− e−
~Ωm
kBΘ

. (2.12)

We then find the energy of the thermally excited oscillator to be

〈H〉 = Tr {ρH} = ~Ωm

(
m̄th +

1

2

)
(2.13)

with mean phonon number

m̄th =
1

e
~Ωm
kBΘ − 1

. (2.14)

Classically, the equipartition theorem predicts that there will be an average energy of kBΘ/2 in each
degree of freedom. With contributions from the potential and kinetic energy, the classical oscillator
thus has an average energy of 〈Eclassic〉 = kBΘ, which drops to zero at zero temperature. The difference
in energy between the classical and quantum oscillator is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Energy of the quantized oscillator as a function of temperature Θ. The gray curve is the
classical energy, which diverges from the energy of the quantized oscillator (orange) at low temperature.

Mechanical susceptibility

We now proceed to introduce the mechanical susceptibility of the oscillator in order to understand
the resonator’s response to an external force. Newton’s second law of motion describes the dynamical
evolution of a mechanical oscillator due to an external force Fext:

ẍ(t) = −Ω2
mx(t)− Γmẋ(t) +

1

M
Fext(t), (2.15)

where Γm is the oscillator damping rate. The response of the oscillator to Fext is then given by a
transfer function χ[Ω], called the mechanical susceptibility, whose Fourier transform1 is

χ[Ω] =
1/M

Ω2
m − Ω2 − iΩΓm

(2.16)

and relates oscillator displacement to an external force via

x[Ω] = χ[Ω]Fext[Ω]. (2.17)

The frequency dependence of χ[Ω] is depicted in Figure 2.3. Its argument reflects the dephasing of the
oscillator response to the excitation force. The mechanical susceptibility allows us to characterize the
oscillator’s response to any external force. In this thesis we are going to consider two cases, namely a
monochromatic, coherent force resulting in coherent mechanical motion and a broadband, incoherent
force modeling thermal excitation of the mechanical oscillator.
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Figure 2.3: Mechanical susceptibility. |χ[Ω]| gives the amplitude response (orange) and arctan
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)
the dephasing (grey) between the driven mechanical response and the excitation force.

1 Fourier transforms are defined according to x[Ω] =
∫

dτ x(τ) eiΩτ and x(τ) = 1
2π

∫
dΩx[Ω] e−iΩτ .
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Thermal states of motion

Here we introduce the thermal noise of the oscillator, which will help us in Chapter 5 to understand
the effect of the resonator’s Brownian motion on the spin dynamics in case of parametric coupling.
Considering the dynamics of the quantized oscillator, thermalization with the surrounding bath is
mediated by the quantum mechanical analogue of the Langevin force, F̂ q

th, with commutation relations

[F̂ q
th[Ω], F̂ q

th[Ω′]] = 2πδ(Ω + Ω′)2~MΓmΩm. (2.18)

It has a Gaussian probability distribution with
〈
F̂th

〉
= 0 and a frequency spectrum defined as〈

F̂ q
th[Ω]F̂ q

th[Ω′]
〉

= 2πδ(Ω + Ω′)Sq
Fth
. (2.19)

After [104,105] the fluctuation - dissipation theorem establishes the relation between energy dissipation
of the oscillator and the spectrum of the Langevin force inducing fluctuations via

Sq
Fth

[Ω] = −~
∣∣∣∣Im( 1

χ[Ω]

)∣∣∣∣ coth

(
~|Ω|

2kBΘ

)
= ~MΓm|Ω| coth

(
~|Ω|

2kBΘ

)
. (2.20)

This excitation leads to a displacement noise spectral density of

Sq
x[Ω] =

∞∫
−∞

〈xq(t), xq(t+ τ)〉 eiΩτ dτ = |χ[Ω]|2Sq
Fth

[Ω], (2.21)

which, in the limit of sufficiently large quality factors Q = Ωm/Γm, becomes

Sq
x[Ω] =

2Γm~Ωm/M

(Ω2
m − Ω2)2 + Ω2Γ2

m

(
m̄th +

1

2

)
. (2.22)

The zero-point fluctuations of the quantum mechanical oscillator at 〈m〉 = 0 verify the relation

δx2
q =

1

2π

∞∫
−∞

dΩSq
x[Ω] =

~
2MΩm

, (2.23)

as expected. The above expressions have their classical analogues in the high temperature limit, where
kBΘ ≈ ~Ωm(m̄th + 1

2). The spectral density of the classical Langevin force F q
th then takes the form

Sth
F [Ω] = 2MΓmkBΘ (2.24)

yielding a thermal spectral density of mechanical oscillations proportional to the equilibrium tempera-
ture

Sth
x [Ω] =

∞∫
−∞

〈xth(t), xth(t+ τ)〉 eiΩτ dτ = |χ[Ω]|2Sth
F [Ω] =

2ΓmkBΘ/M

(Ω2
m − Ω2)2 + Ω2Γ2

m

. (2.25)

The classical variance of the displacement becomes

∆x2
th =

1

2π

∞∫
−∞

dΩSth
x [Ω] =

kBΘ

MΩ2
m

. (2.26)
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We notice two key values for Sth
x :

Sth
x [0] =

2ΓmkBΘ/M

Ω4
m

=
2Γm

Ω2
m

∆x2
th,

Sth
x [Ωm] =

2kBΘ/M

Ω2
mΓm

=
2

Γm
∆x2

th.

Their ratio can be expressed by the mechanical quality factor as Sth
x [Ωm]/Sth

x [0] = Q2.
The corresponding phase - space distribution of the thermal state is shown in Figure 2.4 and

presents a variance growing linearly with temperature.

x

p

x

p+Θ

Figure 2.4: Thermal states. As the temperature is increased, the phase - space distribution of a
thermal state stays centered around zero, while its width increases radially.

In terms of orders of magnitude, for a mechanical oscillator of mass M = 10 fg and Ωm/2π = 6
MHz at 0 and 300 K one has

δxq =

√
~

2MΩm
= 374 fm,

∆xth =

√
kBΘ

MΩ2
m

= 540 pm.

At room temperature, the Brownian motion of the oscillator is three orders of magnitude larger than
its zero-point fluctuations.

Coherent states of motion

We consider next the coherent state of motion, which not only describes classical monochromatically
driven motion of the oscillator (as will be considered in Chapters 3 and 4) but also the coherent MW
electromagnetic field used to drive transitions of the NV spin. A coherent state |α〉 of the oscillator
with complex amplitude α is described by a normalized infinite superposition of Fock states:

|α〉 = e−|α|
2/2

∞∑
m=0

αm√
m!
|m〉. (2.27)

These states are eigenstates of the field lowering operator â:

â|α〉 = α|α〉. (2.28)

Key features of the coherent state are mean and variance of the phonon (photon) number, which are
characteristic of a Poissonian distribution:

〈m〉 = 〈α|m̂|α〉 = 〈α|â†â|α〉 = 〈α|α∗α|α〉 = |α|2 (2.29)

∆m2 ≡
〈
m2
〉
− 〈m〉2 = |α|2 = 〈m〉 . (2.30)
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Furthermore, coherent states are simultaneously minimum uncertainty states for the position and
momentum distributions

∆X̂ =

√
~

2MΩm
and ∆P̂ =

√
M~Ωm

2
. (2.31)

are the same as those of the vacuum state |0〉 and thus Heisenberg limited. After introduction of the

displacement operator D(α) = eαâ
†−α∗â, one also has

D(α)|0〉 = |α〉, (2.32)

which allows us to look at coherent states as displaced vacuum states, see Figure (2.5). The application
of D(α) thus corresponds to an increase of field amplitude of a mode a, while the phase distribution
gets reduced at large drive. For example, ideal laser light in the absence of technical noise can be
described by a coherent state. For coherent states, the ratio ∆m/ 〈m〉 scales as 1/

√
〈m〉 and thus

the amplitude becomes better defined for large photon or phonon numbers. Hence, for a coherent,
monochromatic drive of frequency Ωd/2π one can describe the position of the classical oscillator as

xcoherent(t) = A cos (Ωdt+ φ) , (2.33)

where amplitude A and phase φ are related to the driving force according to expression (2.17).

p

x

p

x

α

D(α)
α0

Ω tm

Figure 2.5: Coherent states. Application of the displacement operator D(α) shifts the phase space
distribution of the vacuum state by amplitude α away from the origin.

2.1.2 Vibrational eigenmodes of singly clamped SiC nanowires

In this section we are concerned with the motion specific to the mechanical oscillators that will be used
in the experiments of Chapter 4. We will be working with singly clamped, cylindrical SiC nanowires
with generally large aspect ratios. Typically, the length L is on the order of several tens of µm and
diameter d on the order of a few hundred nm. In order to determine the eigenmodes of oscillation we
will approximate the nanowires to be perfectly cylindrical and homogeneous. The rotational symmetry
reduces the problem to considering a single displacement direction. As the wire bends in one direction,
it experiences compression to one side and dilation to the other. We call the neutral surface the surface
at which both effects annihilate each other and define the deflection u(y, t) of the nanowire as the
deflection of the neutral surface along the wire axis Oy, shown in Figure 2.6.

yu

u

Figure 2.6: Displacement vector u(y).

Under these conditions and assuming the absence of shear, u(y, t) obeys the Euler-Bernouilli [106]
equation:

ρ
∂2

∂t2
u+

D

d

(
∂2

∂y2

)2

u = 0. (2.34)
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Here, D is defined in terms of the material’s Young modulus E and Possion ratio σ as D = Ed3

12 (1−σ2)
and ρ in this case is the material’s density. For SiC, these values are E ≈ 400 GPa and ρ = 3210 kg/m3.
Searching for the eigenmodes, we look for separable, stationary solutions of the form un(y, t) =
Re
(
un,y(y)eiΩm,nt

)
. From equation (2.34) we then obtain the dispersion relation

Ωm,n = k2
n

√
D

dρ
, (2.35)

defining the eigenfrequency Ωm,n of the nth mode of oscillation in terms of the acoustic wave numbers
kn, which are found by solving for the spatial part of u(y, t). We impose the general form

uy(y) = An cos(kny) +Bn sin(kny) + Cn cosh(kny) +Dn sinh(kny)

and demand that the boundary conditions are met. These conditions arise from the clamping, requiring
zero deflection and slope at y = 0, as well as zero bending moment and zero change of torque at the
end point y = L [106]. We thus have

uy(0) = 0,
∂uy
∂y

(0) = 0,
∂2uy
∂y2

(L) = 0,
∂3uy
∂y3

(L) = 0.

Consequently, the wave numbers kn fulfill the relationship

− cos(knL) =
1

cosh(knL)
. (2.36)

The solutions to the above equation are shown in Figure 2.7 (a). Notice the quadratic dependence of
Ωm,n on kn, which becomes increasingly periodically spaced as n grows large. The validity of this model
has been verified with a finite element simulation in our group [107]. We find typical eigenfrequencies
of (Ω1,Ω2,Ω3)/2π = (0.22, 1.38, 3.81) MHz for the first three modes of a cylindrical nanowire with
L = 30µm and d = 100 nm. We remark that the oscillation frequencies scale as Ωm,n ∝ d/L2.
This implies that working with a high frequency fundamental mode of oscillation requires a short
nanowire. Using the same geometry as before, to bring the oscillation frequency of the first mode to
Ω1/2π = 6 MHz, the nanowire has to be cut from L = 30µm to L = 5.7µm.

x
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Figure 2.7: Eigenmodes of the nanowire. (a) The nth intersection of 1
cosh(knL) (black) with − cos(knL)

(orange) corresponds to the value x = Lkn. (b) Spatial profiles of the first three vibrational modes.
Red: k1L = 1.87, Blue: k2L = 4.69, Green: k3L = 7.86.

2.1.3 Optical displacement detection

In our laboratory, an optical detection scheme for the displacement of the nanowire was developed
during the PhD of A. Gloppe, in which the mechanical oscillations modulate the transmitted intensity
of a tightly focused laser beam, which can be detected with a quadrant photo diode [97]. In this way
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the oscillation perpendicular to the optical axis Oz can be detected. If the cylindrical symmetry of the
nanowire is broken, for example due to impurities or non-uniform clamping, the two mode degeneracy
is lifted and two perpendicular directions of oscillation emerge, one of them being potentially aligned
along Oz. However, the optical detection scheme can in principle be expanded using a second probe
laser and quadrant photodiode. It is then possible to measure the physical displacement of the
mechanical oscillator δropt, which can be expanded in the base of the nanoresonator’s eigenmodes un.
The measured deformations can be written as

δropt ≡
∑
n

an(t)un(y) (2.37)

in order to describe the dynamical displacement of the oscillator in the non-stationary regime with
the modal time dependencies an(t). The total energy of the mechanical oscillator is the sum of the
energies of all modes:

E =
∑
n

(
ȧ2
n

2Mn
+

1

2
MnΩ2

m,na
2
n

)
, (2.38)

which introduces the dynamical masses for each mode

Mn = ρ

∫
d3r un

2(y). (2.39)

We consider the time evolution of each mode, which is described by a set of individual dynamical
equations:

än(t) = −Ω2
m,nan(t)− Γm,nȧn(t) +

1

Mn
(Fth,n(t) + 〈fext(r, t),un(r)〉) , (2.40)

where 〈fext(r, t),un(r)〉 denotes the overlap of the external force with volume density fext(r, t) with the
mode profile via the integral

∫
d3r fext(r, t).un(r). Here we have furthermore introduced the Langevin

force Fth,n experienced by the nth mode. Requiring that the dissipation-fluctuation theorem holds for
each mode, we have a thermal force spectral density [108]

Sn
Fn

[Ω] = ~| Im
(

1

χn[Ω]

)
| coth

(
~|Ω|

2kBΘ

)
. (2.41)

We obtain the displacement amplitude:

an[Ω] = χn[Ω] (Fth,n[Ω] + 〈fext(r, t),un(r)〉) . (2.42)

The measured deformation of the oscillator is then given by

δropt[Ω] =
∑
n

χn[Ω] (Fth,n + 〈fext(r, t),un(r)〉) un(r0). (2.43)
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Figure 2.8: Optical displacement detection. A laser is tightly focused onto the nanowire tip, whose
vibrations perturb the beam. A quadrant photo diode is used to detect the time dependent intensity
distribution of each quadrant, which is demodulated to measure the oscillation spectrum. A second
beam and QPD can additionally be employed to fully capture the two dimensional nanowire motion.

2.1.4 A local force acting on the nanowire

We now consider the special case of a force acting on the nanowire, exhibiting a spatial distribution
smaller than the characteristic size of the eigenmode profile. This corresponds, for example, to the case
of the feedback force from a single NV spin. If such a local force described by fext = δ3(r− r0)Fext

is applied to the mechanical oscillator at position r0, the overlap between mode and external force,
〈fext(r, t),un(r)〉, then simplifies, such that

δropt[Ω] =
∑
n

χn[Ω] (Fth,n + Fext.enun(r0))un(r0).en, (2.44)

where the unit vector en denotes the mode displacement direction, un(r0) ≡ un(r0)en. The effect of
the force on the eigenmodes will be maximized if it is applied at a point of large oscillation amplitude.
This leads to the definition of an effective mass:

M eff
n =

Mn

un
2(r0)

= ρ

∫
d3r un

2(r)

un
2(r0)

. (2.45)

We next define an effective mechanical susceptibility as [108]

χeff
n =

1/M eff
n

Ω2
m,n − Ω2 − iΓm,nΩ

, (2.46)

so that
δropt[Ω] =

∑
n

χeff
n Ω] (δFth,n + Fext.en) en. (2.47)

The effective Langevin force experienced by each mode

δFth,n =
Fth,n

un(r0)
, (2.48)

still verifies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem with the effective susceptibility:

Sn
δFth,n

[Ω] = ~| Im
(

1

χeff
n

)
| coth

(
~Ω

2kBΘ

)
. (2.49)

The force profile that is relevant for our hybrid spin-mechanical system is a local force applied by a
single spin attached at the moving extremity of the nanowire. In that case, the overlap of the force
with the mode profile is largest for n = 1 and the effective mass is M eff

1 ≈ M
4 , which represents the

physical mass that the spin will have to move.
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2.2 Spin Hamiltonian of the NV defect

The nitrogen atom of the charge neutral NV0 center possesses five valence electrons, three of which bond
covalently to the surrounding carbon atoms. The remaining two electrons are not bound and build a
lone pair. Three electrons are situated in the vacancy and thus the NV0 is a spin 1/2 system. Trapping
of one extra electron, however, turns the negatively charged NV− center into a spin 1 system [109], [110],
to which we will restrict the following considerations. The ground state configuration of the NV spin
is described by a symmetric (triplet) spin wave function which combines with an antisymmetric orbital
wave function. In this section we will look at the Hamiltonian describing the ground state spin and
see how NV defects can experimentally be turned into an effective two level system.

2.2.1 Global Hamiltonian

The NV defect possesses a natural quantization axis along the N-V direction due to its C3v symmetry.
We define an XYZ coordinate system around this quantization axis, which we choose to be the z-
direction, see Figure 2.9 (a). A measurement of the spin angular momentum along z, labeled Sz, will
result in Sz = ms~, where ms = 0,±1. The eigenvectors are |ms〉, which are eigenstates of the spin 1
Pauli operator σ̂z, such that σ̂z|ms〉 = ms|ms〉. For these conventions, |0〉 and |±1〉 are referred to as
the spin ground and excited states, respectively. With |↑〉/|↓〉 denoting the electron spin’s up/ down
configuration, the spin triplet eigenstates are

|0〉 =
1√
2

(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

|+1〉 = |↑↑〉
|−1〉 = |↓↓〉

Spin - spin interactions cause a relatively large zero field splitting of D/2π = 2.87 GHz between
the states |0〉 and |±1〉, enabling spin manipulation with microwave (MW) electromagnetic fields.
Additional strain in the diamond matrix can distort the C3v symmetry of the NV defect. These two
effects are summarized in the conventional Hamiltonian HNV for the S = 1 electron spin associated
with the NV defect’s orbital ground state [111]:

HNV/~ = Dσ2
z + E(σ2

x − σ2
y), (2.50)

where the spin 1 Pauli matrices are defined as

σ̂x =
1√
2

 0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

 , σ̂y =
i√
2

 0 −1 0
1 0 −1
0 1 0

 , σ̂z =

 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1

 , (2.51)

obeying the commutation relations [σi, σj ] = iεijkσk. Transverse strain effects in the diamond matrix
are parametrized by E and vary between different samples as a function of the homogeneity of the
crystal lattice. It is generally much smaller than D and extends between a few tens of kHz for ultra
pure diamond samples and several MHz in nanodiamonds. Thus, the |ms〉 states are generally not
eigenstates of HNV. Longitudinal (along the z-axis) strain effects shift the excited states’ energy
relative to the ground state and can thus be absorbed into D. The energy diagram and a typical
measurement of the spin energy is presented in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Energy of the NV spin. (a) Convention of the NV coordinate system. (b) Energy diagram
of the perturbed eigenstates probed by MW irradiation. (c) Spectroscopic measurement of the NV
spin. For nanodiamonds E can be on the order of several MHz (here, E/2π ≈ 7.5 MHz). Strain along
the spin axis leads to a shift of D/2π from 2870 MHz to 2857 MHz. The solid line is a fit of the
experimental data to a sum of two Lorentzian lineshapes.

2.2.2 Magnetic coupling

Due to the Zeeman effect, the energy of the spin can be varied by an external magnetic field B, which
is described by the Hamiltonian

HB = −gµBB.σ, (2.52)

where g ≈ 2 is the electron’s Landé factor [112], µB = 9.274× 10−24J/T is the Bohr magneton and σ
is the vector of the spin 1 Pauli matrices. The minus sign in Hamiltonian (2.52) ensures that a spin
aligned with the magnetic field has less energy than a spin that is anti-aligned. Notice that the spin
is sensitive to magnetic fields in all directions. Strong fields in the transverse directions result in a
mixing of the |ms〉 eigenstates leading to nonlinear behavior of the associated energies, see Fig 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Zeeman effect. A magnetic field applied along the quantization axis leads to linear
splitting of the spin energies (Φ = 0◦), whereas fields with transverse components (Φ > 0◦) lead to a
mixing of the eigenstates, resulting in nonlinear energy shifts.

2.2.3 Hyperfine coupling

A closer look at experimental NV spin spectra with higher frequency resolution reveals a substructure
of the resonance peaks, see Fig. 2.11. This substructure can be explained by hyperfine coupling of the
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nuclear spin I of the nitrogen atom with the electron spin S mediated by dipole-dipole interactions.
The interaction depends on the isotope of the present nitrogen atom as well as the electron’s orbital
state and can be modeled by Hnuclear:

Hnuclear/~ = I.Aσ, (2.53)

Here, A is a coupling tensor that has received a considerable amount of theoretical [113,114] as well
as experimental [115–119] attention. In this work we are only concerned with the orbital ground state
of the NV defect, for which the z projections of the 14N ’s I = 1 nuclear spin splits the electron spin
resonances into three peaks due to couplings A14

‖ σzIz. It has been determined that their separation is

given by A14
‖ /2π = −2.16 MHz, whereas the I = 1/2 nuclear spin of the 15N atom splits the resonances

into two, separated by A15
‖ /2π = 3.03 MHz (the natural abundance of 14N isotope is larger than 99%

compared to 15N).
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Figure 2.11: Splitting of the NV resonance by 2.16 MHz due to hyperfine coupling with the 14N nuclear
spin. To reveal the hyperfine structure, optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurements
are performed at lower optical and MW power in order to avoid power broadening, see sections 2.4.2
and 3.3.

Importantly, polarization of the nuclear spin has been observed experimentally. Because of the
smaller zero field splitting Des/2π = 1.42 GHz [120] in the excited states, the frequency splitting
between |ms = 0〉 and the orbitally excited |ms = −1〉 state becomes very small when working at
magnetic fields B ≈ (0, 0, 51mT) [116, 117], see Figure 2.12. This facilitates nuclear-electron spin
flip-flops enabled by an interaction term A⊥σzI± occurring when the NV spin is promoted to the
excited orbital state under optical illumination. Due to the NV’s photophysics as outlined in section
2.4, these couplings result in a very effective polarization (> 90%) of the nuclear spin in the |Iz = +1〉
(14N) [116] or |Iz = −1

2〉 (15N) [117] state.
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Figure 2.12: Self polarization of the 14N nuclear spin. (a) A magnetic field splits the states |−1〉 and
|+1〉 far apart from each other, allowing to address a two level subspace (purple double arrow) by MW
frequency selection. Indicated by the red oval is the region in which the excited state level anti-crossing
(ESLAC) leads to self polarization of the nuclear spin. (b) Spin flip-flops between the 14N nuclear
spin and the excited state electron spin occur at the ESLAC, indicated by black arrows. Optical
pumping re-polarizes the electron spin in |0〉 (green arrows), leading to a pumping of the nuclear spin
in |Iz = +1〉. Notice that the mechanism applies for the {|0〉, |−1〉} subspace, which requires a negative
magnetic field.

2.2.4 Reduction of the NV spin to an effective two level system

Diagonalizing the total global Hamiltonian

Taking into account effects of strain, external magnetic fields and the hyperfine structure of the NV
defect, we arrive at a total global Hamiltonian H0 = HNV + HB + Hnuclear, whose eigenstates are
generally mixtures of |ms〉:

H0/~ = Dσ̂2
z + E(σ̂2

x − σ̂2
y)−

gµB
~

B.σ +AI.σ. (2.54)

If now a sufficiently large magnetic field is aligned carefully along the z axis, such thatBz � ~E
gµB

, Bx, By,
we can neglect all transverse terms in the Hamiltonian HNV +HB. Furthermore, when working at the
ESLAC, the nuclear spin can be polarized, as discussed in section 2.2.3. The polarization technique
requires optical illumination of the NV defect, but nuclear spin states are typically long-lived (∼
ms) and, unless stated otherwise, optical pumping is interrupted for no longer than several µs in our
experiments. For our purposes, we can thus assume complete polarization of the nuclear spin. In this
case, Hnuclear is static and can be treated as a renormalization of the magnetic field along z. We have
thus created a system of three eigenstates |ms〉, which are all split far away from each other, see Fig.
2.13. This situation allows us to turn the NV defect into an effective spin 1/2 TLS by restricting
ourselves to the subspace {|ms = 0〉, |ms = 1〉}, which is split in frequency by ω0/2π (equivalent to
≈ 1.44 GHz at Bz = 51 mT).
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Figure 2.13: Working point for a longitudinal magnetic field. (a) A magnetic field aligned with the NV
axis splits the states |−1〉 and |+1〉 via the Zeeman effect. Indicated by the red oval is the region in
which the the excited state level anti crossing (ESLAC) leads to polarization of the nuclear spin. (b)
We can restrict our study to the {|0〉, |+1〉} subspace MW by frequency selection (ω/2π ∼ 1.4 GHz).

The two level system

In a formal representation, we assign the states |0〉 of energy E0 = 0 to |ms = 0〉 and |1〉 of energy
E1 = ~ω0 to |ms = 1〉. Any superposition |Ψ〉 of these states can be expressed as:

|Ψ〉 = cos θ|0〉+ sin θeiϕ|1〉 (2.55)

The angles ϕ and θ are interpreted as azimuthal and polar angles, respectively, mapping the state |Ψ〉
on the so called Bloch sphere, see Figure 2.14. ϕ describes the superposition phase, whose evolution is
related to the spin’s energy (ϕ = E1−E0

~ t+ ϕ0 = ω0t+ ϕ0 in the Schrödinger picture), while θ reflects
the population of each of the spin states.
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Figure 2.14: Conventions of the Bloch sphere.

Transitions between the states |0〉 and |1〉 can be induced by the raising and lowering operators

σ+ = |1〉〈0| =
(

0 1
0 0

)
and σ− = |0〉〈1| =

(
0 0
1 0

)
, (2.56)

which can be expressed in terms of the spin 1/2 Pauli operators:

σ± =
1

2
(σx ± iσy). (2.57)

Experimentally, spins are flipped by a near resonant transverse magnetic field. For simplicity, we
consider purely linear polarization of a microwave magnetic field along the x axis with classical
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amplitude Bx and radial frequency ω,

BMW(t) = BMW
x cos(ωt)x̂, (2.58)

which couples to the spin via Eq. (2.52):

HMW = gµBB
MW
x cos(ωt)σx = ~ΩR,x cos(ωt)σx, (2.59)

where the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π parametrizes the coupling strength,

ΩR =
gµB
~
BMW
x . (2.60)

Although all experiments in this work make use of purely classical, coherent MW irradiation, it will
be useful to introduce the quantum description of the field in terms of the mode raising and lowering
operators b̂† and b̂, respectively. The Hamiltonian of the mode is Hω = ~ω

(
b†b+ 1

2

)
, and the spin-MW

field interaction Hamiltonian is

HMW = ~Ων
R cos(ωt)(b† + b)σx, (2.61)

where Ων
R is the vacuum Rabi frequency. For a coherent field |βx〉 with amplitude βx and mean

photon number n̄coh = |βx|2 we have the following relationship between the vacuum and coherent Rabi
frequency:

ΩR = Ων
R

√
n̄coh. (2.62)

The effect of the MW field in the Bloch sphere representation is to induce rotations of the vector
representing |Ψ〉 around the x- axis: θ → ΩRτ + θ0, the usual Rabi precession.

2.3 Dissipation and decoherence processes

A proper understanding of energy dissipation and decohence is important for the establishment of a
quantum master equation describing the spin dynamics. In this section we look at how coupling to
the environment affects the general TLS and how the underlying mechanisms apply to the particular
case of the NV spin

Any realistic two level system is coupled to an environment modeled by arbitrarily fluctuating
fields coming from spin impurities randomly distributed in the vicinity of the NV defect. Rather than
tracking the origins of each of these field fluctuations individually, their collective effect is summarized
into what is called the spin bath. Relevant for the NV defect is the coupling to this environment via
magnetic fields, see Hamiltonian (2.52). We will model this interaction via the coupling Hamlitonian

V = gµBR.σ, (2.63)

where R describes the magnetic field bath. We make the following assumptions on R. First, the bath
is taken to be a very large reservoir when compared to the NV spin and that the state of the bath is
therefore not modified by coupling to the NV defect. The density matrix describing the bath in the
interaction picture, ρ̃R, is therefore stationary, ρ̃R(t) = ρ̃0. Next, we assume that the bath is described
by a stationary process, meaning that there is no coupling between the different states that make up
the bath. We can then write ρR as a statistical mixture of eigenstates of the bath Hamiltonian. In the
experimentally relevant case, the bath is occupying a thermal state. We therefore have

ρR =
∑
r

pr|r〉〈r|, (2.64)

where the weights pr are given by the Boltzman distribution pr = 1
Z e
− ~ωr
kBΘ , where ~ωr is the energy

associated with the state |r〉. Furthermore, the average value of the field emerging from the reservoir
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is assumed to have a fixed value, which we will take to be zero. The influence of the bath on the spin
dynamics is then given by higher moments of R. We model these bath fluctuations to have a very
short correlation time τc compared to the timescale 1/Γ at which the spin evolves2.

2.3.1 Dissipation

The reservoir fluctuations couple to the spin along both, its longitudinal and transverse components, see
equation (2.63). As we have seen in the above section, transverse coupling affects the spin population.
Field fluctuations perpendicular to the spin axis thus bring the spin into thermal equilibrium with
the bath. The equilibrium population is found from the Boltzmann factor. For a TLS with energy
splitting ~ω0, denoting the ground/ excited state population by P0/1, we have

P1

P0
= e
− ~ω0
kBΘ ≈ 1 at 300 K. (2.65)

Hence, at room temperature, the spin is equally likely occupying both states |0〉 and |1〉, the stationary
populations thus being P st

0 = P st
1 = 1/2. Any polarization of the spin is decaying according to:

d

dt
P1(t) = −Γ1→0P1 + Γ0→1P0. (2.66)

Notice that in the above equation Γ1→0 and Γ0→1 closely resemble the Einstein coefficients, with
Γ0→1 representing absorption processes, while Γ1→0 combines spontaneous and stimulated emission.
Denoting Γsp the spontaneous emission rate, we have

Γ0→1 = n̄th,ω0Γsp and Γ1→0 = (n̄th,ω0 + 1)Γsp, (2.67)

where n̄th,ω0 is the mean photon number of the mode resonant with the spin. We see that the rates
Γ1→0 and Γ0→1 are the same at high temperature when considering that the steady state populations
are equal. It is conventional to define the spin dissipation rate Γ1 as:

Γ1 ≡ Γ1→0 + Γ0→1. (2.68)

With this convention the population evolves as

P1(t) =

(
P1(0)− Γ0→1

Γ1

)
e−Γ1t +

Γ0→1

Γ1
.

Here, Γ1 emerges from Fermi’s Golden rule type arguments, with Γ1→0 ∝ |〈0|V |1〉|2. The rates Γ1→0

and Γ0→1 are therefore proportional to the transverse magnetic noise spectral density of the spin bath,
Sδω⊥ [Ω], evaluated at Ω = ω0 and −ω0, respectively [121], where we define

Sδω⊥ [Ω] =
(gµB

~

)2
∞∫
−∞

dτ 〈δR⊥(τ)δR⊥(0)〉 eiωτ . (2.69)

In the following we will assume that the radiation of the bath is isotropic, such that Sδω⊥ [Ω] = 2Sδω‖ [Ω].
With this convention, we have

Γ1 = πSδω⊥ [+ω0] + πSδω⊥ [−ω0], (2.70)

as long as we are working at large temperature. We remark that the above considerations are the
result of a perturbative treatment of the bath coupling. They are valid as long as

Γ1τc � 1, (2.71)

a condition that is sometimes referred to as motional narrowing condition [122].

2 The spin-bath coupling closely resembles the situation of a heavy particle immersed in a gas undergoing Brownian
motion. The particle is experiencing a Langevin force with zero average value. The momentum exchange takes place
on a very short time scale over which a collision occurs and perturbs the heavy particle very little. By the same token,
a friction force acts to dissipate the particle’s energy at a comparatively slow rate Γ.
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2.3.2 Decoherence

We define Γ2 as the total decoherence rate. It receives contributions from various processes. First,
energy removal from the spin will naturally perturb any superposition phase between the states |0〉 and
|1〉. This takes place at a rate which is the half sum of Γ0→1 and Γ1→0, equal to Γ1/2 = (n̄th,ω0 +1/2)Γsp.
Furthermore, the phase of the superposition evolves as

ϕ(t) =

t∫
0

ω0(τ) dτ. (2.72)

The spin resonance frequency ω0/2π is a function of time due to longitudinal bath fluctuations with
spectral density Sδω‖ and leads to a random accumulated phase ∆ϕ. If the noise source is Gaussian

distributed3, the average accumulated phase can be related to the mean square of the phase:〈
ei∆ϕ

〉
= e−

1
2〈∆ϕ2〉. (2.73)

At the same time, the noise process can be considered as a random walk process. In case of a flat
spectral density, such a process is equivalent to diffusion described by the Langevin equation. As a
result,

〈
∆ϕ2

〉
scales with t and we can write〈

ei∆ϕ
〉

= e−
1
2〈∆ϕ2〉 = e−Γϕt. (2.74)

The Bloch-Redfield theory [123] relates the pure dephasing rate, Γϕ, to the noise spectral density:

Γϕ = πSδω‖ [Ω = 0]. (2.75)

Evaluation of the longitudinal noise spectral density at zero frequency reflects the fact that the
underlying noise events correspond to processes in which the bath changes from one state |r1〉 to
another state |r2〉 of the same energy, without changing the energy of the two level system.

The two effects are summarized in the decoherence rate Γ2:

Γ2 =
1

2
Γ1 + Γϕ. (2.76)

Again, these considerations are true as long as the motional narrowing condition is met: Γ2τc � 1.
Notice that τc can be very different for the case of dissipation and decoherence, as the spectral functions
Sδω⊥ [Ω = ω0] and Sδω‖ [Ω = 0] might be dominated by different physical processes at frequencies 0 and
ω0. In the Bloch sphere representation, the effect of the two rates can be understood as a tendency
of the state vector to fall onto the equatorial plane (Γ1) or a randomization of the state vector in the
equatorial plane (Γ2), see Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: The effect of external noise on spin populations (Γ1) and coherences (Γ2).

3 As long as a large number of individual independent noise sources contributes to the total fluctuations, the central limit
theorem assures that the noise source is indeed Gaussian.
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We recall that we supposed here that the reservoir is stationary, Gaussian, Markovian and spectrally
flat around the frequencies of interest. We will now justify these assumptions.

2.3.3 Dissipation rates of NV spin qubits

Solid state quantum systems have been proposed as an attractive candidate for data storage devices
in quantum computers [67, 124–126]. Not only are they spatially well confined but also intrinsically
scalable. As such, NV defects have attracted huge interest in recent years for two reasons [127–129].
First, its photophysical properties permit optical spin preparation and optical readout of the spin state
(see section 2.4). Second, NV defects have been demonstrated to exhibit long life- and coherence times
at room temperature.4 Spontaneous dissipation rates, which in atoms amount to ∼ 100 MHz – 10 GHz,
can be expected to play a negligible role in MW qubits, because the radiation energy density scales as ω3

and is therefore relatively low in the GHz range. Instead, dissipation processes in solids are dominated
by environmental interactions. Compared to other host materials, diamond exhibits a low vibrational
density of states below ∼ 1 THz, due to which spin - phonon interactions are suppressed in the orbital
ground state of the electron. This creates a low transverse noise spectral density Sδω⊥ [Ω] around the
spin transition frequency ω0/2π, causing the relatively long spin relaxation times. Experimentally
measured values for the lifetimes are on the order of several ms at room temperature in ultra pure
bulk diamond samples [131], but can be extended to T1 ∼ 200 s at 10 K.

2.3.4 Decoherence rates of NV spin qubits

Because spin-phonon interactions play a minor role, dephasing effects are dominated by random
fluctuations of the local magnetic field created by impurities in the environment. The spin bath is
mainly made up of the I = 1/2 nuclear spin of naturally abundant 13C atoms or S = 1/2 spins
associated with the excess electron of nitrogen impurities, called P1 centers [132]. Both impurities
have comparably small Larmor frequencies of around 300 kHz and ∼ 100 MHz [127,133], respectively,
and are thus too far detuned from the NV resonance to directly induce spin transitions. This limits
their influence to pure dephasing. Owing to the small size of the proton Bohr magneton, the NV defect
is only affected by 13C atoms when they occupy a site in close vicinity. They limit the spin coherence
in the absence of P1 centers [134,135]. In nitrogen rich samples, the bath is dominated by the dipolar
long range interaction of nitrogen impurities [136].

The P1 bath has been studied and characterized by the group of Ronald Hanson from the Delft
University of Technology [137]. Due to strong flip - flop interactions that can occur among the electron
donors, the bath has a finite correlation time τc related to the densities of the impurities and their
coupling strength [127]. However, it turns out that their effect on the single NV defect can be described
by an effective mean field of a large number of individual, randomly distributed spin 1/2 fluctuators.
This is because the long range interaction results in equal coupling amplitudes between the NV spin
and the individual bath spins as well as among the bath spins. Contributions from the single NV to
the bath are therefore negligible compared to the many interactions in the large reservoir. An analysis
of a series of spin echo experiments on a single NV defect yielded that the fluctuations of the local field
can therefore be described by an Ornstein - Uhlenbeck process [138], which is caused by a bath that is
stationary (meaning that there is weak backaction from the spin onto the bath), Markovian (meaning
that the effect of the bath on the spin is independent of its history due to incoherent contributions
coming from a large number of spins) and Gaussian at once [137, 139]. All in all, the magnetic field
B(t) with amplitude δB(t) seen by the NV defect is described by an auto-correlation function

〈δB(0)δB(t)〉 = b2e−
t
τc , (2.77)

4 In [130], the authors report the observation of coherence times at cryogenic temperatures exceeding 10 s for a Nitrogen
electron donor in an ultra pure silicon crystal. This achievements puts solid state qubits on equal footing with, for
example, trapped ion based systems.
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where b is the width of the amplitude’s Gaussian distribution. Such a bath has a Lorentzian spectral
density

Sδω⊥ [Ω] = b2τc
( 1
τc

)2

( 1
τc

)2 + Ω2
(2.78)

and is coined slow, since the induced dephasing is due to frequencies smaller than 1/τc. In [137],
the authors measured the coupling strength b to be on the order of a few MHz, while the observed
correlation time τc amounted to a few tens of µs. The spectral density at zero frequency b2τc therefore
was around . 1 MHz.

Diamond types The sample used in the above experiment was a nanodiamond made from a
type Ib crystal containing less than 200 ppm nitrogen atoms (an overview of the impurity concentration
in the various types of diamond is offered in table 2.1). This density of impurities can be decreased
in order to improve the coherence times of NV defects. Record values have been achieved in [76],
where a crystal was grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in a well maintained atmosphere
of low nitrogen concentration. These crystals are then subjected to an implantation process, where
the sample is bombarded with nitrogen atoms, which creates vacancies as well as nitrogen impurities.
Subsequent heating allows the vacancies to redistribute and NV defects are created [140]. The result
was the observation of an extremely long coherence time of T2 = 1.8 ms at room temperature5.
These so called type IIa crystals have an impurity density of about 10−2 ppb, are however difficult
to produce and thus expensive. An alternative way for creating NV defects is by heating graphite
in a high pressure environment. This technique, called high pressure - high temperature (HPHT),
produces type Ia crystals with larger concentrations of impurities (several hundreds ppm [141, 142]).
Additional irradiation with free electrons creates vacancies in the diamond lattice, which redistribute
after an additional heating step. The resulting NV defects have larger decoherence rates than their
counterparts in the type IIa crystals. However, their advantage is that HPHT samples can have a
very large concentration of NV defects, which permits the creation of nanodiamonds of sub-micron
diameters in which individual NV defects can be found. In these nanodiamonds additional decoherence
of the NV defect can be due to their proximity to the crystal surface [143]. NV defects in nanodiamonds
have been proven incredibly useful in magnetometry applications [82,87], where the small size of the
probe can be exploited to perform nanometer scale resolution magnetic imaging. In general, these
magnetometers have a field sensitivity that strongly depends on T2, which is why large experimental
effort has been dedicated to overcome these limitations. Multipulse techniques, where a series of spin
manipulations decouple the spin from its environment, have been shown to increase coherence times
by factors related to the number of pulses employed in such a sequence [137, 144, 145]. Despite the
complexity of these spin manipulation protocols, they have been demonstrated to successfully increase
magnetic field sensitivities [146,147]. To conclude, the spin bath in HPHT nanodiamonds fulfills the
requirement of being Gaussian, stationary and Markovian from our considerations above as long as
the NV defect is sufficiently far away from the surface. However, the Lorentzian form of (2.78) entails
flatness of Sδω‖ [Ω] only for Ω > 1/τc, a concern that we will have to keep in mind.

5 The value was obtained by a so called Ramsey or free induction decay (FID) measurement, in which the value for T2

comprises inhomogeneous as well as homogeneous broadening.
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Diamond types

type label impurities

type I
a rich in N, < 3000 ppm
b less rich in N, < 500 ppm

type II
a very low in N
b very low in N, rich in B

Table 2.1: Impurity concentrations in various diamond types.

2.4 Photophysics of the NV defect

In this section we are going to quickly review the photophysics of the NV defect, since it plays an
important role in spin detection and manipulation.

2.4.1 Molecular level structure of the NV defect

The negatively charged NV defect can be excited via an optical dipole transition, making the defect
behave as an isolated molecule trapped in a crystal. The transition has a zero phonon line (ZPL) at 638
nm. However, due to interactions of the excited state with optical phonons, the observed absorption
and emission spectra are stokes shifted [73, 148]. The NV defect can thus be excited in a window
ranging from 450 nm to 650 nm, while de-excitation is observed in a ≈ 100 nm range around a 670
nm peak, see Figure 2.16 (a). This effect enables spectral distinction of pump and fluorescent light.
Remarkably, the NV defect proves to be very photo stable and shows neither bleaching nor blinking.
Upper state lifetimes of ∼ 10 ns [149] make this single photon source relatively bright. All of these
features are available at room temperature operation and NV defects have therefore been employed as
bio-compatible markers [150].
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Figure 2.16: Optical properties of the negatively charged NV defect in nanodiamonds. (a) A typical
emission spectrum of the NV defect with ZPL close to 638 nm. (b) A typical autocorrelation function
of the emitted NV fluorescence as a function of time delay τ . The dip at zero delay goes below 0.5,
verifying the single photon source character of the NV defect. The grey line represents a fit to g(2)(τ) =
a0 − a1 exp(−γ1τ) − a2 exp(−γ2τ), corresponding to parasitic fluorescence offset, antibunching and
overshoot signatures due to population trapping in the metastable state (see Figure 2.17), respectively.

Orbital ground and excited states are spin triplets and optical transitions among them preserve
the spin state [151]. The upper state is an orbital doublet (Ex, Ey), which is averaged out at
room temperature, resulting in an effective zero field splitting of Des/2π ≈ 1.42 GHz [120]. Spin -
orbit interactions lead to inter system crossing (ISC) to the singlet state, which is predominant for
|ms = ±1〉 [67, 152]. Details of the singlet state orbital structure are not fully understood and remain
subject of ongoing debate between experimentalists and theorists. It has however been demonstrated
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that two levels 1E and 1A1 are involved [153, 154], which show a radiative transition in the infra
red around 1042 nm, as depicted in Figure 2.17 (a). The non-radiative decay from 1A1 to 3A is
temperature dependent [154] with lifetimes ranging from 200 to 400 ns and happens predominantly
into the |ms = 0〉 state [67], leading to spin polarization with fidelity of more than 80 % [118,155]. In
this thesis we are not sensitive to the singlet’s structure and will therefore condense it into a single
metastable state with a lifetime of about 200 ns, see Figure 2.17 (b).
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Figure 2.17: Energy diagram of the NV defect. (a) The level diagram shows radiative (red arrows)
and non-radiative (black arrows) transitions. The principal non-radiative pathways are indicated by
solid arrows. There exist however finite branching ratios, indicated by the dashed arrows, that allow
transitions from the 3E ground to the 1E metastable level as well as from the metastable 1A1 level to
the 3A2 excited state. The exact structure of the singlet state is still under debate. Figure after [154].
(b) Simplified scheme: The singlet state consists of a single level, with lifetimes on the order of 200
ns. Furthermore, we prevent population of the metastable state from |0〉 and model spin polarization
from the metastable state into the ground state to be perfect.

2.4.2 Optically detected magnetic resonance

These features of the NVs photophysics can be exploited to perform optical readout of the spin state.
While transitions from E to A always fluoresce for the |ms = 0〉 spin state, there is a finite probability
to fall into the metastable state from |ms = ±1〉. Such a transition is not associated with photon
emission around 670 nm. The amount of detected fluorescence can thus be related to the spin state.
At the same time, continued pumping of the 3E ↔ 3A2 transition leads to polarization of the spin,
which can be used for preparation of the electron spin in the ground state. Optical polarization of the
spin state is modeled by introducing an optical pumping rate Γp that depends on the optical power
Popt and saturation power Psat (reflecting the single photon source character of the NV defect) [156]:

Γp = Γ∞p
s

s+ 1
(2.79)

with

s ≡ Popt

Psat
. (2.80)

Since optical pumping depends on the excited spin state population, the relaxation rate Γ1→0 is
modified in the presence of optical pumping to Γ1→0 → Γ1→0 + Γp and the spin dissipation rate
becomes Γ1 → Γ̃1 = Γ1 + Γp. At the same time, optical polarization destroys any coherences present
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in the system. This introduces dependence of the optical power in Γ2, such that Γ2 → Γ̃2 = Γ2 + Γc,
where Γc = Γ∞c

s
s+1 . The parameters Γ∞p and Γ∞c vary between different NV defects. Polarization of

the spin into the ground state is induced via the singlet state. Γ∞p is therefore given by the inverse
lifetime of the metastable state, which is on the order of (200 ns)−1. It has been shown experimentally
that optical excitation from the ground to the excited state preserves spin coherence [157]. Currently,
it is not clear whether or not spin coherence is preserved via a transition from the excited state to the
ground state. Via the relation Γ2 = Γ1/2 + Γϕ, a minimum estimate for Γ∞c is Γ∞c ≥ Γ∞p /2.

2.5 Coupling Hamiltonian

Having established the formal description of oscillator and spin, we will now turn to the formalization
of their coupling. We consider a setup in which the NV defect is attached to the tip of the nanowire
and displaced through a magnetic field gradient. We first investigate the position dependent energy of
the spin giving rise to a spin dependent force. Thereafter, we consider two experimental configurations
resulting in either parametric or resonant coupling between oscillator and spin and discuss the reasons
for having chosen to work with a parametric coupling mechanism.

2.5.1 Spin forces

As we have seen, the spin couples to magnetic fields via the Zeeman effect, see equation (2.52), giving
rise to a spin-oscillator energy Espin−osc = −gµBσ.B(r0 + δr). One can expand B(r0 + δr) at first
order in the oscillator vibrations δr(t), B(r0 + δr) ' B(r0) + (δr.∇) B

∣∣
r0

, so that we can write

Espin−osc = E0
spin−osc − gµBσ.(δr.∇)B

∣∣
r0

(2.81)

The static term E0
spin−osc ≡ −gµBσ.B(r0) represents the Zeeman shift at the mean oscillator position

r0. Position fluctuations in the presence of magnetic field gradients give rise to an interaction energy
Eint = −~λijδrjσi. The strength of the gradient is directly proportional to the coupling strength λij ,
which we define as

~λij = gµB∂iBj . (2.82)

The position dependent energy of the spin gives rise to a vectorial force Fspin = −∇Eint, with
components

Fspin.ei =
∂

∂(δri)
gµB∂jBiσiδrj = gµBσi∂mBi. (2.83)

We thus arrive at a general expression for the force exerted by the spin onto the mechanical force:

Fspin = gµB
∑

i=x,y,z

σi∇Bi. (2.84)

Because the spread of the spin wavefunction is much smaller than the mechanical oscillator, Fspin

presents a local force, as was discussed at the end of section 2.1. As a result a spin induced mechanical
displacement will be measurable as

δropt[Ω] =
∑
i

χeff
i [Ω]

(
Fspin.ei + δF th

i

)
ei. (2.85)

2.5.2 Interaction Hamiltonian

We are now going to restrict the mechanical motion to be described by a single oscillation mode
along the z-direction. Such a situation is typical for cantilevers with a large ratio between width and
thickness. The displacement vector then simply becomes δr ≡ δxuz, in which case the form of the spin
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force simplifies to Fspin =
∑
i
gµBσi∂zBi. We obtain the interaction Hamiltonian Hint by quantizing

the interaction energy Eint = −
∑
i
gµBδx (σi∂zBi):

Hint = −
∑
i

gµBδx
q
(
a+ a†

)
(σi∂zBi) = −

∑
i

~giσi
(
a+ a†

)
, (2.86)

where the coupling strength gi is defined in terms of the gound state wavefunction spread δxq as

~gi ≡ gµBδxq∂zBi
∣∣
r0

= gµB

√
~

2MeffΩm
∂zBi

∣∣
r0
. (2.87)

The term σ.∂zB appearing in Hamiltonian (2.86) treats variations of the magnetic field in the x- or
z- directions on different footings due to the different roles of the σx and σz operators. While changes
of the magnetic field along a direction transverse to the spin can induce state transitions in the TLS,
changes of the parallel component will modulate the spin’s energy. The magnitude of these two effects,
called resonant and dispersive coupling, respectively, can be tuned by alignment of the magnetic field
gradient with respect to the spin and oscillation direction. Assuming that the spin z-axis is aligned
with uz, as shown in Figure 2.18 (a) we can consider two configurations.

Longitudinal gradient We can align the gradient such that only the longitudinal component is
varied along the direction of motion (∂zBz 6= 0, ∂zBx = ∂zBy = 0), as shown in Figure 2.18 (b). The
Maxwell equations require that the magnetic field has zero divergence, ∇.B = 0. Necessarily, we then
have non zero contributions of ∂xBx + ∂yBy 6= 0. As the displacement is restricted to the z-direction,
these terms do not add to either Hint or Fspin.

Transverse gradient When ∂zBx 6= 0, displacement along z modifies the transverse field com-
ponents seen by the NV (shown in Figure 2.18 (c)). Since ∇ ∧ B = 0 and ∂zBx 6= 0, ∂xBz 6= 0 is
required. However, if there is no displacement in the x direction, it does not contribute to the force
along z. However, this term will be responsible for a force along x.
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Figure 2.18: Selection of different coupling mechanisms. (a) The spin axis and oscillation direction
are aligned, z ‖ ez. (b) Magnetic field configuration with ∂zBz 6= 0. (c) Magnetic field configuration
with ∂zBx 6= 0.

It is thus experimentally possible to tune the coupling between a parametric and resonant interaction.
We will now discuss the effects characteristic of each configuration.

Parametric coupling

The parametric coupling between oscillator and spin,

Hint = −~gzσz(a+ a†), (2.88)
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is analogous to the optomechanical interaction, where a movable endmirrors modifies the resonance
frequency of an optical cavity. The resolved sideband regime is reached when the oscillation frequency
Ωm/2π is larger than the spin linewdith Γspin (or the cavity decay rate κ). Sidebands will then
appear in the energy spectra of the spin, indicating absorption and emission processes mediated by
phonon-assisted off-resonant MW transitions. Under these conditions, pumping spin transitions on the
lower (higher) frequency sideband allows cooling (heating) of the mechanical oscillator [48] as phonons
are sucked out of (pumped into) the resonator. The experimental feasibility has been successfully
demonstrated on trapped ions [8] and optomechanical cavities [31]. Moreover, it is possible to conduct
a Stern-Gerlach like experiment, where originally spin state and position of a beam of atoms become
correlated. In the typical scenario [158] a beam of spin polarizable neutral atoms enters through a
slit a region of a magnetic field gradient perpendicular to the direction of motion. The propagation
direction of the atoms traversing the magnetic field gradient deviates as a function of the spin state.
A consecutive position measurement of the atoms incident on a screen away from the slit then detects
the spin state. The situation is shown in Figure 2.19 (a). In the case of the mechanical oscillator,
see Figure 2.19 (b), the spin state dependent force Fspin deflects the mechanical oscillator. The net
difference in force

∆Fspin = Fspin(↑)− Fspin(↓) =
~gz
δxq

= gµB∂zBz (2.89)

traduces to a position difference

∆xstat
spin = xstat(↑)− xstat(↓) = ∆Fspinχ[Ω = 0] =

~gz
δxqMΩ2

m

= δxq 2gz
Ωm

. (2.90)

One directly sees that in case where gz > Ωm, the spin dependent separation of the oscillator positions
is larger than its zero-point fluctuations. In the cavity QED domain, this regime is called the ultra
strong coupling regime. Notice that the spin force only depends on the strength of the magnetic
field gradient, for which a value of ∂zBz = 106 T/m is realistic [51]. The spin force then yields
∆Fspin ≈ 20 aN. Furthermore, the protocol measures the spin population, which decays with a lifetime
1/Γ1, typically much larger than the oscillation period. Hence, to perform the above experiment,
operation in the resolved sideband regime is not necessary, and thus one can chose an oscillator with
low oscillation frequency. Working with state-of-the-art nanoresonators, featuring Meff = 1 fg and
Ωm/2π = 100 kHz, the spin force induced separation of the mechanical oscillator yields ∆xstat

spin ≈ 44 pm,
which is comparable with its zero-point fluctuations of δxq ≈ 280 fm. Simultaneously, a coupling
strength of gz/2π ≈ 8 kHz is achieved, opening interesting perspectives in terms of weak measurements
[159].
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(b)(a)

qδx

Δxspin

statΔx

Δxspin

stat
Δx

Figure 2.19: Stern-Gerlach experiment. (a) In the original experiment, a beam of silver atoms traverses
a magnetic field gradient. The atoms are deflected depending on their spin state. The separation ∆xstat

spin

of the atoms incident on a screen is dependent on the gradient ∂zBz. The measurement is considered
a strong measurement, if the wave function spread is smaller than the separation, δxq < ∆xstat

spin. (b)
Stern-Gerlach like experiment with a spin-hybrid mechanical oscillator. The rest position becomes a
function of the spin state with magnetic field gradient dependent separation ∆xstat

spin.

The shot noise limited cavity-free optical detection scheme developed in our laboratory [97] allows
room temperature displacement measurement of a SiC nanowire with force sensitivity SF = 30 aN/

√
Hz

and position sensitivity of Sx = 10 fm/
√

Hz, enabling observation of the above mentioned effects in a
dedicated experiment.
These favorable conditions incite to think about more exotic regimes of the hybrid interaction. In
particular, superpositions of the spin state (i.e. |Ψ〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉+ |1〉)) translate to superpositions of two

forces applied onto the resonator which can lead to a spatial superposition if the superposition lifetime
is longer than the mechanical period. Such a state of the hybrid system is experimentally difficult to
observe because of the short coherence time, which depends inversely on the separation ∆xstat

spin and is
given by [160–162]

τρ = Q
~

kBΘ

(
δxq

∆xstat
spin

)2

= Q
~

kBΘ

(
Ωm

2gz

)2

. (2.91)

For the above mechanical oscillator we find that the coherence of the superposition state is preserved
for only about 40 ns at room temperature, which is the reason why the observation of macroscopic cat
states remains a challenge of modern-day experiments. However, at 300 mK and it can reach 40 µs,
surpassing the oscillator period of 10 µs.

In this class of experiments, it is important to rule out the role of thermal noise, which is superposed
to the spin related signatures and can also lead to additional decoherence. However, the “on/off”
character of the force, which can be activated independently with MW pulses, proposes novel strategies
to resolve the mechanical displacement induced by the qubit. If one measures the motion of the
mechanical oscillator in real time, a flip of the spin at t0 changes the force and the nanoresonator goes
through transitory oscillations around a new rest position, which is reached at t1 (t1 − t0 ∼ 1/Γm),
see Figure 2.20. This measurement protocol, when realized at room temperature, suffers from the
thermal motion of the mechanical oscillator with a spreading of ∆xth = 540 pm, which is much larger
than the position shift. However, by repeating the protocol one averages the oscillator trajectories
over its Brownian motion, which is not correlated with the spin manipulation protocol. To facilitate
the measurement, the resonator can be actively cooled using cold damping, which reduces the rms
position noise and degrades the quality factor. The latter effect is not problematic here since one
does not seek to measure a stationary force, but instead a transitory behavior. On the contrary, this
acceleration of the decay rate permits a faster stabilization and a faster repetition rate. The ∼ 80 dB
of signal-to-noise observed experimentally (Ωm/2π = 100 kHz, Q = 104), renders possible a reduction
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of the mode effective temperature by four orders of magnitude, reaching ≈ 30 mK, while preserving
an effective quality factor of Qeff = Q/104 = 10, allowing repetition of the measurement every 100 ms.
Thus, the effective thermal spreading is reduced to ∆xeff

th = 1 pm, which is approximately 20 times
larger than ∆xstat

spin, so that 202 = 400 iterations will be required to average the thermal noise below the
spin related trajectory. This corresponds to 40 s averaging time, which is within experimental reach.
Summarizing, it seems realistic to observe the spin recoil in a room temperature experiment, using large
magnetic field gradients and active cooling of the resonator. However, the resulting averaging time (40
s) is clearly larger than the spin lifetime (T1 ∼ ms at best). This situation is dramatically modified
at low temperature, where the mechanical thermal noise decreases and the spin lifetime increases.
As such it should be possible, using a real-time window averaging of the oscillator position to detect
mechanically spin flips of the qubit. Since the position operator x̂ commutes with the interaction
Hamiltonian Hint, measuring the hybridized oscillator position does not perturb the spin state. Such
a protocol would represent a QND and single shot measurement of the spin population.

x(
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∆
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σ
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Ω  R = Ωm

Figure 2.20: Potential spin force measurement protocols. (a) Static case. Swapping of the spin state
at t0 leads to a new zero position for the mechanical oscillator after the transitory regime at t1. By
repeating the protocol the incoherent thermal or quantum motion gets averaged out and only the
coherent signal persists. (b) Dynamic case. When the Rabi frequency is tuned to match the mechanical
frequency, ΩR = Ωm, the force on the mechanical oscillator is increased by the Q factor. The coherent
amplitude can become comparable to the incoherent, thermal amplitude of the mechanical motion.

Moreover, operation in the resolved sideband regime allows to measure a dynamical spin force.
In that case, the force Fspin is oscillating at the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π. At the resonance condition,
ΩR = Ωm, the force is increased by the quality factor Q.

∆xdyn
spin[ΩR] = ∆Fspin cos ΩRtχ[Ωm] = Q∆xstat

spin. (2.92)

The enhancement by the quality factor can be enormous, as values of Q > 105 are readily achievable
when using the SiC nanowires of this thesis in vacuum environments. For sufficiently large quality
factors, the amplitude due to a dynamical spin feedback force can thus approach the nanometer scale
and compares positively with the oscillator’s thermal motion, as seen in section 2.1. Synchronizing
spin oscillations at ΩR = Ωm, however, imposes considerable experimental difficulties. In this thesis
we will show how these can be solved by a mechanism that we term spin locking.
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Resonant coupling

The hallmark signature of a resonant coupling process,

Hint = −~gxσx(a+ a†), (2.93)

is the transfer of coherence between two different quantum systems. Such interaction has been widely
studied between a single atom and a light field in cavity quantum electrodynamics. The ability
to map the same effects onto a hybrid spin-mechanical system bears the potential to coherently
manipulate macroscopic objects and to generate arbitrary non-classical states of motion as already
realized in [12,50]. In this case, phonons play the role of photons and the single atom is replaced by
a single spin. As opposed to the Stern-Gerlach like experiment from above, protocols exploiting the
coherent interaction compete against the coherence time of the quantum system. In the strong coupling
regime, we require that the coupling occurs on a timescale shorter than mechanical dissipation (1/Γm)
or quantum state decay (1/ΓTLS). As large mechanical quality factors are available, the requirement
that gx > Γm is easily met. More challenging is the condition for small decoherence rates and large
coupling strength gx > ΓTLS, and, as the interaction with the environment provokes large decoherence
rates, many experiments employing artificial qubits are performed at cryogenic temperatures. Another
problem is the necessity to match the resonance frequency of mechanical oscillator with the frequency
of the TLS. While mechanical oscillators with frequencies in the GHz range have been realized in
hybrid setups [12], these oscillators suffer from small oscillation amplitudes and therefore weak coupling
strength. Yet, by proper engineering of the here proposed hybrid device, these issues can be overcome.
In principle it is possible to change the spin frequency ω0/2π by application of a magnetic field. At
Bz ≈ 100 mT the |ms = 1〉 and |ms = 0〉 state are split by only a few MHz, see Figure 2.21 (b).
From an experimental point of view, this regime is difficult to achieve as the high external magnetic
field required puts considerable constraints on the stability and control of the setup. Alternatively, it
has been demonstrated that higher order coupling terms can induce a resonant interaction between
the |ms = −1〉 and |ms = 1〉 states in strain coupled hybdrid architectures [163]. These two-phonon
processes slightly loosen the resonance condition to ∆ω0 = 2Ωm, while tuning the frequency splitting
of the spin excited states is simultaneously less demanding. However, since the coupling is described
by Hint = −~gxσ2

x(a+ a†), it will not be observable in our system.
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Figure 2.21: Resonant coupling. (a) The nonlinearity of the two level system presents an interface to
coherently manipulate the multilevel mechanical oscillator with a coherent field. Arbitrary quantum
states can thus be created in terms of superpositions of Fock states with arbitrary phases and amplitudes
as was done in ccQED experiments. (b) In order to make the interaction resonant, spin and oscillator
frequency need to match. This can be achieved by applying a large magnetic field, so that the
splitting between spin ground and excited states becomes very small. (c) Alternatively, the subspace{
|ms = −1〉, |ms = +1〉

}
can be chosen to serve as a TLS, manipulation of which involves two-phonon

processes. Such processes are however only observable in strain coupled systems, as they require terms
proportional to σ2

x.

The resonant interaction between spin and oscillator offers a fantastic playground for various
modern day experiments. While several routes are possible, experimental realization is demanding on
the two level system as well as the mechanical oscillator. In this thesis, however, we will demonstrate
that we can turn a parametrically coupled spin-hybrid mechanical system into a resonantly coupled
one by dressing the spin with a MW field. The dressed spin has an energy splitting that can be tuned
into resonance with the mechanical oscillator by changing the intensity of the MW field, while at the
same time roles of the σx and σz operators inverse. Both effects then conspire together to activate
resonant coupling processes, even though NV spin and mechanical oscillator stay largely detuned in
frequency.

Conclusion In Figure 2.22 we summarize the experimental configurations that allow either
parametric or resonant coupling in the hybrid spin-mechanical system. Throughout this thesis, the
mechanical oscillator will be purely classical and all the coupling effects that we consider here are
due to the parametric interaction as described above. The classical amplitude of mechanical motion
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will therefore induce a shift δω0/2π in the resonance frequency ω0/2π of the spin. In magnetic field
gradients of 106T/m, oscillation amplitudes of 1 nm amount to a coupling strength of ≈ δω0/2π = 28
MHz.

Ωm

δωR

δω0

ω0

0 0

11
σz

σx

Figure 2.22: Coupling mechanism. The spin’s axis is aligned with the direction of oscillation, while the
magnetic field gradient has components along the transverse and longitudinal directions. Modulation
of the transverse magnetic field (bottom layer) leads to resonant coupling and might induce spin
transitions at a Rabi frequency δωR/2π (as indicated on the left hand side), while modulation of
the longitudinal component (top layer) parametrically changes the energy of the two level system,
described by δω0 on the right hand side.

2.6 Spin evolution

The goal of this section is to establish a set of Bloch equations that we will use to describe the evolution
of the coupled spin-oscillator system. We start by considering a spin 1 coupled to a mechanical oscillator.
We then go on by restricting the problem to a two level subspace, for which we establish a quantum
master equation. The quantum master equation can be reduced to a set of coupled equations in terms
of spin and oscillator coordinates. Finally, we deduce a set of Bloch equations describing the spin
dynamics in the hybrid system.

2.6.1 A spin 1 system coupled to a mechanical oscillator

We will now consider the magnetic field coupling of a spin 1 system to a single mechanical mode
in a most generic approach. Assuming that the mechanical oscillator is classical its position can be
described by the time dependent variable δr. We consider the quantum master equation for the density
matrix ρ:

i~ρ̇ = [H, ρ] + i~ρ̇relax, (2.94)

where the Hamiltonian H is defined as

H = ~ω0σ
2
z − gµB (B0 + BMW(t) + µ(δr)) · σ. (2.95)

Notice that the entries of the vector σ are the Pauli operators (2.51) and that (2.95) includes the
coupling term

µ(δr) · ei = δrj∂jBi. (2.96)
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The average value of a generic observable A can be calculated using

〈A〉(t) = Tr {Aρ(t)} =
∑
i,j

Aijρji(t) (2.97)

with
ρnm(t) ≡ 〈n|ρ|m〉 = Tr {|m〉〈n|ρ} = 〈Pn→m〉(t),

where we have introduced the projector Pn→m ≡ |n〉〈m|. We then have:

〈Ȧ(t)〉 =
1

i~
Tr {A[H, ρ]}+ Ȧrelax,

which, using the identity Tr {ABC} = Tr {CAB}, can be simplified6 to:

〈Ȧ(t)〉 =
1

i~
〈[A,H](t)〉+ Ȧrelax. (2.98)

The generic evolution of the spin density matrix elements is described by:

ρ̇ij(t) =
∑
n,m

Mijnmρnm + ρ̇relax
ij . (2.99)

In the base {ρ11, ρ00, ρ10, ρ01, ρ−1−1, ρ0−1, ρ−10, ρ1−1, ρ−11}, the evolution matrix M reads:

M =



0 0 iβx−βy −iβx−βy 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −iβx+βy iβx+βy 0 iβx−βy −iβx−βy 0 0

iβx+βy −iβx−βy −i(βz
√

2+ω0) 0 0 0 0 iβx−βy 0

−iβx+βy iβx−βy 0 i(βz
√

2+ω0) 0 0 0 0 −iβx−βy
0 0 0 0 0 −iβx+βy iβx+βy 0 0

0 iβx+βy 0 0 −iβx−βy −i(βz
√

2−ω0) 0 −iβx+βy 0

0 −iβx+βy 0 0 iβx−βy 0 i(βz
√

2−ω0) 0 iβx+βy

0 0 iβx−βy 0 0 −iβx−βy 0 −2iβz
√

2 0

0 0 0 −iβx+βy 0 0 iβx−βy 0 2iβz
√

2


(2.100)

where we have used the βi components of β = −gµB
~
√

2
(B0 + BMW + µ(δr)).

The force Fspin experienced by the resonator only depends on the spin operators σi, whose time
evolution is connected to linear combinations of the ρnm elements and is calculated using equation
(2.98). In order to compute the dynamics of σi, we have to estimate Tr {[σi, Bjσj ]ρ} = iεijkBj〈σk〉 =
i(B ∧ σ)i. Generally, i(B ∧ σ)i describes a precession of σ around a magnetic field B. However, as
a consequence of the zero field splitting, the dynamics of the spin 1 vector does not only depend on
the components of σ. Instead, we need to consider that σ2

z = σz − 2| − 1〉〈−1|. We therefore have:
[σx, σ

2
z ] = −iσy +

√
2 (|0〉〈−1| − |−1〉〈0|) and [σy, σ

2
z ] = iσx − i

√
2 (|0〉〈−1|+ |−1〉〈0|). Consequently,

one obtains:
dσ

dt
=
(
ω0ez +

gµB
~

(B0 + BMW(t) + µ(δr))
)
∧ σ + σ̇relax + σ̇−1 (2.101)

and

δ̈r = −Ω2 · δr− Γδ̇r +
1

Mef

(
δFth + gµBσi∇Bi

)
, (2.102)

where we have separated the contribution of the coherences originating from the |−1〉 state:

σ̇−1 = −
√

2ω0

 i (ρ−10 − ρ0−1)
ρ−10 + ρ0−1

0

 .

The last step is useful because it allows us to consider a subspace for the evolution of a TLS instead
of a three level system. Such a simplification reduces the size of the parameter space and permits a
straightforward interpretation of the evolution of the spin populations and coherences on the Bloch
sphere. This step is justified under the experimental conditions described in section 2.2.4.

6 Tr {A[H, ρ]} = Tr {[A,H]ρ} = 〈[A,H](t)〉
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2.6.2 Quantum Master equation for a spin 1/2 system coupled to a mechanical
oscillator

Hamiltonian in
{
|0〉, |1〉

}
the subspace: To take into account the two level system character of

the NV spin, we chose to work with the subspace
{
|0〉, |1〉

}
of (2.100). In that case, the evolution of

the density matrix is

d

dt


ρ11

ρ00

ρ10

ρ01

 =


0 0 iβx − βy −iβx − βy
0 0 −iβx + βy iβx + βy

iβx + βy −iβx − βy −i(βz
√

2 + ω0) 0

−iβx + βy iβx − βy 0 i(βz
√

2 + ω0)

 ·


ρ11

ρ00

ρ10

ρ01

+ ρ̇relax

(2.103)
Notice, that due to the restriction of the

{
|0〉, |1〉

}
subspace, all entries of the term σ̇−1 in (2.102) are

zero. To be able to map the evolution of ρ on the Bloch sphere, we express Hamiltonian (2.95) in
terms of the vector σ? with entries

σ?x =
1

2

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ?y =

i

2

(
0 -1
1 0

)
, σ?z =

1

2

(
1 0
0 -1

)
, σ?0 =

1

2

(
1 0
0 1

)
, (2.104)

which are proportional to the spin 1/2 Pauli matrices. We thus arrive at

H = ~ω0(σ?z + σ?0)− gµBB?
xσ

?
x − gµBB?

yσ
?
y − gµBB?

z (σ?z + σ?0), (2.105)

whose structure is equivalent to a true spin 1/2 Hamiltonian when using new magnetic fields

B?
x,y =

√
2Bx,y =

√
2
(
Bx,y

0 +Bx,y
MW + µx,y(δr)

)
, (2.106)

B?
z = Bz = Bz

0 +Bz
MW + µz(δr). (2.107)

Notice that the µx,y components are only connected to the B0x,y components according to definition
(2.96). The term ~ω0σ

?
0 represents an energy offset and does not change the spin dynamics. It will

thus be omitted in the suite. Conversely, the term gµBB
?
zσ

?
0 may vary in space and it can not be

suppressed. The three first spin 1/2 components satisfy the commutation relations

[σ?i , σ
?
j ] = iεijkσ

?
k,

which are similar to the ones of the spin 1 σ operators. Consequentially, the dynamical evolution of
σ? will be described in terms of a cross product with the effective field B?. Therefore, σ? can directly
be mapped onto the Bloch sphere. Additionally, since σ?0 commutes with all the spin operators, it does
not play any role in the spin dynamics.

Spin force in the
{
|0〉, |1〉

}
subspace: Concerning the spin force, we have

Fspin = gµBσ
?
i∇B?

0 i +
gµB

2
∇B?

0z, (2.108)

by inspection of Hamiltonian (2.105). The terms σ?i∇B?
0 i and the subspace restriction of σi∇B0i are

equal for i = x, y, so that the transverse components are representation independent. However this
is not the case for the z direction. This discrepancy is compensated for by the second term on the
right hand side. This contribution represents a static force which ensures that the total force stays
unchanged, but it does not impact the resonator dynamics. While we restrict the spin 1 to a spin 1/2
subspace, we have to keep in mind that the ground state |ms = 0〉 does not exert a spin-dependent
force. In conclusion, we have shown that the spin 1 dynamics can be restricted to a two dimensional
subspace by transformations of the effective control fields in order to preserve a SU(2)-like dynamics.
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Quantum Master equation in the
{
|0〉, |1〉

}
subspace: With Hamiltonian (2.105) we rewrite the

quantum master equation in terms of a Liouville operator LΓ(ρ) [48]:

ρ̇ = − i
~

[H, ρ] + LΓ(ρ). (2.109)

The Liouville operator describing energy dissipation by the spin 1/2 is usually expressed in terms of
the Pauli matrices:

LΓ(ρ) =
Γ⊥
2

(n̄th + 1)(2σ−ρσ+ − σ+σ−ρ− ρσ+σ−)

+
Γ⊥
2

(n̄th)(2σ+ρσ− − σ−σ+ρ− ρσ−σ+)

+
Γ‖

2
(σzρσz − ρ). (2.110)

By defining the raising and (lowering) operator σ?+ = σ?x+ iσ?y (σ?− = σ?x− iσ?y), we express the Liouville
operator LΓ(ρ) in terms of σ?:

LΓ(ρ) =
Γ1→0

2
(2σ?−ρσ

?
+ − σ?+σ?−ρ− ρσ?+σ?−)

+
Γ0→1

2
(2σ?+ρσ

?
− − σ?−σ?+ρ− ρσ?−σ?+)

+ 2Γϕ(σ?zρσ
?
z − ρ). (2.111)

We thus find the form of ρ̇relax in the {|0〉, |1〉} base:

ρ̇relax =

(
−Γ1

2 (ρ11 − ρ00) −Γ2ρ01

−Γ2ρ10 +Γ1
2 (ρ11 − ρ00)

)
(2.112)

and, equivalently,

σ̇?relax =


−Γ2 0 0 0

0 −Γ2 0 0
0 0 −Γ1 0
0 0 0 0

 .σ? (2.113)

The evolution of the coupled system is then found from

dσ?

dt
=
(
ω0ez +

gµB
~

(B0
? + B?

MW(t) + µ?(δr))
)
∧ σ? + σ̇?relax (2.114)

and

δ̈r = −Ω2 · δr− Γδ̇r +
1

Meff

(
δFth + gµBσ

?
i∇B?

0 i +
gµB

2
∇B?

0z

)
. (2.115)

Remark: The Quantum Master equation above ignores the fact that thermalization of the spin leads
to non-zero population in the |ms = −1〉 state and the spin therefore leaves the subspace

{
|0〉, |1〉

}
.

This is, however, an effect that occurs on a timescale 1/Γ1. In the rest we will assume that such
processes are much slower than decoherence processes, which will dominate the spin dynamics.

2.6.3 The Bloch equations

It is usual practice to introduce the Bloch vector

b =

 〈σ?x〉〈
σ?y
〉

〈σ?z〉

 , (2.116)
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which evolves according to
db

dt
= U · b +

db

dt

∣∣∣∣
relax

. (2.117)

We now assume that the MW field has negligible longitudinal components. Then, the evolution matrix
U is expressed as

U =

 0 −ω0 − gµB
~ (Bz

0 + µz(δr)))
√

2gµB~ (By
0 + µy(δr)) + Ωy

R(t)

ω0 + gµB
~ (Bz

0 + µz(δr))) 0 −
√

2gµB~ (Bx
0 + µx(δr))− Ωx

R(t)

−
√

2gµB~ (By
0 + µy(δr))− Ωy

R(t)
√

2gµB~ (Bx
0 + µx(δr)) + Ωx

R(t) 0

 (2.118)

and

db

dt

∣∣∣∣
relax

=

 −Γ2bx
−Γ2by
−Γ1bz

 . (2.119)

We will now make the time dependence of the magnetic fields explicit. As a first step, we are
going to assume that the photon field is described by a classical coherent state oscillating at a single
frequency ω. We then align the MW field in the x-direction and substitute the MW field amplitude
by the effective Rabi frequency:

gµB
~
By

MW(t)
√

2 =0,

gµB
~
Bx

MW(t)
√

2 =Ωx
R cosωt.

We expand the linearly polarized MW field in terms of counter propagating left- and right circularly
polarized fields and make the rotating wave approximation in order to simplify the calculations. This
approximation neglects off-resonant terms that correspond to processes of a photon being absorbed
upon spin transition into the ground state and a photon being emitted upon spin transition into the
excited state. The details of the calculation are given in Appendix B. The co-rotating part of the Bloch
vector b̃ is then expressed in terms of

{
u, v, w

}
, with u and v representing the real and imaginary

parts of the co-rotating coherences, respectively, and w half the population difference.
Finally, in a frame rotating with the MW field, the NV spin dynamics are described by the following

system of equations:

u̇v̇
ẇ

 =

 −Γ2 δ − δω0(t) −2δωR(t) sinωt
−δ + δω0(t) −Γ2 −ΩR − 2δωR(t) cosωt

2δωR(t) sinωt ΩR + 2δωR(t) cosωt −Γ1

uv
w

 (2.120)

Here, δω0 and δωR represent the parametrized modulation strength of the mechanical oscillator in the
longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively:

~δω0(t) = −gµB∂jBzδrj(t) (2.121)

and
~δωR(t) = −

√
2gµB∂jBxδrj(t). (2.122)

Notice that the rotating wave approximation has not been performed on the mechanically driven
transverse components of δωR(t).

2.6.4 Parametric coupling

Spin evolution in the parametrically coupled hybrid system

Throughout this thesis, we will be interested in the purely parametrically coupled hybrid system as
shown in Figure 2.23. It can be described by a single mechanical mode, whose displacement direction
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is aligned along the spin axis, along which a sufficiently large magnetic field gradient ∂zBz is applied
(the Zeeman effect creates a frequency shift of about 28 MHz/mT). Under these conditions, and with
a coherent MW field along the x-direction, we haveu̇v̇

ẇ

 =

 −Γ2 δ − δω0(t) 0
−δ + δω0(t) −Γ2 −ΩR

0 ΩR −Γ1

uv
w

 . (2.123)

Note that we do not take into account any spin related back action onto the resonator. If needed, on
should take into account equation (2.115).

Ωm

δω0

0

1

Figure 2.23: Parametric coupling of the spin-hybrid mechanical system described by the energy shift
δω0(t).

Numerical evaluation of the Bloch equations

The system of coupled differential equations can be solved numerically using a fourth order Runge-
Kutta (RK4) algorithm [164]. The initial vector b̃(t = t0) is supposed to be known at t0 = 0. Then, a
weighted average change over an incremental time step of size h is calculated for each of the quantities
u, v, w , yielding b̃(t = t0 +h). b̃(t = t0 +h) is then re-injected as a new initial vector. The convergence
of the algorithms largely depends on choosing a small enough step size h, which needs to be much
smaller than the inverse of the largest frequency appearing in the Bloch equations.

Simulated values

In our experiment, we have chosen to work with mono crystalline HPHT nanodiamonds. It is possible
to identify single NV defects whose surroundings are free of 13C atoms. The concentration of nitrogen
impurities in these samples is on the order of several 100 ppm, which justifies assuming that the above
considerations for the bath are valid for our samples. Furthermore, for small enough correlation times
τc, the bath is spectrally flat at frequencies Ω = 0 and Ω = ω0, validating our assumptions for the
rates Γ1 and Γ2 of section 2.2.4. For simulations of the Bloch equations (2.120) in a room temperature
environment, we are therefore choosing a relaxation rate to be on the order of Γ1 ≈ 10 kHz and for the
decoherence rate Γ2 ≈ 1 MHz.



Chapter 3

Parametric coupling of a single spin
qubit to a radio frequency magnetic
field

In this chapter we focus on the parametric interaction between a single spin parametrically coupled
to a nanomechanical oscillator. In such an interaction, the energy splitting of the two level system
is modulated by the vibrations of the resonator. Here, we start by emulating such a coupling by
immersing a single spin in a radiofrequency magnetic field. At first we will describe the experimental
apparatus of this test experiment, which facilitates the implementation of standard procedures of
NV spin manipulation and readout. We are then going to study the effect of monochromatic energy
modulation on the microwave driven NV spin dynamics with two different techniques. As a first step,
we investigate the steady state regime of the spin population by means of a spectroscopic measurement
and introduce and explore two relevant regimes of modulation: the adiabatic and resolved sideband
regimes. Our results are analyzed and compared using the Bloch equations presented in Chapter
2. In a second series of experiments we then investigate the time evolution of the spin dynamics.
Analysis of the results can be done by an interpretation of the Bloch equations with the so called
Bloch-Redfield theory. Our system can operate in a regime where the frequencies of mechanical
oscillation and microwave driven spin precession match: ΩR ' Ωm. In this situation we observe that
the spin dynamics is significantly modified by the emulated mechanical motion. In particular, the spin
dynamics become locked onto the oscillator dynamics. The effect will be explained in terms of a double
dressing of the spin with the two orthogonal microwave and radiofrequency fields and, alternatively, by
studying the Bloch equations describing the dressed spin, which will be introduced here. We conclude
the chapter with a discussion of potential consequences of this synchronization for real hybrid systems.

3.1 Emulating oscillator dynamics with radio frequency fields

In Chapter 1 we have motivated the study of hybrid spin-mechanical systems. The richness of the qubit
dynamics proposes several strategies for the generation of non-classical states. In the NV spin-SiC
nanowire device, typical frequencies of mechanical oscillations are in the 100 kHz - 10 MHz range, while
the splitting of the spin frequency is ω0/2π ∼ GHz. Thus, we focus on a dispersive coupling scheme,
in which the mechanical motion modulates the energy of the TLS’s eigenstates rather than inducing
rotations of the spin states. The experimental demonstration of such parametric interaction between
spin and oscillator was outlined in section 1.2. It has lead to a broadening of the spin resonance in the
adiabatic regime, where spin decay rates are much larger than the mechanical frequency. However, we
would now like to go beyond the adiabatic case and enter the resolved sideband regime, where spin
manipulation could be used to create non-classical states of motion of the macroscopic mechanical
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oscillator, see section 1.1.2. In order to achieve large coupling strength, it is necessary to employ large
magnetic field gradients. Thus, a slight mechanical drift can generate a large qubit frequency shift,
as well as important misalignment of spin and magnetic gradients in the experiment. For example,
using ∇B = 106 T/m, the magnetic field can vary by 1 T due to 1 µm thermal drift, causing a change
of spin frequency by 30 GHz. This puts important limitations on achievable integration times and
renders data analysis complicated. We have therefore decided to build a test system, which avoids
experimental drifts and allows to study the dynamics of a spin in parametric interaction over a wide
range of experimental parameters. A schematic description of our test system is depicted in Figure 3.1.
The principle idea is that the mechanical oscillations are emulated by a time varying magnetic field.
Instead of changing the spin energy by displacing the NV defect through a magnetic field gradient
(creating a spatially dependent Zeeman effect), the magnetic field is changed in time: RF magnetic
fields created by an oscillating current in a nearby waveguiding structure lead to a time dependent
Zeeman effect.

Principle: Depositing several nanodiamonds hosting single NV defects on a quartz plate allows
addressing optically (employing a confocal microscope) individual defects presenting a large distribution
in orientation and spin lifetimes. The waveguide simultaneously carries MW and RF currents. These
currents are created with waveform generators that allow tuning their respective frequencies and
amplitudes over a wide parameter range. In principle any mechanical oscillation with arbitrary
resonance frequency and drive strength can thus be emulated. In the next section we are going to
further detail the different elements of the setup.

RF

Laser

Readout

(b)

MW

(a) MW
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∆
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Figure 3.1: Emulating the hybrid parametric coupling on a test system. (a) The qubit energy is
mechanically modulated at Ωm/2π with amplitude δω0/2π proportional to the vibration amplitude δx.
Spin transitions are driven with a MW field of frequency ω/2π and strength ΩR/2π, the Rabi frequency.
(b) On a test system, currents provide MW and RF magnetic fields to the spin, generating Rabi
transitions and energy modulation, respectively. A confocal microscope allows addressing individual
NV defects that have been spin coated on the quartz plate beforehand.

3.2 Setup

In this section we are going to describe the individual building blocks of the experiment.

3.2.1 Nanodiamonds

The NV defects that we are using are hosted in HPHT grown monocrystaline nanodiamonds. Such
diamonds are commercially available as an industrial polishing solution and were purchased from the
company Microdiamant. The particular solution contains 20 g of diamond per kg of the liquid. Our
samples are specified to be of 50 nm average diameter, which is rather large, so that there is limited
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surface degradation of the spin properties [87]. The solution strongly is diluted with de-ionized water
to ∼ 50 : 1 and exposed to an ultrasound bath for 15 minutes in order to lift off residual debris from
the nanodiamonds’ surface. These residuals may add parasitic fluorescence to the optical readout but
can be eliminated by intense laser illumination. The solution is subsequently spin coated (at 4000
turns per minute for 30 seconds) onto the quartz plate with a coplanar waveguide to carry MW and RF
fields to the location of the NVs. Single NV defects can subsequently be identified with the confocal
microscope.

3.2.2 Electromagnetic waveguide

The coplanar waveguide structure is the central piece of the experimental apparatus and is depicted
in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b). Its design has to incorporate an optical window to address the NV defects
with the confocal microscope. In order to be able to generate magnetic fields of sufficiently large
amplitudes, large current densities are required to pass through the waveguide, which puts limitations
on its dimensions. On the other hand, both end terminals need to be impedance matched to 50 Ohm
in order to ensure proper transmission of the MW currents around 1.45 GHz and 2.87 GHz (the
ESLAC and natural resonance frequency of the NV defect, respectively) and prevent end reflections
which may reduce the local current strength. Starting at the terminals, the width of the waveguide
is reduced while adapting the gap size to the ground mass to keep the impedance fixed at 50 Ohm.
The impedance calculations are performed with the software TXline. However, in order to integrate
an optical window in the design and permit efficient spin-coating, it is necessary to increase the gap
size. At this point the width of the waveguide is reduced to 27 µm, which locally increases current
density. In order keep transmission losses low, the length of the central part is kept at 1 mm.

The waveguide was fabricated in-house at the NanoFabrication facility using laser lithography
and lift-off techniques (resist: microposit S1818, G2 positive photoresist). The whole structure is
mainly created out of a 150 nm Gold layer, which provides the necessary electric conductance. A first
thin layer of Titanium is patterned onto the 0.2 mm thick quartz plate to ensure proper adhesion of
the waveguide to the surface and an additional layer of Platinum is sandwiched between the Gold
and Titanium layer in order to prevent diffusion of the two materials, see Figure 3.2 (c). The MW
transmission has been measured with a Vector Network Analyzer and is shown in Figure 3.2 (d). At
1.45 GHz, the loss is around 2 dBm and at 2.87 GHz around 4.5 dBm. A 17 Ohm DC resistance was
measured across the waveguide, dominated by the constriction. The magnetic field created by low
frequency currents was modeled using the Biot-Savart law. We estimate that the magnetic field at 5
µm distance from the central conductor is pointing in the direction of the surface vector with strength
13.7 mT/A. The current is supplied by a waveform generating voltage source with 50 Ohm output
impedance. Taking into account the 50 Ohm end termination of the circuit, a magnetic field of 0.235
mT/V is created by the waveguide, where the voltage is here the output voltage demanded from the
waveform generator.
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Figure 3.2: Description of the waveguide. (a) Schematic view onto the coplanar waveguide. The central
constriction across the optical window is 27 µm thick. (b) SEM image of the waveguide showing the
constriction across the optical window. (c) Vertical composition: SiO2: 200 µm, Ti: < 5 nm, Pt:
< 5 nm, Au: 15 nm. (d) Transmission of the waveguide measured with a vector network analyzer.
The red curve presents the transmission across the waveguide and sample holder. The green curve
presents the transmission across waveguide, sample holder and two bias tees (see section 3.2.3). Inset:
Zoom on the region near 1.45 GHz. (e) Vertical cut across the waveguide indicating the magnetic
field created by a current across the constriction. Also indicated is a single NV defect with arbitrary
orientation.

3.2.3 Sample holder and electrical wiring

Once the nanodiamonds are deposited on the sample, NV defects are identified with the confocal
microscope. To do so, the lithographed quartz plate is mounted on a sample holder supporting the
SMA connectors to the signal sources. It is positioned by a XYZ translational stage such that the
sample surface is perpendicular to the optical axis of the confocal microscope. The translational
stage with micrometric screws permits alignment in each direction with 10 µm precision. The sample
holder allows to connect current signals to the waveguide, which is done by microbonding the central
waveguide and ground plane to two SMA connectors of the sample holder. The microbonds together
with some additional adhesive tape well fix the sample and permit to quickly exchange the specimen
if necessary.

Microwave signals are generated by a Rohde & Schwarz SMBV 100A Vector Signal Generator
(operating between -60 dBm and + 30 dBm output power from 9 kHz to 6 GHz) and can optionally be
amplified using a ZHL-42 Amplifier from Mini-Circuits. MW signals are turned on and off rapidly using
a fast TTL controlled ZASWA-2-50DR++ coaxial High Isolation Switch with 5 ns rise/fall time (also
from Mini-Circuits). TTL pulses with short rise time are provided by the 300 MHz PulseBlasterESR-
PRO arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) from the company SpinCore. Radio frequency and DC
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signals are generated by a 2 port Agilent 33500 Function generator and can be injected from both
directions into the waveguide in order to increase magnetic field strength. RF and MW signals are
combined using a in-house built bias tee, designed by Christophe Hoarau. These devices have specific
MW transmission properties. Since we are working at either 1.45 GHz or 2.87 GHz, two sets of them
are available. Figure 3.2 (d) shows the entire transmission losses with one bias tee connector on each
port, amounting to less than 4 dBm at 1.45 GHz. The bias tee elements furthermore permit efficient
protection of the MW source from RF voltages. All signals are converted into currents by terminating
them with a 50 Ohm resistor. The wiring circuit diagram is depicted in Figure 3.3.

RF 1

MWMW 50 Ω

AWGAWG

RF 2PCPC
RF + MW

MWMW

RF

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Wiring to the waveguide. (a) All MW, RF and pulse sources are interfaced by a single
PC that is in charge of spin manipulation. Blue rectangles are the bias tees. (b) Photograph of the
bias tee.

3.2.4 Confocal microscope

The home built confocal microscope setup, shown in Figure 3.4, is essentially based on a 532 nm
diode pumped solid-state frequency doubled Nd:YaG laser (model GEM from Laser Quantum, 200
mW maximum output power). The beam (0.9 mm diameter) is focused onto the sample via a Zeiss
microscope objective with 63x magnification, numerical aperture of 0.85 (≈ 60◦), working distance
of 200 µm and compensated for the 170 µm thick quartz plate. The transmission of the achroplan
objective covers 90 − 95 % of the NV fluorescence window. After beam shaping and polarization
control, the light can be injected either directly or through a second path that enables fast intensity
switching of the laser via a MT200 acousto-optic modulator (AOM) from Opto-Electronic. A flip
mirror is used in order to select the beam, depending on the type of experiment. A telescope increases
the beam width in order to maximize the overlap of the beam spot and the microscope objective
opening. The fluorescence light spanning a range from 630 nm to 750 nm is thus collected via the
same microscope objective and separated via a 580 nm dichroic mirror from the pump beam. It is
subsequently filtered by a highpass and a 532 nm notch filter. Finally, the filtered fluorescence is sent
onto a fiber coupled single photon counting avalanche photo diode (APD) with 32 ns dead time from
Perkin & Elmer and dark count rate around 200/300 Hz. In addition to the monochromatic light,
white light can be superposed on the incoming path through a backpolished mirror narrowly coated
around 532 nm. This serves to image the sample with the help of a CCD camera positioned in the
fluorescence path (Watec 101N+). The sample position is coarsely aligned with a translational stage.
The NV search is performed by moving the microscope objective with a XYZ piezo stage from Mad
City Lab (PDQ75). XYZ voltage signals are amplified via the Nano-Drive 85 from Mad City Labs.
The fluorescence imaging is realized with a Nanonis Scanning Probe Microscopy control system, which
simultaneously detects the fluorescence and controls the position of the microscope objective. This
enables three dimensional raster scans of the fluorescence across the sample as well as tracking of a
single NV defect in space.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental setup. (a) Phoptograph of the optical table. 1) Manual translational stage.
2) External magnet. 3) Waveguide sample holder. 4) XYZ piezo stage with the microscope objective.
5) Optical filters. 6) CCD camera. 7) Optical fiber coupler. 8) APD. 9) AOM. 10) GEM laser. 11)
White light injection. The green arrows indicate the laser pathways, the red arrow is indicates the
fluorescence pathway, the white arrow the white light pathway. (b) Closeup photograph of the XYZ
piezo stage holding the microscope objective and the XYZ stage holding the waveguide sample. (c)
Closeup photograph of the waveguide holder (in front of the microscope objective) and an external
magnet. The experiment is fully interfaced and can be controlled remotely.

Raster scan An XY raster scan across the sample can be used to detect NV defects spin-coated
onto the lithographed quartz plate. While the green laser light is continuously focused onto the sample,
the position of the microscope objective is swept. NV defects in the focal spot are optically excited
and their fluorescence is detected by the APD. For ∼ 1 mW of injected laser power, NV defects appear
as bright spots of collected fluorescence with count rates between a few kHz up to a few hundred
kHz. A scan of the 75 µm x 75 µm piezo range yields a fluorescence map that permits localizing a
large number of centers with respect to the waveguide. The waveguide fluoresces in our detection
band due to the Gold material, which allows visualizing its borders on the raster scans, see Figure
3.5. The map shows isolated spots as well as islands of fluorescence. These are due to a large density
of nanodiamonds as well as parasitic fluorescence from residues in the solution which have not been
laser bleached. Figure 3.5 also shows the NV defect that is used throughout the text. The raster scan
imaging has been used to measure its distance from the waveguide to be 5µm.
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Figure 3.5: Raster scan. Top row: The first two images are taken with the CCD camera. The picture
on the left shows an impurity to the right of the waveguide that has been used for orientation. The
center picture shows the region around the NV defect used in this thesis. The SEM image on the right
shows single nanodiamonds, taken from a different sample. Bottom row: A raster scan taken with
the confocal microscope. The image on the right shows the NV defect on which all measurements of
Chapters 3 and 5 were performed. It is approximately 5µm away from the waveguide.

Single NV tracking The controller allows tracking of single NV defects in order to compensate
mechanical drifts (mainly originating from temperature variations). After having identified isolated
spots on the raster scans as in Figure 3.5, the microscope objective can be directed onto what is
presumably a single NV defect. Isolated NV defects exhibit a near Gaussian detection profile with
typical width of ∆w = 400 nm, as seen in Figure 3.6. The LabView controlled tracking program
ensures that the NV stays in the detection volume. It records the average fluorescence emitted in a
time interval that is typically chosen to be 10 ms. The position is then changed by 10 nm in the x-
direction and the result of a new fluorescence measurement is compared to the previous one. The
objective is then moved to the coordinate corresponding to the larger fluorescence count. This cycle
is repeated for all three directions and has proven to be very reliable, effectively keeping track of the
same NV defect over the period of several weeks. An adaptive step size has been implemented to
progressively reduce the correction size when the NV is well positioned. It furthermore allows a fast
intensity recovery in case of a sudden position drift. The tracking routine is permanently used and
does not affect subsequent measurements.
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Figure 3.6: Raster scan of a single NV defect. (a) The single NV defect is clearly visible in the fluores-
cence microscope as a bright spot with width ∆w = 400 nm. (b) The tracking runs continuously over
a period of several weeks. Clearly visible are the correlations between piezo position and temperature
measured at a local weather station (source: XXX).

3.2.5 Autocorrelation measurement of NV defects

In order to ensure that the bright spot identified with the confocal microscope is a single photon
emitter, an autocorrelation function of the fluorescence can be recorded. Ambiguities arising from the
fact that two NV defects might be hosted in the same nanodiamond or the possibility of detecting a
cluster of nanodiamonds can thus be removed.

3.2.6 Optical saturation of NV defects

The fluorescence of NV defects depends on the optical pump power at 532 nm and saturates for large
values. This is a consequence of the finite lifetime of the excited state which puts a limit on the
maximum fluorescence rate. This is because only one photon at a time can be radiated while the
excitation is off-resonant and does therefore not induce stimulated emission. The knowledge of this
saturation behavior is important for a proper understanding of the ODMR experiments that will be
described later (see section 3.3).

The photodynamics can be modeled by the seven level system shown in Figure 3.7 (a), where
we have depicted the spin triplet states on the left and a singlet state |s〉 on the right. Transitions
from the 3A2 to the 3E state can be excited off-resonantly. From there it relaxes back to the orbital
ground state within approximately 1/Γ3E ∼ 10 ns, emitting fluorescence. For low optical power Popt

there is only a small chance for the NV defect to absorb a photon and small fluorescence rates will
be observed. However, when the power is increased beyond a threshold value Psat, a pump photon
is absorbed almost instantly after the electron has relaxed to the ground state 3A2. In this case, the
photon emission rate is limited by the lifetime Γ3E. This behavior can be modeled by a saturation
parameter s, where s =

Popt

Psat
as defined in Chapter 2 and the total detected fluorescence rate is

Γfluo = ηΓ3E
s

s+ 1
. (3.1)

Here, η parameterizes the total detection efficiency, which arises from the limited solid detection angle,
injection losses and imperfections of photon detection by the APD. This simple picture, however,
neglects the presence of the metastable state |s〉, from which no radiative transitions to the ground
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state are observed. It is mainly populated by decay from the excited spin states and has a relatively
long lifetime. Population of |s〉 might therefore largely decrease the fluorescence rate, an effect that
we will absorb in η. When increasing the pump power, parasitic background emission also increases.
Such background photons can be modeled by a classical source with an emission rate proportional to
the pump power. To determine the optical saturation power Popt, we take raster scans as presented in
Figure 3.5 for the NV defect of interest for several values of optical pump power. The NV fluorescence
is obtained by adjusting the images to a spatially flat background and a two dimensional Gaussian
profile. To ensure a stable pump intensity we found it more adequate to run the laser at full output
power and subsequently attenuate with a λ/2-waveplate combined with a beam cube, rather than
varying the pump current of the laser. Figure 3.7 shows data of fluorescence readings. A fit of
the data with expression (3.1) yields a typical value for the saturation power, Psat = 125µW and
saturation fluorescence of 33.8 kHz. The value is in agreement with [156], where a saturation power of
Psat = 250µW was measured.
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Figure 3.7: Optical saturation. (a) 7 level scheme of the NV defect. The transition from the 3E to the
3A2 states is radiative and red fluorescence can be detected. The cycling frequency is however limited
by the lifetime of the upper state, which leads to a saturation of the transition. Further effects involving
the population of the metastable state |s〉 result in a decrease in the total fluorescence rate that can
be observed. (b) Measurement of the fluorescence as a function of applied laser power. The red dots
show the NV fluorescence with clear saturation behavior. From a fit to expression (3.1) (red solid line)
we find a saturation power of Psat = 125µW with saturated fluorescence rate Fsat = 33.8 kHz. Here,
we have subtracted parasitic background fluorescence (dark curve), which shows a linear increase with
the laser power.

3.2.7 Summary of the setup

The complete setup is depicted below on Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Setup of the experiment. A first computer, PC 1, correlates the NV fluorescence and
the piezo position to track single defects or to perform raster scans (see Figure 3.5). A second PC
controls MW, RF and laser irradiation. Pulse sequencing is done via an arbitrary waveform generator,
which is also programmed by PC 2. Fluorescence and MW frequency are correlated to yield the
ODMR measurements described in section 3.3. At last, PC 3 performs a time resolved fluorescence
measurement. The details are described in section 3.5.

3.3 ODMR based spin spectroscopy

The confocal microscope allows us to address and track individual NV defects. We present here the
optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurement. This form of electron spin resonance
(ESR) detection is specific to the negatively charged NV defect and will provide us with information
about spin energy splitting, lifetimes and orientation. The underlying principle is that the emitted
fluorescence is spin state depend. Spin spectroscopy is realized by detecting the average fluorescence
under continuous optical excitation while sweeping the frequency of an applied MW magnetic field.
If the microwave field is resonant with the spin transition, the spin is flipped and the fluorescence
decreases due to a change in the average population. The details are explained in section 2.4.

3.3.1 Experimental realization

Description of the measurement procedure

The functioning of the ODMR measurement is depicted in Figure 3.9. A SMBV-100A microwave
generator is prepared to execute a sweep of MW frequency across the spin resonance frequency at
fixed output power. The MW generator is fed the desired sweep start and sweep end frequency as
well as the frequency step. The MW trigger is adjusted such that an external TTL rising signal shifts
the output frequency step by step to the end frequency. A PCIe 6323 data acquisition card from
National Instruments prepares the TTL signal with as many pulses as desired frequency bins and
with a TTL period corresponding to the requested fluorescence averaging time. Typical values are 300
frequency steps at 30 ms photon accumulation time for each bin. The TTL signal output triggers the
SMBV-100A to increment the MW signal frequency. Synchronously, the TTL signal serves to gate a
time binned counting measurement of the photons detected by the APD. The counting operates in a
pause-trigger mode, such that the fluorescence rate is only measured during a TTL low level. This
ensures that no NV fluorescence is recorded at times when the MW frequency is changed, avoiding
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a transient regime that can degrade the quality of the ODMR signal. After one sweep, the cycle is
repeated to acquire a representative average. The protocol is controlled via a LabView interface, which
allows data retrieval. Depending on the measurement condition, 10 averages can be enough to well
resolve the ESR frequency. However, due to the tracking program, data acquisition time is virtually
unlimited.
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Figure 3.9: ODMR measurement. (a) Setup used to perform the ESR measurement. PC 1 is tracking
a single NV defect. PC 2 controls the MW generator and correlates a fluorescence reading to the
applied frequency. (b) Photon counts are taken for each frequency value applied by the MW generator.
The dark red curve shows a typical ODMR measurement for a large number of averages.

The ODMR measurement also permits to verify whether or not the measured emitter is a NV−

defect. Resonance frequency and lifetime can be compared to peak position and linewidth, which is
expected to be around 2.87 GHz and several MHz in the absence of any magnetic fields. We perform
ODMR measurements on several different emitters on the sample in order to identify NV defects
suitable for our experiments. We choose modest microwave powers on the order of 10 dBm and look
for those specimen close to the waveguide that show ESR contrast of more than 10 % while maintaining
a small linewidth (which can be broadened by strain effects and coupling to environmental spins). We
can thus identify those NV defects that couple well to the MW magnetic field, as is demonstrated in
Figure 3.10 for the NV defect shown in Figure 3.5. The spectrum in (a) hints at several facts. The
contrast is approximately 20%, which is reasonably close to the maximally attainable. The strain
splitting of the |ms〉 states is quite large in this nanodiamond (E ≈ 7.5 MHz). This does not pose a
problem, since we will be using a large magnetic field along the spin axis to reach the ESLAC. The
linewidth is on the order of 6 MHz, indicating that there is no broadening due to coupling to nearby
impurities like 13C nuclear spins. Here, the main broadening mechanism is the intrinsic coupling
to the 14N nuclear spin, giving rise to a triplet structure of the ESR resonance. However, spectra
are usually power broadened, merging the triplet into a single peak. Figure 3.5 (b) shows an other
ODMR measurement taken at low MW and optical power. This reveals the triplet structure due
to the hyperfine coupling. The splitting was found to be A14

‖ = 2.15 MHz, in agreement with the

literature [116].
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Figure 3.10: ODMR measurements. (a) The ODMR measurement reveals a large strain splitting in
the absence of an external field. (b) An external magnetic field shifts the resonance frequency. Due
to low MW and optical power, power broadening of the resonances is almost absent and thus the
hyperfine splitting is exposed.

ESLAC

The excited state level anti crossing occurs for an external magnetic field of 51 mT along the spin axis.
At this point, the N nuclear spin can be polarized through its interactions with the electron spin. As
a consequence, the triple peak structure, that is resolved in ODMR measurements when operating at
low MW and optical powers, disappears. This is seen in Figure 3.11. At that point the linewidth of
the spin reduces from 3 × 2.2 MHz to 2.2 MHz. Experimentally, to reach the ESLAC, the external
field is increased by approaching a permanent magnet in several steps while observing the fluorescence
(the MW generator is turned off). Misalignment of the field leads to state mixing, which decreases
the fluorescence rate. After each step an ODMR measurement is taken to survey the resonance shift.
The hyperfine structure disappears from the ODMR spectra when the resonance frequency reaches
ω0/2π ≈ 1.45 GHz.
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Figure 3.11: Polarization of the nuclear spin at the ESLAC.

3.3.2 Orientation of the selected NV defect

We have thus identified a single NV defect with good optical and MW response. Next, we describe
two measurements to determine first the NV orientation with respect to the optical axis and second
its response to the RF magnetic fields generated by the waveguide.
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Orientation of the NV defect with respect to the optical axis

Since we have no direct control over the direction of the NV axis, the required sensitivity of the
investigated NV to both, MW and RF fields, demands a favorable orientation of the defect. It has been
measured using a permanent magnet whose field strength was calibrated independently. The magnet
was displaced along the optical axis as well as in a perpendicular direction and ODMR spectra were
taken at each position. The detected frequency shifts as a function of field strength were adjusted with
two angles θ and ϕ as defined in Figure 3.12 (a). From the data shown in Figure 3.12 (b) we determine
the angles to be θ = 59◦ and ϕ = 78◦. The remaining uncertainty on these values is lifted through the
waveguide calibration explained in the next section, where we infer a polar angle of θ = 56◦.
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Figure 3.12: Orientation of the investigated NV defect. (a) Conventions for the angles θ and ϕ. (b)
The frequency shift for a magnetic field applied along the z and y-axis.

Sensitivity to RF magnetic fields

Apart from good MW and ODMR properties, we also require a strong response to the magnetic field
created by RF currents. MW and RF fields generated by the waveguide have the same orientation
with respect to the optical axis but couple differently to the spins due to their different frequencies.
While field components parallel to the NV axis shift the spin’s energy, components perpendicular to
the spin axis induce transitions when the resonance condition is met. We therefore distinguish between
four components of the magnetic fields, where the orientations (⊥, ‖) are with respect to the direction
of the NV axis:

• BRF
‖ : Magnetic fields oscillating slowly at frequency Ωm/2π along the direction of the NV

periodically modulate the spin energy with amplitude ~δω0 due to the Zeeman effect.

• BRF
⊥ : Magnetic fields oscillating in a direction perpendicular to the spin could induce spin flips.

However, since the mismatch between Ωm and ω0 is large, the RF fields are far from resonance.
We can thus neglect this effect of the transverse RF components. Sufficiently strong transverse
fields can also lead to a mixing of the eigenstates, leading to a correction of the spin energy. This
can lead to an additional linear and quadratic modulation of the spin energy at RF frequencies.
The perturbative effect was found to be negligible for the NV used in the test experiment (Chapter
3 and 5) but is taken into account for the NV spin- SiC nanowire hybrid system of Chapter 4.

• BMW
‖ : These fields modulate the spin energy at MW frequencies. On the relevant timescales of

spin evolution, which is set by (ΩR,Γ1,Γ2) in the rotating frame, energy modulation at ω/2π is
much too rapid to be followed by the spin. We thus also neglect the effect of parallel MW fields.

• BMW
⊥ : MW fields perpendicular to the spin direction induce spin transitions when close to

resonance, |δ| = |ω − ω0| . Γspin, where Γspin is the experiment dependent linewidth.
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We can measure the response of the above NV defect to RF magnetic fields by applying a DC
current through the waveguide and measuring the resultant Zeeman shift of the spin with the ODMR
spectroscopy technique. First a permanent magnet applies a weak magnetic field of a few mT along
the optical axis in order to shift the |ms = ±1〉 peaks apart from each other. We then turn on a DC
signal with one RF generator connected to each of the two RF input ports and vary the signal strength
between -2.5 V and + 2.5 V in 0.5 V steps for each output (see Figure 3.13 (a) for the conventions
used here). ESR spectra are recorded at each point and fitted with a Lorentzian lineshape function,
see Figure 3.13 (b). The shift of the resonance frequency δω0/2π as a function of DC voltage V is
shown in Figure 3.13 (c). Fitting δω0/2π(V ) with a second order polynomial reveals that the main
contribution is linear as expected. Quadratic contributions, which might arise from misalignment of
the magnetic field with the NV axis or spurious electric fields, are negligible, as depicted in Figure
3.13 (d). Knowing that gµB/h ' 28 MHz/mT, we determine BRF

‖ ≈ 0.13 mT/V and a frequency shift

of δω0/2π = 3.6 MHz per volt injected from input port one.
Modeling the magnetic field with the Biot - Savart law predicts a magnetic field strength of 0.235
mT/V for the NV 5µm away from the waveguide (see 3.2.4 and Figure 3.5). The measured frequency
shift of δω0/2π = 3.6 MHz/V then corresponds to an angle θ = 56◦, which is in very good agreement
with the measured value of θ = 59◦.
A similar value of 3.8 MHz/V is obtained for the shifts due to the second port. The slight difference
can be explained either by a spurious impedance that draws currents to either side of the waveguide
constriction. Additional mismatch can be due to the fact that the signal of one output port was
swept fast and the other one slowly. Drifts of the distance between the permanent magnet and sample
can then lead to shifts of the resonance leading to a larger impact on the slowly swept direction.
Being able to modulate along two directions enables us to superpose two RF signals. On the one
hand, this strategy can be used to compensate quadratic shifts, which is not necessary here (but was
important when working with an other NV defect on a different sample). On the other hand, adding
the two RF signals allows us to generate a larger modulation strength. Since the measured shift of
δω0/2π = 3.6 MHz/V has proven to be sufficiently large for our experiments, we have injected the RF
signal only through the first port.
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Figure 3.13: Measurement of the NV sensitivity to RF fields. (a) The wiring of the sample with
resitance Rload = 17 Ohm to the two RF sources 1 and 2 with input impedances R1 = R2 = 50 Ohm.
The voltage values V1 and V2 correspond to half the voltage that is applied by the RF generator.
The actual voltage dropped across the 17 Ohm waveguide resistance is 2V

R1+R2+Rload
Rload ∼ 0.3× the

value stated in the text. (b) ODMR spectra showing the shift of the spin resonance frequency due to
voltages applied by a single generator. The values are V2 = 0 V, V1 = 0.0, ±0.5, ±1.0, ±1.5, ±2.0 V
from top to bottom. (c) The map shows the shift of resonance frequency for both voltage sources. (d)
Linear (red) and quadratic (black) contributions of the shift. Quadratic contributions can be neglected
here.

To conclude, we have identified a single NV defect that shows satisfying optical properties
as well as a good MW and RF field response.

3.3.3 Modelization of ESR spectra

ODMR spectroscopy provides a measurement of the two level system’s average population when
irradiated by optical and MW fields. As already mentioned, the observed contrast and ESR linewidth
are strongly dependent on the strength on the probe fields. Here, we investigate how the experimental
parameters affect the optically detected ESR spectra using modified Bloch equations to account for
the role of the pump light.

Bloch equations and steady state spin population

The model is developed in further detail in [156]. In absence of mechanical oscillations, the Bloch
equations (2.123) of Chapter 2 are adapted to:u̇v̇

ẇ

 =

−Γ̃2 δ 0

−δ −Γ̃2 −ΩR

0 ΩR −Γ1 − Γp

uv
w

− 1

2

 0
0

Γp

 , (3.2)

where the optical repolarization is described by the additional population pumping rate Γp = Γ∞p
s
s+1

(with s =
Popt

Psat
), such that Γ1→0 → Γ1→0+Γp. This change also leads to a redefinition of the decoherence
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rate, which we absorb in Γ̃2 (see the discussion in section 2.4.2). Notice that an additional source
term appears on the right hand side due to the optical pumping. The equations can be used to study
ESR spectra, for which it is assumed that the dynamics has reached a steady state. Introducing the
effective lifetime Γ̃1 = Γ1 + Γp, one obtains

wst = −Γp

2

Γ̃2
2 + δ2

(Γ̃2
2 + δ2)Γ̃1 + Ω2

RΓ̃2

, (3.3)

which can be recast into

wst = −1

2

Γp

Γ̃1

1−
Ω2

R

Ω2
R + Γ̃2Γ̃1

×
Γ̃2(Γ̃2 +

Ω2
R

Γ̃1
)

δ2 + Γ̃2(Γ̃2 +
Ω2

R

Γ̃1
)

 (3.4)

in order to yield a Lorentzian line shape for the spectrum of wst:

wst = wst
∞

(
1− Cw ×

Γ2
eff

δ2 + Γ2
eff

)
.

Here,

wst
∞ ≡ −

1

2

Γp

Γ1 + Γp
= −1

2

1

1 + Γ1
Γ∞p

(
1 + Psat

Popt

) (3.5)

can be understood as the population difference for a MW drive far off resonance. We note that, as

expected, wst
∞

Popt→0−−−−−→ 0 in the absence of light and wst
∞

Popt→∞−−−−−→ −1
2

1

1+
Γ1
Γ∞p

for large optical pumping.

Full polarization is achieved when Γp � Γ1. The linewidth Γeff (HWHM) and contrast Cw both
depend on microwave power Ω2

R (∝ (BMW
⊥ )2) and optical power Popt:

Γeff = Γ̃2

√
1 +

Ω2
R

Γ̃1Γ̃2

, (3.6)

Cw =
Ω2

R

Ω2
R + Γ̃1Γ̃2

. (3.7)

We note that the contrast behaves as expected. In the absence of MW power it falls to zero, Cw
ΩR→0−−−−→ 0,

while, for a very strong drive, maximum contrast is achieved Cw
Ω2

R�Γ̃1Γ̃2
−−−−−−→ 1. Increase of linewidth

and saturation of the contrast with Ω2
R is a power broadening effect, which starts to play a role when

ΩR &
√

Γ̃1Γ̃2, Γ̃1. In general, spectra of w reflect a competition between MW and optical photons.
Effective contrast can only be achieved when absorption of a MW photon induces a spin flip, which
is balanced by subsequent optically induced re-polarization. In Figure 3.14 the contrast Cw is shown
as a function of the optical saturation parameter s and MW drive strength ΩR for typical values of
Γ1,Γ2,Γ

∞
p ,Γ

∞
c . Notice, while the contrast can be important for small values of s, wst

∞ approaches zero
as the spin is almost not polarized by optical pumping. To obtain a meaningful signal, many photons
need to be collected and thus data acquisition will take a very long time in this regime.
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Figure 3.14: ESR contrast Cw as a function of MW drive and laser saturation calculated from expression

(3.7). The contrast increases and saturates at MW powers verifying ΩR >
√

Γ̃1Γ̃2, a quantity strongly
affected by optical broadening. For a given MW power, it is interesting to note that there exists an
optimum power that maximizes the ODMR contrast.

Measurement of fluorescence parameters

The contrast of ODMR measurements relates to the above model as follows. The emitted fluorescence
at a given MW frequency is

F [δ] = (f0ρ00 + f1ρ11)
s

s+ 1
= (f0 − f1)(1− 2wst)

s

s+ 1
, (3.8)

where f0 and f1 are the fluorescence rates of the spin in the ground or excited state, respectively. Since
these rates differ by ∼ 30%, the fluorescence becomes spin dependent with fluorescence contrast

CODMR =
F (δ =∞)− F (δ = 0)

F (δ =∞)
= µCw, (3.9)

with

µ ≡ − (f0 − f1)wst
∞

(f0 + f1) + wst
∞(f1 − f0)

Γp�Γ1−−−−→ f0 − f1

2f0
(3.10)

Acquiring ODMR spectra for a wide range of parameters ΩR and s allows us to determine the rates
Γ∞c and Γ∞p as well as µ. This necessitates a calibration of ΩR with the applied MW power via Rabi
measurements, which is detailed in section 3.5.2. The experimental data presented in Figure 3.15
is grouped into two sets, corresponding to small and larger values of s. Each group is fitted with
a least square algorithm in order to find a common set of the parameters (Γ∞c , Γ∞p , µ). The data
shows good agreement for Γ∞p , the inverse metastable state lifetime, as well as for µ, which describes
the optical distinction between spin ground and excited state. However, there is less agreement for
the value Γ∞c . The measurement suffers from variation of the laser power during data acquisition,
which overrides the calibration values used for s (see section 3.2.6). Moreover, the model that is
employed makes important assumptions on the orbital properties of the NV defect, namely power
independent transition rates f0 and f1, as well as perfect spin polarization for a transition from the
metastable to the ground state. These ideas have recently been reviewed by the group of Jacques [74]
and Drezet [165] and incorporating their findings might lead to a more conclusive result. Nonetheless,
the data shows how the interplay between MW and optical photons influences the contrast seen in
ODMR measurement. For modest MW powers (∼ 18 dBm) large values of detected contrast have been
measured (> 20%), illustrating the efficient coupling of the waveguided MW field to the spin, when
compared to antenna-like MW sources, which usually require MW amplifiers.
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In conclusion, we have seen how laser pump and MW output power affect ODMR spectra.
While reducing laser pump power avoids optical broadening of the ESR spectra, it also increases the
required measurement time. The signal-to-noise ratio scales with

√
N , where N is the number of

detected photons per time bin, which is proportional to the detected fluorescence rate. When ESR
spectra are detected in order to quickly determine the spin resonance frequency, we can work at large
fluorescence rates and compensate for the reduced contrast by using sufficient MW power. When
ESR spectra are detected in order to study sideband features or broadening of the resonance due to
modulation with the RF field, we choose reduced fluorescence and MW power resulting in averaging
times of several hours.

3.4 ODMR spectroscopy of a parametrically modulated NV spin

We now use ODMR spectroscopy to investigate the spin qubit in parametric interaction with a
monochromatic RF field. We first focus on the adiabatic regime and then on the resolved sideband
regime. In both situations we also present ODMR measurements synchronized to the RF oscillation
phase in order to illustrate the time dependence of the parametrically modulated qubit spectrum.

3.4.1 Adiabatic ODMR spectra

We start our study of energy modulated spin spectra in the adiabatic regime similar to [99] by setting
Ωm/2π = 20 kHz. The RF generator is set to produce a sinusoidal signal at Ωm/2π = 20 kHz, which is
well below the spin linewidth, Ωm � Γeff . This produces a magnetic field BRF

‖ (t)

BRF
‖ (t) = BRF

‖ cos(Ωmt), (3.11)

which will lead to a time dependent energy modulation of the spin, ω0(t) = ω0 + δω0(t), with:

δω0(t) = δω0 cos(Ωmt), (3.12)

A series of ODMR spectra are acquired for RF output voltage amplitudes varying between 0 Vpp and
4 Vpp. The result is shown in Figure 3.16. We observe the anticipated broadening of the resonance for
increased oscillation amplitudes, see Figure 3.16 (a). In this adiabatic regime, the energy modulation is
much slower than the internal spin dynamics. The resulting ODMR spectra can therefore be modeled
as a sum of realizations, each of which exhibiting a different resonance frequency. At each consecutive
instance of the RF oscillation, the spin’s energy is slightly changed and the corresponding ODMR
spectrum shows a slight frequency shift. The sum of all these frequency translated spectra reflects the
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temporal distribution of qubit energy values explored by the spin, which is given by ω0(t). According
to this picture, we fit the spectra with the expression

F [δ]

µCw
=

Ωm

2π

2π/Ωm∫
0

Γ2
eff dt

(δ − δω0 cos(Ωmt))
2 + Γ2

eff

. (3.13)

The results of the fits are presented in Figure 3.16 (b). They show very good agreement with a DC
calibration similar to the one presented in section 3.3.2, where we measured δω0/2π = 4 MHz/V. This
underlines the absence of RF cut-off in the DC to 20 kHz frequency range.
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Figure 3.16: ODMR spectroscopy of a NV defect irradiated by an adiabatic field for increasing RF
strength. (a) The data are adjusted using expression (3.13), the only free parameter being δω0.
Contrast (C = 0.11) and linewidth (Γeff = 0.85 MHz) of the unmodulated spectrum (0Vpp) are
retrieved from a Lorentzian fit and injected into expression (3.13). (b) The obtained values are found
to be (δω0/2π, δVRF) = (2.06 MHz; 0.5 V), (3.82 MHz; 1 V), (6.17 MHz; 1.5 V), (8.04 MHz; 2 V) and
are in excellent agreement with the calibration δω0/2π = 4 MHz/VδVRF.

3.4.2 Time dependent ODMR spectra in the adiabatic regime

The above ODMR spectra are taken without any synchronization with respect to the RF phase.
Thus the entire frequency distribution δω0(t) is explored by the spin. It is, however, possible to take
snapshots of the RF field oscillation, by synchronizing the photon counting sequence to the RF phase.
To do so, a fast switch is connected between the APD and the NI data acquisition card. It is controlled
by an external TTL signal. The switch lets the signal from the APD pass for the TTL up state
and blocks the signal for the TTL down state. The TTL signal with 20% duty cycle is generated by
the second output port of the RF generator, using the rectangular waveform mode with the same
period and phase as the sinusoidal RF signal. This procedure gates the ODMR measurement to be
accumulated only during the time window corresponding to the 20% duty cycle of the RF phase. The
instantaneous qubit resonance depends on the relative phase between the RF field and the TTL signal.
Figure 3.17 shows a series of the snapshots for varying relative phase between RF oscillation and
TTL with a stepsize of 5◦. As expected, the fluorescence dip indicating the position of the resonance
frequency varies sinusoidally with the phase delay. This result confirms the above interpretation of the
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ODMR spectra in the adiabatic regime as a sum over all realizations of the parametrically modulated
qubit resonance frequency ω0 + δω0(t).
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Figure 3.17: Time dependence of ODMR spectra in the adiabatic regime. (a) An ESR spectrum shows
the broadening of the resonance due to adiabatic energy modulation at 20 kHz. (b) A series of ESR
measurements is gated to the oscillation phase. This resolves the time dependence of the spin energy,
which follows the sinusoidal modulation. (c) Measurement scheme. During the ESR measurement, the
MW frequency is swept. While the spin energy is modulated (top), photons are emitted continuously.
However, they are detected only during fixed intervals of the RF duty cycle (bottom).

3.4.3 ODMR spectroscopy in the resolved sideband regime

We now turn to the case where the modulation frequency surpasses the spin linewidth (Ωm > Γspin)
and repeat the measurements of the section above. We do expect a different outcome because now
the energy modulation of the spin takes place much more rapidly than its internal dynamics. The
modulation frequency is set to Ωm/2π = 8 MHz. Again we record ODMR spectra for different values
of the RF amplitude, see Figure 3.18 (a). This time we do not observe a broadening of the peak, but
instead we see additional sidebands appearing at frequencies (ω0 ± Ωm)/2π. Since the spin energy is
modulated at a period which surpasses the spin’s lifetime, the spin dynamics is too slow to follow the
applied modulation. The appearance of sidebands is usually associated with a frequency modulation
process, such as in FM radio signals but also in other parametrically coupled systems, for example
in optomechanics [31]. In our case the spin Larmor pulsation ω0 is modulated by δω0 at a frequency
Ωm/2π. A quantum treatment of frequency modulation was presented in [166]. We can consider the
Hamiltonian Hspin + Hosc with Hspin = ~ω0σz and Hosc = ~Ωma

†a. The eigenstates of this system
are the states |ε,m〉 (ε = 0/1 being the ground/ excited state here and m the RF photon or phonon
number) and their energies are shown in Figure 3.18 (b). In such a system, the MW induces transitions
between |0〉 ↔ |1〉 without changing the phonon number, because σx does not couple states of different
phonon number m. The situation changes due to the hybrid interaction term, Hint = ~gzσz

(
a† + a

)
.

Its effect is to induce transitions within each column shown in Figure 3.18 (b). Such coupling creates
new eigenstates |ε, m̃〉. By a first order perturbation theoretical approach, we have

|ε, m̃〉 = |ε,m〉+
εgz
Ωm

√
m+ 1|ε,m+ 1〉 − εgz

Ωm

√
m|ε,m− 1〉. (3.14)

MW irradiation can now induce transitions between the new eigenstates |+, m̃〉 ↔ |−, m̃〉 and
therefore change the phonon number, resulting in the absorption spectra exhibiting sidebands. As
higher order perturbations become important, the eigenstates become contaminated by other states
|ε,m± n〉 and the number of sidebands is no more restricted to n = 0,±1. Indeed, if we experimentally
increase the oscillation amplitude, we find that second order sidebands appear, see Figure 3.18 (c).
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These sidebands can be interpreted like the ones observed in trapped ion experiments: the red sideband
at δ = −Ωm corresponds to the process of absorbing a low frequency detuned MW photon and extracting
a photon of frequency Ωm/2π out of the RF field. Inversely, a resonance peak at δ = +Ωm marks
the absorption of a large frequency detuned MW photon by the spin accompanied by pumping a
photon of frequency Ωm/2π into the RF field. The fast periodic energy modulation of the spin affects

the evolution of the spin coherences, which can be shown to evolve as ∼
∑
n
Jn

(
δω0
Ωm

)
ei(ω0t+nΩmt),

where Jn is the nth-order Bessel function. Via Fermi’s golden rule, the spin transition probability
is proportional to |〈i|σx|f〉|2. The sidebands thus correspond to multiphoton absorption events with

relative probabilities proportional to J2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
.

This dependency was experimentally verified by fitting the ODMR spectra with a Lorentzian
lineshape function for each sideband. Since the spectral peaks are differently broadened, the total
power emitted in each peak is more correctly reflected by the peak area An. We then compare the
squares of the Bessel functions with the product of the contrast Cn and linewidth Γeff found from the

fitting function An ∝ Cnδνn ∝ J2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
, see Figure 3.18 (d). We allow for four free parameters to

fit the area of the five sidebands up to second order. These include a rescaling factor for the area
individual for each function and a single parameter to accommodate an uncertainty in our calibrated
energy shift δω0(δVRF)/2π = 4.00 MHz/VδVRF. The result is shown in Figure 3.18 (d). In general the
squared Bessel functions reproduce the tendency of the sideband evolution with increased modulation
amplitude. However, the fits require different prefactors for each sideband (see caption of Figure 3.18),
which is hard to justify. At this point we turn to the Bloch equations (3.2) and simulate the sideband
evolution in silico in order to obtain a better description of the experimental data.
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Figure 3.18: ODMR spectroscopy in the RSB regime taken on the same NV as in Figure 3.16. (a)
RSB spectra δVRF = (0., 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) V. (b) The uncoupled energies due to Hspin +Hosc. The
MW, whose action is described by σx and couples the spin ground and excited states, leaving the
phonon number unchanged. The mechanical interaction emulated by the RF field couples states of the
same column only, leading to new eigenstates contaminated by states of different RF photon (phonon)
number states, see text. Under these conditions, the MW field can probe transitions of different phonon
number, resulting in sidebands in the absorption spectra. (c) Spectrum taken at Ωm/2π = 8 MHz and
δVRF = 3.5 V exhibiting very prominent second order sidebands. (d) The solid grey lines represent fits

to anJ
2
n

(
c× δω0

Ωm

)
, with correction factor c = 2.04 and a0 = 0.26, a1 = 0.31, a2 = 0.41. The dashed

lines represent curves a0J
2
n

(
c× δω0

Ωm

)
. While they reproduce the experimental data reasonably well,

our simulations show that power broadening affects each sideband differently.

3.4.4 Simulations of the steady state spin population in the resolved sideband
regime

Simulating ODMR spectra in the resolved sideband regime requires obtaining the MW drive frequency
dependent steady state population wst[ω]. We therefore evaluate numerically equations (3.2) for
t � 1/Γ2 and average wt�1/Γ2

(t) over a period much larger than 1/Γ2. The simulations readily
reproduce the sideband spectra that were observed experimentally. For reasons of computational
duration, we limit our calculations to the first two sidebands. The numerically obtained spectra are
fitted with a sum of up to five Lorentzian lineshape functions. For each sideband we then retrieve
the relative area An. As for the experimental case, fitting An(δω0) with the squared Bessel functions
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J2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
does not provide a satisfying result. We therefore inspect the analytic expression for the area

A of the resonance in absence of modulation, using equations (3.7) and (3.6):

A = CwΓeff =
1

2π

Ω2
R

Ω2
R + Γ̃2Γ̃1

Γ̃2

√
1 +

Ω2
R

Γ̃1Γ̃2

. (3.15)

We see that the general form of A presents a nontrivial dependence on the MW power Ω2
R. From our

above considerations of frequency modulation, the appearance of sidebands, which leads to an effective
change of the Rabi strength for each transition according to

Ωn
R = ΩRJn

(
δω0

Ωm

)
, (3.16)

results in a modification of the effective magnetic dipole strength. The above expression will be verified
experimentally in the next section by measuring Rabi oscillations on each transition. Injecting it in
the power broadened sideband area An yields

An =
1

2π

Ω2
RJ

2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
+ Γ̃2Γ̃1

Γ̃2

√√√√
1 +

Ω2
RJ

2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
Γ̃1Γ̃2

. (3.17)

This equation well fits the numerically obtained sideband areas, see Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Simulated RSB spectra. (a) A typical ESR spectrum obtained from the simulations
(Ωm/2π = 8 MHz, δω0/2π = 10 MHz). Dots are numerical data points and the solid line is a fit to a
lineshape function with seven Lorentzian peaks. (b) Sideband areas for the carrier and the two first
lower sidebands extracted from simulations. Dots are data points, solid lines are expression (3.17).

The grey dashed lines indicate the functions A0(0)J2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
.

We use expression (3.17) to fit the experimentally obtained sideband areas. The results are presented
in Figure 3.20. Doing so requires knowledge of µ, which was determined above to be µ = 0.78 (see
Figure 3.15). The MW power for these measurements was set to 0 dBm, which corresponds to relatively
small MW powers to avoid excessive broadening. The result is presented in Figure 3.20 with fitting
parameters Γ̃1 = 0.19 MHz, Γ̃2 = 2.34 MHz and ΩR/2π = 0.12 MHz. These values for Γ̃1 and Γ̃2 seem
reasonable in view of the low light power used (s ≈ 0.2) and the values obtained for Γ∞p and Γ∞c . The
value for the Rabi frequency ΩR is slightly off from a factor of four with respect to the value from
the MW power calibration, see section 3.5.2. Overall however, the data is in good agreement with
the model and all three curves can be fitted with the same set of parameters, which represents an
improvement to the fits in Figure 3.18.
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Γ̃1 = 0.19 MHz, Γ̃2 = 2.34 MHz, ΩR/2π = 0.12 MHz, µ = 0.78.

3.4.5 Time dependence of ODMR spectra in the resolved sideband regime

As in the case of adiabatic modulation, we can gate the photon detection to the RF oscillation phase.
Here we have chosen to inject a modulation frequency of Ωm/2π = 15 MHz and a gate duty cycle of
20%. The result, shown in Figure 3.21, is qualitatively different from the adiabatic case. Here we see no
variation of the resonance frequency along with the gating phase. Again, the RF oscillation period is
much shorter than the intrinsic spin lifetime. Because of the different time scales, the spin does not have
enough time to adiabatically follow the energy modulation. This is in contrast to the adiabatic case,
where the ODMR measurement represented a sum over statistical realizations of the spin resonance
frequency due to the slowly changing spin energy. The resolved sideband regime of the parametric
interaction is important for true hybrid mechanical systems, where the RF modulation is replaced by
mechanical motion. In particular, it allows accessing phonon sidebands which is fundamental in spin
based coding protocols [48,53].
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Figure 3.21: Time dependence of ODMR spectra in the resolved sideband regime. (a) ESR spectra
exhibit sidebands at the modulation frequency Ωm/2π = 15 MHz. (b) As in Figure 3.17, a series
of ESR measurements is gated to the oscillation phase. The data exposes the fact that the spin
cannot follow adiabatically the energy modulation. (c) Measurement scheme. The curves represent
qualitatively the change of the timescales in the measurement protocol.

Summary The results of the ODMR measurements with monochromatic energy modulation
emulating the displacement of the spin through a magnetic field gradient by a mechanical oscillator
are summarized in Figure 3.22. A static displacement of the spin results in a shift of its resonance
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frequency due to the Zeeman effect. For an oscillating RF field emulating the motion of a mechanical
oscillator, we can identify two regimes. If the modulation frequency is smaller than the spin decay rate,
the spin experiences an adiabatic change of its transition frequency that leads to a broadening of the
ODMR spectra. If the mechanical frequency exceeds the spin decay rate, the ODMR spectra exhibit
sidebands separated from the carrier peak by integer multiples of the RF frequency. These signatures
have been sought after in the hybrid mechanical systems community because they demonstrate that the
device is operating in a parameter space where spin and resonator can be coupled in order to generate
non-classical states of motion1. Being able to emulate the resolved sideband regime of a parametrically
coupled hybrid mechanical system, we now proceed to study the underlying spin dynamics.
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Figure 3.22: ODMR spectra of a single spin parametrically coupled to a mechanical oscillator. (a)
Static displacement, Ωm = 0. (b) Periodic oscillation in the adiabatic regime, Γspin > Ωm. (c) Periodic
oscillation in the resolved sideband regime, Γspin < Ωm.

3.5 Measuring spin dynamics

The investigation of spin dynamics consists in studying of the evolution of the ground and excited
state populations in presence of MW and RF driving fields. In a two level system, the driving of
transitions between the two qubit states creates an interplay between absorption and (spontaneous
and stimulated) emission, which results in a cycling of the spin populations known as Rabi oscillations,
see Figure 3.23. In this section we introduce the measurement of Rabi oscillations as a general tool to
probe the time resolved dynamics of a single spin driven by a MW field.

1 Tessier and Maletinksy have recently presented the first experimental demonstration of a strain coupled hybrid mechanical
system working in this regime [91].
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3.5.1 Experimental realization

Measurement principle In order to measure the spin’s evolution under MW driving, we need to
be able to detect the spin population after a MW signal of variable length, strength and frequency has
been applied. The idea is to send an optical pulse to the NV defect and measure the thereupon emitted
fluorescence. Since the amount of emitted optical photons is spin state dependent (the fluorescence
rate is ∼ 30% higher in the ground state |0〉 than in the excited state |1〉, see section 3.3), we can
deduce the spin population from time resolved photon counting during optical excitation of the NV
following the MW/RF pulse sequence. The principle measurement protocol is outlined in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: Measurement protocol for the detection of Rabi oscillations. (a) A 5µs laser pulse
polarizes the spin in the ground state. A subsequent MW pulse of duration τi is used to rotate the spin
state and followed by an optical readout pulse. The grey box indicates the ith element in the sequence.
(b) A first pulse is used to measure the ground state population. A series of elements described in (a)
is then swept to obtain the desired pulse number of different pulse durations. (c) Photons are counted
and accumulated for each element of the sequence resulting in different fluorescence patterns. The
spin state detection is explained in the next section and in Figure 3.25.

Measurement setup While the MW strength and frequency can be controlled by the signal
generator, our setup needs to be adapted in order to create well timed MW and optical signals and
to synchronize the optical readout of the spin state after its manipulation. Since we expect coherence
times on the order of a few microseconds, (see section 2.3) it is sufficient to resolve the spin dynamics
on a 10 ns timescale. We thus use the PulseBlaster 300 card from SpinCore that can create TTL
logic gates with pulse rise times of 3 ns and minimum pulse duration of τ0 = 20 ns. The card has four
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output BNC connectors, each of which can be programmed independently and synchronized to the
same on-board clock. We use three of these ports in order to:

a) gate a MW switch in order to let the continuous MW signal provided by the MW generator pass
only at the desired instances for a well defined duration τi.

b) gate the acousto-optic modulator (AOM) installed on the indirect beam path in order to create
well timed optical pulses. These pulses mediate readout of the spin state following a MW burst
(duration τ0 + i∆τ) but also serve to repolarize the spin in its ground state in order to prepare it
for the subsequent MW pulse (duration τ0 + (i+ 1)∆τ).

c) synchronize a fast time resolved fluorescence reading to the pulse sequence. At the beginning of each
execution, a trigger of 20 ns duration is sent to a fast time-of-flight card P7889 from FastComTec
with 100 ps resolution, recording an array of photon arrival times.

The setup is shown below in Figure 3.25 (a). The TTL generating PulseBlaster 300 card is
programmed to produce a sequence of N blocks as shown in Figure 3.24 (a) and (b). In each of these
blocks, the spin is exposed to a MW pulse of minimum length τ0 = 20 ns (set by the minimal length
of the PulseBlaster card) followed by 5 µs of laser light irradiation. There is a 300 ns gap between the
laser pulse falling edge and the next block, which has proven to be critical for the data quality. In these
300 ns, population trapped in the singlet state is given time to fall back into the ground state. For
measurements of Rabi oscillation we choose the laser power to operate in the saturated regime in order
to be less sensitive to laser power fluctuations. We typically detect NV fluorescence rates around 30
kHz. One sweep of the sequence, which varies in duration as a function of MW pulse step size ∆τ and
maximum pulse number N, lasts between 2 and 20 ms and thus only about 300 photons are collected.
The protocol is therefore executed 1.4× 106 times in order to obtain a statistically meaningful photon
count with sufficiently averaged signal. Depending on the protocol, a measurement for a single Rabi
curve lasts typically between 40 and 150 minutes. In order to accurately determine the resonance
frequency of the spin, an ODMR spectrum is recorded and fitted before each measurement of Rabi
oscillations. We have fully automated this procedure, which permits efficient acquisition of a large
number of Rabi measurements over the course of several days without being sensitive to MW detuning
induced by thermal drifts. A representative trace of time correlated photon counts is shown in Figure
3.25 (b), where data was accumulated in 6.4 ns long time bins for a period of over 7 days. The
integrated fluorescence bursts differ in the shape of their front edge. If the MW pulse prepared the spin
in the ground state |ms = 0〉, the pulse exhibits a steep edge with a large overshoot, before the average
fluorescence drops to a steady state value, reflecting a nonzero probability to occupy the metastable
state. For a MW pulse preparing the spin in the excited state |ms = −1〉, less fluorescence is emitted
subsequently and the observed edge shows a smaller photon count. For the spin state measurements
we are only interested in the first 300 ns of each of these fluorescence pulses. The pulse front area is
normalized by the integrated photon count in the last 1 µs of the pulse yielding a spin state specific
fluorescence count. A plot of these normalized counts against the preceding MW pulse duration yields
Rabi oscillations of the NV electron spin as shown in Figure 3.25 (c).
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Figure 3.25: Setup for Rabi measurements. (a) A fluorescence measurement from the avalanche
photo diode (APD) is shared between three different PCs. PC 1 tracks the position of the NV
center by adjusting the piezo stage holding the microscope objective. PC 2 performs the ODMR
measurements, infers the spin resonance frequency ω0/2π and sets the desired MW output frequency
ω/2π. Subsequently, the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is programmed to measure Rabi
oscillation with N pulses of duration τi=1...N . The AWG opens and closes the MW switch and the
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in accordance with the pulse sequence shown in Figure 3.24. Via
TCP/IP communication, PC 3 is then activated to start the time resolved fluorescence count which
is synchronized to the Rabi pulse sequence by means of the AWG. (b) The detected time resolved
fluorescence reading is spin state dependent. The initial pulse area difference (blue shaded region) thus
encodes the spin state corresponding to the previously applied MW burst. The accumulation time for
this particular measurement was on the order of days for both curves. (c) This difference, normalized
by the fluorescence contained in the last 1µs of the pulse (not shown), is plotted against MW pulse
duration to yield a measurement of Rabi oscillations.

3.5.2 Characterization of MW coupling

The frequency of Rabi oscillations as seen in Figure 3.25 is proportional to the magnetic field amplitude
perpendicular to the NV axis, BMW

⊥ , and therefore proportional to
√
PMW, where PMW is the output

power of the MW generator. In order to calibrate the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π, we acquire a series of
Rabi measurements while varying PMW. A typical result is presented in Figure 3.26 (a). The values
of Rabi frequencies are extracted by fitting the temporal traces with a single oscillation. The MW
generator produces an output of up to 30 dBm, but the MW switch input is limited to 24 dBm. The
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MW power on the sample can be increased by an additional signal amplifier, which is specified to not
be operated at more than -5 dBm input power. The calibration data in Figure 3.26 (b) shows traces
for a setup with and without amplifier installed. It was found that operation without the amplifier
showed less drift in the MW power seen by the NV and thus ensures a more stable Rabi frequency.
Typical operation of the setup was thus chosen to be realized without amplifier, at MW output powers
PMW between 10 and 20 dBm, producing Rabi frequencies between 1 and 7 MHz (which are sufficiently
rapid with respect to the observed Rabi decay rate, ΩR > Γspin). These measured Rabi frequencies
are in good agreement with the determined spin orientation of θ = 59◦, when taking into account the
waveguide transmission losses (see section 3.2.2 and Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.26: Characterization of the MW coupling. (a) The data shows Rabi oscillations for various
output powers of the MW generator without amplifier. (b) The data from (a) can be fitted in order
to extract the Rabi frequency, which is a function of the MW power.

In absence of energy modulation, the characterization of the Rabi frequency allows us to rotate
the spin on the Bloch sphere by any polar angle (the technique does not allow us to control the phase
of the superposition). In principle, we always use optical polarization followed by a well timed MW
pulse at the necessary output power. The efficiency ε of MW photon absorption can also be deduced.
The measured Rabi frequency is the number of photons absorbed per second. Assuming that all the
injected power PMW is converted into a flux Φ photons of frequency ω/2π = 1.45 GHz, we have

ε =
ΩR

2πΦ
≈ ΩR~ω

2πPin
= 2.2× 10−16.

3.5.3 Lifetime measurement of the NV spin

We conclude this section by performing a measurement of the spin lifetime T1. We use the newly
acquired control over the spin state and adapt the technique proposed in [131]: first, the spin is prepared
in the ground or excited state, using either optical polarization or optical polarization followed by a
fast MW π-pulse, respectively. After a variable delay time we perform a time resolved fluorescence
measurement, as was done for the detection of Rabi oscillations. During the delay time, the spin
relaxes from one of the ms eigenstates to its steady state population, which is P0 = P1 = 0.5 at room
temperature. We detect the difference in population between relaxation from the ground and excited
state for various delay times, see Figure 3.27 (a). We fit the data with a single exponential decay
and thus deduce the spin relaxation time. The result is depicted in Figure 3.27 (b). We observe a
relaxation time of T1 = 173µs, corresponding to Γ1 = 6 kHz. This value is in agreement with our
considerations in section 2.3 and demonstrates that the decay time of Rabi oscillations is dominated
by Γ2-processes.
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Figure 3.27: Lifetime measurement of the NV spin. (a) Lifetime measurement protocol. The spin is
alternately prepared in the ground or excited state and read out after a variable delay time τ . (b)
Plot of the detected fluorescence versus delay time τ . A fit to a single exponential decay reveals a
decay rate Γ1 = 6 kHz, corresponding to a lifetime of 1/Γ1 = 173µs.

3.5.4 Dependence of Rabi oscillations on the MW frequency

We now present Rabi oscillations as a function of the frequency of the MW field in absence of RF
parametric modulation. The data is shown in Figure 3.28 (a). Rabi oscillations were obtained for 18
dBm MW pulses between 0µs and 1.8µs in 10 ns steps in the absence of an external magnetic field.
The data’s complexity is therefore enriched by hyperfine coupling of the NV defect to the 14N nuclear
spin. We take it into account by assuming relatively long lived nuclear spins compared to the largest
MW pulse of 1.8µs in 10 ns, so that one can assume that at each sweep of the Rabi sequence the
nuclear spin is in a random projection. We simulate the experimental data by numerically solving
the Bloch equations (2.123) for three different resonance frequencies ω0/2π = (2870± 0, 2.2) MHz and
adding the results incoherently. When driving Rabi oscillations the laser is turned off during the spin
evolution. Hence s = 0 and the decay rates reduce to Γ̃1 = Γ1 and Γ̃2 = Γ2, since Γp = Γc = 0.
Furthermore, the resonance frequency is fixed in absence of RF modulation, ω0(t) = ω0. This simplifies
equation (2.123) to: u̇v̇

ẇ

 =

−Γ2 δ 0
−δ −Γ2 −ΩR

0 ΩR −Γ1

uv
w

 (3.18)

With the initial conditions being (u, v, w) = (0, 0,−1/2), the results of numerical simulations (see
Figure 3.28 (b)) are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental data. Small details like
the hyperfine coupling induced substructure of the Rabi beats as well as the outside fringes agree
between experiment and theory. For increasing detuning from the resonance frequency, the pattern
shows an increasing oscillation frequencies and decay rates. Moreover, in both cases the population
does not decay to P0 = 0.5 on the same time scale for large detunings (δ > ΩR) as at resonance
(δ = 0). This can be explained with the fact that for large values of δ the population is only sensitive
to Γ1-like processes. We now further analyze the Bloch equations (2.123) in order to properly explain
this observation.
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Figure 3.28: Detuned Rabi oscillations. (a) The experimental results show additional complexity due
to the interaction with the 14N nuclear spin. As the detuning is increased, the frequency as well as
the decay rate of oscillation is increased. Far from resonance, the population is not decaying on the
timescale shown here. This is because the MW has no effect on the spin, which decays at a rate
∼ Γ1 = 66 kHz, as was found in section 3.5.3.

3.5.5 Bloch-Redfield theory

Understanding of the driven spin evolution is simplified when thinking in the MW rotating frame,
which was first suggested by [123]. The spin is initially polarized in the ground state and thus aligned
with the z-axis as shown in Figure 3.29 (a). A magnetic field of strength ΩR at frequency ω = ω0

polarized along the x axis is applied, driving rotations of the Bloch vector around x at the Rabi
frequency ΩR/2π, see (b). This situation changes when the MW field becomes detuned from the spin
resonance such that δ 6= 0. Inspecting equation (3.18), where the rotating wave approximation has
been made, we see that the Bloch vector describes a pseudo spin 1/2 system immersed in an effective

magnetic field aligned along s = ΩRx̂ + δẑ and strength ~Ωeff
R = ~

√
Ω2

R + δ2. This effective Rabi

frequency can be regarded as the pseudo spin’s Larmor frequency and increases with detuning of the
MW field. The tilt between the x-axis and the new rotation axis s leads to a decrease of contrast of
the Rabi oscillations, as the Bloch vector’s projection onto the z-axis does not pass by the poles of the
Bloch sphere anymore.
At the beginning of the Rabi sequence, however, the spin has been polarized in the ground state.
From there, the Bloch vector falls into the plane perpendicular to s, giving rise to an additional
non-oscillating, exponentially decaying component of the population observed for nonzero detuning.
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Figure 3.29: Bloch-Redfield theory and the effective field description. (a) Representation of the
ground state |0〉 polarized spin (red arrow) in the Bloch sphere. (b) By application of a resonant
(δ = ω − ω0 = 0) MW field along the x-axis, rotations of the spin in the (y, z)-plane are induced.
These rotations are called Rabi precessions. In the frame rotating with ω, the effective field is given
by s = ΩRx̂, shown as the purple arrow. In the rotating frame, the motion of the spin is described
by a rotation around s and can then be interpreted as the Larmor precession of a pseudo spin with a
quantization axis along x and energy splitting ~ΩR. (c) When the applied MW field is detuned from
resonance, the effective field is pointing away from the x-axis, such that s = ΩRx̂ + δẑ, with angle

η = arctan(ΩR/δ) and amplitude Ωeff
R =

√
Ω2

R + δ2. The motion of the spin then describes a rotation

around s as before (red circular arrow). Due to initial polarization in |0〉, an additional component
arises, corresponding to the spin falling from the plane normal to x to a plane normal to s (blue
circular arrow).

These dynamics are described by the expression

P0(τ) = A1 exp (−Γstaticτ) +A2 exp (−Γspinτ) cos
(

Ωeff
R τ
)

+
1

2
, (3.19)

where Ωeff
R =

√
Ω2

R + δ2 is the effective Rabi frequency of the oscillating component with amplitude A2

and decay rate Γspin, and the non-oscillating component has amplitude A1 and decay rate Γstatic. The
initial conditions impose that P0(τ = 0) = 1 = A1 + A2 + 1/2. The constant 1/2 reflects the steady
state value, around which the population is oscillating. As already discussed, the amplitude2 A2 of
the oscillating population is reduced due to a tilt of s by angle η = arctan(ΩR/δ):

A2 =
sin2(η)

2
=

1

2

Ω2
R

Ω2
R + δ2

. (3.20)

It follows for the amplitude A1 that

A1 =
cos2(η)

2
=

1

2

δ2

Ω2
R + δ2

. (3.21)

It remains to determine the decay constants Γstatic and Γspin. They can be obtained by reasoning in
terms of the dissipation and decoherence rates for the pseudo spin, taking into account the effect of the
noise spectral densities Sδω‖ [Ω] and Sδω⊥ [Ω] after geometric rotation by the angle η and considering
that the pseudo spin becomes sensitive to noise phenomena at ΩR [121]. Projecting the noise sources
Sδω‖ [Ω] and Sδω⊥ [Ω] onto s shifts the contributions of the noise to yield the effective spin relaxation
(Γstatic) and de-phasing (Γspin) rates of the pseudo spin. Notice that, since s lies in the (x, z)-plane,

2 The factor 1/2 arises because the oscillation is limited between 0 and 1, while the squares arise from the fact that the
Bloch sphere projections give wave function amplitudes and need to be squared in order to reflect a probability.
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only the x-component of Sδω⊥ [Ω] changes to cos2 η
2 Sδω⊥ [Ω], while the ŷ component stays the same,

1
2Sδω⊥ [Ω]. We have3

Γstatic = Γν sin2 η + Γ1
1 + cos2 η

2
, (3.22)

Γspin =
1

2
Γν sin2 η + Γϕ cos2 η + Γ1

3− cos2 η

4
, (3.23)

which introduces the dephasing at the Rabi frequency Γν = πSδω‖ [Ω
eff
R ]. These expressions are in

quantitative agreement with the numerical evaluation of our simulations and show that the coherence
time of Rabi oscillations, 1/Γspin, is larger than the coherence time of the NV spin, 1/Γ2. For the
simplified simulated spin bath with a flat spectral density Sδω‖ [Ω] = Sδω‖ we have Γϕ = Γν , which at

δ = 0→ η = π/2 leads to Γspin = Γ1+Γ2
2 (we have used Γ2 = Γ1/2 + Γϕ). The results are summarized

in Figure 3.31. Such a flat spectral density does not properly describe the true experimental spin bath,
which can be assumed to have a Lorentzian spectral density, see section 2.3. In this case, however, it
is still true that Γν < 2Γϕ + Γ1, and we can consequently expect improvement of the coherence time
of Rabi oscillations when going from smaller to larger Rabi frequencies.
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Figure 3.30: Simulated Rabi oscillations in the absence of hyperfine coupling. (a) Temporal traces of
Rabi oscillations where the MW frequency ω/2π has been varied along the vertical axis. (b) Fourier
transform of the data in (a). The component at Ω = 0 was cut out in order to increase the contrast for
the component at Ω = Ωeff

R . (c) Rabi oscillation for zero detuning. (d) Rabi oscillation for δ/2π = 4
MHz. For δ 6= 0 an additional exponential decay is visible. (e) Analytic expressions (3.22) and (3.23)
of the decay rates Γstatic (green) and Γspin (red). (f) Analytic expressions (3.21) and (3.20) of the
amplitudes A1 (green) and A2 (red). Here, we have chosen Γ1 = 0.1 MHz, Γ2 = 1.0 MHz, ΩR/2π = 3.0
MHz.

We analyze the experimental data in Figure 3.28 with the expressions established in this section,
setting ΩR/2π = 4 MHz and choosing Γstatic, Γspin and δ as free parameters in order to define a single
effective detuning value for all three resonance frequencies corresponding to different orientations of
the hyperfine spin. Because of small values of Γ1 and small amplitudes of the static component around
resonance, the exponential decay described by Γstatic was neglected near δ ≈ 0. By evaluating the

3 Notice the link between the dissipation (Γstatic) and decoherence rate (Γspin) of the pseudo spin with the dissipation
(Γ1) and decoherence rate (Γ2) of the original NV spin. We have Γ2 = Γ1/2 + Γϕ and Γspin = Γstatic/2 + Γϕ′ , with
Γϕ′ = Γ1 sin2(η)/2 + Γϕ cos2(η) and in the limit of ΩR → 0 we recover Γstatic → Γ1 and Γspin → Γ2.
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evolution of Γspin with detuning δ we find a dephasing rate of Γϕ ≈ 21 MHz, as shown in Figure
3.30. Imposing a Lorentzian spectral density of a NV spin bath dominated by P1 centers, we deduce
from equation (2.78) a correlation time of τc ≈ 1µs. This value is in agreement with considerations
from section 2.3, but we need to emphasize that the expressions (3.22) and (3.23) are assuming a flat
spectral density over a range of ≈ Γ2, which is not a given for frequencies near 1/τc. However, the
value found for Γϕ ≈ 21 MHz seems very large. Especially when considering the linewidth of ESR
measurements in section 3.4, which is limited by Γϕ (in absence of power broadening, compare to
expression (3.6)) and was found to be about 1 MHz, see Figure 3.16. This discrepancy arises because
the above considerations have ignored drifts of the effective Rabi frequency leading to an overestimated
decay rate. This variation of ΩR arising from thermal drifts (changing the circuit impedance and the
spin resonance frequency by small misalignment of the external magnetic field) poses a major problem
when using the Rabi protocol for noise detection, as the preceding analysis demonstrates. In section
3.7.8 we will encounter the spin locking mechanism, which circumvents the difficulties arising from
drifts of the Rabi frequency.
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Figure 3.31: Experimentally obtained values for the decay of the oscillating part of Rabi oscillations of
the measurement presented in Figure 3.28 with Rabi frequency ΩR/2π = 4 MHz. The inset shows the
deduced spectrum of the decoherence rate Γ2, neglecting Γ1 effects and assuming a Lorentzian bath.
The pure dephasing rate was found to be Γϕ = 20.8 MHz corresponding to τc ≈ 1µs.

3.6 Spin locking onto the parametrically modulating RF field

We have presented the required experimental techniques to study Rabi oscillations in presence of
monochromatic energy modulation. In this section we are going to compare the dynamics of the driven
spin between the static and the resolved sideband regime and show that we can lock the spin dynamics
onto the RF field.

3.6.1 Rabi spectroscopy in the resolved sideband regime

The ODMR spectra of section 3.4.3 have revealed resolved sidebands as a consequence of fast modulation
of the spin’s energy. We have interpreted these sidebands as signatures of multi-photon absorption and
emission processes and therefore expect to see similar signatures when performing Rabi spectroscopy.
We execute the same measurement of Rabi oscillations for various MW detunings as shown in Figure
3.28 in the presence of a RF signal oscillating at Ωm/2π = 15 MHz with oscillation amplitude δV = 2.5 V.
MW frequencies are swept between ±20 MHz around the qubit resonance at rest (ω0/2π = 2.79 GHz
here). The experimental result is presented and compared to the numerical solution of the Bloch
equations in Figure 3.32. The latter are obtained by solving equations (2.123), replacing δω0(t) by
δω0 cos (Ωmt+ α) and averaging over the initial phase α. One can clearly see that it is possible to
drive long lived Rabi oscillations when pumping on the motional sidebands at ω = ω0 ± 0,Ωm.
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In section 3.4.4, the sideband area was found by substituting Ω2
R,n by Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
in equations

(3.17). Here, we justify this step using Rabi spectroscopy, verifying that the effective Rabi frequency
of a given sideband is

ΩR,n = ΩRJn

(
δω0

Ωm

)
. (3.24)

This assumption is tested by varying MW output power ΩR, oscillation frequency Ωm/2π and amplitude
δω0 when measuring Rabi oscillations at ω = ω0 ± 0,Ωm. The results are shown in Figure 3.33 and
present remarkable agreement with equation (3.24).
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Figure 3.33: Rabi spectroscopy. Solid lines are the expected Rabi frequencies according to expression
(3.24). (a) Sweep of the MW power. (b) Sweep if the modulation frequency. (c) Sweep of the
oscillation amplitude.

The analysis of Rabi maps presented in Figure 3.32 shows that when the RF frequency is larger
than the characteristic linewidth of the Rabi oscillations (which is a function of the MW strength ΩR,
see equation (3.20), it is possible to think of the sideband peaks appearing the the ESR spectra as
newly allowed transitions, featuring a reduced coupling strength. It is thus interesting here to adapt
the reasoning developed in section 3.5.5 to the spin dynamics in the presence of RF field modulation.

Rabi oscillations on the nth mechanical sideband present a reduced cycling frequency ΩRJn

(
δω0
ΩR

)
. For

large modulation frequencies, Ωm � ΩR, this captures the spin dynamics in the resolved sideband
regime. However, this image is expected to be wrong when the characteristic frequency of spin evolution
becomes comparable to the sideband separation: Ωm ≈ ΩR. In that case pumping Rabi oscillations
on the zeroth order sideband, called the carrier, also off-resonantly pumps Rabi oscillations of the
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first order sidebands. We now investigate the regime, important for hybrid systems, where the spin
dynamics and the mechanical oscillator evolve at similar frequencies.

3.6.2 Observation of spin locking onto the parametrically coupled RF field.

A prominent manifestation of the complex spin dynamics is shown in Figures 3.34 and 3.35. Figure
3.34 (a) shows data for unmodulated Rabi oscillations with ΩR/2π = 4.3 MHz. This is in contrast to
(b), which shows Rabi oscillations where we have added RF modulation at the Rabi frequency, such
that ΩR/2π = Ωm/2π = 6 MHz and δω0/2π ≈ 3.6 MHz. Notice that the latter case is deep in the
resolved sideband regime4. A strong beating is observed, as well as a large increase of the characteristic
decay time (Γspin = 0.65 MHz here).
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Figure 3.34: Rabi oscillations in absence (a) and in presence (b) RF modulation tuned to the Rabi
frequency, Ωm = ΩR.

The Fourier transforms5 of both temporal traces are shown in Figure 3.35. In absence of RF modu-
lation, we observe a low frequency decay and a single peak as explained above. This signature changes
dramatically in presence of RF parametric modulation. We observe a triplet structure consisting of
a central peak at the modulation frequency Ωm/2π and two sidebands at (Ωm ± δω0/2)/2π. Careful
inspection of Figure 3.35 reveals even more interesting details. A small peak at δω0/4π as well as
an interference dip between the central and the sideband peaks are visible. Moreover, the central
peak seems much narrower than in the unmodulated case, which corresponds to a larger coherence
time evidenced in the temporal trace. The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to explaining this
intriguing feature of the dynamics of a parametrically modulated spin. In order to further explore the
signatures of Figure 3.35, we perform three additional measurements, varying the microwave power
(ΩR/2π), the oscillation amplitude (δω0/2π) and the mechanical frequency (Ωm/2π).

4 The observation of several oscillations implies that ΩR > Γspin. Since Ωm = ΩR, we have Ωm > Γspin, the condition for
operation in the resolved sideband regime.

5 Here we use the DFT convention of the Numerical Python package Numpy [167]. Fourier coefficients are defined as

Ak =
n−1∑
m=0

am exp
{
−2πimk

n

}
k = 0, ..., n− 1. Unless stated otherwise, we will give the absolute values |Ak|. Notice

that the population P0 oscillates around the steady state value of P0 = 1
2
, which yields a constant value of P0[Ω = 0] = 1

2
,

representing the mean value of P (τ). Throughout this work, this constant term has been suppressed in all plots of
Fourier spectra for reasons of visibility of the regions where Ω > 0.
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Figure 3.35: The Fourier transforms of the Rabi oscillations of Figure 3.34 in absence (a) and in
presence (b) RF modulation tuned to the Rabi frequency, Ωm = ΩR.

3.6.3 Triple peak structure and spin locking

We investigate here the dependence of the triplet structure on the spin precession frequency (ΩR/2π)
and demonstrate that our observation can be viewed as a locking onto the RF tone. We choose a modest
RF voltage amplitude of δV = 0.75 V, which creates a frequency shift δω0/2π = 2.7 MHz and measure
resonant Rabi oscillations (ω = ω0) for varying MW power in order to generate Rabi frequencies
ΩR/2π between 2 MHz and 7 MHz across Ωm/2π = 6 MHz. The temporal traces are shown for reasons
of completeness in Figure 3.36, but the signatures are more conclusive in the frequency space and
the Fourier transformed data are presented in Figure 3.37. The lower left branch represents the Rabi
peak rising towards larger frequencies as the MW power is increased. However, it avoids a crossing at
Ωm/2π for a MW power that generates Rabi oscillations at 6 MHz in absence of energy modulation.
As the power is increased beyond ΩR = Ωm, the branch reverses but with reduced visibility. On the
other hand an upper branch appears around ΩR ≈ Ωm, gaining in intensity and curving towards larger
frequencies as the MW power is further increased. These two branches represent the sidebands of
Figure 3.35 (b) around the central peak, which emerges very early, for MW powers corresponding
to ∼ 3 MHz. It gains maximum intensity around ΩR = Ωm but still persists at larger drive strength.
We interpret the latter signature as a spin locking effect : the RF frequency representing the periodic
mechanical motion becomes mapped onto the spin dynamics even at drive strength that usually do not
produce Rabi oscillations at the resonator’s eigenfrequency. The synchronization region here appears
to be centered around ΩR = Ωm in with a width of ≈ δω0.
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In order to better understand the strength of the vertical anticrossing between the upper and the
lower branch, we measure Rabi oscillations at the spin locking condition ΩR ' Ωm = 2π × 5 MHz and
increase the amplitude of the RF field. The data, shown in Figure 3.38 (a), demonstrates that the
gap size between the sidebands is δω0, meaning that not only the oscillation frequency but also the
amplitude is imprinted on the spin dynamics. We furthermore see that the sidebands of the triple peak
only separate from the central component once the RF amplitude is sufficiently large, such that the
separation beats the central component’s linewidth. This is the case when δω0 > Γspin, since the width
of each Fourier component represents the decay rate of the corresponding oscillation. It can therefore
be said that the spin dynamics are in a strong coupling regime of the parametric interaction. Here we
use the term strong coupling in reference to cavity QED experiments, where it is usually employed in
the context of resonant coupling.

In Figure 3.38 (b), we operate with a fixed Rabi frequency, ΩR/2π = 5 MHz and choose a RF
amplitude of δω0/2π = 2.7 MHz. This time we vary the RF frequency across the Rabi frequency.
Even though conceptually not different from the measurement presented in Figure 3.37 it aids the
understanding of the underlying physics. For small values of the RF frequency, we see that the
dynamics are governed by two peaks, at the frequency of the field and the Rabi oscillation. When the
RF frequency approaches the frequency of spin dynamics, a coupling occurs, causing a splitting of the
observed components. If the RF frequency is further increased, the components become again clearly
separable into the RF/ phonon field and Rabi component.
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Figure 3.38: Investigation of the triplet structure. (a) The amplitude δω0 is varied at the spin locking
condition ΩR = Ωm. A triplet signature emerges once the sideband separation is larger than the
linewidth of each component, δω0 > Γspin. (b) Sweep of the mechanical frequency. A coupling
signature arises as soon as Ωm approaches ΩR. Such a signature is strongly analogous to a resonant
interaction between a single atom and a cavity field [159].

The experiments described above all show the emergence of a well protected central component
oscillating at the mechanical frequency. Like a phase lock loop, the spin, here behaving as the slave,
becomes locked onto the master (the classical RF field) and variations of the MW power do not affect
the effective Rabi frequency close to Ωm/2π. A window of suppressed frequencies emerges and the spin
dynamics become locked onto the the mechanical oscillator. Naturally, the question of the relative
phase between spin and oscillator arises. Since experimentally we do not control the phase between
RF field and Rabi oscillations, we will later show theoretically that the component of the population
rotating at Ωm is indeed synchronized to the mechanical oscillations. The term spin locking is also
used in the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) language, where it describes an experimental protocol
to suppress dephasing processes in a spin ensemble. Quite similarly to the case here, this is achieved by
means of application of an external field rotating at the Larmor frequency of the spins. We will later
clarify the link between the two variations of the spin locking protocol. Furthermore, the presented
data are reminding of the interaction between an atom and a near resonant electromagnetic field in
a cavity [159] and exhibit a strong similarity to the Mollow triplet [168]. In the following, we will
formalize the described phenomena and justify this analogy.

3.6.4 Explanation in terms of a doubly dressed qubit

We formalize here the two-tone interaction (MW and RF field) with the NV qubit in terms of a double
dressing of the spin. We begin by considering the effect of the quasiresonant MW field on the spin
enabling a first dressing. Then, we investigate the role of the RF field emulating the mechanical motion.
We find that by probing the MW dressed spin with the phonon field we can explain the triple peak
features and anti-crossing in the FFT spectra. Reversely, this picture also leads to an explanation of
the Bessel-like dependence of the effective Rabi frequency.

Dressing the spin with the MW field

Using the matrices

σ̂x =

(
0 1
1 0

)
; σ̂y =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
; σ̂z =

(
1 0
0 0

)
, (3.25)
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we consider the total Hamiltonian:

Htot = H0 +HMW +Hint (3.26)

with
H0 = ~ω0σ̂z + ~Ωmâ

†â+ ~ωb̂†b̂, (3.27)

HMW =
~Ωv

R

2
(b̂† + b̂)(σ+ + σ−), (3.28)

Hint = ~gz(â† + â)σz. (3.29)

The generic eigenstates of H0 are |ms, N,M〉, where ms = 0, 1 is the spin state, N the photon number
and M the phonon number6. Their eigenenergies are (setting the ground state (|0, 0, 0〉) energy
(~ω +M~Ωm)/2 to 0):

E|ms,N,M〉/~ = ms~ω0 +N~ω + ~Ωm. (3.30)

The following considerations are valid in the secular limit where ΩR � Γ and where 〈N〉 � ∆N � 1.
We first consider HMW, which does not affect the phonon field. Using the rotating wave approximation,
which corresponds to dropping the off-resonant terms7 in HMW (b̂†σ+ and b̂σ−), we obtain

HRWA
MW =

~Ωv
R

2
(b̂†σ− + b̂σ+). (3.31)

The coupling term of the so called Jaynes-Cummings model [159] corresponds to interactions where
a spin excitation is traded for a MW field excitation. It only couples between sets of states {|0, N〉,
|1, N − 1〉}. We therefore introduce the multiplicities (N ≥ 1)

E(N) = {|1, N − 1〉, |0, N〉}. (3.32)

The total + MW Hamiltonian (neglecting the phonon field) is an infinite tensor product

Htot +HRWA
MW =

⊗
N

H(N), (3.33)

reflecting the coupling of the TLS to each Fock state of the coherent field. If δ ≡ ω − ω0 is the MW
detuning, we have the Hamiltonian H(N) acting in the subspace E(N):

H(N)/~ =

(
Nω − δ ΩvR

√
N

2
ΩvR
√
N

2 Nω

)
. (3.34)

Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian leads to new eigenstates |±N 〉 with energies

E|±N 〉/~ = Nω − δ

2
± 1

2

√
δ2 +NΩv

R
2 (3.35)

featuring a splitting of

∆N =
√
δ2 +NΩv

R
2. (3.36)

We find the new eigenstates by making the linear transformation(
|+N 〉
|−N 〉

)
=

(
cos θN sin θN
− sin θN cos θN

)(
|1, N − 1〉
|0, N〉

)
, (3.37)

6 We change to using capital letters N and M denoting photon and phonon number for aesthetic reasons.
7 This is justified as long as ΩvR

√
N = ΩR � ω0.
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using

tan 2θN = −
Ωv

R

√
N

δ
with θN ∈ [0, π/2] (3.38)

and

cos θN =

√
1− δ/∆N

2
, (3.39)

sin θN =

√
1 + δ/∆N

2
. (3.40)

The new eigenstates,

|+N 〉 = cos θN |1, N − 1〉+ sin θN |0, N〉,
|−N 〉 = − sin θN |1, N − 1〉+ cos θN |0, N〉 (3.41)

are called the dressed states. Their energies are shown below in Figure 3.39. Importantly, the interaction
between MW and spin causes an energy splitting of ∆N in EN , giving rise to the Jaynes-Cummings

energy ladder with sets of rungs
{
|−N 〉, |+N 〉

}
. If the MW field is described by a large amplitude

coherent field |α〉 = e−|α|
2/2

∞∑
n=0

αn√
n!
|n〉, the photon distribution is given by P (N) = e−|α|

2 α2N

N ! , which

is centered around N̄ = |α|2 with width ∆N =
√
N̄ . The variation of the rung spacing ∆N does not

vary significantly over the photon distribution. Then, for a large coherent drive strength (N̄ � 1)
the splitting can be described by the classical field amplitude, Ωv

R

√
〈N〉 = Ωv

R|α| = ΩR, so that

∆N =
√

Ω2
R + δ2 for N − N̄ � ∆N . This resonant coupling effect is also called dressing of the qubit

with the MW field. The resulting energy diagram is illustrated in Figure 3.39.
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Figure 3.39: Energy diagram of the qubit dressed by the MW field. (a) Neighboring multiplicities EN
and EN+1 are separated by ~ω and give rise to the Jaynes-Cummings energy ladder. (b) Within one
multiplicity, the uncoupled states |1, N − 1〉 and |0, N〉 become coupled by a near resonant MW field.
At δ = 0 their splitting corresponds to the Rabi frequency ∆N = ~ΩR.

As a remark, it is interesting to note that the dressed states correspond to a rotation of the
eigenstates by an angle 2θN in the Bloch sphere (see the expressions in (3.41)). Notice that the
angle θN is closely related to the angle η described by the effective field of the Bloch-Redfield theory
of section 3.5.5 and that the strength of the effective field corresponds to the splitting ∆N . Before
investigating the role of the phonon field, it is important to calculate the effect of the σz operator,
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describing the parametric interaction, on the dressed states. Within one multiplicity E(N), it can be
expressed in the basis {|+N 〉, |−N 〉} by:

σz|E(N) =

(
cos2 θN − cos θN sin θN

− cos θN sin θN sin2 θN

)
=

(
cos2 θN −1

2 sin 2θN
−1

2 sin 2θN sin2 θN

)
. (3.42)

This point shows that the σz operator now has some non-trivial action on the new dressed eigen-
states: the phonon field described by Hint can induce transitions among the dressed states (notice that
σz does not couple states between different multiplicities).

Dressing the MW dressed states with the phonon field

Effect of the phonon field on the MW dressed states In the picture of dressed states the
role of longitudinal and transversal magnetic field components are interchanged, as, for near resonant
pumping, the dressed spin is polarized along an axis in the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere. This
is a consequence to having rotated the eigenvectors onto the equator of the original Bloch sphere,
see equation (3.41). Hence, a magnetic field along the z-direction oscillating at frequency Ωm/2π
can induce transitions between the dressed states if the field is resonant with their energy splitting
~∆N = ~ΩR. In order to explain the dressing of MW dressed states with the RF field, we proceed as
before, starting in the eigenbasis of the MW dressed states. We add the phonon field and the generic
eigenstates are now of the form |±N ,M〉. Since the hybrid interaction Hamiltonian,

Hint = ~gz(â† + â)σz,

does not couple multiplicities with different photon number N but permits raising or lowering phonon
number M , its effect can be studied between dressed states combined with adjacent phonon number
states only, as

HN,∆M=±1
int ∝ (3.43)



|−N ,M + 1〉 |+N ,M〉 |−N ,M〉 |+N ,M − 1〉 |−N ,M − 1〉 |+N ,M − 2〉
|−N ,M + 1〉 0 −

√
M+1
2 sin 2θN

√
M + 1 sin2 θN 0 0 0

|+N ,M〉 −
√
M+1
2 sin 2θN 0 0

√
M cos2 θN −

√
M
2 sin 2θN 0

|−N ,M〉
√
M + 1 sin2 θN 0 0 −

√
M
2 sin 2θN

√
M sin2 θN 0

|+N ,M − 1〉 0
√
M cos2 θN −

√
M
2 sin 2θN 0 0

√
M − 1 cos2 θN

|−N ,M − 1〉 0 −
√
M
2 sin 2θN

√
M sin2 θN 0 0 −

√
M−1
2 sin 2θN

|+N ,M − 2〉 0 0 0
√
M − 1 cos2 θN −

√
M−1
2 sin 2θN 0


.

Having realized that the action of σz can induce spin flips in the dressed state basis, it is natural to
invoke a dressing of the dressed states with the phonon field. Allowed transitions between neighboring
multiplicities are shown in Figure 3.40 (a), which also highlights that due to the interaction Hamiltonian
dressed state populations can leave a given multiplicity (here shown as orange boxes):

F(N,M) =
{
|+N ,M − 1〉, |−N ,M〉

}
. (3.44)

However, the inter-multiplicity transition are due to fast rotating coherences and we can neglect
their contribution by means of a second rotating wave approximation8, this time on the phonon field
oscillating at Ωm/2π. We are then left with only the intra-multiplicity transitions, shown in Figure
3.40 (b).

8 This approximation is valid as long as gz
√
M � ΩR, see section 3.6.5.
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Figure 3.40: Effect of the hybrid Hamiltonian on the |±〉 basis. The label N for the photon number
was omitted as there is no coupling between the multiplicities EN . The above table presents the matrix
elements of the (â† + â)σz interaction Hamiltonian. The multiplicities F(M ± 0, 1) are indicated by
the boxes, indicating the intra-multiplicity transitions. The dotted frames indicate inter-multiplicity
transitions due to the second dressing. Notice that these are two fold. The transition C ′ corresponds
to an energy penalty of 2~Ωm and is typically omitted by the RWA of the Jaynes-Cummings model.
Contributions of such terms lead to the Bloch-Siegert corrections discussed in the next section. Tran-
sitions A′ and D′ occur with an energy penalty ~Ωm. They correspond to the vertical couplings shown
in (a) and do not, as opposed to C ′, change the state of the singly dressed spin. Panel (b) highlights
the intra-multiplicity transitions, which are left after the rotating wave approximation.

Then, the interaction Hamiltonian can be approximated by its restriction to the intra-multiplicities,
so that

H
(N)
int =

~gz
2

(
â†|−N 〉〈+N |+ â|+N 〉〈−N |

)
(3.45)

in the F(N,M) basis, having uncoupled energies

E|±N ,M〉/~ = Nω − δ

2
± 1

2

√
δ2 +NΩv

R
2 +MΩm. (3.46)

One has then to consider H(N,M) = H(N) +H
(M)
int acting on in the multiplicity F(N,M), which can

be reduced to

H(N,M)/~ =

(
∆N − Ωm gN,M/2
gN,M/2 0

)
, (3.47)

where an energy offset of ~(Nω − δ/2−∆N .2 +MΩm) has been subtracted and gN,M is defined as

gN,M ≡ −
gz
√
M

2
sin 2ηN = −gz

√
M

2

Ωv
R

√
N

∆N
. (3.48)
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Since Hamiltonian (3.47) has the same form as Hamiltonian (3.34), we can directly write down
eigenenergies E|±N,M 〉 and eigenstates |±N,M 〉 in terms of {|+N ,M − 1〉, |−N ,M〉}. We find

E|±N,M 〉 = Nω − δ

2
+MΩm −

Ωm −∆N

2
± 1

2
∆N,M , (3.49)

where
∆N,M ≡

√
(Ωm −∆N )2 + g2

N,M (3.50)

and (following the procedure from the section above)

|+N,M 〉 = cos θN,M |+N ,M − 1〉+ sin θN,M |−N ,M〉, (3.51)

|−N,M 〉 = − sin θN,M |+N ,M − 1〉+ cos θN,M |−N ,M〉 (3.52)

and
tan 2θN,M = −gN,M/(Ωm −∆N ) with θN,M ∈ [0, π/2]. (3.53)

We see now that Ωm −∆N plays the role of δ for the singly dressed qubit. For a large MW and RF
drive,

√
NΩv

R → ΩR,
√
Mgv → δω0, the splitting becomes ∆N,M → ∆Mollow, with

∆Mollow =

√(
Ωm −

√
δ2 + Ω2

R

)2

+

(
δω0

2

)2 Ω2
R

δ2 + Ω2
R

. (3.54)

In case of resonant pumping δ = 0, it simplifies to:

∆Mollow =

√
(Ωm − ΩR)2 +

(
δω0

2

)2

. (3.55)

Frequencies of Rabi oscillations

As discussed earlier in this section, the frequencies present in the Rabi oscillations correspond to the
energy differences between the doubly dressed states. The eigenstates of neighboring multiplicities
FN,M are coupled by the σz operator. Transitions featuring ∆M = ±1 occur as follows:

|+N,M+1〉 ↔ |−N,M 〉 oscillating at Ωm + ∆N,M

|−N,M+1〉 ↔ |−N,M 〉 oscillating at Ωm

|+N,M+1〉 ↔ |+N,M 〉 oscillating at Ωm

|−N,M+1〉 ↔ |+N,M 〉 oscillating at Ωm −∆N,M

|+N,M 〉 ↔ |−N,M 〉 oscillating at ∆N,M

Table 3.1: Frequencies of Rabi oscillations and the corresponding transitions between the doubly
dressed states.

These frequencies indeed well reproduce the observed components in the Fourier spectra of Rabi
oscillations. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.41 (a), which shows the same measurement as Figure
3.37 but with the above frequencies superposed, using δω0/2π = 2.7 MHz. There is good agreement
with the components oscillating at Ωm,Ωm ±∆N,M . However, there are two remarks to make. First,
the position of the anticrossing between the upper and the lower branches does not seem to coincide
with the MW power corresponding to ΩR = Ωm. Second, it seems as if the component oscillating at
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∆N,M is completely absent in this measurement (whereas it is slightly visible in Figure 3.35). The
absence of Rabi oscillations at ∆N,M demands that we develop a more exact picture of the underlying
physics, which will eventually allow us to understand the individual weights of each component. Before
we do so, we consider the first remark concerning the position of the anticrossing.
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Figure 3.41: Frequencies of Rabi oscillations. (a) The experimental data is compared to the expressions
in table 3.1. (b) Simulations showing how the oscillation frequencies are modified by the Bloch-Siegert
shift. The blue trace indicates components due to unperturbed energies, whereas the red traces indicate
those due to the Bloch-Siegert shift.

3.6.5 Bloch - Siegert shifts

The Bloch-Siegert shift of a TLS’s resonance frequency towards larger energies is due to the counter-
rotating terms of the applied field and start to play a role as soon as the coupling strength becomes
comparable to the qubit energy splitting (ΩR ∼ ω0 or δω0 ∼ ΩR). Indeed, in our system coupling
strengths on the order of the dressed qubit’s energy splitting, (δω0 ≈ ΩR), are easily obtainable.
We therefore explore the Bloch-Siegert shift due to the phonon field, which is indeed visible in our
simulations and experimental data shown in Figure 3.42. We consider δ = 0 in the following. The
application of the phonon field at Ωm increases the splitting of the dressed qubit, as seen by the
co-propagating phonon field, to ∆N (ΩR) → ∆BS

N . That is, as we are sweeping the MW power in
measurements like the one of Figure 3.37, and therefore increasing the Rabi frequency, the Bloch-
Siegert corrected frequency at which the spin is rotating, ∆BS

N , is ahead of ΩR. The resonance condition
for the phonon field, ∆BS

N = Ωm, is therefore met for smaller drive power than otherwise expected:

ΩR < Ωm. We denote Ω
⊙
R the value of the parametrized MW power at which ∆BS

N = Ωm. According

to [169] the minimum splitting between the perturbed energy eigenstates occurs at ΩR = Ω
⊙
R , with

Ω
⊙
R ≡ Ωm −

(
δω0
4

)2

Ωm
−

5
(
δω0
4

)4

4 Ω3
m

−
61
(
δω0
4

)6

32 Ω5
m

. (3.56)

On the other hand, we also observe a shift to larger MW powers for the absorption peak of the central
component. We find from numerical simulations that its position can be well predicted by inverting the

expression for Ω
⊙
R [169]. Denoting Ω∗R the MW power at which the central peak exhibits its maximum,

we have

Ω∗R ≡ ΩR +

(
δω0
4

)2

ΩR
+

(
δω0
4

)4

4 Ω3
R

−
36
(
δω0
4

)6

32 Ω5
R

. (3.57)

Even though it is clear that this shift arises from higher order contributions of the parametric hybrid
interaction coupling the MW dressed states, its interpretation has been difficult and remains an open
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question. Nonetheless, the above expressions are in quantitative agreement with simulations and in
qualitative agreement with experimental data, see Figure 3.42.
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Figure 3.42: Effect of the Bloch - Siegert shift. The MW power required for reaching the minimum

splitting (Ω
⊙
R , red) and the maximum spectral density (Ω∗R, blue) at Ωm depends on the RF drive

amplitude. (a) The dots are data points obtained from numerical simulations and fat solid lines are
the analytic expressions given above. (b) The component Ω∗R inferred from a series of measurements
similar to the one shown in Figure 3.37. The amplitude data of the Fourier transforms is subject to
considerable noise, rendering the experimental result non-conclusive. These type of measurements
are extremely time consuming and thus we have not pursued this road any further. (c) The shift of

the minimum splitting to lower MW powers, here Ω
⊙
R , shows decent agreement between the analytic

expression and the experimentally measured data.

3.7 Interpretation of Rabi oscillation spectra in terms of emission
detection of the dressed spin

In this section we further analyze the experimental observations. It is important to recall that the
singly dressed qubit is aligned along the x-axis of the Bloch sphere representing the original spin qubit.
As we have seen, the roles of the σx and σz operator for the dressed spin are interchanged and the
mechanical oscillator moving along the z-axis couples resonantly to the dressed states. The singly
dressed qubit therefore experiences irradiation from the coherent phonon field oscillating at Ωm. Hence,
we can attempt to describe the evolution of the dressed spin by a quantum master equation. Here, we
introduce Bloch equations for the MW dressed qubit coupled to the RF field. This allows analyzing
the spin locking signatures: in particular, we here find the dependence of the weights of the Mollow
triplet peaks on the oscillation amplitude and phase.

3.7.1 The reduced density matrix for the dressed qubit

We consider the evolution of σz:

〈σz(t)〉 = Tr {ρσz}

=
∑
α=±
β=±
M
N

〈αN |ρ|βM 〉 〈βM |σz|αN 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

. (3.58)
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Considering an example for A:

A = 〈+M |σz|−N 〉 = (cos θM 〈1,M − 1|+ sin θM 〈0,M |)σz (− sin θM |1,M − 1〉+ cos θM |0,M〉)
= − cos θM sin θN 〈1|σz|1〉δN,M
= − cos θN sinN δN,M ,

we see that all parts of the sum with N 6= M vanish. Thus,

〈σz(t)〉 =
∑
α=±
β=±
N

〈αN |ρ|βN 〉〈βN |σz|αN 〉

=
∑
N

Tr
{
ρ(N)σz

∣∣
E(N)

}
, (3.59)

where ρ(N) is the density matrix of the N th multiplicity,

ρ(N) =

(
ρN++ ρN+−
ρN−+ ρN−−

)
. (3.60)

In particular, we find that

〈σz(t)〉 =
∑
N

cos2 θNρ
(N)
−− + sin2 θNρ

(N)
++ − cos θN sin θN (ρ

(N)
+− + ρ

(N)
−+ ), (3.61)

which reduces to

〈σz(t)〉 =
1

2

∑
N

(ρ
(N)
−− + ρ

(N)
++ )− 1

2

∑
N

(ρ
(N)
+− + ρ

(N)
−+ )

=
1

2
(π− + π+)− 1

2
(σ+− + σ−+) (3.62)

=
1

2
− 1

2
(σ+− + σ−+). (3.63)

in case of resonant pumping. Here we have defined the reduced populations π± =
∑
N

ρ
(N)
±± and

coherence σ+− =
∑
N

ρ
(N)
+− , which illustrates9 that we can introduce an effective two level system which

describes the MW dressed qubit. Equation (3.62) signifies that spectra of Rabi oscillations can
be understood as the spectra of excitations emitted and absorbed by the dressed spin in
interaction with its environment (Γspin) and the mechanical oscillator δω0. We can therefore expect to
be able to interpret spectra of Rabi oscillations in terms of phenomena similar to spectra of photons
emitted by a single atom irradiated by a light field.

3.7.2 Quantum master equation for the dressed qubit

In the dressed state basis, the interaction Hamiltonian Hint = ~gzσz
(
a† + a

)
can be written as

H
(N)
int =

1

2
~gz

(
I(N) − σ(N)

x

)(
a† + a

)
(3.64)

for resonant pumping10, δ = 0. The first term does not affect the dynamics while the second term can
induce transitions due to its transverse character in the dressed state basis. If a large enough MW

9 The full derivation of the dressed qubit is given in [122].
10 Throughout this section we will assume that the MW is in resonance with the spin, δ = 0, unless stated otherwise.
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field is applied (N̄ � ∆N � 1), which is the case in most experimental conditions when operating
with a NV spin qubit, the variation of θN over the dominantly populated multiplicities is negligible,
so that all the reduced Hamiltonians evolve in the same way. As such, we can restrict our analysis to
one single multiplicity: The global density matrix ρ follows the evolution equation

ρ̇ =
1

i~
[H0 +Hint, ρ] + ρ̇relax (3.65)

with
H0 +Hint =

∑
N

(
|+N 〉〈+N |E+N + |−N 〉〈−N |E−N

)
+ ~gz

(
a† + a

)
σz. (3.66)

For a classical RF drive ~gz
(
a† + a

)
σz → ~δω0 cos(Ωmt + α)σz (where α is now the initial phase of

the RF field), so that for example

ρ̇N+− ≡ 〈+N |ρ̇|−N 〉

=
1

i~
〈+N |[H0, ρ]|−N 〉 − iδω0 cos (Ωmt+ α) 〈+N |σzρ− ρσz|−N 〉+ ρ̇N+−,relax

= −iE+N − E−N
~

ρN+− + i
δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α)

(
ρN−− − ρN++

)
+ ρ̇N+−,relax.

3.7.3 Bloch equations describing the dressed qubit evolution

In order to find ρ̇Nrelax, we have to identify adequate transition rates. We invoke the reasoning from
section 3.5.5 and arrive at the energy dissipation rate Γstatic and decoherence rate Γspin for the dressed
spin, see equations (3.22) and (3.23). In order to simplify the following calculations, we approximate
Γstatic, which is dominated by Γ2, as Γstatic ≈ 2Γspin. We thus arrive at a set of Bloch equations for
the dressed states

ρ̇N+− = −iΩRρ
N
+− − i

δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α)

(
ρN++ − ρN−−

)
− Γspinρ

N
+−,

ρ̇N−+ = +iΩRρ
N
+− + i

δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α)

(
ρN++ − ρN−−

)
− Γspinρ

N
−+,

ρ̇N++ = i
δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α)

(
ρN−+ − ρN+−

)
− 2Γspinρ

N
++. (3.67)

By summing over N , we arrive at the Bloch equations of the fictitious spin:

σ̇+− = −iΩRσ+− − i
δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α) (π++ − π−−)− Γspinσ+−,

σ̇−+ = +iΩRσ−+ + i
δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α) (π++ − π−−)− Γspinσ−+,

π̇++ = i
δω0

2
cos(Ωmt+ α) (σ−+ − σ+−)− 2Γspinπ++. (3.68)

It is a standard technique to solve these equations by means of a rotating wave approximation. In
that case we express (3.68) in terms of the coherences in the frame rotating at the mechanical oscillator
frequency, defining

σ̃−+ = σ−+e
−iΩmt−iα,

for which the Bloch equations in the rotating frame are

˙̃σ+− = −i(ΩR − Ωm)σ̃+− − i
δω0

4
(π++ − π−−)− Γspinσ̃+−,

˙̃σ−+ = +i(ΩR − Ωm)σ̃−+ + i
δω0

4
(π++ − π−−)− Γspinσ̃−+,

˙̃π++ = i
δω0

4
(σ̃−+ − σ̃+−)− 2Γspinπ++. (3.69)
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We then define the Bloch vector bα

bα =

uαvα
wα

 =

 (σ̃−+ − σ̃+−)/2
(σ̃−+ − σ̃+−)/2i
(π++ − π−−)/2

 , (3.70)

so that

σ−+ = eiΩmt+iα(uα + ivα),

σ+− = e−iΩmt−iα(uα − ivα),

σ+−(t) + σ−+(t)

2
= uα(t) cos(Ωmt+ α)− vα(t) sin(Ωmt+ α).

The evolution equation of the Bloch vector isu̇αv̇α
ẇα

 = Mbα =

 −Γspin (Ωm − ΩR) 0
−(Ωm − ΩR) −Γspin −δω0/2

0 δω0/2 −2Γspin

uαvα
wα

 . (3.71)

Notice that the dependence on the initial phase α is hidden in the initial conditions at t = 0. Since
the spin is always prepared in the ground state |0〉 by optical pumping, we have

ρ(N)(t = 0) =
1

2

(
1 1
1 1

)
, (3.72)

and

uα(t = 0) =
1

2

(
e−iα

2
+
eiα

2

)
=

cosα

2
,

vα(t = 0) =
1

2i

(
e−iα

2
− eiα

2

)
= −sinα

2
,

wα(t = 0) = 0.

We will restrict the following considerations to the resonant condition, where Ωm = ΩR. We then look
for solutions like uαvα

wα

 (t) ∝ eλt

and find solutions to λ by solving the eigenvalue problem det(M − λI) = 0. The eigenvalues are

λ0 = −Γspin, (3.73)

λ± = −3

2
Γspin ±

1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0, (3.74)

for which the Bloch vector evolves as

uα(t) =
cosα

2
e−Γspint, (3.75)

vα(t) = −sinα

2
e−

3
2

Γspint

cosh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

)
+

Γspin√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

sinh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

) ,

(3.76)

wα(t) =
δω0

2
sinα

e−
3
2

Γspint√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

sinh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

)
. (3.77)
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We note that for large enough amplitudes δω0, the character of the evolution changes from an expo-
nential decay to exponentially decaying oscillations. When δω0 > Γspin,

cosh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

)
→ cos

(
1

2

√
δω2

0 − Γ2
spint

)
,

1√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

sinh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

)
→ 1√

δω2
0 − Γ2

spin

sin

(
1

2

√
δω2

0 − Γ2
spint

)
.

The Rabi precessions are then

〈σαz 〉 (t) =
∑
N

(
1

2
−
ρN+−(t) + ρN−+(t)

2

)
=

1

2
−
(

cos (Ωmt+ α)uα(t)− sin (Ωmt+ α) vα(t)
)
, (3.78)

where it is clear that uα is the component oscillating in phase with the mechanical motion and vα the
quadrature:

〈σαz 〉 (t) =
1

2

{
1

− e−Γspint cosα cos (Ωmt+ α)

− e−
3
2

Γspint sinα sin (Ωmt+ α)

[
cosh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

)

+
Γspin√

Γ2
spin − δω2

0

sinh

(
1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0t

)]}
, (3.79)

which we can reexpress as:

〈σαz 〉 (t) =
1

2

{
1

− e−Γspint cosα cos (Ωmt+ α)

− 1

2
e−

3
2

Γspint sinα sin (Ωmt+ α)

[
e

1
2

√
Γ2

spin−δω
2
0t

1 +
Γspin√

Γ2
spin − δω2

0


+ e
− 1

2

√
Γ2

spin−δω
2
0t

1− Γspin√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

]}. (3.80)

With our definition of the σz operator, the population Pα0 = 1− 〈σαz 〉 (t) is evolving as

Pα0 (t) =
1

2

{
1

+ e−Γspint cosα cos (Ωmt+ α)

+
1

2
e−

3
2

Γspint sinα sin (Ωmt+ α)

[
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1
2

√
Γ2

spin−δω
2
0t

1 +
Γspin√

Γ2
spin − δω2

0


+ e
− 1

2

√
Γ2

spin−δω
2
0t

1− Γspin√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

]}. (3.81)
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3.7.4 Comparison with the experimental observations

Experimentally, our measurement protocols are not synchronized to the RF phase, so that we have to
average over α in order to recover the observed spin dynamics:

P0(t) =
1

2π

2π∫
0

dαPα0 (t). (3.82)

With

〈cos (Ωmt+ α) cosα〉α =
cos Ωmt

2
and 〈sin (Ωmt+ α) sinα〉α =

cos Ωmt

2
,

we get

P0(t) =
1

2

+
1

4
e−Γspint cos Ωmt

+
1

8
e−

3
2

Γspint cos Ωmt

[
e

1
2

√
Γ2

spin−δω
2
0t

1 +
Γspin√

Γ2
spin − δω2

0


+ e
− 1

2

√
Γ2

spin−δω
2
0t

1− Γspin√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

]. (3.83)

For sufficiently large amplitudes, δω0 > Γspin, the expression simplifies to

P0(t) =
1

2
+

1

4
e−Γspint cos (Ωmt)

+
1

8
e−

3
2

Γspint cos

((
Ωm +

δω0

2

)
t

)
+

1

8
e−

3
2

Γspint cos

((
Ωm −

δω0

2

)
t

)
(3.84)

The three peaks of the Mollow triplet are present in the above equation, as well as their weights,
widths and relative phases (which is preserved despite averaging over the mechanical phase α). Notice
that the constant term reflects the mean value of Rabi oscillations: P0(t → ∞) = P1(t → ∞) = 1

2 .
By transforming expression (3.84) into its Fourier space we can write down the analytic form of the
phonon Mollow triplet :

2πP0[Ω] =
1

2
δ[Ω] +

A−
Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm + ∆N,M )

+
A0

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

A+

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm −∆N,M )

(3.85)

=
1

2
δ[Ω] +

1
8

3
2Γspin + i(Ω− Ωm + δω0

2 )
+

1
4

Γspin + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

1
8

3
2Γspin + i(Ω− Ωm − δω0

2 )
.

(3.86)

In equation (3.85) we have explicitly separated the parts that are due to the evolution of either the
reduced coherences or populations of the dressed states. The second line fully captures amplitude,
frequency and relative phase of each component at the spin locking condition and is in perfect agreement
with the simulation results. Expression (3.85) was used to fit the experimentally measured phonon
Mollow triplet as shown in Figure 3.43. For the shown data set, we obtain
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Amplitudes:
A0 = 0.19, A− = 0.17, A+ = 0.10

Frequencies:
Ωm/2π = 6.0 MHz, (Ωm −∆N,M ) /2π = 4.6 MHz, (Ωm + ∆N,M ) /2π = 7.4 MHz

Linewidths:
Γpop/2π = 17.8 kHz, Γcoh,−/2π = 32.5 kHz, Γcoh,+/2π = 66.8 kHz

We see that the ratio of the amplitudes and linewidths between the central peak and sidebands do
not correspond exactly to those predicted by theory. Partially, this can be attributed to a nonzero
detuning δ of the applied MW field. Another reason for this discrepancy is that experimentally the
noise spectral density is not flat in the region between Ωm − δω0

2 and Ωm + δω0
2 . We will discuss the

consequences in more detail in section 5.5 of Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.43: Phonon Mollow triplet. (a) Temporal trace of the same Rabi measurement as shown in
Figure 3.34. (b) Absolute values of the discrete Fourier transform of (a) The curve is the same as
already shown in Figure 3.35. The solid lines in (a) and (b) are guides to the eye. (c) Real (red)
and imaginary (green) parts of the Fourier transform of (b) fitted to expression (3.85) (solid lines).
(d) Phase of the Mollow triplet. Red points represent data, the grey solid line represents the phase
obtained from expression (3.85) with the fitting values obtained from (c).

3.7.5 Weak and strong coupling of the parametric interaction

Expression (3.85) describes Rabi spectra taken at the resonance or spin locking condition Ωm−ΩR = 0.
This corresponds to the experiment shown in Figure 3.38 (a) in which the coupling strength δω0 is
gradually increased. The emergence of the triplet structure with augmenting oscillation amplitude is
visible. Since the separation of the sidebands is directly related to the coupling strength, we expect that
the individual components are distinguishable once the parameterized oscillation amplitude is larger
than the peak linewidth: δω0 & Γspin. Such a condition is usually called a strong coupling condition,
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which applies here to the interaction of the phonon field with respect to the MW dressed spin. In
principle, however, the interaction of the spin with the phonon field is parametric. We therefore coin(

δω0,ΩR ≈ Ωm

)
& Γspin, (3.87)

the strong interaction regime of the parametric coupling.

Transition from the weak to the strong coupling regime In order to understand the
transition from the weak to the strong coupling regime, we inspect (3.83). The vector b(t) can generally
be expressed in terms of superpositions of functions ci,j exp(λit) exp(iΩmt), where j ∈ {u, v, w} labels
the component of the Bloch vector and λi is the ith (i ∈ {0,+,−}) eigenvalue of the matrix M :

λ0 = −Γspin,

λ± = −3

2
Γspin ±

1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0. (3.88)

These eigenvalues provide the time dynamics of the qubit in the (doubly) rotating mechanical oscillator
frame (spinning at Ωm). In the limit of large coupling strength they become

λ0(δω0 � Γspin) = Γspin,

λ±(δω0 � Γspin) =
3

2
Γspin ± i

δω0

2
. (3.89)

with respective amplitudes

cū,0 =
1

4
,

cv̄,± =
1

8
. (3.90)

We also see that the three frequencies are degenerate for δω0 < Γspin, since all λi are then purely real
and the time evolution of b(t) is described by exponential decay of its components. In the limit of
small coupling strength the eigenvalues are

λ0(δω0 � Γspin) ≈ λ+(δω0 � Γspin) ≈ −Γspin,

λ−(δω0 � Γspin) ≈ −2Γspin. (3.91)

This regime corresponds to the weak coupling limit and defines a bandwidth Γspin below which the
coupling strength δω0 is not large enough to couple the states |−N ,M〉 and |+N ,M − 1〉 and causes
an energy shift between them. In that case spectra of Rabi oscillations exhibit only a single peak at
Ω = Ωm = ΩR. Increasing δω0 in this regime does thus not lead to a frequency splitting but to a
change in the decay rates of the components of b(t) - a phenomenon also encountered in the weak
driving limit of the interaction between an atom and a laser field. In our case the increased decay rates
will lead to a reduction of peak height in the Fourier spectra of Rabi oscillations. Their evolution is
shown below in Figure 3.44 together with the corresponding amplitudes.
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Figure 3.44: Amplitudes and eigenvalues. Γspin = 0.609 MHz here. (a) Real (solid lines) and imaginary
(dashed lines) parts of the amplitudes. Notice that their divergence towards ±∞ around δω0 ≈ Γspin

cancels out. (b) Real (decay rates, solid lines) and imaginary (frequencies, dashed lines) parts of the
eigenvalues.

Now we consider the height of the central component of the Mollow triplet in Fourier space,
σz[Ω = Ωm], explicitly. We then have three Lorentzian components at frequencies iΩm + λi and the
real part of σz[Ω = Ωm] is the sum of respective amplitudes of (u, v, w) divided by their width:

σz[Ω = Ωm = ΩR, δω0] =
1

4

1

Γspin
+

1

8

1− Γspin√
Γ2
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0

 1
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√
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0

+
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8

1 +
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Γ2
spin − δω2

0

 1

3
2Γspin − 1

2

√
Γ2

spin − δω2
0

. (3.92)

Initially, for as long as δω0 < Γspin, σz[Ω = Ωm] experiences a decrease because of line broadening
due an increase of the decay rates. Then, at δω0 ≥ Γspin, the respective decay rates reach their
maximum but the different components of the Mollow triplet separate, leading to a further decrease
of σz[Ω = Ωm]. We investigate the nature of the transition into the strong coupling regime with our
simulations. Indeed, we find that an initial decrease in the height of the Fourier peak is followed by a
leveling to half the unperturbed value, as is expected from the expression for A0. Expression (3.92)
can be recast into:

σz[Ω = Ωm = ΩR, δω0]

σz[Ω = Ωm = ΩR, 0]
=

1

2

(
1 +

Γspin

Γspin + δω2
0/8Γspin

)
. (3.93)

Equation (3.93) is shown in Figure 3.45 (a), where it is compared to numerical data. The agreement
is reasonably good, until for large values of the coupling strength, δω0 ≈ Ωm, Bloch-Siegert shifts
start to play a role and the height of the Fourier peak decreases. Figure 3.45 (b) compares the same
expression to the experimental data shown in Figure 3.38. We observe a strong disagreement between
the two curves. It can be accounted for by the surprising fact that the width of the central component
has experienced narrowing due to the spin locking effect, which will be explained in section 3.7.8,
see Figure 3.45 (c). By normalizing the absolute value of the central peak with the experimentally
measured width, we eventually obtain good agreement between the experimentally inferred central
amplitude and expression (3.93).
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Figure 3.45: Transition to the strong coupling regime. (a) Simulations. Inset: Monochromatic
oscillations are indistinguishable to the spin as long as their amplitudes are small compared to the
noise spectral density. (b) Experimental data of Figure 3.38. We plot the magnitude of the central
component, σz[Ω = Ωm] (red curve) and compare it to expression (3.93), noting strong disagreement
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locking condition. The red curve shows the experimental values, while the black dashed line indicates
the expected analytic value, which does not change with the oscillation amplitude, δω0/2π. (d) By
accounting for this narrowing we eventually observe good agreement between the analytic expressions
and experimental data. Here, we assume a central peak of the form σz[Ω = Ωm] = A0(δω0)

Γ(δω0) . Taking

Γ(δω0) from (c), we obtain A0(δω0), which behaves as expected.

Rabi oscillations as a spectrum analyzer The dynamics of the mechanical oscillator become
spectrally resolvable in the strong coupling regime. By analysis of the peak position in the Rabi
Fourier spectra, mechanical oscillation amplitude and frequency can be determined (moreover, the
oscillation phase is also encoded in the Rabi spectra, as we will see in the section 3.7.6). This is not
restricted to the hybrid setup and remains true for any RF signal along the spin’s longitudinal axis,
as we clearly demonstrate here. Thus, Rabi oscillations can serve to perform a spectral analysis of
the electromagnetic spin environment. Notice that here, the advantage to detecting a flat and slowly
changing noise spectral density as in section 3.5.5 is the ability to detect fast oscillating, monochromatic
signals. Our spectrum analyzer is characterized by expression (3.93), which informs us about the
progression of the hybrid interaction from the weak to the strong coupling regime. Simultaneously, by
comparing the oscillation amplitude δω0 to the Rabi oscillation coherence time 1/Γspin, we obtain the
relationship between signal strength and measurement bandwidth. Moreover, since the height of the
(central) Fourier peak is inversely proportional to the linewidth, σz[Ω = ΩR] = 1

Γpop
, we expect

σz[Ω = ΩR, δω0]

σz[Ω = ΩR, 0]
− 1

2
=

Γspin

Γspin + δω2
0/8Γspin

=
2Γ2

spin

2Γ2
spin + δω2

0/4
=

1

1 +
(
δωRMS
2Γspin

)2 . (3.94)
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The last term in the above expression underlines the analogy to a spectrum analyzer. While the level

of a monochromatic signal is proportional to the energy contained in the signal (
δω2

0
2 ), the level of noise

depends on the bandwidth used in the measurement. The maximum bandwidth of a Rabi oscillation
measurement is closely related to the longitudinal noise. As a consequence, the transition into the
strong coupling regime of the parametric interaction is a function of the square of the amplitudes,
rather than the amplitude itself, as shown in Figure 3.46.
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Figure 3.46: Transition into the strong coupling regime, shown for three values of Γspin/2π (red
horizontal line). The vertical red line is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue λ+ and well describes
the splitting of the single central peak into the phonon Mollow triplet. (a) Γspin = 0.203 MHz. (b)
Γspin = 0.609 MHz. (c) Γspin = 1.218 MHz.

3.7.6 Phase of the mechanical oscillator

Expression (3.85) ignores the oscillation phase of the mechanical oscillator. This approach is justified,
because experimentally the measurement protocols were not synchronized to the oscillation phase and
the here presented data therefore shows Rabi oscillations that are averaged over all initial positions of
the mechanical oscillator. In the numerical evaluation of equations (3.18) the time dependence of

δω0(t) = δω0 cos(Ωmt+ α)

demands that we average over the phase α, which describes the initial phase between mechanical
oscillation and spin polarization, which, at t = 0 always is P0 = 1. Figure 3.47 (a) shows the
influence of α on the real part of Rabi spectra when the Rabi frequency ΩR is swept across Ωm. In
the synchronization region |ΩR − Ωm| . δω0 the relative weights of each component of the phonon
Mollow triplet shifts as a function of α, leading to complementary suppression or enhancement of the
sidebands and central peak. We investigate this interplay at the resonance condition ΩR = Ωm in
Figure 3.47 (b), where we compare the weights with expression (3.81). Expanding

cosα cos(Ωmt+ α) = cos(Ωmt) cos2 α− sin(Ωmt) sinα cosα (central peak),

sinα sin(Ωmt+ α) = cos(Ωmt) sin2 α+ sin(Ωmt) sinα cosα (sidebands),

we identify the in-phase and quadrature components of P0(t). Invoking that temporal sin-components
are transformed to a negative imaginary component in Fourier space, we have

2πσz[Ω = Ωm,ΩR = Ωm](α) =
1

2

1

Γspin
cosα(cosα+ i sinα),

2πσz[Ω = Ωm ±
δω0

2
,ΩR = Ωm](α) =

1

4

1
3
2Γspin

sinα(sinα− i cosα). (3.95)

Apart from a slight difference that can be attributed to the Bloch-Siegert effect, expression (3.95) well
reproduces the numerical data.
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The Bloch equation approach of section 3.7.3 showed that the initial phase α can be interpreted as
a rotation angle between real and imaginary parts of the coherences, leading to new respective initial
conditions at the beginning of the Rabi protocol for each component. By averaging α over the interval
[0; 2π[, we see that that the imaginary parts fall to zero and the real parts fall to

A0[ΩR = Ωm](〈α〉) = A0,

A±[ΩR = Ωm](〈α〉) = A±. (3.96)

This phase dependence of the Rabi oscillations is of great importance with respect to spin forces
exerted onto the mechanics. From the above consideration, we conclude that, at the spin locking
condition ΩR = Ωm, the Ωm-component of σz is oscillating in phase with the mechanical oscillation,
for we have

arg (σz[Ωm]) = arctan

(
Im (σ)z [Ωm]

Re (σz[Ωm])

)
= arctan

(
Im (A0)

Re (A0)

)
= arctan

(
sinα

cosα

)
= α. (3.97)

Thus, a feedback force Ffb[Ωm] ∝ ∇Bσz[Ωm] acting on the mechanical oscillator will induce a shift of
the mechanical resonance frequency. Furthermore, these findings show that magnitude of the σz[Ω]-
component can be tuned by means of synchronization of Rabi oscillations to the initial oscillation
phase α.

3.7.7 Interpretation of the triple peak spectra in terms of a phonon Mollow triplet

As we have seen above in section 3.7.5, we can identify a strong coupling regime for the mechanical
oscillator. The mechanical displacement along the z-axis couples resonantly to the dressed states
thereby modifying the pseudo qubit’s energy, which results in a new Jaynes-Cummings energy ladder
in terms of photon number N and phonon number M. On the other hand, spontaneous emission of
the dressed qubit is not induced via transverse (σx), but rather by longitudinal (σz) processes. As
already discussed in section 3.5.5, the rate at which the environment induces transitions between the
dressed dressed states is given by the decay rate of Rabi oscillations, Γspin. The same mechanism is
now responsible for inducing transitions between the multiplicities FN,M . As for the case of an atom
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coupled to a resonant coherent light field, these transitions can be interpreted as a cascade through the
Jaynes-Cummings energy ladder. Thus, we can understand Rabi oscillations as a measurement of the
time evolution of the doubly dressed spin as it cascades down the photon-phonon energy ladder. The
frequency components that we observe in the Rabi oscillations therefore correspond to the energies
associated with jumps (permitted by the selection rules of the σz-operator) between two eigenstates.
Moreover, Fourier spectra of Rabi oscillations not only allow us to identify the energies associated
with jumps of the spin from rung to rung. By considering the relative height and width of each
component, we can also identify the corresponding weight and timescale for each transition, see Figure
3.48. This interpretation is in close analogy to the fluorescence cascade emitted by a laser dressed
atom leading to the observation of the Mollow triplet [122]. In contrast to the Bloch equation ansatz,
the radiation cascade interpretation describes an average over all initial oscillator phases α, which
accurately describes the experimental case (see section 3.7.6). On the other hand it allows us to obtain
analytic expressions for the various components of the triplet at nonzero detuning Ωm − ΩR. In the
following we are going to present the ideas that lead to an analytic prediction for the widths and
weights of the various components of the phonon Mollow triplet as we observe it in the spectra of Rabi
oscillations. The full calculations are found in Appendix C.

Phonon Mollow triplet due to double dressing of the spin Fourier specra of Rabi oscilla-
tions,

〈σz[Ω]〉 =

T∫
0

〈σz(t)〉 eiΩt dt, (3.98)

reflect a linear measurement of the time evolution of the spin at different frequency components Ω.
Jumps between multiplicities FN,M changing M are induced at rates related to Γspin, which reflects
the coherence rate of Rabi oscillations and can be interpreted as the lifetime of the singly dressed spin.
Jumps between different FN,M changing N occur due to spontaneous emission of the NV qubit at
timescales 1/Γ1. The experimental observation Γ2 � Γ1 therefore allows us to prioritize the cascade
through the phonon energy ladder and fixing N to its mean value 〈N〉. The different peaks of the
Mollow triplet correspond to different transitions from one multiplicity to the next. To find the relative
weights, we can define transition rates at which the environment excites jumps through the phonon
ladder, associated with the various frequency components:

Ωm + ∆N,M : 2Γ+→− = 2Γspin|〈+N,M+1|σz|−N,M 〉|2 = 2Γspin cos4 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN

Ωm: 2Γ+→+ = 2Γspin|〈+N,M+1|σz|+N,M 〉|2 = 2Γspin sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN

Ωm: 2Γ−→− = 2Γspin|〈−N,M+1|σz|−N,M 〉|2 = 2Γspin sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN

Ωm −∆N,M : 2Γ−→+ = 2Γspin|〈−N,M+1|σz|+N,M 〉|2 = 2Γspin sin4 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN

∆N,M : 2Γ̃+→− = 2Γspin|〈+N,M |σz|−N,M 〉|2 = 2Γspin sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M (cos2 θN − sin2 θN )2.

Requiring that the total sum of all transitions equals 1/2, we find for the individual weights

A0 =4 sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN , (3.99)

A− =2 sin4 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN , (3.100)

A+ =2 cos4 θN,M sin2 θN cos2 θN , (3.101)

A∆ =2 sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M (cos2 θN − sin2 θN )2, (3.102)

Notice that these considerations inform us why the ∆N,M -component has been absent in the measure-
ment shown in Figure 3.37. It depends on the detuning between the MW and spin frequency. Only
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a nonzero detuning permits its observation. In this measurement, each vertical line was averaged for
about two hours while the MW frequency was tuned to resonance before each acquisition, such that
δ = 0. On the other hand, the data measured in Figure 3.35 was acquired over a period of several
days without readjustment of the MW frequency, such that drift of the spin resonance was much more
likely to occur, resulting in a nonzero detuning. In the experimentally relevant case, where δ = 0, we
are therefore left with the three components Ω = Ωm,Ωm ±∆N,M . We find

A0 = sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M ,

A− =
1

2
sin4 θN,M ,

A+ =
1

2
cos4 θN,M . (3.103)

We can motivate an expression for the width of the central line Γpop by considering that it reflects
the rate of relative change of the populations, which is associated with the emission and absorption of
transitions different from Ωm:

Γpop = Γ+→− + Γ−→+. (3.104)

On the other hand, the sidebands reflect transitions between multiplicities that do change the relative
population, which are broadened by radiative damping on the one hand and coherence transfer on the
other. We have

Γcoh =
1

2
(Γ−→− + Γ+→+ + Γ−→+ + Γ+→−) +

√
Γ+→+Γ−→−. (3.105)

With the expressions found above, we have

Γpop =2Γspin

(
sin4 θN,M + cos4 θN,M

)
,

Γcoh =2Γspin

(
1

2
+ sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M

)
. (3.106)
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Figure 3.48: The phonon Mollow triplet. (a) Diagram illustrating the second dressing through the
phonon field. (b) Cascade through the phonon Jaynes-Cummings ladder due to interaction with
the environment. (c) Illustration of the various decay rates.

√
Γ−→+Γ+→− is the contribution due

to coherence transfer between the multiplicities. (d) The cascade gives rise to different oscillation
frequencies. (e) Summary of the different transition rates yielding the individual weights and widths
of the Mollow triplet components.

These considerations, summarized in Figure 3.48, readily reproduce the results for the widths and
amplitudes found via the Bloch equation approach in case of large drive strength. Noticing that at
ΩR = Ωm the decay rates are Γpop = Γspin and Γcoh = 3

2Γspin , we verify the agreement with equation
(3.89) and (3.90):

Re (λ0(δω0 � Γspin)) = −Γspin = −Γpop,

Re (λ±(δω0 � Γspin)) = −3

2
Γspin = −Γcoh,

A0 =
1

4
, A± =

1

8
.

Eventually, using the above expressions in equation (3.85) we find a fully analytic form of the
phonon Mollow triplet. We performed a series of simulations in which we are comparing the numerically
obtained Rabi spectra with the analytic form of the phonon Mollow triplet at δ = 0. Figure 3.49 shows
the results for Ωm/2π = 10 MHz, δω0/2π = 2 MHz, δ/2π = 0 MHz and Γspin = 0.203 MHz. In order to
improve the match between theory and simulation outcome, we invoked the Bloch-Siegert shift and
adapted the resonance condition ΩR ≈ Ωm → ΩR ≈ Ω∗R.
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Figure 3.49: (a) FFT maps without and with anti-crossing at ΩR = Ωm and δω0/2π = 2MHz. (b)
Phonon Mollow triplet compared to unperturbed cut along the lines indicated in (a). (c) Fit of the
phonon Mollow triplet with three coherently added Lorentzians, as in equation (3.85) . (d) Weight of
each Lorentzian. Analytic expressions (3.103) (solid lines) compared to values from the simulations
(dots). (e) Widths of each Lorentzian. Simulation data (dots) compared to Γpop and Γcoh of expression
(3.106).

3.7.8 Protection of spin coherence

When inspecting Figure 3.35, we observe that the central peak of the Mollow triplet, seen in (b), is in
fact much narrower than the single peak observed in (a). This alteration can in principle be attributed
to the different noise spectral density at two different Rabi frequencies, which were here 4.5 and 6
MHz. In order to verify this assumption we repeat a Rabi measurement with and without modulation
at a drive strength Ωm/2π = 6 MHz, see Figure 3.50 (a). Here we clearly observe that the coherence
time increases considerably under the spin locking conditions. This is additionally evidenced by a
direct comparison of the corresponding Fourier spectra in (b). Fitting the two curves to Lorentzian
lineshapes, we extract two different values for Γspin.
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Figure 3.50: Locking of the Rabi frequency. The temporal traces of Rabi oscillations in (a) show an
increase of the coherence time when the spin energy is modulated at Ωm = ΩR. The Fourier spectra
in (b) therefore show a triplet with a central component much narrower than the single Rabi peak.
Fitting both curves to Lorentzian lineshapes yields a reduction of the linewidth by more than a factor
three from Γspin = 2π × 80 kHz to Γspin = 2π × 25 kHz. In (c) spin locking in the dressed state basis
demonstrates the stability of the Rabi frequency with varying MW drive power ΩR over the locking
region. (d) Spin locking protocol as it is used in NMR experiments. The magnetization m (red arrow)
is turned into the equatorial (x,y)-plane, where it precesses freely. The Bloch vector is spreading out
due to the frequency distribution of width ∆ω0 in the spin ensemble. If an external field oscillating at
ω0 is added, the Bloch vector is forced to follow, which suppresses inhomogeneous dephasing processes
and therefore reduces the spreading to ∆sl. (e) The same is true for the dressed spin evolving in its
equatorial plane, which is here the (x,y)-plane. The external RF field oscillates at Ωm = ΩR. This
spin locking suppresses effects of the variation ∆ΩR and, for sufficiently large amplitudes δω0, reduces
the width of the central peak to the true Γspin (arising from the spin bath) as indicated in (c).

The effect that so far we have loosely called spin locking, protects the Rabi oscillations from
decoherence. In fact, the situation is very similar to the spin locking protocol known from the field
of NMR [123]. In typical experiments on large spin ensembles, the magnetization m provided by
an external field B0 is projected onto the equator of the Bloch sphere by a π/2-pulse. The free
evolution of m is described by an in-plane rotation at the Larmor frequency ω0 = B0gµB/~. However,
inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms, for example due to a spatially inhomogeneous field B0, the
Larmor frequency ω0 varies throughout the sample, giving rise to the width ∆ω0. This will cause the
magnetization m to spread out. This dephasing due to inhomogeneous broadening can be overcome by
means of application of a magnetic field in the equatorial plane, oscillating at the ensemble’s Larmor
frequency (the so called Hartmann-Hahn condition). In the frame rotating at ω0, the freely precessing
magnetization then sees a static field and tends to align with it. Consequentially, an increase of the
dephasing time in the laboratory frame can be detected by means of a Ramsey measurement, see
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Figure 3.50 (d). If the strength of the spin lock field is larger than ∆ω0, the broadening becomes
homogeneous and is limited by transverse relaxation processes.

In case of the MW driven spin experiencing energy modulation at the Rabi frequency, it is the
singly dressed spin, rotating in the equatorial plane of the dressed spin’s Bloch sphere, that experiences
spin locking due to the monochromatic field δω0 cos Ωmt. Inhomogeneous broadening processes that
lead to a spread ∆ΩR in the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π can thus be overcome.

This is clearly evidenced in Figure 3.50 (c): close to the spin locking condition, ΩR ≈ Ωm, the
spin gets locked onto the frequency of the oscillator and the central component of the triplet at Ωm

does not shift for large variations of the drive strength ΩR. This locking effect is beneficial as long
as broadening of the Rabi peaks is less than the monochromatic field strength: ∆ΩR < δω0. In our
experiment, thermal effects at room temperature operation lead to slight drifts of the position of the
external magnetic field, shifting the spin resonance frequency ω0/2π. This causes a detuning of the
effective dressed spin energy splitting, Ωeff

R =
√

Ω2
m + (ω − ω0)2. While these thermal drifts occur on a

long time scale, averaging data acquisition over several tens of minutes makes our Rabi measurement
sensitive to these fluctuations. The monochromatic energy modulation lifts this dependency on the
MW power and frequency. In the case of spin locking, the detuning δ is absent in the expression for the
position of the central component of the triplet, see equation (3.85). Notice that this is not the case for
the sidebands, whose position depends on ∆Mollow(δ), see expression (3.54). Concerning the component
evolving at Ωm, the coherence time of Rabi oscillations is then limited by the magnetic noise induced
by the bath on the one hand and variations of the oscillator frequency on the other hand, while the
latter effect is negligible in case of a monochromatic modulation source. The dressed spin then sees
the true Γspin, which is due to the finite spectral density of the electromagnetic environment11. We
therefore stress that by locking onto a classical system with well controlled properties the quantum
system has become insensitive to the experimental noise sources.12. This procedure then presents a
resource with the help of which the data quality of the noise sensing protocol of section 3.5.5 can be
dramatically improved. Employment of the spin locking protocol is therefore fundamental when using
Rabi oscillations as an analyzer of the true environmental noise spectral density.

3.7.9 The doubly dressed spin picture in the limit of a weak MW drive

The goal of this section is to establish the connection between the picture of the doubly dressed spin
and the modification of the effective Rabi frequency by Bessel functions in case where ΩR � Ωm. The
problem is considered in the context of NMR in [122]. We will here give a recapitulation and then
motivate that it also holds for the doubly dressed spin. In the context of NMR, one starts with a
single spin 1/2 system with eigenstates |±〉, which is irradiated by a transverse radiofrequency field in
the absence of an external magnetic field (ω0 = 0):

H(ω0 = 0) = ~Ωma
†a+ λσx

(
a† + a

)
, (3.107)

where σx is the usual Pauli matrix for the spin 1/2 case. H is diagonal in the σx-basis. Using ε = ±,
we write:

Hε = ~Ωmã
†ã+

ε

2
λ
(
a† + a

)
= ~Ωm

(
a† +

ελ

2~Ωm

)(
a+

ελ

2~Ωm

)
− λ2

4~Ωm
.

11 The sidebands do not experience the same degree of protection, which is why Γ± > 3Γ0/2 for the fitting values retrieved
from the data in Figure 3.43.

12 A similar effect has recently been discussed by the authors of [145], where it was shown that the coherence time of
Rabi oscillations can be extended by application of a series of mutually orthogonal fields, each at the spin locking
condition of the preceding one.
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Making use of the displacement operatorD(α) = exp
(
α∗a− αa†

)
, with α = −ελ/2~Ωm, Hε is displaced

to

H̃ = ~Ωma
†a− λ2

4~Ωm
, (3.108)

which has eigenenergies

Em = m~Ωm −
λ2

4~Ωm
(3.109)

and degenerate eigenstates

|ε̃x,m〉 = e−
ελ(a†−a)

2~Ωm |εx,m〉, (3.110)

where |εx〉 are the spin eigenstates in the σx-basis. The degeneracy of the states |ε̃x,m〉 is lifted by
application of an external static magnetic field along the spin direction, Hz = ~ω0σz. Using a first
order perturbative treatment, the action of Hz is given by its projection onto the eigenstates |ε̃x,m〉:

〈ε̃x,m|Hz|ε̃x,m〉 = 0,

〈+̃x,m|Hz|−̃x,m〉 =
~ω0

2
〈m|e

λ
~Ωm

(a†−a)|m〉. (3.111)

Notice that the last term gives the energy splitting between the spin eigenstates in the presence of a

weak static field and a coherent drive field. The expression 〈m|e
λ

~Ωm
(a†−a)|m〉 can thus be interpreted

as a Landé factor of the dressed spin. In case of a coherent field, it can be shown that this Landé

factor can be approximated by the zeroth order Bessel function 〈m|e
λ

~Ωm
(a†−a)|m〉 ≈ J0

(
2Ω1
Ωm

)
, where

Ω1 = λ
√
m̄/~ is the coherent field strength.

The above arguments are also valid for the MW dressed spin experiencing energy modulation due
to the RF field. In that case λσx

(
a† + a

)
of (3.107) becomes replaced by the interaction Hamiltonian

expressed in the dressed state basis, see equation (3.64):

λσx

(
a† + a

)
→ 1

2
~gzσ(N)

x

(
a† + a

)
,

resulting in a Landé factor of the dressed spin, J0

(
δω0
Ωm

)
. The MW Hamiltonian HMW plays the role

of Hz in the rotating frame. Notice that the spin 1/2 degeneracy if lifted by an external field, which
splits the sublevels by ~ω0. Likewise, the MW field can be thought to lift the degeneracy of the
states |±N 〉, inducing an energy splitting of ~ΩR between them. By analogy, we have ω0 → ΩR. We
remark that the perturbative treatment leading to expression (3.111) enforces the condition ΩR � Ωm,
which is in agreement with our experimental observation: modulation of the Rabi frequency in terms
of Bessel functions was observed for small MW powers. By detuning the MW frequency such that
δ = kΩm, we can access higher order resonances. The dressed spin Landé factor then evaluates to

〈m|e
λ

~Ωm
(a†−a)|m− k〉 = Jk

(
δω0
Ωm

)
[166]. Finally, in the limit ΩR ≈ Ωm, the dressed state approach

produces the Mollow triplet picture presented in the preceding sections.

3.8 Conclusion

Monochromatic modulation of the spin energy leads to a wide range of consequences. Studying the
average spin energy in the steady state regime by measuring ODMR spectra has revealed the existence
of an adiabatic regime where the change of energy occurs on a time scale much larger than the spin
lifetime and the spin resonances become broadened. Conversely, fast periodic energy variation leads
to frequency modulation of the spin, whose spectra thereupon exhibit resolved sidebands.

We have subsequently investigated the dynamics of the MW driven spin. These can be interpreted
with the help of an effective field theory, in which a pseudo two level system is created, whose energy
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splitting is proportional to the frequency of driven evolution. In the resolved sideband regime, the
spin can be driven at frequency detunings that correspond to integer multiples of the modulation
frequency. For small enough strength of the MW drive, the Rabi frequency associated with each of
those resonances is modulated by Bessel functions.

The dynamics of the driven spin become strongly altered when the modulation and drive frequency
match, which was studied here at a resonant MW drive. Beating signatures between several frequencies
appear in the spin’s time evolution and the spectra of Rabi oscillations are marked by a symmetric
triplet structure. This phenomenon, which we have labeled a Mollow triplet in analogy to experiments
from atom physics, is the result of a twofold dressing of the spin with first the MW and second the
RF field. Remarkably, the central component of the triplet locks the spin dynamics to the modulation
frequency of the mechanical oscillator. In order to adequately describe these signatures, we have
presented two approaches. On the one hand, Bloch equations of the dressed spin irradiated by a
resonant field were considered, which lead to explanations at the spin locking condition. On the other
hand, a study of the time evolution of the doubly dressed eigenstates has given insights to the strong
coupling regime even when the Rabi and modulation frequencies do not match.

The effect that we call spin locking here is reminiscent to the spin locking effect known from NMR
and applies to the dressed spin in our case. An increase of decay time of Rabi oscillations was observed,
as the evolution of the spin becomes insensitive to variations of the MW power, which are dominated
by thermal drifts.

These effects have important consequences and their observation in a hybrid device would constitute
a significant development in this field of physics. They show how the spin dynamics can be tuned to
evolve at the frequency at which a mechanical oscillator exhibits its maximum mechanical susceptibility.
Under these conditions, forces of the spin exerted onto the mechanical oscillator can be resolved with
a sensitivity exceeding the one of a static force by many orders of magnitude. At the same time, as
Rabi oscillations become more coherent, spin forces become condensed in a smaller frequency interval.

For these reasons, we dedicate the next chapter to the observation of the spin locking effect in a
NV spin - SiC nanowire hybrid system.



Chapter 4

Parametric coupling of a single spin
qubit to a nanomechanical oscillator

In this chapter we are going to present an experimental realization of a hybrid spin mechanical
system consisting of a SiC nanowire and a single NV spin. We first start with describing the overall
experimental setup, the mechanical resonator and its functionalization with the NV spin. Second, we
will explain how the mechanical displacement is measured and third, we describe the microwave guide
and the magnetic structure that is used to couple the spin to the mechanical motion.

The second part of this chapter is dedicated to detailing the complex alignment between spin
orientation, mechanical displacement and magnetic gradient directions. We will show how first the
orientation of the NV defect is found and then how the MW and static magnetic fields are aligned.
Second we calibrate the magnetic field strength and eventually determine the strength of the parametric
coupling when the SiC nanowire is displacing the spin through an inhomogeneous magnetic field gradient
in any direction.

As an additional feature to the RF waveguiding system of Chapter 3, the SiC nanowire exhibits
a mechanical susceptibility, which is enriched by the fact that mechanical resonances are split into
two orthogonal polarizations of slightly different frequencies. The last section is thus dedicated to the
description of spin dynamics while the hybrid interaction gains in complexity due to the vectorial aspect
of the coupling. We will start this part by considering the impact of the two-directional displacement
of the oscillator. By initially fixing the excitation of the resonator to one single mechanical polarization,
we continue in order to show that the Mollow triplet of the MW dressed spin dynamics can indeed be
observed in this system, all while confirming the dependencies on MW field strength and oscillation
amplitude as was found in the previous chapter. We then invoke experimentally the resonator’s
mechanical susceptibility. In the presence of a second mechanical mode, the oscillation direction
changes as the mechanical drive frequency is swept and we will show how the Mollow triplet signature
is affected. Finally, we present the observation of modifications of the spin dynamics due to coupling
terms that are quadratic in the mechanical displacement.

4.1 Experimental setup

In this section we will explain how a spin mechanical hybrid device can be created by functionalizing a
SiC nanowire with a single NV defect (a sketch of such a device is shown in Figure 4.1). Furthermore,
we will describe how the mechanical motion is detected and excited. Afterward, we will discuss the
waveguide and magnetic gradient used to manipulate the spin and couple its dynamics to the oscillator
motion, respectively.

128
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the core part of the dispersively coupled hybrid spin mechanical system consisting
of a SiC nanowire and a single NV defect immersed in a strong magnetic field gradient.

4.1.1 Overall experiment

The setup is shown in Figure 4.1, presenting a conceptual graphic and in Figure 4.3 in form of
photographs. The experiment has been entirely developed from scratch, in a joint work with B.
Pigeau and L. Mercier de Lépinay. The challenge was to combine in a volume of a few microns, the
functionalized nanowire, the magnetic field gradient source, the microwave antenna and the electrostatic
actuation. The difficulty was further aggravated by the necessity to have control on the orientation
of the NV defect, magnetic field, oscillation directions and electrostatic force actuation. Also, an
extremely high stability was required to operate the system: in a magnetic field gradient of 105 T/m,
moving by 1 µm shifts the static field experienced by the NV spin by 100 mT, and represents a 3
GHz frequency shift, which is impossible to handle experimentally. Requiring a drift of less than
3 MHz imposes a stability of 1 nm over the measurement duration, which can last for hours. The
strategy adopted was to keep the functionalized nanowire fixed in space and to organize the experiment
around it. We have developed a overhanging MW waveguide, supporting a magnetic microstructure
providing the strong magnetic field gradient. It is also used to apply an electrostatic force to drive
the spin-functionalized nanowire into motion. The optical microscope objective was mounted on piezo
actuators to track the NV defect in space. The whole experiment was mounted in a homemade vacuum
chamber. Note that the results reported here, except for determination of the vibration orientations,
were obtained at ambient pressure. However, the chamber nonetheless played a crucial role in ensuring
a stable operation of the system.

Optical setup

The overall layout of the optical table is sketched in Figure 4.2. The laser source employed for
fluorescence measurements and optomechanical readout is a 532 nm diode pumped solid-state frequency
doubled Nd:YaG laser (model Torus from Laser Quantum, 200 mW maximum output power). While
the GEM model employed in the test setup of Chapter 3 is a longitudinal multimode laser, this low
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noise, single frequency light source was found appropriate to ensure a great pump intensity stability
and presented weak intensity noise. A confocal microscope arrangement is also implemented, the main
novelty being the use of the reflected and transmitted intensities on quadrant photodiodes to read out
the vibrations of the functionalized nanowire. Two injection paths are also employed. On a direct
path, laser beam diameter and polarization can be controlled. An indirect path serves to adjusted
and modulate the laser intensity with an AOM. The latter is controlled either by a network analyzer
(Agilent E5061B) for optical force excitation or by an arbitrary TTL pulse generator (PulseBlaster
500 card from SpinCore) in order to allow ns timing of optical pulses. The laser enters the vacuum
chamber through an optical window (covered with a broadband anti-reflection coating) and is reflected
by a dichroic mirror located inside the cavity. Preventing the pump beam and fluorescence channel
to traverse the same optical window ensures that no additional parasitic fluorescence is detected.
The laser is focused onto the functionalized nanowire and the emitted NV fluorescence is collected
through a high numerical aperture microscope objective (model EC plan - NEOFLUAR 100 ×0.75
from Zeiss), with a 4 mm working distance. The fluorescence exiting the chamber by an optical port
is then filtered to select the NV emission band, subsequently split into two paths by a polarizing beam
splitter and detected by two APDs. An active splitter based on logic gates, developed by C. Hoarau,
duplicates the photon counts with variable delays. The different outputs are interfaced to a Nanonis
scan controller, which controls the laser position, to a PCIe 6323 board (National Instruments) for ESR
measurements and to a FastComTec MCS6A card for time resolved fluorescence detection, needed
for the measurement of Rabi oscillations. The two APDs also permits to realize autocorrelations
measurements of the emitted fluorescence. A white light source and a CCD camera (Watec 101N+)
can optionally be used for coarse alignment of the nanowire, waveguide and magnetic gradient source.
The reflected intensity is collected through a 90/10 non-polarizing beam splitter which is placed on the
injection path, and focused on a quadrant photodiode amplifier developed by D. Lepoittevin. Similarly
a second microscope objective can be installed facing the injection objective to collect the transmitted
light. The DC output of both detectors can be used for fine positioning of the experiment, while the
differential HF output serves for readout of the nanowire vibrations.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup. MW manipulation and optical excitation of the NV defect and spin
readout are identical to the setup of the test system. A novelty here is the usage of two APDs, allowing
correlation measurements of the NV fluorescence and optical detection of the nanowire displacement,
which is outlined in section 4.1.3.

Microwave - Radiofrequency apparatus

Spin manipulation is enabled by a MW antenna which also holds the magnetic gradient source that
will be described in greater detail in section 4.1.5. It is brought in the vicinity of the functionalized
nanowire by means of a closed loop Physik Instrument Nanocube, moving by 100 × 100 × 100µm.
The MW source is a SMB100A Signal Generator from Rohde & Schwarz. Its intensity is externally
modulated by a fast microwave switch from Minicircuit (ZASWA-2-50DR++, coaxial High Isolation
Switch) which is TTL controlled by the PulseBlaster card that governs the time sequence of dynamical
spin measurements. When needed, a 25 W MW amplifier from Amplifier Research was used. Two
vacuum feed-throughs with SMA connections are employed to bring MW and RF signal in and out of
the vacuum chamber. A 50 Ohm 2W load was placed on the output port, to avoid power dissipation
inside the chamber. The waveguide was also used for electrostatic actuation of the nanowire motion,
which is described in section 4.1.4.

Micro-positioning and position control

As already mentioned, the functionalized nanowire serves as a spatial reference in the experiment.
It is mounted on a coarse XYZ translation stage (Microcontrole, 562) equipped with piezo motors
(Picomotors, vacuum compatible from Newport) that serves for coarse positioning of the nanowire
on the optical axis. The injection objective is mounted on a XYZ piezostage (733.DD from Physik
Instrument, vacuum compatible version) with a 30× 30× 10µm scan range. A Nanonis scan engine
serves for imaging the system and tracking the NV fluorescence in time to compensate the thermal
drifts with respect to the optical axis. The piezo stage holding MW waveguide and magnetic structure
is mounted on a second XYZ translation stage, that also supports the translational stage holding the
nanowire. As such, after a preliminary alignment phase, where the motorized stages are involved, the
nanowire ends within the scan range of the optical microscope, while the magnetic gradient source can
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be micro-positioned in the vicinity of the functionalized nanowire. Once this configuration is reached,
all of the positioning parameters can be derived from physical measurements and optical monitoring is
not needed anymore. The piezo stage holding the magnetic field gradient is controlled by a National
Instrument (PCIe6323) board interfaced by a homemade scanning software. One computer is dedicated
to the microscope objective position control, realized through the Nanonis scan engine, including the
homemade tracking routine. A second computer is dedicated to MW control and magnetic gradient
positioning. Furthermore, it holds the PulseBlaster Pro card that synchronizes the time resolved
fluorescence measurements.

Vacuum chamber

The chamber has been realized according to a homemade design, incorporating a large internal volume
to host several massive translation stages as well as numerous optical and electrical accesses, built
such that it can sit directly on the optical table. It is machined in a monolithic aluminum block, see
Figure 4.3, and was anodized to maintain a high surface quality over time. A 300 l/s turbopump
(Agilent/Varian) allows to reach 10−6 mbar under continuous pumping, but in order to avoid excessive
vibrations, the pump is stopped during sensitive measurements. In that case, a static pressure below
10−2 mbar can be maintained during several days.

1

3
4

1

5
6

7

8

2

Figure 4.3: Photograph of the setup. 1 Optical windows. 2 Dichroic mirror. 3Mount for microscope
objective (injection and reflection). 4 Microscope objective (transmission). 5 Physik Instrument
Nanocube holding antenna. 6 SMA connecters for MW. 7 XYZ coarse translation. 8 Vacuum
chamber.

4.1.2 SiC nanowires functionalized with a NV spin qubit

Long SiC nanowires with large aspect ratios and oscillation frequencies in the 100 kHz-10 MHz range
exhibit large zero point fluctuations. In mechanical hybrid systems, these resonators might therefore
serve as potential candidates to enter a regime of strong spin-mechanical interaction at the level of a few
motional quanta. Here, however, we seek to demonstrate the previously seen Mollow triplet phenomena
of the driven NV spin dynamics in the hybrid setup and to expose aspects of vectorial coupling in the
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system. Hence, we are interested in working in the spin dynamical resolved sideband regime, where
we observe a mechanical oscillation frequency that surpasses the spin decay rates. Consequently, we
have chosen to work with rather short and massive nanowires. Figure 4.4 shows a scanning electron
microscope image of a 102 µm long SiC nanoresonator that was selected from a batch of available
samples provided by the collaborating group Physique des nanostructures et emission de champ from
the Institut Lumière Matière in Lyon [95,96]. The nanowire used in our measurements has a length of
6 µm and a width of 150 nm and is not shown.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: SiC nanowire control. (a) SEM image of a SiC nanowire. The dimensions of this sample
are L = 102µm and d = 190 nm. (b) Photograph of the sample holder (made from copper) holding
the tungsten tip with the SiC nanowire in the focal point of the confocal microscope.

In order to attach a single NV defect to the tip of the SiC nanowire, we use the arrangement of the
position controllers for the nanowire and waveguide of the hybrid setup. The nanowire is mounted in the
copper sample holder which is fixed to the translational stage. A drop of the nanodiamond solution (see
section 3.2.1) is deposited on a Silicon wafer which is put on the same piezo stage that otherwise holds
the waveguide. White light illumination of the detection volume of the confocal microscope and the
CCD camera facilitate navigation of the drop of NV solution, which is steered upward until its surface
is penetrated by the nanowire. We then direct green laser light onto the nanowire tip. This creates
heat convection favoring a flow of nanodiamonds near the resonator. A small optical–tweezers–like
effect might also play a role [170]. In order to limit the number of nanodiamonds attaching themselves
to the wire by a surface effect, the process is interrupted after a few seconds by moving the wire out
of the solution. We then use the confocal microscope and the ability to perform fluorescence scans
in the vertical (x,y)-plane dissecting the nanowire, as shown in Figure 4.5 (a). If NV defects have
attached to the nanowire, they become visible as bright spots in these measurements. By measuring
an autocorrelation function of the light emitted from the fluorescence spots, their single photon source
character can be verified, see Figure 4.5 (b). Ultimately, an ODMR measurement and detection of
the spin resonance near 2.87 GHz verifies that the emitters are indeed negatively charged NV defects
(see Figure 4.5 (c)). If no NV defect is found, the process is repeated. Despite this approach being
completely heuristic, the NV yield is usually quite high and after a few iteration a single NV defect
can be attached to the nanowire extremity.
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Figure 4.5: Characterization of fluorescence centers attached to the SiC nanowire. (a) Fluorescence
image of the functionalized nanowire. The bright spots are fluorescence sources attached to the
nanowire. The spot marked by the red arrow corresponds to the NV defect of the hybrid device. (b)
Autocorrelation function of the fluorescence emerging from the position marked by the red arrow in
(a). The dip below 0.5 verifies single photon source character. (c) ODMR measurement of the single
photon emitter ultimately verifying the presence of a single NV defect. We observe a large separation
of the two ESR peaks due to strong strain splitting as well as a weak magnetic fields. The solid line
indicates the fit to a sum of two Lorentzian lineshape.

4.1.3 Measurement of the nanowire motion

Despite the sub-wavelength diameter of the SiC nanowire, its vibrations can be efficiently read out
optically. This is facilitated by the existence of Mie resonances which enhance the scattering cross
section of the nanowires. In turn, they interact more efficiently with the tightly focused laser beam
used for pumping the NV defect. The latter is then also used to monitor the nanomotion of the
functionalized SiC nanowire. As a consequence of the material’s large bandgap, optical intensities of
up to 100 µW can be employed without inflicting thermal damage on the sample. Moreover, at such
optical powers no heating signatures could be observed on the nanowire’s Brownian motion. In the
experimental setup we move the tightly focused beam from the 532 nm laser across the nanowire. The
transmitted or reflected beam is recollected and directed onto a quadrant photodiode (QPD), which
converts the optical intensity impinging on each quadrant into a voltage signal (see Figure 4.6 (a)).
As the beam position is slowly swept across the QPD, the DC difference signal of the two quadrants
V	(r0) changes as a function of the relative position r0 between the beam waist and the nanowire.
Figure 4.6 (b) represents V	(r0). When the nanowire vibrates, its extremity being positioned at
r0 + δr(t), it generates a differential intensity fluctuation V	(r0 + δr(t)) whose dynamical contribution

δV	(t) = δr(t) ·∇V	|r0 (4.1)

contains all information about the oscillation.
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Figure 4.6: Readout of the nanowire motion. (a) The waist of the laser beam is swept across the
nanowire, which diffuses the beam impinging on the QPD. (b) The position dependent slope of the
DC difference signal is used to calibrate the sensitivity of an AC displacement measurement.

From formula (4.1), it is important to notice that the scalar measurement realized with the
differential output of the dual photodiode is indeed a projective measurement of the 2D dynamics of
the nanowire extremity. We can thus introduce a projective measurement vector β ≡ βeβ = ∇V	|r0
which can be determined using the measured static transmission or reflection maps V	(r0). The 2D
displacement δr of the nanowire can be expressed in terms of the two polarizations of the fundamental
longitudinal eigenmode of the nanowire, oriented along ei. The mechanical displacement’s Fourier
decomposition is

δr[Ω] =
∑
i=1,2

χi[Ω](δF[Ω] · ei + δF th
i )ei, (4.2)

with χi[Ω]−1 = Mi(Ω
2
i −Ω2− iΩΓi) being the mechanical susceptibility of the ith mode. Each mode is

subjected to an external vectorial force δF and to the Langevin force δF th
i , generating the nanowire’s

2D Brownian motion.
In the following, we will be using the measured projected displacement δrβ(t) ≡ δr(t) · eβ whose
fluctuations can be expressed as

δrβ[Ω] =
∑
i=1,2

χi[Ω](δF[Ω] · ei + δF th
i )(ei · eβ). (4.3)

The HF output of the differential photodiode contains information about the spatial fluctuations. In
absence of external driving forces, one can use a spectrum analyzer to monitor the Brownian motion
of the nanowire. The spectral density Sth

Fi
of each Langevin force component is given by

Sth
Fi [Ω] = −2kBT

Ω
Im

(
1

χi[Ω]

)
= 2MiΓikBT. (4.4)

Some typical spectra of the projected Brownian motion Sδrβ [Ω] are represented in Figure 4.7, both in air
and at low pressure (10−3 mbar). They yield important information about the mechanical properties,
such as oscillation frequency, effective mass and damping rates. The spectra shown in Figure 4.7 also
reveal that the two polarizations of the fundamental longitudinal mode are not frequency degenerate.
They oscillate along two orthogonal directions as determined below, which are set by the asymmetry
of the nanowire geometry. Using equations (4.3) and (4.4), one finds that they can be adjusted by the
following expression:

Sδrβ [Ω] = SV	 [Ω]/β2 =
∑
i=1,2

2kBΓiT/Mi(
Ω2
i − Ω2

)2
+ Ω2Γ2

i

|ei · eβ|2. (4.5)
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Thus, the height of both thermal noise peaks depends on the orientation of the measurement vector.
Each peak is maximized individually when its corresponding eigendirection is aligned with eβ. The
maximal signal-to-background ratio is obtained by positioning the nanowire is a region of strong
differential intensity gradients.
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Figure 4.7: Measurement of the thermal noise of the nanowire, at room pressure (left) and low pressure
(right: 0.001 mbar). The two peaks correspond to the two polarizations of the nanowire, whose
degeneracy is lifted by the geometric asymmetry of the system. Both curves are adjusted with two
thermal noise mechanical Lorentzian curves, following expression (4.5), which allows to derive the
frequencies and damping rates of both eigenmodes. Their effective masses and orientations can be
deduced from the reproduction of similar measurement at different locations within the optical waist,
which allows varying the measurement vector β (see text). The visible increase of the mechanical
quality factors at low pressure is due to the reduction of acoustic damping.

Reproducing this measurement for different measurement vector orientations eβ, following the
procedure developed in [97, 102], allows to determine the vibration orientations ei, as well as the
mechanical damping rates and effective masses, assuming that no static heating occurs. Variation
of the measurement vector can be realized by moving to different positions within the optical waist.
The cartography of the measurement vector is reproduced in Figure 4.8. A sequence of 10 × 10
measurements performed on a 3.5× 1.7µm grid allowed to determine the perpendicular orientations of
the eigenmodes being rotated by 10 degrees with respect to the optical axis uz, as is shown in Figure
4.10. The adjusted oscillation frequencies are Ω1/2π = 5.99 MHz, Ω2/2π = 6.29 MHz of both modes,
their mechanical damping rates are Γ1/2π = 0.19 MHz, Γ2/2π = 0.18 MHz in air and the effective mass
is M = 1.5 pg. These large mechanical frequencies are very close to the one emulated in Chapter 3 and
should therefore allow operation in the resolved sideband regime of the driven spin dynamics. Notice
that the mechanical spectra were obtained under ambient pressure. At lower pressure, the reduced
friction causes the mechanical decay rates to decrease by about a factor of ten to Γ1/2π = 22 kHz
and Γ2/2π = 19 kHz. These values correspond to an intrinsic quality factor of Q ≈ 300 which is far
from the best values achieved on similar nanowires (approx. 10 000). However since here we were
not interested in the dynamical back action of the spin onto the resonator, and since the oscillation
amplitudes achieved were sufficient, this was not considered as a limitation. All experiments that will
be shown in the suit were therefore executed under ambient conditions.
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Figure 4.8: AC displacement calibration in the (ux,uz)-plane. The local two dimensional gradient is
shown in terms of the vector field β(ux, uy, uz). uy is fixed to the NV position on the nanowire.

4.1.4 Mechanical excitation of the nanowire motion

Mechanical motion of the SiC nanowire can be excited by two means. The first one is by modulating
the input voltage of a piezo stack placed on the nanowire support at a drive frequency Ωd/2π. The
modulation voltage is provided by an Agilent 33250A signal generator, amplified by a high speed high
voltage amplifier (WMA-300 from Falco Systems) with an output limited between -150 V and 150 V.
A complication arises due to resonances of the piezo excitation with the drive frequency, which render
the calibration of the nanowire driving force difficult. Alternatively, an electrostatic force F can be
used to actuate the nanowire. It is connected to the spatial dependence of the capacitance C between
the nanowire and the waveguide which is at a potential V : F = −V 2

2 ∇C. Again, RF voltages are
supplied by the Agilent 33250A signal generator. Because the electrostatic force is proportional to
V2, it is necessary to apply a voltage offset V0 around which the tension is modulated (amplitude δV ).
After amplification, the signal is injected in the waveguide circuit, for which we use two bias tees as
employed for combining RF fields in the test system. Opening the circuit on the RF port of the exit
bias tee ensures that no currents are drawn (see Figure 4.9). Since the circuit transmission is relatively
flat at low RF frequencies, the amplitude of the electrostatic driving force is independent of the drive
frequency Ωd/2π. As such it can be expanded as

F(t) ≈ −V
2

0

2
∇C − V0δV (t)∇C. (4.6)

The first term represents a time independent force that creates a static deflection of the nanowire
towards the waveguide. The second term represents a time varying force δF(t) that serves to resonantly
drive the nanowire.
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Figure 4.9: Measurement of the waveguide transmission S12 (red) and reflection S11 (green).

The direction eF of the dynamical electrostatic driving force δF(t) = δF cos Ωdt eF must be
precisely calibrated in order to understand the orientation and magnitude of the induced displacement,
the latter of which strongly depends on force’s projection onto the two modes (e1, e2), see Figure 4.10
(a). This is done by exploiting the vectorial force sensitivity of the nanowire, granted by the frequency
non-degeneracy between both eigenmodes, and sweeping the electrostatic force frequency Ωd/2π across
the two polarizations. Simultaneous measurement of the induced projected displacement with a vector
network analyzer yields the electrostatic response function of the nanowire,

δrβ
δF

[Ωd] =
∑
i=1,2

χi[Ωd](ei · eβ)(ei · eF), (4.7)

where we have assumed that the thermal noise has a negligible contribution. The amplitude of
a typical response measurement is represented in Figure 4.10 (b). Since the measurement vector is

known, an adjustment with
∣∣∣∑i=1,2 χi[Ωd](ei · eβ)(ei · eF) + χbck

elec

∣∣∣2 permits to infer the magnitude and

the orientation of the force vector [97]. Note that a small coherent background added by electrostatic
parasites to the differential photocurrent must be taken into account in order to obtain perfect
agreement. The resulting force vector is shown in Figure 4.10(a). It is oriented at 50◦ of the first
polarization, pointing towards the waveguide. The deviation with respect to the optical axis can be
explained by the presence of the magnetic bead and the nearby tungsten tip holding the nanowire.
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Figure 4.10: Application of an external driving force. (a) Diagram showing the random orientation
of the mechanical modes, optical axis, measurement vector and the external electrostatic force. (b)
Measurement of the nanowire’s Brownian motion (red) compared to its response to the electrostatic
force with the same value of β
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4.1.5 Suspended waveguide and magnetic gradient structure

For this experiment, a specific waveguide has been developed (with the help of Laure Mercier de
Lépinay, Aurlien Kuhn and the Nanofab team) in order to permit an efficient optical access compatible
with the large numerical aperture objectives used in our experiment. It also supports the magnetic
gradient source. The waveguide used in this hybrid setup, schematically shown in Figure 4.11 (a), is
based on the same principles as the waveguide of the test system of Chapter 3. A 500 µm thick Silicon
substrate supports a 400 nm silicon nitride insulator and a 200 nm thick gold layer (and 1 nm Ti as
an adhesion layer) which carries electrical signals shaped into a central constriction of 40 µm in width
and 1 mm in length, where the local current densities are increased to provide large magnetic fields.
In order to permit optical access to the NV defect and nanowire just above the structure, KOH dry
etching along the Si crystal’s (111) direction was used to render the bulk cross section trapezoidal,
which widens the opening angle to 54.7◦, which is steeper than the 48◦ angle of the laser beams focused
by our 0.75 NA microscope objectives, see Figure 4.11 (b). The waveguide is micro-bonded onto a
PCB board and connected to the MW and RF circuit by SMA connectors. The whole structure is
mounted on a remote controlled piezo-stage which enables high precision position control in all XYZ
directions.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

100 μm

Figure 4.11: Waveguide and magnetic structure. (a) Graphical sketch illustrating the wide opening
anlge offered by the MW waveguide to improve optical access to the nanowire and NV defect. (b)
Photograph showing the waveguide in the close proximity of the microscope objective. (c) Image taken
with an optical microscope showing the ∼ 1 mm long constriction of the waveguide from above. (d)
SEM image showing the same. Clearly visible are the trapezoidal cross-section of the waveguide and
the magnetic bead in the center. (e) False color SEM image with an angled view of the micro-bead.
The diameter of the bead is about 18 µm.

In order to achieve a good and stable control on the spin dynamics at the working point position
in the magnetic field gradient, it was decided to attach the magnetic field gradient source to the
waveguide. The magnetic structures employed are commercially available (MQP-S-11-9-20001-060
isotropic powder from Magnequench) spherical beads made from a NdFeB with a diameter of several
µm. Their typical coercive field is approximately 0.55 T. Using a strong external magnetic field
provided by a 2 T magnet, the magnetic dipole can be oriented along a desired direction which will
be adjusted to the measured NV orientation. In order to obtain large magnetic field gradients, the
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working distance to the NV defect is small, comparable to the bead’s radius and requires a very stable
positioning as explained above. SEM images of the magnetic bead deposited onto the waveguide
edge are shown in Figures 4.11 (c) and (d). The deposition of the micro-bead onto the waveguide is
realized with micro-manipulators combined with a high quality optical microscope featuring a precise
and convenient scanning table. Working at a constant magnetic field amplitude and direction then
requires adequate positioning of the waveguide. While this might reduce coupling to the MW fields,
we have not been limited by this restriction due to a 25 W MW amplifier from Amplifier Research
which was also able to compensate for the small residual impedance mismatch. Attaching the magnetic
bead directly onto the waveguide furthermore reduces the number of elements close to the microscope
objectives and thus simplifies spatial access to the optical detection region. The overall experiment
was stable over a few hours before the static magnetic field has to be realigned. On shorter timescales,
residual vibrations as well as thermal drifts slightly shift the resonance frequency ω0/2π. This leads to
inhomogeneous broadening of the spin resonance, resulting in the observation of Gaussian lineshapes in
the spin spectra. Since the thermal drifts become relevant to the spin only for large enough magnetic
field gradients, the inhomogeneous broadening is only observed when working at lower spin energies.
As the ELSAC is approached, the line profile thus gradually changes from Lorentzian to Gaussian, see
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: ODMR measurements of the NV spin. (a) Far away from the magnetic structure, the
spin couples only weakly to the oscillator position and the |+1〉 and |−1〉 eigenstates are mainly split
due to strain effects in the nanodiamond. The gray line is a fit two a sum of two Lorentzian lineshapes.
(b) Closer to the magnetic structure, the magnetic field and magnetic field gradient increase, shifting
the |+1〉 eigenstate close to the ESLAC (Bext

‖ ≈ 51 mT). ESR spectra, taken over several minutes, are
then experiencing additional broadening due to thermal drifts, which slowly shift the spin resonance
frequency ω0/2π in an inhomogeneous manner. The gray line indicates a fit to a Lorentzian lineshape,
while the black curve is a fit to a Gaussian lineshape. The difference in fluorescence is due to different
optical powers.

4.2 Alignment of the setup

The preceding description of the experimental setup has introduced the many components that are
at play, giving rise to a large parameter space. In this section we will discuss the constraints for
the alignment of the NV defect and how its position can be adjusted in the magnetic field gradient
emerging from the magnetic bead.

4.2.1 Alignment of the NV defect

The orientation of the NV defect can be measured using the same procedure as described in section
3.3.2. The waveguide is moved relatively far away from the NV defect such that the influence of the
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magnetic field from the NdFeB micro-bead becomes negligible. An external magnetic field with a well
known orientation is then approached from the ux- and the uz-direction while ODMR spectra are taken
to track the shift of the resonance frequency. Once the polar and azimuthal angles are determined,
the sample holder of the nanowire is rotated such that the z-direction of the spin is aligned as close as
possible with the optical axis uz, see Figure 4.13 (a). In this configuration the two optical dipoles of
the NV center, which are lying in the plane perpendicular to the NV axis, are almost transverse to
the optical axis. This ensures that a maximum amount of the emitted fluorescence is collected by the
confocal microscope. This step is of crucial importance for achieving reasonable averaging times.

4.2.2 Alignment of the MW field

In order to achieve an efficient manipulation of the spin, the MW magnetic field needs to exhibit a
strong component transverse to the spin direction. Because of spatial restrictions, the waveguide is
oriented such that the MW current flows in the ux-direction, perpendicular to the optical axis. As
can be seen in Figure 4.13, a transverse component is present as soon as the NV position is slightly
displaced from right above the waveguide along the optical axis. By measuring the contrast of ODMR
spectra and the frequency of Rabi oscillations, it is possible to infer the local strength of the transverse
component of the MW magnetic field. We found that by using the MW amplifier, fast Rabi precessions
are observable even at waveguide distances of more than 20µm. However, in order to not operate at
too large MW powers we decided to work slightly in front of the waveguide, as illustrated in Figure
4.13, maximizing the transverse field component. Once in place, the MW amplifier can be operated
at 44 dBm gain while most of the power is dissipated in the 50 Ohm resistor (with a 2 Watt limit)
connected outside of the cavity. Simultaneously, this working point permits to produce an efficient
electrostatic force, which would cancel in case where the NV is positioned above the waveguide.
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Figure 4.13: NV alignment. (a) The nanowire is rotated such that the spin z-direction is as close as
possible parallel to the optical axis uz. The optical dipoles of the NV, lying in the NV (x,y)-plane,
then efficiently emit fluorescence in the solid angle detected by the confocal microscope. Moving the
nanowire in the (ux,uz)-plane changes the coupling to the MW magnetic field. (b) Coupling to the
magnetic dipole can be increased or decreased by moving the waveguide in the ux-direction. First, the
bead is brought into the (uy,uz)-plane intersecting with the optical axis. Next, the magnetic field at
the NV position is adjusted by motion in the (ux,uz)-plane.

4.2.3 Orientation of the oscillation directions

As explained above, we measured the vibration axis e1 to be tilted by 10◦ with respect to the optical
axis uz. Finally, the constraints on the vibration direction can be lifted by adjusting the drive frequency,
as long as the force vector is not aligned along one of the vibration axes. Indeed, the presence of
the micro-bead (see Figure 4.13 (b)) distorts the iso-voltages of the electrostatic potential, such that
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the orientation of the electrostatic force can be changed by moving the waveguide along ux. In the
following part, we are interested in the vectorial character of the hybrid coupling, which does not
necessitate optimization of the coupling strength along one particular direction.

4.2.4 Magnetic field alignment

The NV defect is now aligned such that, on the one hand, a large amount of fluorescence is collected
and, on the other hand, that it shows good coupling to the MW magnetic field. By moving the
waveguide in the ux-direction (see Figure 4.13 (b)), we can approach the NdFeB bead, which increases
the magnetic field and the local magnetic gradient. In order to go to the ESLAC regime, where the
nuclear spin becomes polarized, the bead is moved to lie in the (ux,uy)-plane that coincides with
the optical axis. Following this step, the projection of the magnetic dipole field along the NV axis
has to be increased to about 51 mT. It is important to ensure that transverse components of the
magnetic field stay small in order to avoid both, level mixing and fluorescence decrease. Hence, by
surveying the emitted fluorescence as the magnetic structure is brought closer, the ESLAC can be
reached. In our laboratory, we used this principle, which is essentially the same as was used in section
3.3, to developed a procedure that allowed us to rapidly bring the NV spin to the ESLAC regime.
Raster scans of the NV fluorescence are taken by fixing the confocal microscope to the NV position
and sweeping the position of the NdFeB bead in the vertical (ux,uy)-plane by moving the waveguide
with help of the piezo controllers. Such slices inform us qualitatively about how much the spin energy
eigenstates (in the presence of an external magnetic field) are different from the eigenstates of σz, for
which the fluorescence is maximized. Typical maps are shown in Figure 4.14. The rearmost image
corresponds to a large distance between the magnetic dipole and the NV (≈ 24µm). It shows an area
of maximum fluorescence in the central part, indicating the region where the magnetic field emerging
from the bead is mainly oriented along the NV z-direction. After such a scan, the magnetic bead is
moved in the (ux,uy)-plane to the position of maximum fluorescence. Subsequently the uz distance
is lowered. Another fluorescence scan in the (ux,uy)-plane is performed to optimize magnetic field
alignment at the new z position. Closer to the bead, the NV defect sees a larger magnetic field but also
larger gradients in the transverse directions, leading to a reduced size of the maximum fluorescence
spots, see Figure 4.14. An ODMR measurement verifies the resonance frequency ω0/2π of the NV spin
at that precise location. The previous steps are repeated until ω0/2π ≈ 1.45 GHz. Due to high spatial
control of the piezo motors, the procedure is very robust as long as rough orientation of the NV and
magnetic dipole are known and the NV can be aligned at the ESLAC condition on a timescale of 10
minutes.
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Figure 4.14: Magnetic field alignment. The fluorescence maps are obtained by locking the confocal
microscope onto the NV fluorescence and moving the waveguide supporting the NdFeB micro-bead in
the vertical (ux,uy)-plane. Closer to the bead, at a reduced uz distance, the transverse gradients ∂xB
and ∂yB are larger, which reduces the size of the maximum fluorescence area.

4.3 Determination of the vectorial parametric coupling strength

As introduced in Chapter 2, the hybrid coupling Hamiltonian is Hint = −gµBσ. (δr.∇) B
∣∣
r0

and the

corresponding modulation strength is ~δω0 = δr.λ with λ = ~∇ω0

∣∣
r0

(r0). The dynamical coupling
strength λ can thus be extrapolated from the knowledge of the spatial dependence of the spin energy
~ω0. In other words, the knowledge of iso-spin energy contours will allow the determination of the
vectorial coupling strength λ. To do so, we apply a fixed MW frequency ω/2π and scan the position
of the magnetic bead. For every position r0 where ω0(r0) = ω, a reduction of fluorescence is observed,
which permits finding positions of iso-spin energies. This technique, also called resonant slicing in
magnetic resonance imaging, was already employed in NMR [51] and, more recently, used in NV based
magnetometry [87], as was briefly discussed in Chapter 1. In Figure 4.15 we show such measurements,
scanning the magnetic bead in the (ux,uy)-plane at various MW frequencies. As the spin axis is
roughly parallel to the uz-direction, and the magnetic dipole of the bead is roughly oriented as
indicated in Figure 4.13 (b), we see dark rings describing iso-energy contours, where the spin energy
is ENV = ~ω. Likewise for scans in the (ux,uz)-plane, where instead of rings, the iso-energy contours
describe parachute like arches, see Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15: Measurement of the position dependent coupling strength. A monochromatic MW tone ω
flips the spin state and reduces the NV fluorescence where ENV = ~ω. Iso-energy contours are visible
as rings for scans in the (ux,uy)-plane.
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Figure 4.16: Measurement of the position dependent coupling strength. A monochromatic MW tone ω
flips the spin state and reduces the NV fluorescence where ENV = ~ω. Iso-energy contours are visible
as parachutes for scans in the (ux,uz)-plane.

These iso-energy contours directly inform us about the spatial dependence of the spin energy
gradient, which is used for the calibration of the coupling strength δω0. An analysis of the gradients of
the iso-energy contours is shown in Figure 4.17. Closer inspection indicates that gradients on the order
of ∼ MHz/nm are available, which corresponds to a magnetic field gradient of ∼ 3× 104 T/m. This
coupling strength represents a gz/2π ≈ 40 Hz for zero-point fluctuations δxq ≈ 40 fm of the resonator.
The Brownian motion extends over ∆xth =

√
kBΘ/MΩ2

m ≈ 170 pm, which corresponds to a thermal
motion coupling strength of δωth/2π ≈ 140 kHz. The role of Brownian motion in the hybrid interaction
will be neglected here and its study is delayed Chapter 5).
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Figure 4.17: Magnetic coupling strength as a function of the micro-bead position interpolated from
measurements in Figure 4.16. The map in the background was obtained by interpolating the resonant
slice measurements of Figure 4.16 and visualizes directly the position dependent spin energy in terms
of ω0/2π. The optical and oscillation axes are as indicated. The working point ux = 0 corresponds to
alignment of the spin axis with the dipole magnetic field which maximizes the fluorescence. The spin
resonance is set to ω0/2π = 1.7 GHz (indicated by the top dashed line), slightly above the ESLAC at
ω0/2π ≈ 1.45 GHz (lower dashed line), which decreases the influence of thermal drifts.

4.4 Observation of the Mollow triplet

The necessary ingredients to demonstrate the Mollow triplet of the driven spin dynamics along with
the spin locking protocol are thus available to us. In this section, we will expose the experimental
observation of the locked spin dynamics that we obtained with the hybrid setup. Before doing so,
however, it is necessary to extend the Mollow triplet signatures to take into account the two dimensional
character of the system, as the two perpendicular oscillation modes give rise to vectorial coupling of
the hybrid components.

4.4.1 Two-directional displacement of the spin

If a driving force δF is tuned close to the mechanical resonance frequencies of the fundamental mode
family, higher order modes can be neglected. The displacement δr(t) ≡ Re

(
δr[Ω]e−iΩt

)
caused by a

driving force δF is:

δr[Ω] =
∑
i=1,2

χi[Ω]
(
δF.ei + δF th

i

)
ei. (4.8)

The displacement is indicated in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Two dimensional motion of the nanowire. (a) The oscillator displacement is described
by two perpendicular modes, each describing an independent one dimensional mechanical oscillator.
(b) As long as the force vector eF is not parallel to one of the eigenmodes, the orientation direction
can be tuned via the drive frequency Ωd/2π.

Depending on the orientation and the magnitude of the iso-spin energy gradient, the parametric
modulation can thus be varied, according to

δω
(1)
0 (t) = δr(t).∇ω0

∣∣
r0
. (4.9)

We can write
δω0[Ω] =

∑
i=1,2

χi[Ω](δF.ei)(ei.∇ω0) + δωith, (4.10)

where
δωith ≡ χi[Ω]δF ith(ei.∇ω0), (4.11)

which represents the fluctuations of the spin energy due to the thermal motion along the ei-direction.
δωith is responsible for longitudinal noise, with spectral density

Sδωith
[Ωm] = |χi[Ω]|2SiFth

|ei.∇ω0|2, (4.12)

which will be neglected in the rest of this section. We will return to the consequences of such an
additional noise source in Chapter 5. Here, we will first choose a fixed drive frequency Ωd/2π on
resonance with mode e2, so that the induced coherent displacement of a few nm will be significantly
larger than the thermal noise and is presumably aligned with e2. While the above considerations
describe motion along two directions, we will for now restrict ourselves to mechanical oscillation along
one single direction. This is justified as long as the applied driving force has a fixed frequency Ωd/2π
and an amplitude that is large compared to the thermal force.

4.4.2 Sweep of the Rabi frequency across the mechanical resonance

We move the magnetic bead to the ESLAC position following the above described procedure and
drive mechanical motion of the SiC nanowire in resonance with the fundamental mode e2 at Ωd/2π =
Ωm/2π = 6.3 MHz using electrostatic excitation with Ves = (2 + 1.8 cos Ωdt) V. Rabi oscillations of
the NV spin are driven as explained in section 3.5. Data is accumulated for approximately 5 minutes
acquisition time before an automated ODMR measurement determines the resonance frequency ω0/2π
and the MW frequency is reset to resonance, ω = ω0. This step is necessary to compensate for residual
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mechanical drifts, which were estimated to be on the order of a few MHz/h. Each Rabi curve is
obtained from accumulation of five to ten iterations, so that each Rabi measurement lasts for about
30 minutes. After such averaging time, the data quality is sufficient to perform a decent FFT. We use
this procedure to sweep the Rabi frequency across the mechanical resonance. The result is shown in
Figure 4.19. The data exhibits strong congruence with the results and model of Chapter 3. We find
that δω0/2π ≈ 5.8 MHz, which corresponds to an oscillation amplitude of 11 nm, as inferred from
the analysis in section 4.3 and the knowledge of the local parametric coupling strength ∇ω0.e2 = 0.5
MHz/nm at the NV position. The central component is clearly visible and both, the lower and upper

branches of the anti-crossing, follow the parabolas Ωeff
R = Ωm ±

√
(Ω2

m − Ω2
R) + δω2

0/4 as indicated

by the red curves. A slight divergence of the lower branch can be attributed to uncertainties in the
calibration of ΩR(PMW). A fourth component encircled by the green ellipse is also visible, whose origin
is explained in section 4.5.
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Figure 4.19: Sweep of the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π across the driving frequency Ωd/2π ≈ Ωm/2π
(resonant with e2) with δω0/2π ≈ 5.8 MHz. Red curves are the expected lower and upper branch of
the Rabi frequency. The green ellipse encircles a fourth component that appears here as a result of
nonlinear coupling, explained section 4.5.

We furthermore observe a strong increase of Rabi oscillation coherence times in the spin locking
regime, as already discussed in Chapter 3. Figure 4.20 shows Rabi oscillations in absence and presence
of driven mechanical motion. Increase of the decay time is visible as well as a narrowing of the Rabi
peaks in the Fourier spectra. We also notice that the mechanical sidebands are smaller in amplitude
than expected. This can be attributed to the thermal motion of the oscillator that superposes itself
to the monochromatic energy modulation. We will delay the investigation of this effect to section 5.5
of Chapter 5, which explores in detail how the Mollow triplet is affected by the additional incoherent
motion.
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Figure 4.20: Spin locking in the hybrid setup. Blue curves show Rabi oscillations in absence of me-
chanical motion, red curves in presence of mechanical motion at the spin locking condition. Narrowing
of the central peaks is clearly visible (from ∼ 150 kHz to ∼ 15 kHz, δω0/2π = 3 MHz, δr ∼ 6 nm).

4.4.3 Sweep of the mechanical oscillation amplitude

We subsequently sweep the amplitude of the force in order to further verify the consistency of the
spin dynamics with the Mollow triplet model. We choose again to drive mechanical motion on the
e2 mode, this time using the piezo drive. We increase the drive amplitude from 0 V to 3 V. The
separation of the Mollow triplet sidebands δω0/2π reach approximately 5 MHz at maximum drive, see
Figure 4.21. By comparison with the magnetic gradient at the oscillator position as determined in
section 4.3, we conclude that the oscillator displacement along e2 is varied between 0 nm and 10 nm,
which is in agreement with the drive efficiency measured above. We also observe a faint component at
∆N,M ∼ δω0/2, which appears due to a MW detuning δ caused by thermal drifts.
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Figure 4.21: Sweep of the mechanical oscillation amplitude using piezo excitation. The measurement
verifies the linear dependency of the sideband separation on the oscillation amplitude. In the vicinity
of the intra-multiplicity component ∆N,M ∼ δω0/2 a darker color background indicates detuning noise
cause by residual thermal drifts.

4.4.4 Investigation of the spin locking phenomenon in the two dimensional plane

We furthermore explore the vectorial coupling of the oscillator motion to the spin dynamics. By
sweeping the frequency of the electrostatic driving force, Ωd/2π, across both mechanical modes e1 and
e2, the oscillation trajectory of the SiC nanowire varies in the (e1, e2)-plane, which allows exploring
the vectorial nature of the interaction. Moreover, the oscillation amplitude changes as the frequency
dependent mechanical susceptibility of each mode is probed. To directly measure this effect on the spin
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dynamics, we sweep the drive frequency Ωd/2π, while adjusting the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π to always
match the spin locking condition Ωd = Ωm = ΩR during the entire frequency sweep. The separation of
the Mollow triplet sidebands then informs us directly about the dependence of the linear parametric

coupling strength δω
(1)
0 on the mechanical susceptibilities of the two modes and the magnetic field

gradient topology. Such a measurement is shown in Figure 4.22, where the electrostatic drive amplitude
before the amplifier was set to 2.8 V with 2 V offset. As expected, the central component of the Mollow
triplet is linearly increasing with Ωd. Simultaneously, the separation of the Mollow triplet sidebands
varies with Ωd. Comparing the data to a measurement of the thermal noise displacement spectral
density, see Figure 4.10 (b), clearly illustrates that the sideband separation increases as the drive
frequency approaches the respective resonance frequencies of the mechanical modes.
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Figure 4.22: Sweep of the mechanical drive frequency Ωd/2π, while adjusting the Rabi frequency to
ΩR = Ωd. Visible is the linear increase of the central Mollow component with Ωd and a variation of the
sideband separation as a function of the mechanical drive frequency. The data is fitted with expression
(4.15). We have imposed the values for Ω1,2, Γ1,2, M and eF, as found from the measurements described
above. We find that e1.λ ≈ cos 70◦, yielding a potential working point (x0, z0) = (2.5, 18.5)µm, in
rough agreement with the value expected from the experimental settings.

To fully understand the vectorial character of the observed signatures and their dependence on the
oscillator trajectory, it is necessary to closely inspect the driven trajectories and their evolution with
the drive frequency, as described by δr(t) ≡ Re

(
δr[Ω]e−iΩt

)
and equation (4.8). One obtains

δr(t) =
∑
i=1,2

Re
(
χi[Ω] (δF.ei) e

−iΩt) ei ≡
∑
i=1,2

δri(t)ei

=
∑
i=1,2

(δF.ei) |χi[Ω]| cos (Ωt− φi[Ω]) ei, (4.13)

where the dephasing φi[Ω] is given by χi[Ω] = |χi[Ω]|eiφi , so that

φi[Ω] = arctan

(
ΩΓi

Ω2
i − Ω2

)
. (4.14)
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It is important to notice, that when the damping rates Γi are comparable to the frequency splitting
Ω2−Ω1 ≈ 2π×300 kHz, the induced trajectories are elliptical in the (e1, e2)-plane, since the vibrations
projected along the ei-directions can acquire any dephasing. In vacuum, when the Q factor is increased,
this is not the case anymore, and we retrieve quasi linear oscillation trajectories. Interestingly, it is then
possible to suppress coupling to the qubit, by choosing a drive frequency for which the nanomotion
is tangential to the iso-spin energy contours (notice that this, however, does not suppress parametric
coupling of the oscillator’s thermal motion). We take advantage of the elliptical trajectories to explore
the vectorial character of the parametric coupling of the two dimensional oscillation with the qubit.
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Figure 4.23: Driven oscillation trajectories. (a) In gray: trajectories obtained while driving the
hybridized nanowire at various drive frequencies across the two fundamental mechanical polarizations,
for a force vector at 45◦ with respect to the ux-axis. In orange are highlighted three trajectories

corresponding to the extrema of the measured parametric modulation strength δω
(1)
0 , shown in (b),

which is derived geometrically using the maximum of the ellipsoid’s projection onto eλ. Note that
in the situation of low mechanical quality factors, the maximum coupling strength is not obtained
at the exact mechanical resonance frequencies which are highlighted in orange. Simulated values are
Γ1,2/2π = (190, 170) kHz, Ω1,2/2π = (5.99, 6.3) MHz.

Figure 4.23 (a) illustrates the trajectories of the driven nanowire in the horizontal plane. Their

elliptical character is clearly visible. The linear parametric modulation strength δω
(1)
0 reads

δω
(1)
0 (t) =

∑
i=1,2

Re
(
χi[Ω](δF.ei)(ei.∇ω0)e−iΩt

)

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i=1,2

χi[Ω](δF.ei)(ei.∇ω0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ cos (Ωt− φ[Ω]) , (4.15)

where the phase φ[Ω] is the argument of the expression within the absolute value sign, which is the
parametric modulation strength. The corresponding magnitude of the parametric modulation strength
in represented in Figure 4.23 (b). The signatures are in qualitative agreement with the experimental
data shown in Figure 4.22.

Experimentally, we observe a remanent signature of the Mollow triplet even at large detunings of
the drive frequency. This represents a parasitic effect due to the use of the electrostatic actuation,
generating a modulation strength of δωbck

0 /2π ≈ 1.8 MHz. It is noteworthy that it disappears in case
of piezo electric actuation, which does not generate residual currents, see Figure 4.24. Section 4.5 is
dedicated to the interpretation of this parasitic signal.
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Taking into account this parasitic component, we adjust the experimental data using

δω
(1)
0 [Ω] =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i=1,2

χ[Ω] (δF.ei) (ei.∇ω0) + δωbck
0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.16)

where δωbck
0 is a frequency independent complex term with amplitude

∣∣δωbck
0

∣∣ = 1.86 MHz and phase
99◦. The fit shows very good agreement with the experimental data, as can be seen in Figure 4.22.

Several pairs of values of force and gradient (δF,∇ω0) yield a satisfying fit of the experimental data.
To verify the consistency with our measurements, we impose that the spin resonance frequency is fixed
to ω0/2π = 1.7 GHz, which corresponds to a position along the contour indicated in Figure 4.17. We
furthermore impose the orientation of the force vector, with an angle of 50◦ with respect to e1, resulting
in a potential working point (x0, z0) = (2.5, 18.5)µm, as highlighted in Figure 4.17. This position is in
rough agreement with the one experimentally chosen. Notice that the measurement position is subject
to the combined constraints of maximized fluorescence and preserving ω0/2π = 1.7 GHz, allowing
a spatial tolerance for mechanical drifts within a 1µm2 region. Agreement with the experimentally
chosen position can potentially be improved by a larger precision on the measurement of eF, which
was difficult due to non-trivial position dependence of the electric parasitic noise on the QPDs. The
true position of the NV in the gradient is probably closer to the optical axis (and hence a smaller value
x0) as this is in agreement with the large amount of detected fluorescence NV during execution of the
experiment.
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Figure 4.24: Sweep of the piezo-electric drive frequency Ω/2π. (a) The measurement shows the same
signature as in Figure 4.22. However, due to the complicated piezo response, we observe a more
complicated frequency dependence of the oscillation amplitude. The blue lines are fits of equation
(4.15) to the data, yielding an angle between e1 and λ of 28◦. Notice the shift of the resonances, which
was observed due to a permanent alteration of the nanowire during experimental data collection and
can be explained by debris from the environment randomly accumulating on the resonator. (b) The
resulting working point (x0, z0) = (1.0, 19.0)µm is indicated on the spin energy surface. eF for the
piezo drive was assumed to be at 70◦ with e1, inferred from the setup geometry and orientation of the
piezo excitation crystal.

4.5 Quadratic coupling

We have seen that the linear coupling strength δω
(1)
0 achievable in our hybrid system can overpass

the strength observed in the test experiment. It is thus natural to investigate higher order coupling
mechanisms and we will now describe the experimental signatures as well as the two mechanisms
which are at play: the nanomotion of the oscillator in a parabolic spin energy surface and a quadratic
Zeeman shift due to a modulated residual transverse magnetic field.

4.5.1 Experimental observation

We now return to the observation of the additional component observed in Figure 4.19 (encircled in
green). In order to increase the visibility of the phenomenon in this data set, we repeat a measurement
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of the Rabi frequency sweep at larger electrostatic driving amplitudes. The data is shown in Figure
4.25.
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Figure 4.25: Sweep of the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π across the mechanical drive frequency Ωd/2π =
Ωm/2π = 6.29 MHz, δω0/2π ≈ 7.0 MHz. A lower component

√
(ΩR − Ωm)2 + δω2

0/4 crosses with
Ω = Ωm −

√
(ΩR − Ωm)2 + δω2

0/4 and therefore presents a strong deviation from the theoretical
parabolic behavior that is indicated by the dotted lines. Another component becomes visible at
Ω = 2Ωd.

We observe indeed again a fourth component Ω = ∆N,M , that seems to join the lower branch
around ΩR/2π = 5 MHz but then diverges and bends towards Ωd as ΩR increases. Also, a strong
deviation from the parabolic prediction of equation (3.55) is visible. At the same time, where ΩR

approaches 2Ωd, a component at twice the modulation frequency starts to appear.

4.5.2 Quadratic parametric modulation

This behavior can be explained by an additional contribution to the spin energy modulation quadratic
in the drive field,

ω0(t) = ω0 + δω0(t) = ω0 + δω
(1)
0 cos Ωdt+ δω

(2)
0 cos2 Ωdt, (4.17)

which becomes important for strong driving amplitudes. Numerical simulations including this ad-
ditional contribution show that the intramultiplicity component ∆N,M appears, as well as a spin
synchronization on the 2Ωd tone, see Figure 4.26. The effect of the higher order term can be under-
stood in terms of a dc energy shift and an oscillation at 2Ωd, for we have

δω
(2)
0 cos2 Ωdt = δω

(2)
0

1 + cos 2Ωdt

2
, (4.18)

which effectively explains appearance of a component at 2Ωd. Notice that there also appears an
anti-crossing slightly below 2Ωd. For a single tone Ωm, higher order anti-crossings only occur at odd

multiples of Ωm [122, 169]. The anti-crossing at 2Ωd of size δω
(2)
0 /2 can therefore be ascribed to a

second modulation frequency. Moreover, the offset term induces an effective detuning of the MW with

the unperturbed resonance ω0 of δ = δω
(2)
0 /2. Consequently, offresonant pumping leads to appearance

of the component at Ω = ∆N,M in the Fourier spectra (see the selection rules (3.99)), as already
mentioned above.
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Figure 4.26: Simulation data with Ωd/2π = 6.5 MHz and δω
(2)
0 = aδω2

0, with nonlinearity a =
0.22 MHz−1. (a) Simulated sweep of the Rabi frequency ΩR/2π across the mechanical drive frequency,

δω0/2π = 7.0 MHz and δω
(2)
0 = aδω2

0 = 0.7δω0. The lower component Ω = ∆N,M and Ω = 2Ωd

become visible due to the quadratic contribution. Notice that the branch ΩR −∆(N,M) crosses with

the branch ∆N,M . (b) Sweep of the oscillation amplitude. For the nonlinearity a = 0.22 MHz−1 the
quadratic component does not significantly influence the spin dynamics in the simulated parameter
range corresponding to the measurement in Figure 4.21.

4.5.3 Origin of the nonlinearity

We discuss here the origin of the contribution quadratic in the drive field. Motion of the nanowire
at 2Ωd as a potential explanation for the energy modulation at twice the mechanical frequency can
be excluded: because of the small mechanical susceptibility far away from the resonance frequency,
displacement due to an additional driving force Fes[2Ωd] is negligible. We therefore seek the origin of
the nonlinearity elsewhere.

Quadratic motional hybrid coupling

Due to the strong spatial variations of the magnetic field and the important oscillation amplitudes
that are achieved, one has to take into account higher order terms in the expansion of the position
sensitive Zeeman effect:

ω0(r) ≈ ω0(r0) + δr.∇ω0

∣∣
r0

+
1

2
(δr.∇)2 ω0

∣∣
r0
. (4.19)

The last term is quadratic in the oscillation δr(t) and originates from a Hamiltonian

H
(2)
int = ~λ(2)σzx̂

2. (4.20)

This quadratic coupling term plays a fundamental role since it commutes with the oscillator energy,
∝ x̂2, and permits a QND measurement of the resonator excitation spectrum through spin spectroscopy.
In our situation, the quadratic modulation can be expressed as

δω
(2)
0 (t) =

1

2

∑
i,j=1,2

δri(t)δrj(t)∂
2
ijω0

∣∣
r0
. (4.21)
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Using
δri(t) ≡ δr(t).ei = Re

(
δr[Ω].eie

−iΩt) = |δri[Ω]| cos (Ωt− φi[Ω])

with φi[Ω] = arg (δri[Ω]), we have

δω
(2)
0 (t) =

1

2

∑
i,j=1,2

|δri[Ω]δrj [Ω]| cos (Ωt− φi[Ω]) cos (Ωt− φj [Ω]) ∂2
ijω0

∣∣
r0
. (4.22)

The product of the cosines can be reexpressed as cos (2Ωm − φi − φj) + cos (φi − φj), where the second
term corresponds to a static shift of the spin resonance frequency,

∆ω0 =
1

2

∑
i,j=1,2

|δri[Ω]δrj [Ω]| cos (φi[Ω]− φj [Ω])

=
1

2
Re

 ∑
i,j=1,2

δri[Ω]δrj [Ω]∂2
ijω0

∣∣
r0

 , (4.23)

and the first term represents the modulation strength at twice the drive frequency. It can be written
as

δω
(2)
0 =

1

2
Re

 ∑
i,j=1,2

δri[Ω]δrj [Ω]∂2
ijω0

∣∣
r0
e−i(2Ωt−φi−φj)

 (4.24)

= δω
(2)
0 cos (2Ωt− φ[Ω]) (4.25)

with Fourier representation

δω
(2)
0 [Ω] =

1

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i,j=1,2

χi[Ω]χj [Ω] (δF.ei) (δF.ej) ∂
2
ijω0

∣∣
r0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.26)

This expression permits to estimate the strength of quadratic coupling to the nanomotion once the
force vector δF and the gradient direction λ as well as the second order spatial derivatives of the spin
energy surface ω0(r0) are known. The latter is indeed described by a curvature matrix

ζ(r0) =

(
ζ11 ζ12

ζ21 ζ22

)
≡
(
∂2

11ω0 ∂2
12ω0

∂2
21ω0 ∂2

22ω0

) ∣∣∣∣∣
r0

, (4.27)

which is symmetric and can be diagonalized to infer the directions of the principal curvatures of
the surface, which represent the directions eα, eα+π/2=β of maximum and minimum curvature,
respectively. The curvature matrix then becomes

ζ(r0) =

(
ζα 0
0 ζβ

)
, (4.28)

with eigenvalues

ζα,β =
1

2
(ζxx + ζzz)±

√
(ζxx − ζzz)2 + 4ζ2

xz (4.29)

and eigenvectors

eα =
1√

ζ2
xz +

(
ζα − ζxx

)2
(

ζxz
ζα − ζzz

)
, (4.30)

eβ =
1√

ζ2
xz +

(
ζβ − ζzz

)2
(
ζβ − ζzz
ζxz

)
. (4.31)
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The quadratic coupling matrix ζ(r0) is shown in Figure 4.27. It is obtained by spatially differentiating
the measured map of ω0(r0) seen in Figure 4.17. Also shown are the orientations of the principal
curvatures, eα and eβ, along which the quadratic contributions are maximum, and their magnitudes
ζα and ζβ . In order to observe large quadratic couplings, it is necessary to tune the nanomotion of the
qubit along one of the principal orientations. To obtain an estimation of typical magnitudes in our
measurement, we evaluated formula (4.26) at different points of the measurement area, conditioned to
yield the observed linear parametric coupling terms as well as to fulfill ω0/2π ≈ 1.7 GHz (see Figure

4.17). The resulting strength is found to be in the δω
(2)
0 /2π = (20−150) kHz range, strongly dependent

on the measurement position.
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Figure 4.27: Quadratic motional hybrid coupling. (a) Curvature tensor of the spin energy surface,

defined as ∂2
ijω0

∣∣∣
0

with i, j = x, z expressed in Hz/nm2. In each point of the map are defined

the perpendicular principal curvature planes along which the local maximum (α) and minimum (β)
curvatures are measured (see (b)). Their orientation is represented as a stream flow in each case.
The maximum quadratic coupling is achieved when the vibrations are oriented along the principal
curvature orientations, which strongly vary in space.
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Leakage currents

Alternatively, the quadratic contribution of the energy modulation can also be created by magnetic
fields generated by leakage currents traveling though the waveguide. This is possible despite the open
circuit for the RF pathway because of a residual resistance of the waveguide and an impedance arising
from about two meters of coaxial cables combined with large voltage signals (∼ 150V ) used for the
electrostatic actuation of the nanowire motion. While we do not have precise knowledge about the
exact circuit elements, we model an equivalent circuit as shown in the diagram of Figure 4.28 (a). We
estimate that with a RF potential reaching up to 150 V, a total capacitance of C = 100 pF from the
coaxial cables and a waveguide and amplifier resistance of RWG ≈ 6 Ohm and RA ≈ 50 Ohm, currents
on the order of 100 mA are realistic. The magnetic field created by these currents can amount to
several mT, inducing rather large frequency shifts at the position of the NV spin.

The angle Φ between these RF magnetic fields and the NV axis, as shown in Figure 4.28 (b),
plays an important role as it determines the slope of the spin energy with the magnetic field around
the modulation point. In our experiment, a strong field of about 41 mT is applied along the spin
z-direction, necessary to achieve ω0/2π = 1.7 GHz. In Figure 4.28 (c) we show plots of the spin energy
against an additional magnetic field BRF created by the parasitic currents for various angles. For
Φ = 90◦, a parabola clearly indicates the quadratic shift, while the linear component becomes more
important as the external field BRF becomes more aligned with Bz. This tendency is shown in Figure
4.28 (d). In the experimental case, we presume an angle Φ close to 90◦. This assumption is for once
supported by the good ESR contrast, indicating that the MW magnetic field orientation, which is
the same as for the RF magnetic fields, is close to transverse to the NV spin. On the other hand,
for BRF = 1 mT created by the parasitic current, the linear shift observed in Figure 4.22 for large
detunings, δωbck

0 , is relatively small with δωbck
0 /2π ≈ 1.7 MHz. The small linear component indicates

strong misalignment with the longitudinal spin direction and therefore a large transverse component.
For Φ = 87◦, 1 mT of modulation amplitude generates a linear and quadratic modulation strength

of δω0/2π = 1.7 MHz and δω
(2)
0 /2π ≈ 550 kHz, respectively. The latter value is sufficiently large to

explain the size of the splitting observed at the anitcrossing with the 2Ωd tone of Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: Leakage currents and quadratic RF energy modulation. (a) The equivalent circuit
diagram taking into account the amplified voltage source, resistances of waveguide and amplifier and
the coaxial cable’s capacitance C. (b) Vector diagram defining Φ. (c) Change of the spin energy as a
function of an additional magnetic field B along the indicated direction. The curves were obtained by
calculating the eigenvalues of Hamiltonian (2.52). (d) Angular dependence of the linear and quadratic
energy modulation terms, obtained from adjusting the curves in (c) to a second order polynomial.

Finally, it is a realistic scenario that both of the effects discussed are at play here. The influence
of leakage currents can be verified by a measurement using the piezo-electric drive of the nanowire
motion. Such a measurement has however proven difficult because of the complicated frequency
dependent response behavior of the force to the actuation. Exact determination of the nature of the
quadratic coupling will be subject of further study.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have demonstrated a functioning hybrid spin-mechanical system built from a SiC
nanowire and a single NV electron spin hosted in a nanodiamond attached to the nanowire extremity.
Optical readout of the nanowire motion and spin manipulation via a specifically designed waveguide
granting a large access angle for a confocal microscope can be used independently to monitor and
control both components of the hybrid system. The position of the nanowire is encoded in the spin
energy once immersed in a large magnetic field gradient. While the spatial variation of the spin energy
can be complex in the strongly varying magnetic landscape, we have presented a reliable technique
to identify a reproducible working point for spin manipulation protocols which maximizes readout
contrast and gives access to large magnetic field gradients. Moreover, cartography of the spin energy
variation around the working point permits the determination of the vectorial parametric coupling
strength. This is an important prerequisite for the proper understanding of directional coupling of
spin and oscillator. We have verified that the principles of the driven spin dynamics in presence
of mechanical motion adhere to the theoretical description established in Chapter 3, permitting the
observation of the so called phononic Mollow triplet. The experimentally observed signatures of spin
synchronization have however gained in richness, due to both, the vectorial and bidimensional character
of the coupling inherent to the existence of two orthogonal eigenmodes which can be simultaneously
addressed and the introduction of a quadratic contribution to the energy modulation.
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Until now, we have neglected the incoherent thermal motion and, so far, all experimental signatures
have been analyzed purely in the context of monochromatic motion of the oscillator. Indeed, it has been
surprising to observe such close correspondence between the measurements performed with the test
system and the hybrid experiment. Generally, the incoherent thermal motion can play a significant role
in hybrid nanomechanical systems due to the ultralow mass of the resonator that enhances the spatial
spreading of its thermal noise. In particular, one experimental feature visible in the measurement of
Figure 4.22, motivates a deeper investigation of the role of thermal noise in the spin locking mechanism:
at Ωm/2π = ΩR/2π ≈ 7 MHz we observe an unexpected feature in the Mollow triplet structure. While
the lower Mollow sideband seems to be pushed to lower frequencies, the upper component almost
disappears. This astonishing feature occurs exactly where the lower sideband is expected to overlap
with the resonance frequency of the e1-mechanical mode. This signature therefore is potentially related
to a coupling to the oscillator’s thermal motion, which we expect to be on the order of ∼ 100 kHz. In
order to better understand this effect, we will now study the influence of the thermal noise on the
Mollow triplet.



Chapter 5

Role of Brownian motion

We have seen various signatures of a mechanical oscillator parametrically coupled to a single NV
defect. So far, the mechanical oscillations could be well described by coherent, monochromatic motion
with quasi infinite correlation time. However, at the end of Chapter 4 we have also seen a striking
modification of the Mollow triplet signature when one of the triplet sidebands coincides with a thermally
driven mechanical mode. In this chapter we will go beyond monochromatic, coherent oscillator motion
and we will look at the alteration of the Mollow triplet in the presence of mechanical noise. In order to
do so, we return to the test system of Chapter 3, where along with a coherent, monochromatic RF field,
we can also inject an additional signal, emulating the noise of an oscillator’s Brownian motion. We then
investigate the response of the phonon Mollow triplet to Brownian noise peaked at one of the sideband
frequencies as well as the central component. In the latter case, we observe a certain immunity of the
spin to the additional decoherence source and we will explain the protection of coherence invoking the
doubly dressed state picture.
We then proceed to show that the double dressing signatures can also be observed for a purely Brownian
drive and we will investigate the influence of temperature and mechanical dissipation on the thermal
Mollow triplet. The latter study has also motivated us to revisit the resolved sideband experiments
of Chapter 3, where the Rabi frequency is small compared to the mechanical resonance frequency,
ΩR � Ωm. Results concerning numerical and experimental investigations of ODMR spectra and Rabi
oscillations for a strong thermal drive are given in the appendices.

5.1 Motivation

When concerned with the study of hybrid spin-mechanical devices, the ubiquity of thermal noise
in mechanical systems naturally motivates us to consider its effects on the parametrically coupled
spin. Here it is desirable to reduce data acquisition times necessary to distinguish spin induced
coherent from incoherent thermal motion in a lock-in detection scheme [98]. Working at small phonon
occupation numbers in cryogenic environments to suppress the incoherent thermal displacement is
thus a commonplace strategy. For the system presented in the previous chapter, exhibiting an effective
mass of the SiC nanowire, M ≈ 1 pg and an oscillation frequency Ωm/2π ≈ 6 MHz, we have a typical
thermal mean phonon occupation number of

m̄th =
1

e
~Ωm
kBΘ − 1

≈ 165000

and, according to expression (2.26), a root mean square displacement of

∆xth =

√
kBΘ

MΩ2
m

= 170 pm.
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In a magnetic field gradient of ∇B = 3× 104 T/m, the Brownian motion couples to the spin with a
rms coupling strength of δωth/2π ≈ 140 kHz, as mentioned before. This value is roughly one order of
magnitude less than the coupling strength obtained by coherently driving the mechanical oscillations
for the setup of chapter 4 and so we can expect a noticeable influence on the experimental signatures.
In this chapter we will thus aim at answering the question how the Brownian motion affects the
Mollow triplet signature. Furthermore, the Brownian oscillator with finite correlation time 1/Γm and
asymmetric (around a nonzero peak frequency Ωm/2π) spectral density Sth

x [Ω] presents a somewhat
novel noise source coupled to a single quantum two level system. In order to better understand the role
of Brownian motion in the experiments that were presented in this thesis so far, we will now return to
the test system of Chapter 3.

5.2 Experimental setup

Working with radio frequency fields instead of a true mechanical system will allow us to tune the
emulated thermal noise through several coupling regimes. Throughout this chapter we will restrict all
our considerations to a scalar coupling to only one polarization of the oscillator motion (for example
e1), corresponding to λ.e1 = λ and λ.e2 = 0. In that case, we define the scalar quantity

δωth = 2πλ∆xth = 2πλ

√
kBΘ

MΩ2
m

, (5.1)

which is the parametric coupling strength between spin and thermal motion, summarizing the influence
of oscillator mass M , frequency Ωm/2π as well as bath temperature Θ in one parameter. From a
physical point of view, variation of δωth can therefore be considered as changing the bath temperature.
The incoherent coupling strength’s independence of the mechanical dissipation rate Γm is an elegant
demonstration of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. From the thermal noise spectral density (2.25)
we deduce the thermal coupling spectral density

Sth
δω‖

[Ω] ≡ 1

2
(2πλ)2 Sth

x [Ω] =
(2πλ)2 ΓmkBΘ/M

(Ω2
m − Ω2)2 + Ω2Γ2

m

=
δω2

thΓmΩ2
m

(Ω2
m − Ω2)2 + Ω2Γ2

m

, (5.2)

with two reference values

Sth
δω‖

[0] =
δω2

thΓm

Ω2
m

, (5.3)

Sth
δω‖

[Ωm] =
δω2

th

Γm
= Q2Sth

δω‖
[0]. (5.4)

In order to emulate such coupling experimentally, we have to inject a signal with spectral density (5.2)
in the RF waveguide of our test system, subject to the condition that the full phase-space of Brownian
motion is explored.
The latter can be witnessed in the time domain and is a second prerequisite for the generation of
proper Brownian motion. We introduce the quadratures of the signal. By decomposing x(t) into

x(t) = X1(t) cos Ωmt+X2(t) sin Ωmt, (5.5)
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and mixing the signal, we obtain the two quadratures of motion, X1 and X2. They can be extracted
using low frequency filtering1:

X1(t) =
2

T

t+T∫
t

dτ x(τ) cos Ωmτ,

X2(t) =
2

T

t+T∫
t

dτ x(τ) sin Ωmτ. (5.6)

The two quadratures X1(t) and X2(t) experience random jumps on a time scale of ∼ 1/Γm and therefore
describe the mechanical oscillator’s random walk through the phase-space diagram associated with
the Brownian motion, shown in Figure 5.2 (c). As opposed to the coherent case, the two quadratures
{X1(t), X2(t)} present a Gaussian distribution of width ∆x centered at zero in the thermal case
(compare with Figure 2.4).

5.2.1 Modification of the setup

The experimental setup is described in Figure 5.1 (a). The ability to inject a coherent (b) as
well as incoherent (c) signal simultaneously allows us to tune the competition between the two in
a well controlled manner. The waveguiding structure therefore presents a unique platform for the
experimental study of a single two level system as a spectrum analyzer. In principle, the arbitrary
waveform generator allows the emulation of various spin bath scenarios, ranging from telegraph noise
due to a few random fluctuators [171] over Gaussian colored noise due to many random fluctuators [172]
to 1/f noise which is ubiquitous in superconducting qubits [121]. Here we will provide a set of proof-
of-principle measurements on the example of the experimentally relevant Brownian noise as discussed
above.

1 In order to be insensitive to the fast oscillations but sensitive to the much slower amplitude decay, T is chosen such
that 2π/Ωm � T < 2π/Γm. This corresponds to a low pass filter cutting off frequencies above ∼ 1/T .
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup. (a) We use the test system of Chapter 3, driving spin transitions
with a MW field and modulating the spin energy with an RF field. We inject a coherent (b) as well
as an incoherent (c) signal in the waveguide, emulating the mechanical oscillator’s monochromatically
driven and thermal motion, respectively.

5.2.2 Simulated Brownian motion

The C based program performing these calculations and creating a single column “.txt” file is detailed
in Appendix E. It is based on the realization of real physical Brownian motion: a spectrally flat random
white force δF [Ω] is driving a mechanical oscillator with susceptibility χ[Ω]. By performing a Fourier
transform of x[Ω] = δF [Ω]χ[Ω], we emulate Brownian motion with the proper spectrum and Gaussian
quadrature distribution. We create a table X(i) of data points of successive positions xi, such that
the spectral decomposition of the auto-correlation function aX(j),

aX(j) = 〈X(i+ j)X(i)〉 (5.7)

agrees with the spectral density Sth
δω‖

[Ω]. We choose a time step of dt = 4 ns resulting in a sampling

frequency of 250 MHz, which is well above all other frequencies of interest (and also far from ω0). This
justifies a continuous treatment of the variable X(i), such that X(i)→ X(t) . Finally, the table X(t)
is normalized to ∆X = 1, which simplifies its handling in terms of the freely adjustable parameter
δωth, such that δω(δV, t) = δωth(δV )X(t).

The challenge in obtaining good agreement with a truly Brownian signal lies in the size of the
created table X(t), which needs to be sufficiently large in order to “explore” the full parameter space
characterizing the thermal motion. This point is made clear by adopting the following picture of the
oscillator’s incoherent motion: the mechanical resonator is vibrating at its natural frequency Ωm/2π.
At a given instance it is hit randomly by a particle of the surrounding gas. Exchange of momentum
between the two causes the oscillator to experience a change in amplitude as well as phase of the
oscillation, see Figure 5.2 (a). To fully capture the average rate of collisions Γm it is necessary to
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acquire a large enough trace X(t), such that the emulation of large Q values necessitates large file
sizes.

We first verify numerically that our list X(t) yields a spectral density (5.2). The Fourier transform
of a calculated auto-correlation table aX is shown in Figure 5.2 (b), demonstrating very good agreement
between the numerical data and the analytic expressions. Notice that the fits correspond to a conversion
of the spectra Sth

x [Ω] from radial frequency to frequency space Sth
x [f ], such that

Sth
x [f ] =

1
π

(
Γm
2π

)
f2

m

(f2 − f2
m)2 + f2

(
Γm
2π

)2 . (5.8)

Here we have used the normalization of X(t) to ∆X2 = kBΘ
MΩ2

m
≡ 1. Typical traces for Q = 100 and Q

= 200 at Ωm/2π = 6 MHz are shown in Figure 5.2 (c) and verify sufficient phase-space exploration by
the tables X(t).
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Figure 5.2: Numerically simulated Brownian motion. (a) Conceptualization of a Brownian temporal
trace. Random momentum kicks occur at times indicated by the vertical dashed lines, indicating
changes of phase and amplitude of the oscillator motion. (b) Spectra of simulated Brownian motion
with quality factors Q = 10 (red), 50 (green), 100 (blue). The black dashed lines indicate fits to
expression (5.8). (c) Phase-space of the simulated Brownian motion. Expressions for the solid lines

in the histograms are 1√
2π∆x2

th

e
− 1

2

X2
1,2

∆x2
th for X1 and X2 or r

∆x2
th
e
− 1

2
r2

∆x2
th for r =

√
X2

1 +X2
2 . Care must

be taken when choosing the filtering time T in (5.6) in order to avoid sampling at integer multiples of
the mechanical frequency. Here we have chosen T = 2π/37Γm.

5.2.3 Experimental characterization of the emulated Brownian motion

The same tables X(t) can be fed to an arbitrary waveform generator in order to create a series of voltage
points modulating the spin’s energy according to Sth

δω‖
[Ω]. The Agilent 33500 Function generator can be

programmed to cycle through a list of voltage values containing up to 16 Mpts. The maximum sampling
rate 250 Mpts/s is in congruence with the time step chosen in the simulations. At such a rate we
have more than 40 pts per oscillation period for an emulated mechanical oscillator at Ωm/2π = 6 MHz.
These conditions also imply that the maximum duration of the trajectory is 16 Mpts

250 Mpts/s = 64 ms, a
limitation that renders the emulated signal imperfect and compromises its randomness. However, the
largest pulse duration during a Rabi measurement, limited by the decoherence rate Γspin is τmax = 20µs,
which is 3200 times smaller that the Brownian trace and we therefore estimate the effect of the pseudo
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randomness to be negligible on the time scale of the Rabi measurement. The full exploration of the
available phase-space by the emulated mechanical oscillator is experimentally verified by feeding the
digitized RF signal to the Agilent MXA-N9020A signal analyzer, measuring the spectral density SV[f ].
We fit the experimental curves to expression

SV,fit[f ] =
ARF

BMg

(f2 − f2
0 )2 + f2g2

(5.9)

with the three free parameters amplitude ARF
BM, resonance frequency f0 and linewidth g. Comparing

the extracted values to the expected Sth
δω‖

[Ω], we find agreement with the resonance frequency to within

1% and within 25% for the linewidth, which ultimately verifies the emulation of a thermally excited
mechanical resonator over a frequency range of at least 2Ωm/2π. Integration of SV yields the voltage
variance (Vrms)

2, which is in very good quantitative agreement with the applied output voltage on
the RF generator and obeys the relationship between the set peak-to-peak voltage and detected rms
voltage Vrms = Vpp/2

√
2. We can therefore proceed with the calibration obtained for δω0(Vpp/2) in

the case of monochromatic energy modulation of Chapter 3 and use the simple relationship δωth = δω0√
2

for our experiments.
Alternatively, the root mean square voltage contained in the signal X(t) can be measured with

an oscilloscope. Typical traces of X(t) corresponding to the mechanical spectra are shown in Figure
5.3 (b). The 2µs time window allows identification of the principal oscillation frequency Ωm/2π and
elegantly demonstrate the effect of the two different mechanical decay rates. Measured over a large
enough time window, the oscilloscope can directly determine the rms voltage, which is in agreement
with the aforementioned evaluation. These calibration measurements are crucial in verifying proper
signal output by the AWG, which normalizes the numerical input data such that a maximum voltage
of ±5 V is not surpassed.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated Brownian motion as injected in the RF waveguide. (a) The mechanical spectra
SV were obtained for two different quality factors and input peak-to-peak voltages of Vpp = 100, 200,
500 mV (bottom to top). The log scale representation emphasizes that an increase of the input power
as controlled by the AWG shifts the entire spectrum by a constant factor without changing the shape.
The total area below each curve of the same input power but different Γm is the same. The temporal
traces in (b) show “Brownian motion” of the RF voltage measured with an oscilloscope. A smaller
quality factor Q leads to more frequent changes of the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the signal.

5.3 Experimental consequences

Above we have seen that thermal excitation of a mechanical oscillator leads to randomization of the
frequency and amplitude of motion. In fact, the picture that we developed in terms of the oscillator and
its environment experiencing random momentum exchanges, allows us to treat amplitude and frequency
distribution separately: after each interaction, occurring at an average rate of 1/Γm, the mechanical
oscillator is placed in a new oscillation regime, which is described by a new effective amplitude and
phase. The instantaneous amplitude is therefore independent of the frequency distribution governed
by the quality factor Q. We are now going to discuss potential consequences of such a motion on the
dispersively coupled spin.

5.3.1 Frequency distribution

The phase coherence of mechanical oscillation is preserved over a time scale of 1/Γm. In order for the
spin to detect such dephasing it necessarily needs to be sensitive for at least as long. We are therefore
identifying two regimes. Let 1/Γ reflect the time scale 2 over which the spin’s coherence is preserved.
For 1/Γ < 1/Γm, mechanical dephasing processes are too slow for the spin to follow. The spin will then
experience close-to-coherent energy modulation. In this regime the spin therefore acts as a broadband
detector for mechanical oscillations. On the other hand, if Γm � Γ the spin acts as a narrow band
detector and the variation of the noise spectral density Sth

δω‖
[Ω] around Ωm over the interval Γm will

play a role.

2 Generally, Γ is specific to the measurement in question. In case of Rabi oscillations, we have Γ = Γspin.
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5.3.2 Amplitude distribution

The phase-space diagrams of Figure 5.2 (c) show that the two quadratures X1(t) and X2(t) are two
independent variables with a Gaussian distribution. The instantaneous amplitude of oscillation

r(t) =
√
X2

1 (t) +X2
2 (t) (5.10)

therefore follows a so called circular distribution pth(r) [173] given by

pth(r) =

∫
R2

dX1dX2 δ

(
r −

√
X2

1 +X2
2

)
p(X1)p(X2). (5.11)

Using

p(X1)p(X2) =
1√

2π∆x
e−

1
2

X2
1

∆x2
1√

2π∆x
e−

1
2

X2
2

∆x2 ,

and changing to polar coordinates (ρ, θ), such that

pth(r) =

∫
R2

ρdρdθ δ (r − ρ)
1

2π∆x2
e−

1
2
ρ2

∆x2 , (5.12)

we obtain

pth(r) =
r

∆x2
e−

1
2
r2

∆x2 . (5.13)

The mean value and standard deviation of the instantaneous amplitude are

〈r〉 =

∞∫
0

dr rp∆x(r) =

√
π

2
∆x, (5.14)

〈
r2
〉

=

∞∫
0

dr r2p∆x(r) = 2∆x2, (5.15)

∆r =

√
〈r2〉 − 〈r〉2 =

√
2− π

2
∆x. (5.16)

The quantities 〈r〉 and ∆r both increase with the temperature Θ. In terms of amplitude distribution,
we see that the thermal excitation is very different from the coherent excitation even in the near
monochromatic limit where Γm � Γspin. While increase of the mean phonon number of a coherent

state leads to an improved ratio 〈r〉∆r ∝
√
〈r〉, the ratio between mean amplitude and amplitude deviation

is independent of the drive strength for the Brownian oscillator, 〈r〉∆r =
√

π/2
2−π/2 . Consequentially, we

can assume that the same spread in oscillation amplitude leads to a similar distribution of δω0.
The probability distribution for the parametrically coupled spin energy modulation amplitude δω0 is
therefore anticipated to be

pth(δω0) =
δω0

δω2
th

e
− 1

2

δω2
0

δω2
th , (5.17)

with δωth = 2πλ∆xth.
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Figure 5.4: Probability distribution of the parametric spin energy modulation amplitude δω0 arising
from a thermally activated oscillator.

5.4 Brownian motion at the resonance condition: The thermally
excited phonon Mollow triplet

In the above section we have established a picture which allows us to anticipate how thermal mechanical
motion is going to affect the parametrically coupled spin. While the oscillator’s amplitude distribution
gives rise to a distribution of the spin energy modulation amplitude, the oscillator’s frequency distribu-
tion sets apart parametric coupling in the dissipative (low Q) case from the near-monochromatic (large
Q) case with respect to the spin linewidth. In this section we will look at how the phonon Mollow
triplet signatures of the spin dynamics are altered due to the Brownian behavior of the oscillator.

We first investigate a sweep of the Rabi frequency across the mechanical resonance frequency by
means of numerical simulations3. Figure 5.5 shows the result in three cases of Q = 500, 100, 10 at
δωth/2π = 1.5 MHz and Γspin = 0.5 MHz. Here we have chosen to work at δωth/2π = 1.5 MHz and
Ωm/2π = 12 MHz in order to reduce higher order effects due to larger values of δωth. The corresponding
mechanical decay rates are thus Γm/2π = 0.024, 0.12, 1.2 MHz, rendering the mechanical oscillations
narrow, intermediate and broadband compared to the spin linewidth, respectively. We see that for
Q = 500 and Q = 100 the familiar signatures of the Mollow triplet are visible. A separate central
component at Ω = Ωm can be identified. However, the typical signature of an avoided level crossing is
absent. In contrast, when the mechanical dissipation Γm surpasses the qubit decoherence rate Γspin, a
broadening of the spin precession spectrum as well as a reduction of its amplitude are observed. Here,
the typical signature of a spin precession frequency locked to the mechanical frequency is missing.
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Figure 5.5: Sweep of the Rabi frequency showing the spin locking mechanism modified by the thermal
drive for three different quality factors. Here, Γm = 0.5 MHz and Γm/2π = 0.024, 0.12 and 1.2 MHz.

We take a closer look at horizontal cuts at the resonance condition ΩR = Ωm of the above Fourier
maps in Figure 5.6. Example traces of Rabi oscillation spectra of the thermally excited phononic

3 Notice that for sufficiently long traces of Brownian motion no averaging over the initial oscillator phase α is necessary.
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Mollow triplet for δωth/2π = 2 MHz are shown. For Q = 500, the central peak is very prominent,
but instead of the expected sidebands a broad pedestal is exhibited to the feet of the central peak.
The same is visible for Q = 100, but here the central peak appears broader and smaller in spectral
amplitude. In case of Q = 10, only a single Lorentzian peak appears.
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Figure 5.6: Numerically simulated Mollow triplets at various quality factors Q. Here we have chosen
δωth/2π = 2 MHz and Γspin = 0.203 MHz for visual reasons.

In order to verify these predictions on the modification of the phononic Mollow triplet spectra
by the thermal oscillator, we experimentally measure Rabi oscillations at the resonance condition
ΩR/2π = Ωm/2π = 6 MHz for two mechanical oscillators with Q = 500 and Q = 10. The data shown
in Figure 5.7 well agrees qualitatively with the simulation data of Figure 5.6. In case of a large quality
factor a sharp single peak protrudes above a pedestal. Increasing the oscillator’s coupling strength
leaves the component at Ωm unaltered, but the pedestal spreads out more and more. Inversely, in case
of the bad quality factor, only a single peak is visible, losing in height and gaining in width as δωth is
increased.
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Figure 5.7: Experimentally measured phonon Mollow triplets due to Brownian motion of an emulated
mechanical oscillator. The top row of large quality factors shows the evolution with the coupling
strength δωth in case where the mechanical dissipation rate Γm is inferior to the spin decoherence
rate Γspin, reflected by the linewidth of Rabi spectra. For small coupling strength δωth/2π = 0.4,
the synchronization signature is not yet fully established, but a pedestal is visible, as seen in the
simulations. As δωth increases, the linewidth of the central peak stays unaltered, while the pedestal
spreads out. The bottom row shows the evolution of Rabi spectra where the mechanical dissipation is
superior to the spin decoherence. A single peak is visible, which loses in height and gains in width as
δωth is increased. The gray curves in the background correspond to the Mollow triplet presented in
Figure 3.35 (δω0/2π = 3.6 MHz) and are shown for purpose of comparison.

In order to explain these signatures, we will distinguish between small and large mechanical
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dissipation.

Large Q oscillator We start by considering the large Q limit. For Γm � Γspin almost all of the
mechanical power is contained within the spin linewidth:

P spin
m (Γm) ∝ (2πλ)2

Ωm+Γspin∫
Ωm−Γspin

dΩ
1

π
Sth
x [Ω] ' δω2

th. (5.18)

The mechanical noise then appears as near-monochromatic over the spin lifetime. Therefore, for each
realization of the noise, Mollow sidebands should be visible in the Fourier spectra at the spin locking
condition, Ωm ≈ ΩR. However, the oscillation amplitude is distributed according to pth(δω0) and thus
the sidebands are averaged over the amplitude distribution, forming the pedestal in Figure 5.7.

The dependence of the central peak position on the mechanical oscillation amplitude is different
from the sidebands’. For small amplitudes, δω0 < Γspin no spin locking occurs and Rabi spectra
simply exhibit a component at Ω = ΩR (which is here set to match Ωm). However, under spin
locking conditions, the position of the central component is dictated by Ωm. As mechanical dissipation
broadens the mechanical frequency by Γm (FWHM), a broadening of the components of the Mollow
triplet can be expected as the Rabi protocol is averaged over many realizations of the Brownian motion.
For different quality factors we can therefore anticipate different steady state values towards which
σz[Ωm] converges at large temperatures when the criteria δωth � Γspin is fulfilled.

We can therefore average the Fourier transform of expression (3.83) over the distribution (5.13):

σBM
z [Ω] =

∞∫
0

dδω0 p
th(δω0)P0[Ω, δω0], (5.19)

while taking into account that spectral broadening of the central peak occurs for large mechanical
oscillation amplitudes with Γ0 → Γspin + Γm. Expression (5.19) is compared to simulation results in
Figure 5.8 and is found to be in very good agreement with the numerical data as long as the quality
factor stays large.
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Figure 5.8: Thermal noise amplitude averaging of the Mollow triplet at Ωm/2π = 12 MHz with
Γspin/2π = 0.5 MHz. Gray curves: δωth/2π = 0 MHz, light curves: δωth/2π = 0.2 MHz, dark curves:
δωth/2π = 4.0 MHz. For a mechanical oscillator with large quality factor (Q = 500 in (a) and Q = 100
in (b)) we obtain very good agreement between formula (5.19) (black dashed lines) and the simulation
data. (c) The averaging approach fails for small mechanical quality factors (Q = 10). Light blue curve:
δωth/2π = 0.4 MHz, dark blue curve: δωth/2π = 4.0 MHz.

The phonon distribution of the thermal state is thus encoded in the sidebands of the thermally
excited Mollow triplet. We find that both, their position and width now depend on the noise amplitude.
This is in contrast to the Mollow triplet in presence of coherent mechanical motion, where the width
of the sidebands Γcoh was unaffected by the field strength δω0.
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Low Q oscillator In the case of large mechanical dissipation, the mechanical modulation is
incoherent over the spin coherence time, presenting a nearly flat noise spectral density Sth

δω‖
[Ω] around

Ωm. The thermal noise can thus be viewed as a Markovian noise source, leading to an increase of the
spin decay rate via a contribution to Γν (see equations (3.23) and (5.4)): Γν = πSδω‖ [ΩR]. This leads

to an additional broadening of the central component Γ0 (noting that Sth
x [Ωm] = δω2

th/Γm):

Γ0 → Γ̃spin = Γspin +
δω2

th

2Γm
. (5.20)

In the dressed state picture, this situation resembles an increased stimulated incoherent emission of
the MW dressed spin due to the oscillator motion4. Notice that the above expressions are true for
flat spectra and sufficiently low noise power, which is satisfied as long as the motional narrowing
condition, Γspin, δωth � Γm, holds. Then, we can describe Rabi oscillations by a single component at
Ω = ΩR = Ωm with increased exponential decay:

σz[τ ] = a0e
−Γ0τ cos Ωmτ +

1

2
≈ 1

2
e
−
(

Γspin+
δω2

th
2Γm

)
τ

cos Ωmτ +
1

2
. (5.22)

We test this assumption by performing numerical simulations of low Q Rabi oscillations and fit the
linewidth Γ0 of the central peak to expression (5.22). The inferred linewidth Γ0 is shown in Figure
5.9 (a). Clearly, at large temperatures the dependence of Γ0 on δωth is not quadratic anymore and
deviations become more pronounced at large values of Q. In Figure 5.9 (b) we present a close-up
showing the good agreement of (5.22) (dashed lines) with Γ0 (solid lines) at small temperatures.
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Figure 5.9: Linewidth Γ0 of the central Mollow peak versus effective temperature for several values of
Q. (a) The emulated mechanical frequency is Ωm/2π = 12 MHz and Γm/2π = 1.2, 0.6, 0.4 MHz and
Γspin = 0.203 MHz. (b) Close-up with the indicated quality factors compared to expression 5.22. The
agreement decreases with increasing δωth and Q.

These considerations in terms of mechanically added noise at the Rabi frequency well describe
the initial evolution of Γ0 with δωth of small Q oscillators. For larger values of δωth the perturbative
approach described by (5.22) breaks down, as higher order contributions become important. These
contributions signify that the reduced but non-zero coherence of the mechanical oscillator still acts as
a resonant drive between the MW dressed states.

4 The noise spectral density S⊥ is given by 1
2
(Sy + Sδω‖) ≈ 1

2
Sδω‖ . We then have

Γ̃spin =
2π

~
|〈f |H̃ ′|i〉|2 = Γspin +

1

2
Sth
δω‖ [Ωm] = Γspin +

δω2
th

2Γm
, (5.21)

which is the same expression as above.
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Transition from the weak to the strong coupling regime We now study the evolution of
the peak height of the central component of the thermal Mollow triplet as the temperature increases.
In the coherent case, we have seen that a transition from the weak to the strong coupling regime
of the parametric interaction is associated with a decrease of amplitude to half the initial value, see
section 3.7.5. Here, we compute spectra of Rabi oscillations at the spin locking condition as above
for a wide range of δωth and for several Γm. In Figure 5.10 (a) the evolution of σz[Ωm] is shown.
Evidently, we see that the central component initially shows the same behavior as in the case of
monochromatic modulation (indicated as the Q =∞ trace). However, the steady state value σ∞z [Ωm]
at high temperatures strongly depends on the mechanical dissipation. By fitting the data in Figure
5.10 (a) to the geometric expression

G(δωth) = Constant
1 + aδωth + bδω2

th

1 + cδωth + dδω2
th

, (5.23)

we can extract σ∞z [Ωm]/σ∞z [Ωm, δωth = 0] as the ratio b/d. It is plotted in Figure 5.10 (b) in dependence
of Γm and compared to the expression

1

2

Γspin

Γspin + Γm
,

which shows good agreement with the numerically found data for two different values of Γspin. This
verifies the picture of the thermal Mollow triplet being averaged over a range Γm around Ωm, as was
already discussed for the large Q oscillator. Surprisingly, it appears that this picture is even true for
the case of low quality factors, when Γspin � Γm. Here higher order contributions of the thermal
coupling still create a thermal phonon Mollow triplet, indicating that the spin locking mechanism
is still present. Notice also that the temperature necessary to observe the steady state behavior is
strongly dependent on Q. Qualitatively, this can be attributed to the fraction of mechanical power
P spin

m (Γm) contained in the range Γspin around Ωm, which decreases with Γm, see equation 5.18.
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of σz[Ωm] with the temperature δωth for various Q. (a) The evolution of
σz[Ωm, δωth] initially resembles the one of σz[Ωm] under monochromatic energy modulation, except
in the case of bad mechanical quality factors. (b) The steady state value σ∞z [Ωm]/σ∞z [Ωm, δωth = 0]
(solid lines) falls on the curve Γspin/2(Γspin + Γm) for Γspin = 0.25 MHz and Γspin = 0.5 MHz (dashed
lines)

.

Experimental verification We test this interesting steady state behavior of the central compo-
nent experimentally. Again, we inject Brownian modulation at Ωm/2π = ΩR/2π = 6 MHz for Q = 500
and Q = 10 and increase the effective temperature δωth. The results are compared to a measure-
ment with a monochromatic RF signal, using the convention that δωth = δω0/

√
2. In Figure 5.11 we

clearly identify the same tendencies as shown in Figure 5.10 (a). In the bad oscillator limit Q = 10
we observe indeed a steady state value σ∞z [Ωm] despite Γm/2π = 0.6 MHz being much larger than
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Γspin/2π ≈ 0.15 MHz. We also notice that in case of Q = 500 as well as monochromatic modulation,
σ∞z [Ωm] does not fall to the expected value of 0.5 × σz[Ωm, δωth = 0], for which the spin locking
mechanism is responsible, which here gradually reduces the influence of a parasitic variation of the
Rabi frequency, ∆ΩR. The latter effect renders a more quantitative analysis of the data cumbersome.
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Figure 5.11: Peak evolution of the thermal phonon Mollow triplet. Data is shown for Q = 10 (blue),
Q = 500 (green) and the monochromatic case (red). The qualitative features of the simulation can be
recognized. On the one hand, the saturation value σ∞z decreases with increasing mechanical dissipation.
On the other hand, this saturation value is reached for higher temperatures as the quality factor
decreases. Short-dashed line is the analytic expression 3.94, long-dahsed line is an extrapolation of σz
assuming Γ0 → Γspin + δω2

th/2Γm for Q = 10. The data stays above the curve for large temperatures,
indicating that higher order correlations between spin and oscillator start to play an important role.

We have thus seen how the incoherent thermal motion can still create a Mollow triplet signature in
the spectra of Rabi oscillations, albeit its phonon distribution being fundamentally different from the
coherent state. In the next section we are going to see how the coherent Mollow triplet is perturbed
by mixing coherent and incoherent modulation of the spin energy.

5.5 Coherence protection

The preceding section has highlighted two experimental problems for the coupling between a driven
spin to a thermal oscillator. First, noise in the drive strength adds to environmental noise and
therefore complicates the spin’s employment as a spectrum analyzer. Second, operation at ΩR ≈ Ωm

is aggravated by the fact that the noise spectral density is highest at mechanical resonance: the spin
picks up the largest possible amount of noise. This can lead to severe complications when performing
a dynamical feedback experiment, which profits from an increase in amplitude by a factor of Q when
working at the resonance condition. In Chapter 3, locking the dressed spin by monochromatic energy
modulation has been suggested as potential workaround to the first problem. We will now show that
it also provides a solution to the second dilemma.

5.5.1 Protection of spin coherence

Again, we start by running a series of numerical simulations using Brownian noise traces with an
emulated mechanical frequency5 at Ωm/2π = 12 MHz with quality factor Q = 10, superposed to
coherent energy modulation at Ωd = Ωm. While the temperature of the thermal oscillator to the
spin is described by the parameter δωth, the effective coupling strength to the monochromatic energy
modulation is denoted by δω0. Throughout this section we will work at the resonance condition,

5 We are choosing a large value of Ωm in order to reduce contributions from the Bloch-Siegert shifts.
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ΩR = Ωd. At this stage we stress that the coherent energy modulation might well be due to additional
coherent motion of the mechanical oscillator, for example provided by an electrostatic actuation of the
nanowire as in Chapter 4. However, the scheme that we present here is modular in the sense that the
signal can also be provided, without loss of validity, by an external RF source, serving as a passive
supplementary equipment in order to stabilize the spin drive frequency ΩR/2π.

In the simulations we sweep the temperature of the thermal oscillator for three different values of
δω0. Figure 5.12 (a) recaps the situation in terms of a phase space representation for the mechanical
oscillator, which is shifted away from the origin as δω0 grows. Here, we are interested in isolating
the component oscillating at Ωm. Evolution of the detected width Γ0 is depicted in Figure 5.12 (b).
We make two observations. First, the value of Γ0 for large δωth seems to be independent of δω0.
Second, a retarded augmentation of the decay rate Γ0 with increasing coherent amplitude δω0 is clearly
visible. Notice that for initially small values of δωth the situation corresponds to a very prominent
coherent Mollow triplet, which is perturbed by the thermal noise. In principle the linewidth of the
monochromatic phonon Mollow triplet is independent of the coupling strength δω0 (Γpop = Γspin at
ΩR = Ωm) and so the linewidth Γ0 is not a function of the monochromatic energy modulation. To
explain the effect, we invoke the noise spectral density of the mechanical oscillator, Sth

δω‖
[Ω], in the

dressed state picture.
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Figure 5.12: Coherent and incoherent energy modulation. (a) Phase-space representation of the
motional state in the presence of a thermal and coherent drive. (b) Linewidth, Γ0, of the central
Mollow triplet peak as a function of temperature δωth for different coherent amplitudes δω0/2π = 0
(blue), 2 (red) and 4 MHz (black).

As explored in Chapter 3, the coherent modulation splits up the MW dressed qubit states with
the energy diagram shown in Figure 5.13 (a), creating a splitting ∆d = δω0/2 in the doubly dressed
multiplicities. The Fourier transforms of Rabi oscillations of the spin measure the noise in the
environment: the height A0 of the peak at Ωm then reflects the relative contribution of scattering
processes at Ωm, while the peak width Γpop reflects the processes different from ~Ωm and is particularly
sensitive to scattering processes |+〉 ↔ |−〉 in the double dressed spectrum. We can rewrite expression
(3.85) of the phonon Mollow triplet as

〈σz[Ω]〉 =
1

2
+

A0

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωd)

+
A+

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωd − δω0/2)

+
A−

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωd + δω0/2)
,

(5.24)
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with

Γpop = Γ+→− + Γ−→+, (5.25)

Γcoh =
1

2
(Γ+→+ + Γ−→− + Γ+→− + Γ−→+) +

√
Γ+→+Γ−→−. (5.26)

All the above rates receive additional contributions via Γν from the mechanical oscillator’s noise
spectral density, stimulating transitions at the respective frequencies. Therefore, they describe how
Rabi oscillations at the spin locking condition Ωd = ΩR are damped in the presence of additional
Brownian motion in the perturbative limit. Notice that the width of the central peak, Γpop, depends
on the noise spectral density at the position of the sidebands Ωd ± δω0/2. It therefore probes the
mechanical oscillator’s Brownian motion away from Ωm, where its effect on the induced decoherence
is much less. The situation is demonstrated in Figure 5.13 (b), highlighting the importance of the
monochromatic energy modulation amplitude for the coherence protection mechanism. Because the
noise spectral density is highest at Ωm, a larger value of δω0 reduces more and more the detected noise
spectral density.
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Figure 5.13: Diagrammatic explanation of the coherence protection mechanism. (a) The energy
diagram in the dressed state basis, showing two multiplicities separated by the drive frequency Ωd/2π.
The rates Γ+→− and Γ−→+ are associated with transitions at Ωd+∆d and Ωd−∆d, respectively, causing
a broadening of the central peak. (b) These rates receive additional contributions from the thermal
noise with spectral density Sth

δω‖
[Ω], stimulating emission and absorption processes in the dressed state

basis. The position of the sidebands of the Mollow triplet (top) indicate at which frequencies Sth
δω‖

[Ω]

is probed, showing that the influence of the thermal noise is reduced as the coherent drive strength
increases.

Using equation (3.23) and our conventions from Appendix C, Γ+→− receives a contribution from
the thermal oscillator, such that

Γ+→− = 2Γspin sin4 θ → 2

(
Γspin +

1

2
Sth
δω‖

[Ωd +
δω0

2
]

)
sin4 θ. (5.27)

We therefore arrive at the width of the central peak of the phonon Mollow triplet at the resonance
condition ΩR = Ωm (θ = π/4):

Γ0 = Γspin +
1

2

Sth
δω‖

[Ωd − δω0
2 ] + Sth

δω‖
[Ωd + δω0

2 ]

2
, (5.28)
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and for the sidebands

Γ± =
3

2
Γspin +

1

2

Sth
δω‖

[Ωd] + Sth
δω‖

[Ωd + δω0
2 ] + +Sth

δω‖
[Ωd − δω0

2 ]

2
. (5.29)

In the latter expression we have taken into account that both transitions |+M 〉 ↔ |+M−1〉 and
|−M 〉 ↔ |−M−1〉 are driven by processes at Ωd. This degeneracy causes the rates Γ+→+ and Γ−→− to
receive a contribution Sth

δω‖
[Ωd]/4 each instead of Sth

δω‖
[Ωd]/2.

5.5.2 Experimental verification of the coherence protection mechanism

We now verify these relations experimentally. We inject the same traces of Brownian motion into the RF
waveguide and supply additional monochromatic modulation at Ωd/2π = Ωm/2π = ΩR/2π = 6 MHz
and δω0/2π = 3.6 MHz (corresponding to 2 V peak-to-peak RF amplitude). The Brownian signal is
chosen to emulate a bad mechanical oscillator. Selecting Q = 10, that is Γm/2π = 600 kHz, ensures
that the noise is approximately flat over a range Γspin but changes considerably over a range δω0.
Brownian motion is then injected at initially low RF voltage and increased over a series of Rabi
measurements. A single trace of Rabi oscillations is measured during 14 hours of data acquisition. The
protocol applies 1000 MW pulses, from 20 ns to 20 µs in 20 ns steps. The result is shown in Figures
5.14 (a, b) and analyzed in (c, d). In (a), the phononic Mollow triplet can easily be identified at the
bottom horizontal line in absence of Brownian motion. As the effective temperature of the emulated
oscillator is increased, the triplet signatures disappear: the central peak is reduced in amplitude and
slightly broadened. The same behavior is visible for the sidebands, but here the process takes place
much more rapidly, until eventually only the central peak is visible at δωth/2π ≈ 1.3 MHz.
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Figure 5.14: Coherence protection. The phonon Mollow triplet (Ωd/2π = Ωm/2π = 6 MHz) due to a
coherent drive is measured while the emulated temperature of the Brownian oscillator is increased. (a)
The Fourier map shows the gradual disappearance of the Mollow triplet. While the sidebands show
a large spread already for modest temperatures, the central peak presents an enhanced robustness to
the noise. (b) The same data as in (a) (red traces) compared to the purely thermal Mollow triplet of
Figure 5.7 for Q = 10 (blue traces). The experimental data clearly shows that the additional coherent
drive prevents broadening of the central peak induced by the incoherent thermal motion. (c) We fit
the Mollow triplets to expression (5.24) and deduce the measured height of the Fourier peaks (as ratios
of amplitude to width). The data indicates that the central peak is still a prominent feature of the
Fourier spectra while the sidebands have disappeared. (d) The widths of the triplet peaks (dots and
thick solid lines) are extracted and compared to expressions (5.28) and (5.29) (dashed orange lines),
showing excellent agreement between theory and experiment.

In Figure 5.14 (b) we compare the data set to the previously obtained Rabi measurements for
purely Brownian energy modulation (for the same quality factor Q). These scans are shown in blue
and compared to the coherently plus incoherently modulated oscillations in red. While the central peak
remains clearly visible at large temperatures in presence of a coherent drive, it has almost disappeared
in case of pure thermal excitation. This shows that, due to the coherent motion, Rabi oscillations at the
mechanical frequency resist the relatively large decoherence effects, offering a convincing demonstration
of the protected spin coherence. We fit the red traces using expression (3.85), assuming Lorentzian
lineshapes for the central as well as the sideband peaks despite the Brownian noise. We thus extract
relative amplitudes of the peaks, shown in Figure 5.13 (c). The amplitudes A0/Γ0, A−/Γ− and
A+/Γ=, reflecting the ratio of transitions at the peak frequency to transitions at different frequencies,
show that for larger values of δωth, the sidebands diminish, favoring expression of the central peak
only. In Figure 5.13 (d) we plot the evolution of the peak linewidth with increasing temperature
δωth as solid lines. The dashed lines represent expression (5.28) and (5.29). Here, we have chosen
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Γspin/2π = 17.8 kHz, determined from the analysis of section 3.7.7 in Chapter 3. The theoretical curves
are thus free of any fitting parameters and show excellent agreement with the experimental data. The
spin locking condition has removed the ambiguity of noise induced by MW power fluctuations. This
allows for a sensitive measurement of the mechanically induced noise, which is in clear contrast to
the results obtained in Figure 5.5. Moreover, the data shows that, as a further consequence of spin
locking, the mechanical noise is probed away from its spectral peak, reducing the destructive impact
of the mechanical oscillator’s incoherent motion on the spin coherence. Remarkably, the prediction by
equation (5.28) is still accurate at relatively large values of δωth.

To better understand the competition between the coherent and incoherent signals, we continue
our experimental study by measuring the emergence of the triplet structure with increasing coherent
strength while the spin is experiencing energy modulation due to a Brownian oscillator (Q = 10) at
constant temperature δωth. The measurements shown in Figure 5.15 correspond to δωth/2π ≈ 0.37 MHz
in (a) and δωth/2π ≈ 0.75 MHz in (b). For low noise temperature (a), the triplet structure can still
be identified for coherent amplitudes δω0/2π & 1 MHz and linear increase of sideband separation is
visible. For larger noise temperature δωth (b), the creation of the triplet structure is retarded with
respect to δω0. Due to the increased thermal noise, emergence of the triplet structure, which is a
signature of the strong parametric coupling to the coherent oscillations, demands larger amplitudes
δω0. While sidebands are much less visible in (b), they still tend to appear at Ω = Ωm ± δω0/2 for
large values of δω0. Evolutions of the central component’s strength and linewidth are shown in (c) and
(d). This analysis is reminiscent of the measurements in section 3.7.5. However, a clear qualitative
difference arises due to the colored character of the noise spectral density Sδω‖ [Ω] at Ω = ΩR. For
a flat Sδω‖ [Ω] we would observe an initial decrease σz[Ωm] with increasing amplitude δω0 due to the
splitting of the Rabi peak into the triplet structure, see Figure 3.45. Here, however, we observe an
increase of σz[Ωm] due to the maximum of Sth

δω‖
[Ω] exhibited at Sth

δω‖
[ΩR ± δω0/2] when δω0 → 0.
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Figure 5.15: Measurement of the emergence of the Mollow triplet in the presence of colored noise.
(a) Fourier maps of a measurement at δωth/2π ≈ 0.37 MHz. (b) Fourier maps of a measurement at
δωth/2π ≈ 0.75 MHz. (c) Peak height of the central component. (d) Linewidth Γ0 of the central
component.

To gain further insight, we return to the numerical simulations. We chose a mechanical oscillator at
Ωm/2π = 12 MHz with parameters δωth and δω0 similar to the experimental case above. Overall, the
numerical data in Figure 5.16 shows good qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. We
have marked the onset of sideband separation with a horizontal yellow line, which is consistently lying
at values of δω0 > Γspin + δωth. This is a clear indication that the spin decoherence rate has obtained
contributions from the thermal noise, Γspin → Γspin(δωth). The foregoing inequality can be understood
by considering that the width of the pedestal observed in the Rabi spectra for the purely Brownian
modulation is approximately linear with respect to δωth. The monochromatic sidebands, adding
incoherently to the Fourier spectra, emerge as distinct features as soon as their separation is larger
than the thermal broadening given by δωth. Comparison of Figures 5.16 (a) and (b) with (c) and (d),
respectively, shows that sideband separation is independent of the quality factor Q, as expected from

these arguments. Eventually, the sidebands are lying in a range between Re
(

Ωm ±
√
δω2

0 − Γ2
spin

)
/2

(blue dashed line) and Re
(

Ωm ± δωth/2±
√
δω2

0 − (Γspin + δωth)2/2
)

(black dashed line), indicating

that the coherent coupling has received contributions from the thermal noise.
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5.6 Mollow triplet spectroscopy of colored environmental noise

We summarize our findings by performing one last measurement, in which we now use the Mollow
triplet as a measurement of the noise spectral density of the spin environment. The principal noise
source will here be provided by a (second) mechanical mode that is thermally driven at Ωm/2π
and detuned from a coherent drive frequency Ωd/2π, to which we adjust the MW power, such that
ΩR ≈ Ωd 6= Ωm. This situation is analogous to the Rabi measurement in Chapter 4, where drive
and Rabi frequency were swept across the mechanical susceptibility of the nanowire. We inject a
Brownian signal of Ωm/2π = 8 MHz, δωth/2π = 1.2 MHz and Q = 10, while driving Rabi oscillations
at Ωd/2π = ΩR/2π = 6 MHz. By gradually increasing the modulation amplitude δω0, the spin
dynamics first enter the Mollow triplet regime. Then the central peak becomes sensitive to the noise
spectral density at the Mollow sidebands as described above in section 5.5.1. As the sidebands move
further apart, the higher frequency component picks up more and more of the mechanically added noise.
Consequently, the Mollow triplet is strongly altered as soon as the upper sideband probes the extra
noise of thermal origin. This measurement illustrates the stimulated emission induced by the colored
noise spectrum. The FFT data is shown in Figure 5.17. In (c) we see the evolution of the Mollow
triplet with the sidebands diverging from the central component as expected. Moreover, at δω0/2π = 4
MHz, the higher frequency sideband traverses the peak noise spectral density at ΩBM

m /2π = 8 MHz,
which is accompanied by a considerable broadening of the central component. This broadening is
presented in Figure 5.17 (d) in terms of σz[Ωd, δω0], which is consequently reduced when the thermal
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noise is detected and which can be expected to evolve as (see equation (5.28)):

σz[Ωd, δω0] = σz[Ωd, 0]
Γspin

Γspin + 1
4

(
Sδωth

[Ωd − δω0
2 ] + Sδωth

[Ωd + δω0
2 ]
) . (5.30)

We observe good agreement with the above expression, as the decrease of σz[Ωd, δω0] appears at the
predicted modulation amplitude δω0. However, proper analysis of the experimental data is difficult
because at the present stage of our investigation it is not clear which value to inject for Γspin. Initially,
Γ0 represents the noise at the Rabi frequency and an additional inhomogeneous contribution ∆ΩR due
to slow thermal drifts. As δω0 increases the spin becomes locked to the drive frequency Ωd/2π and the
inhomogeneous broadening is overcome. In that case Γ0 reflects the actual noise from the environment,
Γspin. Moreover, as the spin locking condition is achieved, the central component decreases in amplitude
to half its initial value, see Figure 3.45. We compare the experimental data (solid line in Figure 5.17
(b)) to an upper and lower limit. For the upper limit we inject Γspin/2π = 0.187 MHz into expression
(5.30), corresponding to the experimentally measured peak linewidth of the Rabi spectra in absence
of RF modulation and therefore including a nonzero ∆ΩR. The lower bound is obtained by injecting
Γspin/2π = 0.073 MHz, which is the linewidth obtained once the spin is locked. We also rectify
expression (5.30) by a factor of 0.5, accommodating a decrease of the central peak amplitude to half
its initial value. These bounds provide proper limits for the experimental data, signifying that the
establishment of spin locking to the coherent modulation plays an important role.
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Figure 5.17: Sweep of the coherent Mollow triplet sidebands across the Brownian motion of a second
oscillation mode. (a) Energy diagram in the dressed state basis. The coherent motion induces an
energy gap ~Ωd between multiplicities, creating the doubly dressed states. The incoherent thermal
motion at Ωm stimulates emission and absorption between |+M+1〉 ↔ |−M 〉 when Ωd + ∆d = Ωm. (b)
Schematic explanation of the experiment. Increase of the coherent modulation amplitude separates
the Mollow triplet sidebands (top), thereby changing the frequency at which the noise spectral density
of the thermal motion, Sth

δω‖
[Ω], is probed (bottom). (c) Data, Ωd/2π = 6 MHz, Ωm/2π = 8 MHz,

Q = 10, δωth/2π = 1.04 MHz. (d) Central component of the Mollow triplet compared to upper and
lower bounds as explained in the text. Red curve: data, top gray curve: (5.30) with Γspin/2π = 0.187
MHz, bottom gray curve: 0.5×(5.30) with Γspin/2π = 0.073 MHz. The vertical lines qualitatively
compare the central Mollow component to Sth

δω‖
[Ω] and the sideband position indicated in (b).

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have revisited earlier signatures of the spin-oscillator coupling and investigated
how the corresponding signatures are influenced by the thermal motion of the mechanical oscillator.
Separation of amplitude and frequency distribution of the mechanical motion has been a powerful
analytic tool, which has accounted for most of the observed effects.

We have studied the spin dynamics when the spin is intentionally driven at the mechanical frequency
where a maximum of thermal noise is found. The experimental data, in agreement with numerical
results, show that a thermal Mollow triplet signature can still be obtained in the case of large quality
factors and effective temperature. On the one hand, the amplitude distribution is reflected by the
washing out of the sidebands, which form a pedestal instead. On the other hand, variation of the
mechanical frequency is reflected by a broadening of the central Mollow triplet peak, which is swept
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over a frequency range given by Γm. For mechanical oscillators of large quality factors, this regime
is easily obtained. In the limit of large mechanical dissipation, the oscillator’s thermal motion can
be regarded as a source of decoherence to the spin. As long as mechanical amplitudes δωth stay low
compared to the mechanical decay rate, a Fermi’s Golden rule type argument can be used to evaluate
their influence on the decay of Rabi oscillations. For larger temperatures, however, the interaction
evolves on a timescale at which correlations between the spin and thermal oscillator become important.

Finally, we have studied the effect of thermal Brownian motion on the Mollow triplet created by a
separate coherent drive of the mechanical motion. Our data show that the components of the triplet
are sensitive to the noise spectral density at different frequencies. This effect can be used in order to
exploit the Mollow triplet as a probe of high frequency magnetic noise. Beyond such applications, by
showing that the central component of the Mollow triplet is protected from noise at the mechanical
frequency, we have established the important relevance of this regime for spin mechanical hybrid
systems.

This study finally shades new light on the measurement of Chapter 4. Despite the important
parametric modulation imposed by the large Brownian motion of the suspended NV defect, it was
possible to observe long-lived Rabi oscillations with the Mollow triplet signature when driving the
nanowire at its mechanical resonance frequency. This is a direct consequence of the coherence protection
described in section 5.5.

Moreover, the disturbance observed on the Mollow triplet when the lower sideband crosses the
mechanical resonance frequency can be explained by the observations of section 5.6. These findings
will be investigated in more detail in an upgraded experiment, exhibiting a higher spatial stability and
larger coupling strength.



Conclusion

Ground breaking trapped ion and atom experiments have revealed the quantum physical aspects in
the behavior of small objects. Ground state cooling, generation of arbitrary quantum states and the
creation of quantum correlations between clusters of several particles have become well established
experimental techniques. These developments motivate looking for similar signatures in larger, and
eventually, macroscopic objects. Hybrid systems between mechanical oscillators and a single quantum
system have been suggested as, and already proven to be, potential devices that offer the necessary
properties required to achieve such an ambitious goal. By magnetically coupling the motion of a SiC
nanowire to a single NV defect electron spin, we here propose to realize a hybrid system that can
potentially operate in the resolved sideband regime. SiC nanowires can be engineered to have large
aspect ratios. Due to their low masses and the material’s very high Young modulus, large oscillation
frequencies and amplitudes can be observed. This facilitates the observation of zero point fluctuations
on the one hand. On the other hand, these oscillators become very susceptible force sensors, rendering
them useful to detect the small forces exerted by a quantum system. NV defects have gained much
popularity throughout a wide range of scientific communities due to their exceptional properties as
single photon source and solid state qubit. Here we profit from optical preparation and readout and
MW control of the spin state together with exceptional coherence times at room temperature.

The experimental feasibility of parametrically coupling the spin’s energy to the mechanical motion
of the SiC nanowire has been demonstrated by spectroscopy measurements in an effort preceding
the here presented work. Here, we have expand on this success by studying the NV spin’s dynamics
in the resolved sideband regime. A compact but powerful formalism in terms of Bloch equations is
provided which, which describes the coupled spin- oscillator- driving field system. This has allowed
the theoretical description of the several experimental signatures in terms of numerical simulations as
well as an analytic approach.

Experimental signatures of the parametric coupling in the resolved sideband regime were obtained
using two setups. On a radio frequency waveguiding system the energy of a single NV spin is modulated
using oscillating magnetic fields, emulating the mechanical motion of a spin through a magnetic field
gradient. The achieved stability of this device in connection with the wide tunability of the emulated
mechanical oscillator allows for a careful study of various coupling regimes. Monochromatic modulation
of the spin energy leads to a wide range of consequences. Studying the average spin energy in the
steady state regime by measuring ODMR spectra has revealed the existence of an adiabatic regime
where the change of energy occurs on a time scale much larger than the spin lifetime and the spin
resonances become broadened. Conversely, fast periodic energy variation lead to frequency modulation
of the spin, whose spectra thereupon exhibit resolved sidebands.

We have subsequently investigated the dynamics of the MW driven spin. These can be interpreted
with the help of an effective field theory, in which a pseudo two level system is created, whose energy
splitting is proportional to the frequency of driven evolution (the so called Rabi frequency). In the
resolved sideband regime, the spin can be driven at frequency detunings that correspond to integer
multiples of the modulation frequency. For small enough strength of the MW drive, the Rabi frequency
belonging to each of those resonances is modulated by Bessel functions.

The dynamics of the driven spin become strongly altered when the modulation and drive frequency
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match, which was studied here at a resonant MW drive. Beating signatures between several frequencies
appear in the spin’s time evolution and the spectra of Rabi oscillations are marked by a symmetric
triplet structure. Remarkably, the central component of the triplet locks the spin dynamics to the
modulation frequency of the mechanical oscillator. This phenomenon, which in analogy to experiments
from atom physics we refer to as a Mollow triplet, is the result of a twofold dressing of the spin with
first the MW and second the RF field. In order to adequately describe these signatures, we have
presented two approaches. Both, Bloch equations of the dressed spin irradiated by a resonant field,
as well as a study of the time evolution of the doubly dressed eigenstates reproduce the experimental
signatures with great accuracy and show that the driven spin– oscillator dynamics can considered to
have entered a strong coupling regime.

These effects have important consequences and their observation in a hybrid device would constitute
a significant development in this field of physics. On the one hand, reminiscent of a classical phase lock
loop, locking of the Rabi frequency to the mechanical oscillator renders the spin evolution insensitive to
variations of the Rabi frequency caused by slow noise sources, which shift the spin resonance away from
the MW field frequency. On the other hand, this locking phenomenon shows how the spin dynamics can
be tuned to evolve at the frequency at which a mechanical oscillator exhibits its maximum mechanical
susceptibility. Under these conditions, spin state dependent forces result in spatial displacements of
the resonator exceeding those of a static force by the mechanical quality factor.

For these reasons it was important to reproduce these findings on a true mechanical device. Those
were demonstrated on the second experimental setup described in this work, a spin-mechanical hybrid
system built from a single NV electron spin and a SiC nanowire. Single nanodiamonds can simply
be attached to the nanowire tip, whose position is encoded in the spin energy by a magnetic field
gradient. While the spatial variation of the spin energy can be complex, we have demonstrated a
reliable technique identifying a working point for spin manipulation protocols. Moreover, by directly
detecting the energy variation of the spin around the working point, the magnetic gradients along the
oscillation directions can be measured. In this much more complex system the experimentally observed
spin locking signatures have however gained considerably in richness, due to both, oscillation direction
dependent coupling and the introduction of a nonlinearity of energy modulation at large oscillation
amplitudes. These consequences open routes for even more advanced spin manipulation protocols and
will be subject of forthcoming work.

The latter system comprising an ultrasensitive mechanical force sensor, the oscillator exhibits large
thermal amplitudes at room temperature operation. Due to the strong magnetic field gradients that
were employed, the incoherent thermal motion couples to the spin additionally. Previous signatures of
the spin-oscillator coupling are revisited and the role of the mechanical oscillator’s Brownian motion
on the spin dynamics were studied on the radio frequency waveguiding device. Emulating such motion
with an arbitrary waveform generator offers tunability of all relevant physical parameters such as
temperature and quality factor. Our results show in agreement with numerical data that a ’thermal‘
Mollow triplet can be created for a large enough effective temperature when the Rabi frequency
matches the mechanical peak frequency. Then, separation of amplitude and frequency distribution
of the emulated mechanical motion proves a powerful analytic tool. On the one hand, the amplitude
distribution is reflected by the washing out of the sidebands, which form a pedestal. On the other hand,
variation of the mechanical frequency is reflected by a broadening of the central Mollow triplet peak,
which is swept over a frequency range given by Γm. For mechanical oscillators of large quality factors,
this regime is easily obtained. In the limit of large mechanical dissipation, the oscillator’s thermal
motion can be regarded as a source of decoherence to the spin. As long as mechanical amplitudes
stay low compared to the mechanical decay rate, a Fermi’s Golden rule type argument can be used to
evaluate the influence on the decay of Rabi oscillations.

Finally, we have studied the effect of supplemental noise in the form of Brownian motion on
the Mollow triplet, which is created by additional coherent mechanical motion. Our data shows that
different components of the triple peak are sensitive to the noise spectral density at different frequencies.
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This effect can be used in order to exploit the Mollow triplet as a probe of high frequency magnetic
noise. Beyond such applications, by showing that the central component of the Mollow triplet is
protected from noise at the mechanical frequency, we have established the important relevance of this
regime for spin mechanical hybrid systems.
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Appendix A

List of variables

Symbol Variable/ Meaning

U Potential energy
x Position of a particle
x0 Rest position of a particle
δx Displacement of a particle, δx = x− x0

kB Boltzman constant, kB = 1.38× 10−23J/K
~ = h/2π Reduced Planck constant, h = 6.626× 10−34Js
Θ Classical temperature of the environment
E • Electric field

• Young modulus
• Strain splitting of the NV spin
• Energy

B Magnetic field
b Magnetic field amplitude
Ωm/2π Mechanical resonance frequency
Γion Dissipation rate of a single ion in a trap potential
|g〉/ |e〉 Ground/ excited state of a two level system
a†/ a Phonon raising/ lowering operators
m̂ Phonon number operators, m̂ = a†a
b†/ b Photon raising/ lowering operators
n̂ Photon number operators, n̂ = b†b
|n〉/ |m〉 Photon/ phonon number state
|α〉 Coherent state with amplitude α
θ Polar angle (e.g. of a quantum superposition phase or the NV coordinate

system)
ϕ Azimuthal angle (e.g. of a quantum superposition phase or the NV

coordinate system)
Γ1 Energy dissipation rate in a quantum system
Γ2 Decoherence rate in a quantum system
Γϕ Decoherence due to pure dephasing
Γm Mechanical dissipation rate
Γth Mechanical decoherence rate, Γth = ΓmkBΘ/~Ωm oscillator and a quan-

tum system
σx,y,z Pauli matrices
S Total electronic spin quantum number
ms Projection of S along the quantization axis
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Symbol Variable/ Meaning

I Total nuclear spin quantum number
Iz Projection of I along the quantization axis
ω0/2π Resonance frequency of a TLS
ω/2π Frequency of a photon field
δ Detuning between TLS and photon field, δ = ω − ω0

t, τc Time, correlation time
H Hamiltonian
Z Partition function
ρ • Density matrix

• Mass density (of the nanowire)
Tr {} Trace operator
k Spring constant of a harmonic potential
p Momentum of a particle
M Mass
X, P Position/ Momentum operator
Fext External force
fext External force density
Fth Langevin force

χ[Ω] Mechanical susceptibility, χ = 1/M
Ω2

m−Ω2−iΩΓm

F̂ q
th Quantum Langevin force operator
Q Mechanical quality factor, Q = Ωm/gm
Sa[Ω] Spectral density of quantity a, defined as the Fourier transform of the

autocorelation function of a: Sa[Ω] =
∞∫
−∞
〈a(t), a(t+ τ)〉 eiΩτ dτ

σ Poisson ratio
E • Zero field splitting of the NV spin, D ≈ 2.87 GHz

• D = Ed3

12 (1− σ2)
y Spatial coordinate along the resonator axis
d Diameter of a cylindrical resonator/ nanowire
u(y, t) Deflection vector
kn Wave vector of the nth vibrational mode
an Amplitude of the nth vibrational mode
r0 Three dimensional rest position
δr Three dimensional position fluctuation
g Landé factor, g ≈ 2 for the NV spin
µB Bohr magneton, µB = 9.274× 10−24J/T
A Hyperfine coupling tensor
R Collective coupling to the spin bath
P0/1 Ground/ excited state population

δω‖ Longitudinal coupling strength to the spin

δω⊥ Transverse coupling strength to the spin

g(2)(τ) Autocorrelation function with delay τ
Popt Optical power
Psat Optical saturation power
s Optical saturation parameter, s ≡ Popt/Psat

Γp Optical pumping rate, Γp ≡ Γ∞p
s
s+1

Γc Optical decoherence rate, Γc ≡ Γ∞c
s
s+1
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Symbol Variable/ Meaning

em Direction of the mechanical mode
λij Coupling strength due to variation of the magnetic field component i in

the direction j, λij = gµB
~ ∂jBi

τρ Coherence time of a Schrödinger cat state
δω0/2π Longitudinal coupling strength of a mechanical oscillator or amplitude

of energy modulation of a spin induced by coherent mechanical motion
δωR/2π Rabi frequency of spin transitions induced by a mechanical oscillator
ΩR/2π Rabi frequency
Γfluo Detected fluorescence rate
η Fluorescence detection efficiency
σ Bloch vector of the NV spin
u, v, w Components of σ

u = 1
2 (ρ̃01 + ρ̃10)

v = 1
2i (ρ̃01 − ρ̃10)

w = 1
2 (ρ̃11 − ρ̃00)

wst Steady state population difference
Cw Population contrast
CODMR ODMR contrast
µ Scaling factor: CODMR = µCw
Γeff ESR linewidth
wst
∞ Steady state population difference at δ =∞

F [δ] Fluorescence detected in an ODMR measurement
f0/1 Fluorescence emission rate of the ground/ excited state

Jn nth order Bessel function of the first kind
ε Label used for the spin ground and excited states in the form ±.
An Area of the nth ODMR sideband
η Angle between the spin axis and the effective field, η = arctan(ΩR/δ)
τ Delay time/ pulse duration
Γν Decoherence induced by the longitudinal noise spectral density at the

Rabi frequency, Γν = πSδω‖ [Ω
eff
R ]

Γstatic Amplitude decay of the non-oscillating component in a Rabi measure-

ment, Γstatic = Γν sin2 η + Γ1
1+cos2 η

2 .
Γspin Amplitude decay of the oscillating component in a Rabi measurement,

Γspin = 1
2Γν sin2 η + Γϕ cos2 η + Γ1

3−cos2 η
4 .

∆N Rabi splitting, ∆N =
√
δ2 +NΩv

R
2 and

√
NΩv

R = ΩR for a coherent

field
EN Multiplicity of the singly dressed states, EN = {|0, N〉, |1, N − 1〉}
FN,M Multiplicity of the doubly dressed states,

FN,M = {|−N ,M〉, |+N ,M − 1〉}
θN ∈ [0, π/2] Mixing angle of the first dressed states, arctan 2θN = −ΩR

δ
gN,M Phonon coupling strength to the dressed states,

gN,M ≡ −gz
√
M

2 sin 2ηN = −gz
√
M

2
ΩvR
√
N

∆N

∆N,M Splitting of the doubly dressed states
∆Mollow Splitting of the doubly dressed states for a coherent phonon field
∆BS
N Bloch-Siegert corrected splitting of the doubly dressed states

Ω
⊙
R Bloch-Siegert corrected position of the anticrossing of the Mollow triplet

Ω∗R Bloch-Siegert corrected position of maximum intensity of the central
component
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Symbol Variable/ Meaning

ρ(N) Density matrix of the singly dressed states of E(N)
α Initial oscillator phase with respect to P0(0) = 1.
A0,±,∆ Amplitude of the Mollow triplet peaks: (0) central, (-) lower, (+) upper

sideband, (∆) δω0/2 -component
Γ0,± Widths of the Mollow triplet peaks: (0) central, (-) lower, (+) upper

sideband
Γpop Transition rates of the dressed state populations,

Γpop = 2Γspin

(
sin4 θN,M + cos4 θN,M

)
Γcoh Transition rates of the dressed state coherences,

Γcoh = 2Γspin

(
1
2 + sin2 θN,M cos2 θN,M

)
∆ω0/2π Variance of the spin resonance frequency (due to experimental imperfec-

tions)
∆sl Variance of the spin resonance frequency at the spin locking condition
∆ΩR/2π Variance of the Rabi frequency (due to experimental imperfections)
λ Dynamical coupling strength, λ = ~∇

∣∣
r0
ω0(r0)

V	 Differential voltage reading of the quadrant photo diode, containing the
encoded nanowire displacement

β Measurement vector of the optical displacement detection scheme
δrβ Mechanical displacement projected along the measurement direction eβ
C Capacitance
S11/ S12 Reflection/ Transmission coefficient of a voltage signal measured with a

Vector Network Analyzer
u Unit vector in the coordinate system defined by the optical axis, which

is aligned along uz

δωth Root mean square energy modulation of the spin due to the mechanical
oscillator’s thermal motion, δωth = 2πλ∆xth

ζ(r0) Curvature matrix with elements ζij ≡ ∂2
ijω0

∣∣
r0

X1(t), X2(t) Quadratures of motion
r(t) Time dependent amplitude of the thermal oscillator motion, r(t) ≡√

X2
1 (t) +X2

2 (t)
pth(r) Circular distribution of the thermal amplitude r(t)



Appendix B

Derivation of the Bloch equations

H/~ = (ω0 + δω0)|1〉〈1|+ (ΩR + δωR)(|0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0|) (B.1)

ρ̇relax =

(
−Γpρ11 − 1

2Γ1(ρ11 − ρ00) −Γ2ρ01

−Γ2ρ10 +Γpρ11 + 1
2Γ1(ρ11 − ρ00)

)
, (B.2)

ρ̇ =
1

i~
[Htot, ρ] + ρ̇relax, ρij = 〈i|ρ|j〉 (B.3)

ρ̇11 = − i(ΩR + δωR)(ρ01 − ρ10)− Γpρ11 −
1

2
Γ1(ρ11 − ρ00) (B.4)

ρ̇10 = − i(ω0 + δω0)ρ10 − i(ΩR + δωR)(ρ00 − ρ11)− Γ2ρ10 (B.5)

ρ̇01 = i(ω0 + δω0)ρ01 + i(ΩR + δωR)(ρ00 − ρ11)− Γ2ρ01 (B.6)

We now introduce the time dependence of the MW field

ΩR(t) = ΩR cosωt, (B.7)

and go into the MW rotating frame by defining:

ρ10 ≡ ρ̃10e
−iωt, ρ01 ≡ ρ̃01e

iωt. (B.8)

It follows that

dρ10

dt
=
dρ̃10

dt
e−iωt − iωρ̃10e

−iωt and
dρ01

dt
=
dρ̃01

dt
eiωt + iωρ̃01e

iωt. (B.9)

We inject the time dependence in equations (B.4, B.5, B.6) and drop terms rotating at 2ω:

ρ̇11 = − iΩR

(
ρ̃01e

iωt − ρ̃10e
−iωt) eiωt + e−iωt

2
− iδωR(ρ01 − ρ10)− Γpρ11 −

1

2
Γ1(ρ11 − ρ00)

≈ ΩR

2i
(ρ̃01 − ρ̃10)− iδωR(ρ01 − ρ10)− Γpρ11 −

1

2
Γ1(ρ11 − ρ00) (B.10)

˙̃ρ10 =
(
ρ̇10 + iωρ̃10e

−iωt) eiωt
= ρ̇10e

iωt + iωρ̃10

=

(
−i(ω0 + δω0)ρ̃10 + i

(
ΩR

2

(
eiωt + e−iωt

)
+ δωR

)
(ρ11 − ρ00)− Γ2ρ̃10e

−iωt
)
eiωt + iωρ̃10

≈ − i(ω0 − ω + δω0)ρ̃10 + i

(
ΩR

2
+ δωRe

iωt

)
(ρ11 − ρ00)− Γ2ρ̃10 (B.11)

˙̃ρ01 ≈ i(ω0 − ω + δω0)ρ̃01 − i
(

ΩR

2
+ δωRe

−iωt
)

(ρ11 − ρ00)− Γ2ρ̃01 (B.12)
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Intorducing the coordinates of the Bloch vector:

u ≡ Re (ρ̃01) , v ≡ Im (ρ̃01) , w ≡ 1

2
(ρ11 − ρ00), (B.13)

and using that ρ00 + ρ11 = 1 we have

ρ̃01 = u+ iv ρ̃10 = u− iv, ρ11 = w +
1

2
. (B.14)

We will use

u =
1

2
(ρ̃01 + ρ̃10), v =

1

2i
(ρ̃01 − ρ̃10), ẇ =

1

2
(ρ̇11 − ρ̇00) = ρ̇11 (B.15)

and

(u+ iv)eiωt − (u− iv)e−iωt = u(eiωt − e−iωt) + iv(eiωt − e−iωt) = 2iu sinωt+ 2iv cosωt. (B.16)

ẇ = ΩRv − iδωR

(
(u+ iv)eiωt − (u− iv)e−iωt

)
− Γp

(
w +

1

2

)
− Γ1w

= ΩRv + 2δωR(u sinωt+ v cosωt)− Γ1w − Γp

(
w +

1

2

)
(B.17)

u̇ =
1

2

(
˙̃ρ01 + ˙̃ρ10

)
=

1

2

(
i(ω0 − ω + δω0)(ρ̃01 − ρ̃10) + iδωR(eiωt − e−iωt)(ρ11 − ρ00)− Γ2(ρ̃10 + ρ̃01)

)
= − (ω0 − ω + δω0)v − 2δωR sinωtw − Γ2u (B.18)

v̇ =
1

2i

(
˙̃ρ01 − ˙̃ρ10

)
=

1

2i

(
i(ω0 − ω + δω0) (ρ̃01 + ρ̃10)− i

(
ΩR + δωR(eiωt + e−iωt)(ρ11 − ρ00)

)
− Γ2(ρ̃01 − ρ̃10)

)
= (ω0 − ω + δω0)u− (ΩR + 2δωR cosωt)w − Γ2v (B.19)

The equations are summarized in matrix form as follows:u̇v̇
ẇ

 =

 −Γ2 δ − δω0(t) −2δωR(t) sinωt
−δ + δω0(t) −Γ2 −ΩR − 2δωR cosωt
2δωR sinωt ΩR + 2δωR(t) cosωt −Γ1 − Γp

uv
w

−
 0

0
Γp/2

 . (B.20)



Appendix C

Analytical expressions for the phononic
Mollow triplet

C.1 Time evolution of the populations and coherences

We begin1 by considering the quantum master equation

ρ̇ = − i
~

[H, ρ]− Γ

2
(σ+σ−ρ+ ρσ+σ−) + Γσ−ρσ+ (C.1)

for the density matrix ρ representing the coupled atom and light field with Hamiltonian H whose
eigenstates are the dressed states(

|+N 〉
|−N 〉

)
=

(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)(
|0, N + 1〉
|1, N〉

)
, (C.2)

with energy separation

∆ =
√
δ2 + Ω2

R. (C.3)

We are interested in the time evolution of

1. the populations π±,N = 〈±N |ρ|±N 〉

2. the intra-multiplicity coherences ρ+−,N = 〈+N |ρ|−N 〉

3. the inter-multiplicity coherences ρqij,N = 〈iN−q|ρ|jN 〉

which is found by projecting the appropriate states around (C.1). We will make use of the following
relations:

〈−N |σ+|−N−1〉 = (σ+)−− = sin θ cos θ, (C.4)

〈+N |σ+|+N−1〉 = (σ+)++ = − sin θ cos θ, (C.5)

〈−N |σ+|+N−1〉 = (σ+)−+ = cos2 θ, (C.6)

〈+N |σ+|−N−1〉 = (σ+)+− = sin2 θ, (C.7)

in order to define the transition rates

Γi→j = Γ|〈iN |σ+|jN−1〉|2 = Γ|(σ+)ij |2, (C.8)

1 The following section is a summary of Chapter VI D of [122]
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which are explicitly written as

Γ−→− = Γ sin2 θ cos2 θ, (C.9)

Γ+→+ = Γ sin2 θ cos2 θ, (C.10)

Γ−→+ = Γ cos4 θ, (C.11)

Γ+→− = Γ sin4 θ. (C.12)

Populations We find that

π̇±,N = −(
∑
j=1,2

Γi→j)π±,N + (
∑
l=1,2

Γl→i)π±,N+1. (C.13)

The population of the level |+N 〉 changes due to populations leaving to levels |±N−1〉 and populations
arriving from levels |±N+1〉 at the corresponding transition rates. We can introduce the reduced
populations π±, which is the sum of the populations of one state over all multiplicities N:

π± =
∑
N

π±,N (C.14)

with the simple dynamics

π̇− = Γ−→+π− + Γ+→−π+,

π̇+ = Γ+→−π+ + Γ−→+π−. (C.15)

The solution to these equations is given by

π±(t) = πst
± + (π±(0)− πst

±)e−Γpopt, (C.16)

where πst
± is the steady state population of π± and Γpop is the decay rate of the populations

Γpop = Γ−→+ + Γ+→−. (C.17)

The dynamic equilibrium is reached when population losses are compensated by population gain. In
that case

π̇± = 0. (C.18)

leading to steady state populations

πst
+ =

Γ−→+

Γ−→+ + Γ+→−
=

cos4 θ

sin4 θ + cos4 θ
, (C.19)

πst
− =

Γ+→−
Γ−→+ + Γ+→−

=
sin4 θ

sin4 θ + cos4 θ
, (C.20)

obeying πst
+ +πst

− = 1. In the steady state regime we obtain the detailed balance condition, stating that
transitions from one to another level are compensated by transition in the opposite direction:

π+Γ+→− = π−Γ−→+. (C.21)

This balance leads to the symmetric shape of the fluorescence triplet.
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Coherences The intra-multiplicity coherences evolve as

d

dt
〈−N |ρ|+N 〉 =− i∆〈−N |ρ|+N 〉

+ Γ−+〈−N |ρ|+N 〉
+K−+〈−N+1|ρ|+N+1〉. (C.22)

which presents free evolution, radiative decay and transfer of the coherences from a higher multiplicity,
respectively. The decay rate Γ−+ is half the spontaneous emission rate

Γ−+ =
1

2
(Γ+→+ + Γ−→− + Γ−→+ + Γ+→−) =

Γ

2
, (C.23)

while the transfer rate K−+ is

K−+ = Γ〈−N |σ−|−N+1〉〈+N+1|σ+|+N 〉 = −Γ sin2 θ cos2 θ. (C.24)

The evolution of the inter-multiplicity coherences ρqij , separated by q excitations, is an extension of
the above expression:

d

dt
〈−N |ρ|+N−q〉 =− i(∆ + qωL)〈−N |ρ|+N−q〉

+ Γ−+〈−N |ρ|+N−q〉
+K−+〈−N+1|ρ|+N−q+1〉, (C.25)

with the same rates Γ−+ and K−+.
For the intra-multiplicity reduced coherences ρ−+

ρ−+ =
∑
N

〈−N |ρ|+N 〉 (C.26)

the evolution equation becomes
ρ̇−+ = −(i∆ + Γcoh)ρ−+ (C.27)

with the damping rate

Γcoh = Γ−+ −K−+ = Γ(
1

2
+ cos2 θ sin2 θ). (C.28)

When considering inter-multiplicity coherences, we distinguish between two cases. For ρq−+ we
have

ρ̇q−+ =
d

dt
〈−N−q|ρ|+N 〉 = (i(qωL −∆) + Γcoh)ρ−+, (C.29)

ρ̇q+− =
d

dt
〈+N−q|ρ|−N 〉 = (i(qωL + ∆) + Γcoh)ρ+−. (C.30)

On the other hand, for ρq±± we find the coupled equations

ρ̇q−− = iqωLρ
q
−− − ρ

q
−−Γ−→+ + ρq++Γ+→−,

ρ̇q++ = iqωLρ
q
++ − ρ

q
++Γ+→− + ρq−−Γ−→+. (C.31)

The solutions to the differential equations are
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ρq−+(t) = ρq−+(0)e(i(qωL−∆)−Γcoh)t,

ρq+−(t) = ρq+−(0)e(i(qωL+∆)−Γcoh)t,

ρq−−(t) =
eiωLt

Γpop

(
a1(e−ΓpoptΓ−→+ + Γ+→−) + a2(e−Γpopt − 1)Γ+→−

)
,

=
eiωLt

Γpop

(
Γ+→− + e−Γpopt(Γpopρ

q
−−(0)− Γ+→−)

)
,

ρq++(t) =
eiωLt

Γpop

(
b1(e−Γpopt − 1)Γ−→+ + b2(e−ΓpoptΓ+→− + Γ−→+)

)
,

=
eiωLt

Γpop

(
Γ−→+ + e−Γpopt(Γpopρ

q
++(0)− Γ−→+)

)
. (C.32)

C.2 Fluorescence triplet

Measurement of the fluorescence F [Ω] emitted by the excited atom corresponds to a measurement of
the correlator 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉, s.t.

F [Ω] =
Γ

π
Re

 ∞∫
0

〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉 eiωt dt

 , (C.33)

with normalization

I =

∫
dωF [Ω] = 〈σ+(0)σ−(0)〉 = Γρ11. (C.34)

The analytical form of the spectrum is obtained by using the quantum regression theorem, which
states that the time evolution of the correlator 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉 is the same as for 〈σ+(t)〉 (for t > 0).
The average of the operator σ+ is found by expanding σ+ in the dressed state basis and tracing over
the eigenstates. We can express the spin raising operator between the dressed states within the same
as well as the lower multiplicity:

σ+|E(∆N=0,1) =


|+N 〉 |−N 〉 |+N−1〉 |−N−1〉

|+N 〉 0 0 0 0
|−N 〉 0 0 0 0
|+N−1〉 − sin θ cos θ cos2 θ 0 0
|−N−1〉 − sin2 θ sin θ cos θ 0 0

 (C.35)

The expansion of the σ+ operator in terms of dressed states of neighbouring multiplicities associated
with radiative jumps is

σ+ =
∑
i,j,N

(σ+)ij |iN 〉〈jN−1| = σ−+
+ + σ+−

+ + σ++
+ + σ−−+ , (C.36)

or, in matrix notation,

σ+ =

(
(σ+)++ (σ+)−+

(σ+)+− (σ+)−−

)
=

(
− sin θ cos θ cos2 θ
− sin2 θ sin θ cos θ

)
. (C.37)
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Form of the sidebands The expansion of σ+ allows us to directly calculate the different
components of the triplet. For the upper frequency sideband, we have〈

σ−+
+

〉
= Tr

{
σ−+

+ ρ
}

= (σ+)−+

∑
N

Tr {|−N 〉〈+N−1|ρ} = (σ+)−+

∑
N

〈+N−1|ρ|−N 〉. (C.38)

On the right hand side of equation (C.38) the reduced inter-multiplicity coherence ρ1
+− appears, of

which the time evolution has been determined in equations (C.32). The correlator
〈
σ−+

+ (t)σ−(0)
〉

therefore evolves as 〈
σ−+

+ (t)σ−(0)
〉

=
〈
σ−+

+ σ−
〉
e(i(ωL+∆)−Γcoh)t, (C.39)

whose spectrum2 is

F+1
ω = Γ

〈
σ−+

+ σ−
〉 1

π

Γcoh

(ω − ωL −∆)2 + Γ2
coh

. (C.40)

For the same reasons,

F−1
ω = Γ

〈
σ+−

+ σ−
〉 1

π

Γcoh

(ω − ωL + ∆)2 + Γ2
coh

. (C.41)

The weight
〈
σ−+

+ σ−
〉

is〈
σ−+

+ σ−
〉

= (σ+)−+

∑
N

Tr {|−N 〉〈+N−1|σ−ρ}

= (σ+)−+

∑
N

(cos2 θ〈−N |ρ|−N 〉 − sin θ cos θ〈+N |ρ|−N 〉) (C.42)

Here we have expanded 〈+N−1σ−| to cos2 θ〈−N | − sin θ cos θ〈+N | in order to express
〈
σ−+

+ σ−
〉

in
terms of the reduced coherences and populations found above. For the Mollow triplet the stationary
regime (t � 1/Γ) is considered. The coherence 〈+N |ρ|−N 〉 has therefore decayed to 0. The steady
state populations of each multiplicity are related to the reduced populations of the steady state via
the photon distribution P (N) of the coherent laser field:

πst
±,N = P (N)πst

± (C.43)

and inversely, ∑
N

P (N)πst
±,N = πst

± (C.44)

The weight of the upper sideband is thus

Γ
〈
σ−+

+ σ−
〉

= Γ cos4 θ
∑
N

〈−N |ρ|−N 〉 = Γ cos4 θ
∑
N

P (N)πst
− = πst

−Γ−→+ (C.45)

In the same manner, we find the weight of the lower frequency sideband to be

Γ
〈
σ+−

+ σ−
〉

= πst
+Γ+→− (C.46)

Form of the central line For the central line, we consider that the time evolution of〈
(σ−−+ (t) + σ++

+ (t))σ−(0)
〉

has the general form 〈
(σ−−+ (t) + σ++

+ (t))σ−(0)
〉

= Ae(iωL−Γpop)t +BeiωLt (C.47)

2 The Fourier transform of a damped oscillation Ae(iωL+γ)t is 1
2π

1
γ+i(ω−ωL)

. The real part is then 1
2π

γ
γ2+(ω−ωL)2

.
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corresponding to coherently and incoherently scattered photons. The spectrum thus consists out of
a Dirac peak with weight ΓB and a Lorentzian with weight ΓA and width Γpop centered at ωL. By
considering the initial conditions, we find that

Γ(A+B) = Γ(
〈
σ−−+ σ−

〉
+
〈
σ++

+ σ−
〉
). (C.48)

We evaluate the averages as above〈
σ−−+ σ−

〉
= (σ+)−−

∑
N

Tr {|−N 〉〈−N−1|σ−ρ}

= (σ+)−−
∑
N

(sin θ cos θ〈−N |ρ|−N 〉 − sin2 θ〈+N |ρ|−N 〉) (C.49)

〈
σ++

+ σ−
〉

= (σ+)++

∑
N

Tr {|+N 〉〈+N−1|σ−ρ}

= (σ+)++

∑
N

(− sin θ cos θ〈+N |ρ|+N 〉+ cos2 θ〈−N |ρ|+N 〉) (C.50)

We again drop the contributions from the coherences and find for the weight of the central line

Γ(A+B) = Γ(
〈
σ−−+ σ−

〉
+
〈
σ++

+ σ−
〉
) = πst

−Γ−→− + πst
+Γ+→+. (C.51)

These results are summarized in Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: Fluorescence Mollow triplet. (a) Spectrum of the Mollow triplet. (b) Fluorescence versus
detuning and emission frequency showing the symmetric spectra.

C.3 Phonon Mollow triplet

Measurements of the Fourier spectra of Rabi oscillations are described by3

〈σz[Ω]〉 =

∞∫
0

〈σz(t)〉 eiωt dt, (C.52)

We can expand the operator σz in terms of the doubly dressed basis, similar as done in the above
section. For example,

(σz)−+σ
−+
z = (σz)−+|+N,M−1〉〈−N,M |

3 See remark at the end of this section.
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takes |−N,M 〉 to |+N,M−1〉 and (σz)−+ = 〈−N,M |σz|+N,M−1〉. By considering all the non-zero transi-
tions, we obtain (here we write α and θ for the angles θN and θN,M of the main text, respectively.)

σz|F(N,∆M=0,1) =


|+N,M 〉 |−N,M 〉

|+N,M 〉 # #
|−N,M 〉 sin θ cos θ(cos2 α− sin2 α) #
|+N,M−1〉 − sin θ cos θ sinα cosα − sin2 θ sinα cosα
|−N,M−1〉 cos2 θ sinα cosα sin θ cos θ sinα cosα

 (C.53)

C.3.1 MW on resonance

We set δ = 0 to simplify the calculations. In that case the angles α becomes α = π
2 and sinα = cosα =

1√
2
. The transition matrix σz|F(N,∆M=0,1) is

σz|F(N,∆M=0,1) =
1

2


# # # #
0 # # #

− sin θ cos θ − sin2 θ # #
cos2 θ sin θ cos θ 0 #

 (C.54)

or, invoking only entries associated with a change of multiplicity,

σz|F(N,∆M=1) =
1

2

(
(σz)++ (σz)−+

(σz)+− (σz)−−

)
=

1

2

(
− sin θ cos θ − sin2 θ

cos2 θ sin θ cos θ

)
, (C.55)

which is the same as for the case of the fluorescence triplet4, (C.37). We can therefore expect the
same transition rates as above. However, to account for the peaks in the spectra of Rabi oscillations,
we necessarily have to invoke timescales during which coherence is still present in the system, t ≈
1/Γspin. Thus, we consider the initial conditions of doubly dressed qubit for this transitory regime,
ρ(0) = |ms = 0〉〈ms = 0|, due to the laser induced polarization of the spin in its ground state. To find
〈σz[Ω]〉, we consider

〈σz[Ω]〉 = 〈(σz)−−|−N,M 〉〈−N,M−1|〉+ 〈(σz)++|+N,M 〉〈+N,M−1|〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
central component

+ 〈(σz)−+|−N,M 〉〈+N,M−1|〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
lower sideband

+ 〈(σz)+−|+N,M 〉〈−N,M−1|〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
upper sideband

= (σz)−−Tr {|−N,M 〉〈−N,M−1|ρ}+ (σz)++Tr {|+N,M 〉〈+N,M−1|ρ}
+ (σz)−+Tr {|−N,M 〉〈+N,M−1|ρ}
+ (σz)+−Tr {|+N,M 〉〈−N,M−1|ρ}

(C.56)

We can make use of equations (C.32) when writing

〈σz[Ω]〉 = (σz)−−ρ
1
−−[Ω] + (σz)++ρ

1
++[Ω]

+ (σz)−+ρ
1
+−[Ω]

+ (σz)+−ρ
1
−+[Ω].

(C.57)

4 The two matrices are the same except for a swapping of the off-diagonal entries, which is due to convention: In case
of the singly dressed qubit, |−N 〉 is energetically higher than |+N 〉, whereas in the doubly dressed qubit |+N,M 〉 is
energetically higher than |−N,M 〉.
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Inserting the Fourier transform for the damped oscillations first, see footnote 2, and subsequently the
trasition rates (C.55), we have

〈σz[Ω]〉 = +
(σz)−−

2π

(
ρ1
−−(0)− Γ+→−/Γpop

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

Γ+→−
Γpop

δΩ,Ωm

)
+

(σz)++

2π

(
ρ1

++(0)− Γ−→+/Γpop

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

Γ−→+

Γpop
δΩ,Ωm

)
+

(σz)−+

2π

ρ1
+−(0)

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm −∆N,M )

+
(σz)+−

2π

ρ1
−+(0)

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm + ∆N,M )

= +
sin θ cos θ

2π

(
ρ1
−−(0)− Γ+→−/Γpop

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

Γ+→−
Γpop

δΩ,Ωm

)
− sin θ cos θ

2π

(
ρ1

++(0)− Γ−→+/Γpop

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

Γ−→+

Γpop
δΩ,Ωm

)
− sin2 θ

2π

ρ1
+−(0)

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm −∆N,M )

+
cos2 θ

2π

ρ1
−+(0)

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm + ∆N,M )

= +
sin θ cos θ

2π

(
ρ1
−−(0)− ρ1

++(0) + (Γ−→+ − Γ+→−)/Γpop

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

Γ+→− − Γ−→+

Γpop
δΩ,Ωm

)
− sin2 θ

2π

ρ1
+−(0)

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm −∆Mollow)

+
cos2 θ

2π

ρ1
−+(0)

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm + ∆Mollow)
.

(C.58)

We explicitly calculate the initial values of the coherences using ρ(0) = |0〉〈0| and find

ρ1
+−(0) = 〈+N,M−1|ρ|−N,M 〉 = sin2 θ sinα cosα =

1

2
sin2 θ

ρ1
−+(0) = 〈−N,M−1|ρ|+N,M 〉 = − cos2 θ sinα cosα = −1

2
cos2 θ

ρ1
−−(0) = 〈−N,M−1|ρ|−N,M 〉 = − cos θ sin θ sinα cosα = −1

2
cos θ sin θ

ρ1
++(0) = 〈+N,M−1|ρ|+N,M 〉 = cos θ sin θ sinα cosα =

1

2
cos θ sin θ. (C.59)

We thus finally arrive at the spectra of Rabi oscillations:

〈σz[Ω]〉 = +
sin θ cos θ

2π

(
− sin θ cos θ + (Γ−→+ − Γ+→−)/Γpop

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)
+

Γ+→− − Γ−→+

Γpop
δΩ,Ωm

)
− sin4 θ

4π

1

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm −∆Mollow)

− cos4 θ

4π

1

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm + ∆Mollow)
.

(C.60)

The spectrum is a sum of three Lorentzians, where the sidebands have weights cos4 θ/2 and sin4 θ/2
(for the lower component centered at Ωm − ∆N,M and upper component, centered at Ωm + ∆N,M ,
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respectively) and width Γcoh. The central peak is composed of a Lorentzian of width Γpop and a
monochromatic component, both centered at Ωm. Their total weight is sin2 θ cos2 θ, see Figure C.2.
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Figure C.2: Measurement of the phononic Mollow triplet. (a) Rabi oscillation spectra taken at
ΩR = Ωm showing the triple peak spectra. (b) Rabi spectra as a function of the Rabi frequency.

Remark 1: Signs

With our definition of the σz matrix

σz =

(
1 0
0 0

)
a measurement of the ground state population always yields zero:

〈0|σz(t)|0〉 = 0 ∀t. (C.61)

Since the basis is complete,
〈σz[Ω]〉 = P1, P0 = 1− 〈σz[Ω]〉 . (C.62)

Expression (C.60) therefore reflects the spectra of the excited state population and we find the
ground state population by multiplying all oscillating components by −1 and subtracting 1 from
the zero frequency component. The value P|0〉(Ω = 0) reflects the steady state population and is
P|0〉(Ω = 0) = 0.5.

Remark 2: Finite acquisition times

Because in experiment and simulations we have finite measurement times T , spectra of Rabi oscillations

〈σz[Ω]〉T ≡
T∫

0

〈σz(t)〉 eiΩt dt, (C.63)

are re-scaled by a common prefactor 〈σz[Ω]〉T = 1
T 〈σz[Ω]〉. The notation 〈σz[Ω]〉T has been dropped

and 〈σz[Ω]〉 is written instead throughout the main text. However, the factor 1
T is taken into account

for the analysis of the simulations.

Remark 3: Cascade and ascension

For the linewidths at δ = 0, we find

Γpop =2Γspin

(
sin4 θ + cos4 θ

)
, (C.64)

Γcoh =2Γspin

(
1

2
+ sin2 θ cos2 θ

)
. (C.65)
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Here, we have replaced Γ by 2Γspin, which reflects the fact that the steady state population of the spin
is not 0 but 0.5 and that the spin is not only cascading downwards but also upwards.

Final expression for the Mollow triplet

We finally state the complete analytic expression of the Mollow triplet at δ = 0:

〈σz[Ω]〉T =
1

2πT

(
sin2 θ cos2 θ

2π

1

Γpop + i(Ω− Ωm)

+
sin4 θ

4π

1

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm −∆Mollow)

+
cos4 θ

4π

1

Γcoh + i(Ω− Ωm + ∆Mollow)

+ 0.5δΩ,0

)
,

(C.66)

with

∆Mollow =

√
(Ωm − ΩR)2 +

(
δω0

2

)2

,

θ =
1

2
arctan

(
δω0/2

Ωm − ΩR

)
,

Γpop =2Γspin

(
sin4 θ + cos4 θ

)
,

Γcoh =2Γspin

(
1

2
+ sin2 θ cos2 θ

)
.



Appendix D

Higher order couplings of the MW
dressed states

D.1 Coupling Hamiltonian

D.1.1 Reduction to the dressed spin picture

We consider a spin dressed by a MW field and parametrically coupled to the motion of a mechanical
oscillator, with coupling Hamiltonian

Hint = ~gzσz
(
a† + a

)
. (D.1)

The spin evolution is

〈σz(t)〉 = Tr {ρσz}

=
∑
α=±
β=±
M
N

〈αN |ρ|βM 〉 〈βM |σz|αN 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

. (D.2)

All terms in the sum for which N 6= M vanish, such that

〈σz(t)〉 =
∑
α=±
β=±
N

〈αN |ρ|βN 〉〈βN |σz|αN 〉

=
∑
N

Tr
{
ρ(N)σz

∣∣
E(N)

}
, (D.3)

where ρ(N) is the density matrix of the N th multiplicity,

ρ(N) =

(
ρN++ ρN+−
ρN−+ ρN−−

)
. (D.4)

In particular, we find that

〈σz(t)〉 =
∑
N

cos2 θNρ
(N)
−− + sin2 θNρ

(N)
++ − cos θN sin θN (ρ

(N)
+− + ρ

(N)
−+ ), (D.5)

208
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which reduces to

〈σz(t)〉 =
1

2

∑
N

(ρ
(N)
−− + ρ

(N)
++ )− 1

2

∑
N

(ρ
(N)
+− + ρ

(N)
−+ )

=
1

2
(π− + π+)− 1

2
(σ+− + σ−+) (D.6)

=
1

2
− 1

2
(σ+− + σ−+). (D.7)

in case of resonant pumping (δ = 0). Here we have defined the reduced populations π± =
∑
N

ρ
(N)
±± and

coherence σ+− =
∑
N

ρ
(N)
+− , which illustrates that we can introduce an effective two level system which

describes the MW dressed qubit.
In the basis of MW dressed states (assuming a coherent state with large MW photon number N ,

such that
√
N � 1), our considerations can be restricted to the reduced density matrix ρ(N), for which

Hint is transformed into

H
(N)
int =

1

2
~gz

(
I(N) − σ(N)

x

)
(a† + a)

=
1

2
~gz
(
I(N)

(
a† + a

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vertical coupling

−
(
σ

(N)
+ a+ σ

(N)
− a†

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Resonant coupling

−
(
σ

(N)
+ a+ σ

(N)
− a†

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Non-resonant coupling

)

(D.8)

We identify three terms. The resonant coupling terms create the doubly dressed eigenstates |±M 〉.
The non-resonant coupling terms occur at an energy penalty of 2~Ωm and lead to the Bloch-Siegert
shift. The vertical couplings do not change the spin state and correspond to descent or ascent of the
phonon ladder. They are marked as the entries D and A in Figure D.1 (a), respectively. However,
they also only appear with an energy penalty, ~Ωm. Here we are interested in their effect on the
doubly dressed state. Because of the energy penalty, we consider that they have a higher order effect,
perturbing the eigenstates |±〉M , created by the couplings shown in Figure D.1 (b).
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Figure D.1: Effect of the hybrid Hamiltonian ion the |±〉 basis. The above table presents the matrix
elements of the (â†+ â)σz interaction Hamiltonian in the |±〉 basis, underlining the transitions induced
inside and outside the F(M) = {|+,M − 1〉, |−,M〉} multiplicities appearing in the second dressing.
These transitions are visualized in the energy diagram in (a). Panel (b) highlights the intra-multiplicity
transitions, which are left after the rotating wave approximation. The label N for the photon number
was omitted as there is no coupling between the multiplicities EN .

D.1.2 Horizontal couplings

The horizontal couplings create the eigenstates for each multiplicity FM , where we have

|+M 〉 = cos θ|+,M − 1〉+ sin θ|−,M〉, (D.9)

|−M 〉 = − sin θ|+,M − 1〉+ cos θ|−,M〉. (D.10)

The energy of the dressed states is E = ±∆Mollow/2. Here, we have neglected the term
(
σ

(N)
+ a+σ

(N)
− a†

)
.

We also see, that the vertical coupling can induce transitions between the doubly dressed states of
different multiplicities, because the operator

(
a† + a

)
changes the phonon number.
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D.2 Vertical couplings

D.2.1 Perturbation approach

Using a first order perturbation approach, we have new eigenstates |±̃M 〉 due to the coupling term
V = 1

2~gzI
(N)
(
a† + a

)
. In terms of the old eigenstates |±M 〉:

|ñ〉 =|n(0)〉+ |n(1)〉,
|n(0)〉 =|±M 〉,

|n(1)〉 =
∑
k 6=n

〈k(0)|V |n(0)〉
E

(0)
n − E(0)

k

|k(0)〉.

We consider explicitly |+̃M 〉, with the correction |±(1)
M 〉. V couples |+M 〉 to

{
|−M−1〉, |−M+1〉,

|+M−1〉, |+M+1〉
}

. It turns out that the coupling elements of transitions changing the dressed state

level have evaluate to zero. We have

|±(1)
M 〉 =

δω0

2Ωm
(|±M−1〉 − |±M+1〉) (D.11)

|±̃M 〉 =|±M 〉+
δω0

2Ωm
(|±M−1〉 − |±M+1〉) (D.12)

(D.13)

The energy correction from V in first order is zero:

E(1) = 〈±M |V |±M 〉 = 0. (D.14)

The second order term is found from

E(2) =
∑
k 6=n

‖〈k(0)|V |n(0)〉‖2

E
(0)
n − E(0)

k

. (D.15)

It also evaluates to zero. This can be seen by noticing from equation (D.11) that the two contributing

terms have opposite energy costs (± δω2
0

2Ωm
). Thus, the frequencies of the Mollow triplet do not change.

However, the transition rates 〈ε̃M |σz|ε̃M+1〉 are different to 〈εM |σz|εM+1〉, because contributions from
the multiplicities FM±2 start to play a role.

D.2.2 Transition rates

Explicit calculation of the transition rates is facilitated by noticing that

σz|E(N) =

(
cos2 θN − cos θN sin θN

− cos θN sin θN sin2 θN

)
δ=0
=

(
1
2 −1

2
−1

2
1
2

)
. (D.16)

We find the following transition rates:

‖〈+̃M |σz|+̃M+1〉‖2 = #
1

4
sin2 θ cos2 θ

(
1 + 2

(
δω0

2Ωm

)2

+

(
δω0

2Ωm

)4
)

‖〈−̃M |σz|−̃M+1〉‖2 = #
1

4
sin2 θ cos2 θ

(
1 + 2

(
δω0

2Ωm

)2

+

(
δω0

2Ωm

)4
)

‖〈+̃M |σz|−̃M+1〉‖2 = #
1

4

((
δω0

2Ωm

)2

+

(
1 +

(
δω0

2Ωm

)2
)

sin2 θ

)2

‖〈−̃M |σz|+̃M+1〉‖2 = #
1

4

((
δω0

2Ωm

)2

+

(
1 +

(
δω0

2Ωm

)2
)

cos2 θ

)2

.
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Normalization of these rates yields # = 1 + 4
(
δω0
2Ωm

)2
+ 5

(
δω0
2Ωm

)4
.



Appendix E

Generation of numerical Brownian
motion

We describe here how the simulated Brownian motion is generated. Notice that all temporal data is
defined with respect to microseconds and all frequency data with respect to megahertz.

E.1 Overhead

The simulated Brownian motion is generated by calculating the discrete Fourier transform of the list
X[Ω], where

X[Ω] = χ[Ω]δF [Ω].

The Langevin force δF [Ω] is spectrally flat with a random phase and is created with the help of a
random number generator from the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) package. Both, real and imaginary
parts of the mechanical susceptibility are defined according to equation (2.16). The complex product
X[Ω] = χ[Ω]δF [Ω] is Fourier transformed and saved as a single column list.

1 #i f n d e f BrownianMotion H INCLUDED
2 #d e f i n e BrownianMotion H INCLUDED
3 #inc lude <s t d i o . h>
4 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
5 #inc lude <math . h>
6 #inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
7 #inc lude <g s l / g s l r n g . h>
8

9 // Langevin f o r c e genrat i on
10 double g s l r a n g a u s s i a n z i g g u r a t ( g s l r n g ∗ r , double sigma ) ;
11 double ∗ f l a n g e v i n ( i n t l en ) ;
12

13 // Mechanical s u s c e p t i b i l i t y
14 double ∗ f sus mech ( i n t l en su s , double gamma, double omega , double dt ) ;
15

16 // Mult ip ly ing l i s t s with complex data
17 double ∗ f m u l t i p l y c o m p l e x l i s t s ( double ∗ a , double ∗ b , i n t l e n s i g n a l ) ;
18

19 // Ca l cu l a t ing Fast Four i e r Transforms
20 double ∗ f f o r w a r d f f t ( double ∗ complex s igna l , i n t l e n s i g n a l ) ;
21 double ∗ f i n v e r s e f f t ( double ∗ complex s igna l , i n t l e n s i g n a l ) ;
22

23 // Saving a s i n g l e column l i s t
24 void f save bm ( double ∗ l i s t , char ∗ f i l ename , i n t l e n g t h o f a r r a y ) ;
25 #e n d i f

Listing E.1: BrownianMotion.h
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E.2 Creation of the Langevin force

The function f langevin returns a list of length len with temporal data representing white noise with
mean value one and rms value zero, generated using the function gsl ran gaussian ziggurat. It is
necessary to initialize the random number generator with a seed r, which is handled by the functions
gsl rng and gsl rng set.

1 #inc lude <s t d i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <math . h>
4 #inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
5 #inc lude <g s l / g s l r n g . h>
6 #inc lude ”BrownianMotion . h”
7

8 /∗Creat ion o f a l i s t conta in ing white no i s e with mean value 0
9 and rms 1 . ∗/

10 double ∗ f l a n g e v i n ( i n t l en ) {
11 i n t k ; //Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r index ing
12 double (∗ l f o r c e ) = mal loc ( s i z e o f ∗ l f o r c e ∗ l en ) ; //Empty l i s t
13 // I n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f the random number genera to r
14 t ime t seconds ;
15 seconds = time (NULL) ;
16 g s l r n g ∗ r = g s l r n g a l l o c ( g s l r n g t a u s ) ;
17 g s l r n g s e t ( r , seconds ) ;
18 // L i s t a l l o c a t i o n
19 f o r ( k=0; k < l en ; k++){
20 l f o r c e [ k ] = g s l r a n g a u s s i a n z i g g u r a t ( r , 1 . ) ;
21 }
22 re turn l f o r c e ;
23 }

Listing E.2: Langevin Force.c

E.3 Definition of the mechanical susceptibility

The mechanical susceptibility is defined as a list l sus of frequencies o taking complex values in the
positive and negative domain. The frequency step d o is determined from the length of the list len sus
(typically 1.6× 107 entries) and the time step d t (typically 4 ns).

1 #inc lude <s t d i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <math . h>
4 #inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
5 #inc lude <g s l / g s l r n g . h>
6 #inc lude ”BrownianMotion . h”
7

8 #d e f i n e PI 3.141592653589793
9 //Use the f o l l o w i n g commands to handle r e a l and imaginary e n t r i e s .

10 #d e f i n e REAL( z , i ) ( ( z ) [ 2∗ ( i ) ] )
11 #d e f i n e IMAG( z , i ) ( ( z ) [ 2∗ ( i ) +1])
12

13

14 /∗Generate a t ab l e with the response o f the o s c i l l a t o r in f requency space .
15 The complex data i s organ ized by a l t e r n a t i n g l y sequenc ing r e a l and imaginary par t s
16 be long ing to the same frequency value . Moreover , the data i s organ ized us ing the
17 convent ion o f the g s l FFT package , meaning that p o s i t i v e f r e q u e n c i e s come f i r s t ,
18 ordered from l a r g e s t to zero . ∗/
19

20 double ∗ f sus mech ( i n t l en su s , double gm, double o , double d t ) {
21 i n t i ; //Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r index ing
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22 double d o = 2 .∗PI /( l e n s u s ∗ d t ) ; // Frequency step
23 double (∗ l s u s ) = mal loc ( s i z e o f ∗ l s u s ∗ l e n s u s ∗2) ;
24 // Al l o ca t e va lue s to the l i s t l s u s in the p o s i t i v e f requency domain .
25 f o r ( i =0; i <= l e n s u s /2 ; i++){
26 REAL( l s u s , i ) = ( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i ) /(
27 ( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i ) ∗( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i )
28 + (gm∗ i ∗d o ) ∗(gm∗ i ∗d o )
29 ) ;
30 IMAG( l s u s , i ) = (gm∗ i ∗d o ) /(
31 ( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i ) ∗( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i )
32 + (gm∗ i ∗d o ) ∗(gm∗ i ∗d o )
33 ) ;
34 }
35 // Al l o ca t e va lue s to the l i s t l s u s in the negat ive f requency domain .
36 f o r ( i= − l e n s u s /2+1; i< 0 ; i++) {
37 REAL( l s u s , l e n s u s + i ) = ( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i ) /(
38 ( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i ) ∗( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i )
39 + (gm∗ i ∗d o ) ∗(gm∗ i ∗d o )
40 ) ;
41 IMAG( l s u s , l e n s u s + i ) = (gm∗ i ∗d o ) /(
42 ( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i ) ∗( o∗o − d o∗d o∗ i ∗ i )
43 + (gm∗ i ∗d o ) ∗(gm∗ i ∗d o )
44 ) ;
45 }
46 re turn l s u s ;
47 }

Listing E.3: Mech susceptibility.c

E.4 Definition of the Fourier transforms

Definition of complex multiplication, forward and backward (inverse) Fourier transforms and saving
data in a single column list.

1 #inc lude <s t d i o . h>
2 #inc lude <math . h>
3 #inc lude <g s l / g s l e r r n o . h>
4 #inc lude <g s l / g s l f f t c o m p l e x . h>
5 #inc lude ”BrownianMotion . h”
6

7 #d e f i n e REAL( z , i ) ( ( z ) [ 2∗ ( i ) ] )
8 #d e f i n e IMAG( z , i ) ( ( z ) [ 2∗ ( i ) +1])
9 #d e f i n e PI 3.141592653589793

10

11 // M u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f complex valued l i s t s
12 double ∗ f m u l t i p l y c o m p l e x l i s t s ( double ∗ a , double ∗ b , i n t l e n s i g n a l ) {
13 i n t i ;
14 double (∗ data ) = mal loc ( s i z e o f ∗data ∗2∗ l e n s i g n a l ) ;
15

16 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < l e n s i g n a l ; i++){
17 REAL( data , i ) = REAL(a , i ) ∗REAL(b , i ) − IMAG(a , i ) ∗IMAG(b , i ) ;
18 IMAG( data , i ) = REAL( a , i ) ∗IMAG(b , i ) + IMAG(a , i ) ∗REAL(b , i ) ;
19 }
20 re turn data ;
21 }
22

23 //Forward Four i e r trans form us ing the g s l l i b r a r y
24 double ∗ f f o r w a r d f f t ( double ∗ l complex input , i n t l e n s i g n a l ) {
25 i n t i ; //Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r index ing
26 double (∗ l d a t a ) = mal loc ( s i z e o f ∗ l d a t a ∗2∗ l e n s i g n a l ) ; // l d a t a w i l l be the FFT
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27 // g s l convent ion
28 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w a v e t a b l e ∗ wavetable ;
29 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w o r k s p a c e ∗ workspace ;
30

31 //Copying o f complex input l i s t l complex input
32 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < l e n s i g n a l ; i++){
33 REAL( l data , i ) = REAL( l complex input , i ) ;
34 IMAG( l data , i ) = IMAG( l complex input , i ) ;
35 }
36

37 //Memomry a l l o c a t i o n f o r FFT procedure
38 wavetable = g s l f f t c o m p l e x w a v e t a b l e a l l o c ( l e n s i g n a l ) ;
39 workspace = g s l f f t c o m p l e x w o r k s p a c e a l l o c ( l e n s i g n a l ) ;
40 //Forward FFT
41 g s l f f t c o m p l e x f o r w a r d ( l data , 1 , l e n s i g n a l , wavetable , workspace ) ;
42 // Free ing memory
43 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w a v e t a b l e f r e e ( wavetable ) ;
44 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w o r k s p a c e f r e e ( workspace ) ;
45 re turn l d a t a ;
46 }
47

48 // Inve r s e Four i e r trans form us ing the g s l l i b r a r y
49 double ∗ f i n v e r s e f f t ( double ∗ l complex input , i n t l e n s i g n a l ) {
50 i n t i ; //Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r index ing
51 double (∗ l d a t a ) = mal loc ( s i z e o f ∗ l d a t a ∗2∗ l e n s i g n a l ) ; // l d a t a w i l l be the iFFT
52 // g s l convent ion
53 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w a v e t a b l e ∗ wavetable ;
54 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w o r k s p a c e ∗ workspace ;
55

56 //Copying o f complex input l i s t l complex input
57 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < l e n s i g n a l ; i++){
58 REAL( l data , i ) = REAL( l complex input , i ) ;
59 IMAG( l data , i ) = IMAG( l complex input , i ) ;
60 }
61

62 //Memomry a l l o c a t i o n f o r iFFT procedure
63 wavetable = g s l f f t c o m p l e x w a v e t a b l e a l l o c ( l e n s i g n a l ) ;
64 workspace = g s l f f t c o m p l e x w o r k s p a c e a l l o c ( l e n s i g n a l ) ;
65 // Inve r s e FFT
66 g s l f f t c o m p l e x i n v e r s e ( l data , 1 , l e n s i g n a l , wavetable , workspace ) ;
67 // Free ing memory
68 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w a v e t a b l e f r e e ( wavetable ) ;
69 g s l f f t c o m p l e x w o r k s p a c e f r e e ( workspace ) ;
70 re turn l d a t a ;
71 }
72

73 // Saving r e a l data as a s i n g l e column l i s t
74 void f save bm ( double ∗ l i nput , char ∗ f i l ename , i n t l e n g t h o f a r r a y ) {
75 i n t n ; //Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r index ing
76 FILE ∗ f i l e v a r=NULL; // Pointer to f i l e
77 f i l e v a r = fopen ( f i l ename , ”w” ) ; //Open f i l e
78 // Write in to f i l e
79 f o r (n=0; n<l e n g t h o f a r r a y ; n++){
80 f p r i n t f ( f i l e v a r , ”%8.5e\n” , REAL( l i nput , n) ) ;
81 }
82 }

Listing E.4: ComplexFFT.c
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E.5 Brownian motion generation

The main function generates a temporal trace of Brownian motion with radial frequency omega, decay
rate gamma, time step d t and length len output. A temporal trace of the Langevin force is created and
transformed into Fourier space. The result is multiplied with the mechanical susceptibility, yielding
position values of the thermal oscillator in frequency space. A temporal trace is obtained by Fourier
transformation, which is saved as a single column list.

1 #inc lude <s t d i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <math . h>
4 #inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
5 #inc lude <g s l / g s l r n g . h>
6 #inc lude ”BrownianMotion . h”
7

8 #d e f i n e l en output 16000000
9 #d e f i n e PI 3.141592653589793

10 #d e f i n e REAL( z , i ) ( ( z ) [ 2∗ ( i ) ] )
11 #d e f i n e IMAG( z , i ) ( ( z ) [ 2∗ ( i ) +1])
12

13 /∗Normal izat ion o f Brownian temporal data , such that
14 the root mean square va lue i s one . ∗/
15 void ∗ normal ize ( double ∗ l data , i n t l e n l d a t a ) {
16 i n t k ; //Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r index ing
17 double sum = 0 . ; // Total va lue counter f o r l d a t a squared
18 //Summing squares
19 f o r ( k=0; k < l e n l d a t a ; k++){
20 sum = sum + REAL( l data , k ) ∗REAL( l data , k ) ;
21 }
22 // Ca l cu l a t ing rms
23 sum = s q r t (sum/( f l o a t ) ( l e n l d a t a ) ) ;
24 // Normal iz ing rms to one
25 f o r ( k=0; k < l e n l d a t a ; k++){
26 REAL( l data , k )=REAL( l data , k ) /sum ;
27 }
28 }
29

30 /∗BM genera t i on func t i on . ∗/
31 void ∗ bm( double omega , double gamma, double dt ) {
32 i n t i ;
33 double (∗ c l a n g e v i n ) = mal loc ( s i z e o f ∗ c l a n g e v i n ∗2∗ l en output ) ;
34 double ∗ l l a n g e v i n = f l a n g e v i n ( l en output ) ; // Generating Langevin f o r c e
35 double ∗ l s u s = f sus mech ( len output , gamma, omega , dt ) ; // Generating ch i
36

37 //Turn the r e a l l i s t with langev in f o r c e s in to a complex l i s t
38 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < l en output ; i++){
39 REAL( c langev in , i ) = l l a n g e v i n [ i ] ;
40 IMAG( c langev in , i ) = 0 . 0 ;
41 }
42 // Convert Langevin f o r c e from a temporal i n to f rqeuency data
43 double ∗ f f t c l a n g e v i n = f i n v e r s e f f t ( c l angev in , l en output ) ;
44 // Creat ing l i s t o f p o s i t i o n s in f requency space , us ing l i n e a r re sponse .
45 double ∗ l x omega = f m u l t i p l y c o m p l e x l i s t s ( f f t c l a n g e v i n , l s u s , l en output ) ;
46 // Free ing memory
47 f r e e ( f f t c l a n g e v i n ) ;
48 f r e e ( l s u s ) ;
49 // Generating l i s t with p o s i t i o n in the time domain
50 double ∗ l x temp = f f o r w a r d f f t ( l x omega , l en output ) ;
51 normal ize ( l x temp , l en output ) ; // Normal iz ing Brownian motion
52

53 // Save as a s i n g l e column ( save bm )
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54 f save bm ( l x temp , ” data // f i l ename . txt ” , l en output ) ;
55 f r e e ( l x temp ) ; // Free ing memory
56 }
57

58 //Main func t i on to c a l l BM genera t i on func t i on
59 i n t main ( void ) {
60 double dt = 0 .004 , omega = 2∗PI ∗6 , gamma = 2∗PI ∗6 . / 1 0 ;
61 bm(omega , gamma, dt ) ;
62 }

Listing E.5: BM generation.c



Appendix F

Slow spin dynamics in the presence of
Brownian modulation in the resolved
sideband regime

F.1 Spin dynamics in the presence of incoherent energy modulation

In this section we will once again study spin dynamics in the resolved sideband regime using the test
system of Chapter 5, employing mechanical oscillators that experience purely thermal excitation. On
the one hand, choosing mechanical frequencies much larger than the spin linewidth and the Rabi drive
frequency allows us to make clear comparisons to section 3.6.1, where the energy modulation was
monochromatic. On the other hand we aim at understanding modifications of the spin dynamics when
the mechanical oscillator is coupled weakly compared to the oscillation frequency, a regime relevant to
the nanowire experiment of Chapter 4. In this experimental configuration we can neglect effects similar
to those leading to the appearance of the phononic Mollow triplet, which was discussed in Chapters 3
and 5. We begin our discussion in the case of a large mechanical quality factor. Experimentally, Rabi
oscillations are averaged over many realizations of the emulated Brownian motion. This is ensured by
the data acquisition time on the order of 90 min, which is large compared to the Brownian trace of 64
ms. At maximum simulated Rabi pulse durations of 25 µs, each simulated trace of Rabi oscillations
represents an average of more than 2500 different realizations of Brownian motion.

F.1.1 Spin dynamics in the resolved sideband regime of good quality mechanical
oscillators

In order to distinguish between good and bad quality mechanical oscillators, we recall that coherence
properties of Rabi oscillations are lost on a timescale of 1/Γspin ≈ 1µs. For near monochromatic
energy modulation, Γm � Γspin, we expect to see little influence of the Brownian motion on the spin
dynamics. For a sufficiently strong coupling strength δωth � Γspin it should then still be possible
to coherently drive Rabi oscillations on the mechanical sidebands. In our simulations we choose to
work with a high Q = 500 mechanical oscillator of resonance frequency Ωm/2π = 8 MHz and drive
strength δωth/2π = 3 MHz, while driving Rabi oscillations at frequency ΩR/2π = 3 MHz for a spin
with Γspin = 0.5 MHz. In Figure F.1 (a) we present simulations of driven Rabi oscillations in the
coherently driven case (Γm = 0, δωth = δω0/

√
2) for the purpose of reference. Simulation results for the

thermally driven mechanical oscillator are shown in Figure F.1 (b). As can be seen clearly, sidebands
are still visible at MW detunings of δ = ±Ωm. It appears, however, that the coherence properties
are strongly altered. Comparison of the temporal traces in (a) and (b) reveals that indeed Rabi
oscillations on both, carrier and sidebands, now show reduced contrast and faster decay rate. On the
adjacent Fourier traces reduction of contrast and coherence time present themselves as broader peaks

219
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of lower amplitudes. The Fourier plot for the Brownian oscillator furthermore reveals a slight shift of
the peak position, which is most visible for the Ω/2π ≈ 3 MHz peak at δ = 0. Figure F.1 (c) compares
the Rabi oscillation spectra of the monochromatic oscillator (dashed lines) with those obtained for
the thermal oscillator (solid lines) for δ = 0 (black) and δ = −Ωm (red), bringing into evidence
the aforementioned alteration of the Rabi peaks. Because we have employed a spectrally narrow
mechanical oscillator, we attempt to understand these effects in terms of the amplitude distribution
of the mechanical oscillations, as described in section 5.3.2. We first recall expression (3.19) for the
temporal evolution of Rabi oscillations in the absence of mechanically induced energy modulation of
the spin:

P0(τ) = A1 exp(−Γstaticτ) +A2 exp(−Γspinτ) cos
(

Ωeff
R τ
)
.

At δ = 0, amplitude A1 vanishes and the dynamics are decaying oscillations with Fourier representation

P0[Ω] =
1

2
δ[Ω] +

1

T

A2

i(Ω− ΩR) + Γspin
, (F.1)

where the effective Rabi frequency Ωeff
R /2π corresponds to the drive strength ΩR/2π. If the monochro-

matic energy modulation is turned on1, the effective Rabi frequency is modified by the zeroth order

Bessel function, Ωeff
R,n=0 → ΩRJ0

(
δω0
Ωm

)
, which describes the dashed black line in Figure F.1 (c). We

now argue that the Lorentzian peaks

Ln[ΩR, δω0] =
1

T

A2

i(Ω− ΩRJn

(
δω0
Ωm

)
) + Γspin

(F.2)

are averaged over the amplitude distribution pth(δω0), defined in (5.17). In other words, at one

realization of Rabi oscillations of amplitude δω1
0 an effective Rabi frequency Ωeff

R,n=0 = J0

(
δω1

0
Ωm

)
ΩR will

be detected. At another instance the oscillation amplitude has changed to δω2
0 and an effective Rabi

frequency Ωeff
R,n=0 = J0

(
δω2

0
Ωm

)
ΩR will contribute to the average. This simple picture is compromised

by the fact that, depending on the detuning δ, the Rabi frequency might approach 0 for very large

(J0

(
δω0
Ωm

)
= 0 at δω ≈ 2.4Ωm) or very small (J1

(
δω0
Ωm

)
= 0 at δω ≈ 0) oscillation amplitudes, when

Ωeff
R,n . Γspin the system is not driven coherently. We therefore compare the Rabi spectra obtained for

the mechanical sidebands at δ = 0, −Ωm to the following expression:

σBM
z,n [Ω] = Re

 ∞∫
0

dδω0 p
th(δω0)Fn[ΩR, δω0]

 , (F.3)

where Fn[ΩR, δω0] is a filtering function

Fn[ΩR, δω0] =

{
Ln[ΩR, δω0] if Jn

(
δω0
Ωm

)
ΩR ≥ Γspin

0 otherwise.
(F.4)

Such a filtering function only admits coherent driving at large enough effective Rabi frequencies but
ignores contributions to the decay at small effective Rabi frequencies. σBM

z,0 and σBM
z,1 are shown as grey

traces in Figure F.1 (c). As can be seen, the averaging procedure very well reproduces the spectra
obtained from simulations. While σBM

z,0 appears to be very accurate, σBM
z,1 rather provides a qualitative

description of peak position and decreased amplitude. We attribute this fact to two simplifications that
we have made here. First, we have ignored spectral components due to small effective drive strength.

1 The amplitude A2 might become slightly less than 1/2 because of a small component emerging at Ω = Ωm due to
off-resonant driving of the phononic Mollow triplet. We will ignore these effects for simplicity here.
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Second, we have ignored the fact that, at small oscillation amplitudes δω0, Rabi oscillations on the
sidebands resemble the unperturbed case in absence of a mechanical oscillator. Then, P0(δ = Ωm) is
described by the one component A1 describing incoherent decay and one coherent oscillation A2 due
to power broadening. While the latter effect stays negligible at ΩR � Ωm, the competition of the

decay term A1 and the perturbing drive at J1

(
δω
Ωm

)
ΩR is visible here as the initial decay of the red

trace. Overall, the simulated data can well be reproduced in terms of averaging the Bessel functions
that modify the Rabi frequency in case of monochromatic energy modulation, see Figure F.1 (d).
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Figure F.1: Simulations of the frequency dependence of Rabi oscillations in the presence of (a) coherent
and (b) large Q thermal modulation. (c) Cuts of the Fourier spectra at the sidebands indicated in
(b) (thick colored lines) compared to the analytic expression (F.3) (gray solid lines). Dashed lines
indicate the corresponding Rabi spectra in case of coherent energy modulation as in (a). (d) Bessel
functions (dashed lines) compared to Bessel functions averaged over pth(δω0).
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We verify these findings experimentally by injecting tables of Brownian motion X(τ), emulating a
mechanical oscillator at Ωm/2π = 8 MHz, Γm/2π (Q = 500) into the RF waveguide. With a previously
calibrated coupling strength of δω0(V)/2π = 4MHz

V we expect δωth/2π = 3 MHz at a rms output
voltage of Vrms ≈ 0.84 V. A preceding measurement of Rabi oscillations yields that a MW output
power of 14 dBm produces Rabi oscillations with ΩR/2π = 3 MHz and Γspin ≈ 0.6 MHz (see the black
dashed line in Figure F.2 (b)). The measurement is shown in Figure F.2 (a) in both, temporal and
Fourier representation, demonstrating great qualitative agreement with our numerical data of Figure
F.1 (b). Comparisons of the measured Rabi oscillation spectra in (b) and (c) reveals that expression
(F.3) indeed provides a good description of the experimental case: position, height and width of the
Fourier peaks are well reproduced for the carrier and both sideband components. Notice that the initial
decay that was discussed for the sideband spectra of Figure F.1 (c) is absent in F.2 (c) due to the
reduced resolution of the experimental Fourier traces. Having gained good understanding of the effects
related to the amplitude statistics inherent to the thermal drive, we will now discuss consequences of
employing low quality mechanical oscillators.
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Figure F.2: Rabi detuning experiment in the presence of thermal energy modulation with Q = 500.
(a) Temporal and Fourier data. (b) Central Rabi trace (δ = 0) compared to expression (F.3). (c)
Sideband Rabi traces as indicated in (a) compared to expression (F.3). The black dashed line indicates
a Rabi measurement at δ = 0 in absence of energy modulation.

F.1.2 Spin dynamics in the resolved sideband regime of bad quality mechanical
oscillators

We now simulate Rabi oscillations in the regime of bad mechanical quality factors with the same
parameters as above (Ωm/2π = 8 MHz, δωth/2π = 3 MHz, ΩR/2π = 3 MHz). We first compare the
temporal traces between realizations for Q = 100 (Γm/2π = 80 kHz) and Q = 10 (Γm/2π = 800 kHz),
shown in Figure F.3. Evidently, in both cases spin coherence is preserved, as strong contrast of the
oscillations is visible on the carrier as well as the sidebands. However, we see that the perceived decay
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of Rabi oscillations is slightly enhanced when compared to the large Q case presented in Figures F.1
and F.2. The effect is especially visible on the sidebands, where for Q = 10 no full oscillation is
observed.
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Figure F.3: Distribution of the oscillation amplitude leading to averaged effective Rabi frequencies.

Figures F.4 (a) and (b) show traces of the spectra taken at δ = 0, −Ωm compared to the analytic
expressions σBM

z,n (F.3). While the overlap between σBM
z,0 and the spectrum for Q = 100 is still very

high, agreement with σBM
z,1 has reduced compared to the large Q case. Further reduction is visible by

going to the spectra corresponding to Q = 10, where now also σBM
z,0 agrees considerably less with the

simulation. The numerical spectra are not solely explicable by amplitude averaging, but instead we
have to invoke effects of the mechanical linewidth, which becomes comparable here to the decay rate
(Γspin = 0.5 kHz). On the one hand we observe a small broadening (along the frequency direction) of
the the sidebands in Figure F.3. The effect is however negligible even for bad quality factors as Γm

stays small compared to ΩR, which determines the principal width of the Rabi sidebands. On the
other hand, the noise spectral density around ΩR is increased due to the thermal excitation of the
mechanical oscillator. Assuming that the mechanical spectral density Sth

δω‖
[Ω] is flat at ΩR (ΩR � Ωm),

the decay rate of Rabi oscillations increases according to equation (3.23). We have

Γν = πSδω‖ + Sδωth
[Ωeff

R ], (F.5)

with equation (5.2):

Sth
δω‖

[Ω] =
ΓmΩ2

m

(Ω2
m − Ω2)2 + Ω2Γ2

m

δω2
th

= 2π
f2

m
Γm
2π

(f2
m − f2)2 + f2

(
Γm
2π

)2 (δωth

2π

)2

.

We thus have Γspin → Γspin,n, where we define Γspin,n as

Γspin,n(δ = nΩm) = Γspin +
1

2
Sth
δω‖

[Ωeff
R,n]. (F.6)
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Figure F.4: Improvement of expression (F.3) describing the amplitude averaged Rabi spectra. (a) and
(b) show Rabi spectra (thick solid lines) from the numerical simulations for Q = 100 and Q = 10,
respectively. The gray lines represent expression (F.3). In (c) and (d) the agreement between numerical
data and the analytic expression is improved by injecting Γspin → Γspin,n.

The increased noise spectral density leads to enhanced decoherence of Rabi oscillations and therefore
to a broadening of the peaks in the Fourier spectra. Injecting Γspin,n in expressions (F.3) and (F.4)
we obtain the plots depicted in Figures F.4 (c) and (d). The adapted expressions obtained for σBM

z,0

now exhibit improved agreement with the simulated data, while the agreement between σBM
z,1 and the

spectra of the sidebands is still modest2. A close look at the evolution of the sideband peak observable
when comparing Q = 100 with Q = 10 shows that the sideband peak is in fact disappearing in the low
frequency component with decreasing quality factor. To better understand this effect we repeat the
same simulations at increased coupling strength for a value of δωth = 10 MHz.

2 Further improvement of these fits may potentially be obtained by also averaging the Bessel functions Jn
(
δω
Ωm

)
over the

spectral density of the mechanical oscillator. The attempt to do so has not been conclusive so far.
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Figure F.5: Distribution of the oscillation amplitude leading to averaged effective Rabi frequencies for
lower quality factors in the high temperature regime. (a) Coherent modulation. (b) Q = 100. (c)
Q = 10. For large mechanical dissipation rates, no Rabi oscillations can be driven. The decay observed
in (c) is much faster than 1/Γ1.

Comparison of Figures F.3 with Figure F.5 shows that the qualitative difference between the
spectra obtained for the two quality factors further increases with δωth. Both, the temporal as well as
the Fourier traces reveal that the driving of coherent oscillations as evidenced in Figure F.6 (a) for a
moderate quality factor is no longer possible for the strongly coupled bad quality mechanical oscillator
in (b). We can understand this difference by considering the noise spectral density Sth

δω‖
[Ω] with
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quadratic dependence on δωth: for a bad mechanical oscillator the added noise floor at low frequencies
is larger compared to a good quality factor by the ratio of the respective mechanical decay rates (see
expression (5.2)).
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Figure F.6: Rabi spectra in presence of thermal energy modulation the high temperature, low Q
regime. The solid lines indicate horizontal cuts taken from Figure F.5 (b) and (c) for the two quality
factors Q = 100 (here shown in (a)) and Q = 10 (b). Grey lines indicate evaluation of expression
(F.3). In case of Q = 10 pure population decay over a wide range of detunings δ is observed instead of
coherent oscillations.

The effect of noise in the system is thus much more severe for larger values of Γm at the same
coupling strength. The case presented in Figures F.3 and F.5 corresponds to power spectral densities
shown in Figure F.7 (a) and (b), respectively. With the noise level Γspin,n surpassing the drive strength
ΩR for Q = 10 at δωth/2π = 10 MHz, decoherence effects are too strong to drive oscillations coherently.
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Figure F.7: Noise spectral densities in the low (a) and high (b) temperature regimes. As the total
decay rate Γ surpasses ΩR, no Rabi oscillations can be driven.

The simulation data shows that the coherence properties of the mechanical oscillator directly
influence the coherence of the spin. The measurement of Rabi oscillations at constant but sufficiently
large coupling strength shows that coherence is lost much more rapidly as the mechanical dissipation
increases. We demonstrate this regime experimentally. As before we inject Brownian motion emulated
at Ωm/2π = 8 MHz with quality factors Q = 100 and Q = 10 and drive Rabi oscillations over a
large span of detunings δ. The data depicted in Figure F.8 is in very good qualitative agreement
with the simulated traces from above. Clearly visible are oscillations at Ωeff

R,1/2π ≈ 2 MHz and their
gradual disappearance as the emulated mechanical oscillator is changed from monochromatic to largely
incoherent. In the latter case the spin shows decay to the steady state population of P0 = 0.5 on
a time scale much shorter than 1/Γ1 over a wide range of frequencies. This is characteristic of the
weak coupling limit ΩR < Γspin, where a monochromatic drive enhances the emission rates of the TLS,
leading to accelerated population decay [103]. Notice that we have encountered this regime before
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in the context of mechanically driving the dressed spin populations, which, for δω0 < Γspin, leads to
an initial broadening of the oscillating component in Rabi spectra before separation into the Mollow
triplet (see section 3.7.5 and Figure 3.45).
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Figure F.8: Experimental measurements. (a) The coherent case is presented for comparison. (b)
Q = 100. Rabi oscillations are visibly driven on the mechanical sidebands. At resonance (δ = 0)
no contrast is visible, as the effective, averaged Rabi frequency is close to Γspin. (c) Q = 10. No
Rabi oscillations are visible. The effective decoherence rate is larger than the drive strength and fast
population decay is measured, verifying the observation from the numerical data.
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In conclusion: In this section we have seen two effects of the mechanical oscillator related to
either its amplitude or frequency distribution. First, the temperature dependent amplitude distribution
necessitates averaging over pth(δω0), which leads to a shift and broadening of the Rabi peaks in the
spectra. The effect is independent of Γm and Rabi spectra will suffer the temperature related broadening
even for very high quality mechanical oscillators. Second, the incoherent energy modulation induces
additional decoherence of Rabi oscillations. In extreme cases such coupling can prevent Rabi oscillations
when 2 Γm

Ω2
m
δω2

th ≈
ΩR
2π .

F.2 ESR spectra with Brownian modulation

We will now extend the above considerations to the steady state regime of the spin dynamics. As we
have seen, amplitude averaging of the Brownian oscillator leads to reduction of contrast of the Fourier
peaks on the one hand. On the other hand, contrast is decreased due to an increased noise spectral
density, which directly depends on the mechanical quality factors Naturally, we expect to find similar
signatures in the ODMR spectra of the NV defect. As opposed to the Rabi oscillation protocols, in
the ODMR spectra the spin experiences additional decoherence to to optical pumping. For reasonable
values of the light intensity, the decoherence rate is on the order of several MHz and is reflected by
a linewidth δν. In this sense we are necessarily working with good mechanical oscillators, Γm . δν,
when operating in the resolved sideband regime of the ODMR measurement: Ωm > δν. We start
studying the consequences of the Brownian motion on the steady state spin population by performing
simulations. We will then turn towards the experimental case, attempting to verify the previously
identified signatures.

F.2.1 Simulations

In order to simplify our study and free the simulated ODMR spectra of power broadening effects, we
perform the simulations at extremely low values of the MW drive strength. We choose Ωm/2π = 8 MHz,
ΩR = 0.05πMHz, Γ1 = 0.1 MHz, Γ2 = 0.4 MHz, Γ∞c = 0 MHz, s = 0.5, Γp = Γ∞p

s
1+s = 5/3 MHz.
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Figure F.9: Simulated spectra showing the ground state population P0. Sidebands are visibile up to
third order for both quality factors Q = 10 and Q = 100 at δωth = 10 MHz.

As can be seen from Figure F.9, sidebands are visible up to third order for large thermal drive
strength δωth. A significant difference between the two spectra shown for Q = 100 and Q = 10 is
that the increased mechanical linewidth broadens the ODMR peaks and reduces their contrast. We
investigate the evolution of both with parameter δωth for the central and first order sideband. We
fit the numerical spectra with a superposition of Lorentzian lineshapes L and deduce contrast and
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linewidth.

w(ω) = 1−
∑
n

L(ω − ω0 ∓ nΩm, δνn, Cn), (F.7)

L(ω0 ∓ nΩm, δνn, Cn) = Cn
δν2
n

(ω − ω0 ∓ nΩm)2 + δν2
n

. (F.8)

Linewidth

We first inspect the expression for the linewidth (3.6) of the nth-order sideband, δνn, in case of
monochromatic energy modulation:

δνn =
1

2π

√√√√√Γ̃2,n

Γ̃2,n +
Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
Γ̃1

. (F.9)

Since we have chosen a weak drive strength ΩR, the effects of power broadening can be ignored.
Without any dependence on the MW drive strength, amplitude averaging of the Brownian motion has
no impact on the linewidth. We are then left with the decoherence rate

δνn ≈
Γ̃2,n

2π
. (F.10)

On the one hand, the decoherence rate Γ̃2 is proportional to the noise spectral density close to zero
frequency, which has obtained additional contributions from Sth

δω‖
[Ω]. We therefore expect an increase

of the linewidth due to the thermal motion, such that

Γ̃2 → Γ̃th
2 = Γ̃2 + Sth

δω‖
[Ω ≈ 0]. (F.11)

On the other hand, the position of each sideband depends on the mechanical frequency Ωm/2π. Due
to the mechanical linewidth Γm, we can expect that the position of the nth-order sideband is swept by
n× Γm. Because δνn denotes the HWHM, we assume that

Γ̃th
2,n = Γ2 +

n

2
Γm + Sth

δω‖
[Ω ≈ 0] + Γc

≈ Γ2 +
n

2
Γm +

Γm

Ω2
m

δω2
th + Γc. (F.12)

Expression (F.12) is compared with the values found from the simulation data in Figure F.10 for
the zeroth and first order sideband. We see that the quadratic dependence on δωth is initially well
reproduced for the two quality factors Q = 10 and Q = 100. For large effective temperatures δωth & Ωm

the predicted behavior (F.12) for δνn becomes an underestimate of the values found from simulations.
This could be due to the fact that a large δωth strongly modifies the effective Rabi frequency, either
due to the off-resonant phonon Mollow triplet or Bloch-Siegert like shifts. In either case, higher
order contributions of δωth are not taken into account in the linear dependence of Γ̃2 on Sth

δω‖
[Ω ≈ 0]

originating from a perturbation theoretical approach.
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Figure F.10: The linewidth of the zeroth (#0) and first (#1) order sidebands are initially showing
quadratic dependence on δωth for (a) Q = 10 and (b) Q = 100 (indicated by the dashed black lines)
until δωth ≈ Ωm.

Contrast

As opposed to the linewidth δνn, the contrast of each sideband, Cn, depends on the Rabi frequency
ΩR,n and will therefore be subject to amplitude averaging. We have, from expression (3.7):

C =
Ω2

R

Ω2
R + Γ̃1Γ̃2

→ Cn =
Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
+ Γ̃1Γ̃2

Taking into account the dependence of Γ̃2 on δωth, we average Cn over the distribution pth(δω0):

Cth
n =

∞∫
0

dδω0 p
th(δω0)

Ω2
RJ

2
n

(
δω
Ωm

)
Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω
Ωm

)
+ Γ̃1Γ̃th

2

. (F.13)

The good agreement with the values obtained from simulation data is shown in Figure F.11.
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Figure F.11: Contrast of the (a) zeroth and (b) first order sideband. Expression (F.13), shown as
black dashed lines, accurately describes the contrast for small values of δωth. For larger values of δωth,
(F.13) becomes an overestimate.

Area

To remedy the discrepancy between expressions (F.12) and (F.13) (which give underestimates for the
linewidth and overestimates for the contrast, respectively) and the simulation data, we consider the
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total area of each sideband given by the product Cnδνn. In the thermal case, we have

Ath
n = Cth

n δν
th
n . (F.14)

The above expression (F.14) yields great agreement with the simulations, see Fig. F.12.
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Figure F.12: Area of the sidebands for (a) Q = 10 and (b) Q = 100. In case of the larger quality
factor fit parameters could be extracted for the second order sideband from the simulations.

Conclusion: While the expressions for contrast and linewidth are very accurate at low tempera-
tures, the total sideband area has to be taken into account in order to precisely describe the simulated
ODMR spectra in the high temperature regime.

F.2.2 Experiment

We will now attempt to reproduce the above results experimentally. The mayor challenge in the
execution of these measurements lies within the compromise between data acquisition times and the
employed optical power. The increased intensity of the light field causes broadening of the ESR
spectra. At the same time larger MW power is required for sufficient contrast of the ESR peaks in
order to overcome the optical repolarization rate. All of the following measurements were preformed at
conditions very similar to those of section 3.6.1, that is at 0 dBm MW output power and optical power
corresponding to a detected fluorescence rate between approximately 5500 and 7000 cts/s. While
the low optical power reduced optical broadening, it also demands long averaging times to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. This makes the experiment susceptible to drifts in laser power. A series of
measurements was performed for quality factors of Q = 10 and Q = 100, both at Ωm/2π = 8 MHz.
ODMR measurements are taken over a range of approximately 3Vrms. Each curve is an average of 5000
frequency sweeps, amounting to data acquisition times of ∼ 15 hours per scan. It should be stressed
that the optical saturation parameter s = Popt/Psat is difficult to control, since small fluctuations of
Popt near Psat lead to large variations of s. Despite this problem, several conclusions can be made about
the measurements shown in Figure F.13. First order sidebands emerge well separated from the central
peak by the emulated mechanical frequency for both quality factors. Generally, it is evident that
sidebands in the small Q case are larger and the contrast is reduced. However, the reduced contrast is
also explained by lower light intensities in case of Q = 10, as evidenced by direct comparison of the two
ODMR measurements in absence of the RF field, see the caption of Figure F.13. At a larger quality
factor, the spectral density of the RF field at Ω = Ωm is high enough for second order sidebands to be
exhibited at Vrms =

√
2 V, while they remain absent in the lower Q case.
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Figure F.13: ODMR measurements with a Brownian oscillator in the resolved sideband regime for
Q = 10 in (a) and Q = 100 in (b). Scans are vertically adjusted to match pairs taken at voltages
Vrms = (0, 2, 4, 6)/

√
2 V (bottom to top).

Estimates for the light broadened decay rates Γ̃1, Γ̃2 and ΩR are obtained from a fit to a Lorentzian
lineshape of the zero modulation scans. These values are then used to compare the area contained in
each sideband to expression (F.14) as presented in Figure F.14. The agreement is reasonably good
apart from slight deviations that we attribute to variations in the optical power.
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Figure F.14: Area of the sidebands of the ODMR measurements of Figure F.13 compared to expression
(F.14) for Q = 10 in (a) and Q = 100 in (b).

By sweeping the applied MW frequency in ODMR measurements we experimentally obtain much
larger resolution on the mechanical sidebands than in the Rabi measurements of section F.1. We can
therefore expect to be sensitive to the broadening induced by the temperature as well as mechanical
dissipation, as in equation (F.12). Qualitative differences of the linewidth evolution compared to the
case simulated above are visible in Figure F.15: contributions from MW power broadening cause
the central peak to exhibit a larger width than the sidebands, which are sensitive to the mechanical
dissipation rate Γm. Taking non-negligible values of ΩR into account, the expressions for the linewidth
of the nth sideband has to be averaged over the amplitude distribution as well:

δνth
n (δωth,ΩR) =

1

2π

∞∫
0

dδω0 p
th(δω0)(δω)

√√√√√Γ̃th
2,n

Γ̃th
2,n +

Ω2
RJ

2
n

(
δω0
Ωm

)
Γ̃1

. (F.15)

However, injecting the deduced values for Γ̃2 and Γ1 into the above expression does not provide sensible
agreement with the experimental data. This is probably due to insufficient accuracy of the parameters
Θ, Γ̃1 and Γ̃2 and problems arising from varying laser power and drift of the NV spin resonance
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frequency. Due to long data acquisition times, all these factors add up and render comparison of
different ODMR spectra difficult. In order to yet provide a phenomenological description explaining
the different evolution of the widths of the central and sideband peaks corresponding to different
quality factors, we fit the data with the expression

δνth,eff
n (δωth,ΩR) =

1

2π

√√√√√√√√
(
γ̃2 +

n

2
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m
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Γ̃2


(
γ̃2 +

n

2
Γm +

Γm

Ω2
m

δω2
th

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Γ̃2

+
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R,n
2

γ̃1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ(PMW)

 (F.16)

Here, we average the Rabi frequency over all amplitudes, so that

Ωeff
R,n

2
=

∞∫
0

dδω0 p
th(δω0)Ω2

RJ
2
n

(
δω0

Ωm

)
.

We set ΩR/2π = 1 MHz, which we retrieve from MW calibration data and choose γ̃1 and γ̃2 to be free
fitting parameters summarizing the experimental uncertainties. From (F.16) we obtain the dashed
black lines in Figure F.15, which are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The free
parameters were fitted to γ̃1 = 0.63 (0.36) MHz and γ̃2 = 1.54 (0.96) MHz for Q = 10 (100).
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Figure F.15: Evolution of the (a) zeroth and (b) first order sideband ODMR linewidth with effective
temperature δωth for Q = 100 and Q = 10. The solid lines are data, the dashed lines are fits to
expression (F.16), which takes into account power broadening. This explains the qualitative difference
of the experimental data to the numerical data showing monotonic increase, see Figure F.10. The values
determined are γ̃1 = 0.63 (0.36) MHz and γ̃2 = 1.54 (0.96) MHz for Q = 10 (100). The measurements
are compared to the case of coherent modulation (Q =∞).

F.2.3 Asymmetry of ODMR spectra

So far, we have not discussed the fact that the power spectral density of the mechanical oscillator is
asymmetric around the resonance frequency Ωm. For small values of Q (Γm ≈ δν/2) ODMR spectra
are more complicated in the fact that the peaks are non-Lorentzian. This is evidenced in the simulated
spectra for Q = 10 in Figure F.16, where an asymmetry is clearly visible. Because nth-order sidebands
are exhibited at n×Ωm from ω0, their position is sensitive to the frequency distribution of mechanical
oscillations. While the central peak is unaffected (its position is not swept), higher order sidebands
are dragged towards resonance. In order to take this effect into account, we fit the ODMR spectra
from above with a Fano line shape, allowing for an asymmetry of the peaks:

Fn(δ) = C
(qδν + δ + nΩm)2

(δ + nΩm)2 + δν2
, (F.17)
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where q and δν are free parameters.
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Figure F.16: Spectrum of w at Q = 10. The asymmetric peaks are fitted with a Fano line shape (F.17).

Experimentally, we obtain an ODMR spectrum as shown in Figure F.17 which we compare to
an equivalent coherent measurement. Both curves were acquired during long acquisition times and
therefore potentially suffer the same problems as encountered above. Qualitatively, a slight asymmetry
is visible as indicated by the two arrows: close to the first order sideband peak, the slope to either
side of the peak seems different. Divergence from a Lorentzian lineshape is indicated by comparison
to a Lorentzian fit traced in black. However, the overall quality of the data is not entirely convincing
and requires further investigation.
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Figure F.17: Comparison between sideband spectra due to monochromatic excitation (black curve)
and a bad quality mechanical oscillator. Lorentzian fits are indicated by the black traces. The blue
arrows indicate the divergence from the Lorentzian profile at the wings of the sidebands due to the
asymmetry of Sth

δω‖
[Ω] around Ωm.

Conclusion: We have presented a numerical and experimental study of the steady state spectra
of a NV spin parametrically coupled to a thermally excited mechanical oscillator. While both, fre-
quency and amplitude distribution of the modulation are clearly identified in the simulated spectra,
experimental signatures suffer from long data acquisition times and various broadening processes,
blurring out the effects under investigation. Improvements on the stability will help to clarify interpre-
tation of the various experimental signatures, as for example the asymmetry of the sideband caused
by a mechanical noise spectral density Sth

δω‖
[Ω] asymmetric around Ωm.
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Abstract

Summary Exploring the quantum properties of macroscopic objects has been a core challenge for
research in physics during the past decades. Proposed systems to reach this goal include hybrid devices
that couple a nanomechanical resonator to a single qubit. In particular, the implementation of spin
dependent forces represents a fundamental objective towards the creation of non-classical states of
motion. In this manuscript, we investigate a hybrid system coupling a nanomechanical oscillator and
a single electronic spin of a NV defect in magnetic interaction. We focus on the parametric interaction
case, when the mechanical motion modulates the qubit energy, and in particular when the driven
qubit and mechanical oscillators evolves on similar timescales. In that situation a synchronization
of the qubit dynamics onto the mechanical motion is observed. The phenomenon is first explored
on a test experiment where mechanical motion is replaced by a parametrically coupled RF field.
It allows to establish the main properties of the phenomenon, which is subsequently investigated
on the core experiment involving a true hybrid spin-mechanical system. It consists of a NV defect
attached at the vibrating extremity of a silicon carbide nanowire, immersed in a strong magnetic
field gradient. The spin state is hence coupled to the nanowire vibrations via Zeeman effect. The
bidimensional character of the nanowire deformations is responsible for novel vectorial signatures in
the synchronization mechanism, which can also be viewed as a phononic Mollow triplet as observed in
early quantum electrodynamics experiments. We finally explore the robustness of the synchronization
against the Brownian motion of the resonator and demonstrate the possibility to protect the qubit
against this additional decoherence source by applying a small coherent mechanical drive.

Keywords: Hybdrid spin-nanomechanical systems, NV defects, Electron spin, Nanomechanics,
Spin locking, Dressed states, Coherence protection

Resumé L’exploration des propriétés quantiques d’objets macroscopiques constitue l’un des défis
centraux de ces dernières décennies pour la recherche en physique. Parmi les stratégies proposées pour
atteindre cet objectif, les systèmes hybrides couplant un résonateur nanomécanique à un qubit unique
font figure de paradigme. En particulier, la mise en œuvre de forces dépendant de l’état du qubit
représente un objectif fondamental ouvrant la voie à la création d’états non-classiques du mouvement.
Dans ce manuscrit, nous considérons un système hybride constitué d’un oscillateur nanomécanique
et du spin électronique d’un unique centre NV, couplés entre eux par une interaction magnétique.
Nous nous concentrons sur leur couplage paramétrique, dans lequel la vibration mécanique module
l’énergie du qubit, et plus précisément sur le cas où la précession du qubit, générée par un champ
externe, et l’oscillation mécanique évoluent sur des échelles de temps comparables. Dans cette situation,
nos observations mettent en évidence une synchronisation de la dynamique du qubit sur l’oscillation
mécanique. Le phénomène est dans un premier temps abordé dans une expérience-test qui remplace
le mouvement mécanique par un champ radiofréquence en couplage paramétrique avec le spin. Cette
première implémentation permet de dégager les propriétés essentielles de l’effet paramétrique, qui est
dans un second temps observé sur un vrai système mécanique hybride. Dans cette seconde expérience,
un centre NV est attaché à l’extrémité oscillante d’un nanofil de carbure de silicium, immergé dans un
fort gradient de champ magnétique couplant ainsi par effet Zeeman l’énergie du qubit aux vibrations
du nanorésonateur. Le caractère bidimensionnel des déformations du nanofil octroie alors un caractère
vectoriel au mécanisme de synchronisation, qui peut aussi être interprété comme la manifestation d’un
triplet de Mollow phononique, en analogie avec le phénomène observé dans les premières expériences
d’électrodynamique quantique. Pour terminer, nous explorons la robustesse de la synchronisation vis-
à-vis du mouvement Brownien du résonateur, et démontrons la possibilité de protéger le qubit de cette
source de décohérence additionnelle grâce à une excitation mécanique cohérente de faible amplitude.

Mots clés : Systèmes hybrides spino-mécaniques, Centre NV, Spin électronique, Nanomécanique,
Synchronisation de spin, Etats habillés, Protection contre la décohérence
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